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97TH Cowanzaa HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JREPr. No. 97-18t Seauion f ( 227 Part 2

VOTING RIGHTS ACT EXTENSION

SEPTEMBER 23, 1981.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. EDWARDS of California, from the Committee on the Judiciary,
submitted the following

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

[To accompany H.R. 3112]

This supplemental report shows changes in existing law made by
the bill (H.R. 3112), as reported, which were omitted.

CHAsGEs IN ExsTum; LAw MADE BY TAE BILL, As REPORTED
In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the Houseof Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill, as

reported, which are not included in part 1 of this report, submitted
September 15, 1981, are shown as follows (existing law proposed tobe omitted is enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed initalics, existing law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):

VOTING RIGHTS ACT OF 1985
AN ACT to enforce the fifteenth amendment to the Constitution of the UnitedStates, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the UnitedState of America in Congreas aaembled, That this Act shall be knownas the 'Voting Rights Act of 1965".

i.-ooso
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TITLE I-VOTING RIGHTS

* - . . . . .Szc. 41(a) * *

* * * . . , .If the Attorney General determines that he has no reason to be-lieve that any such test or device has been used during the [seven-
teen] nineteen years preceding the filing of an action under the firstsentence of this subsection for the purpose or with the effect ofdeny or abridging the right to vote on account of race or color, heshall consent to the entry of such judgment.

* * . . . . .

'The amendments made by subsection (a) of the Met section of tis Act shal takeerfect on the date of enactment of the Act.

0



Calendar No. 598
NOTICE: In lieu of a star print, errata are printed to indicate

corrections to the original report.

97TH CooEm8 . SENATE Rarr
d Besaron 5 No. 97-417

MAY 27 (legislative day, MAY 25), 1982.-Ordered to be printed

Mr. TiunRown, from the Committee on the Judiciary,
submitted the following

REPORT

together with
ADDITIONAL, MINORITY, AND SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS

(To accompany S. 1992]

CORRECTi0J9

On page 4 of the Report, the recorded vote in paragraph "8" should
be 15,3, instead of 13-5.

On page 8 of the Report a new paragph "9" should be insertedwhich reads, "An amendment that woul ave changed the burden ofproof requirements under Section 5 (defeated by a vote of 12-6)."
In Secton XI of the Report, "Recorded Votes in Committee,"recorded votes numbers 8-10 should be deleted and replaced with the

following:
8. East amendment to change the burden of proof requirements

under Section 5 of the Act.

Laxalt* Mathias
Hatch DoleEast SimpsonDenton GrassleyHeflin Specter
Thurmond Biden

Kennedy

t enbaum*
DeConcini*
Leahy
Baucus

Amendment defeated by a vote of 12-6.
89-010 0
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t. East amendment to change the venue prescribed under Section 5
of the Act,

Laxalt*YES.
Eat Mathias
East D lDenton on

Heaucu Grassley
B a uicusS ec rThurmond Bpder

Kennedy
Byrd
Metzenbaum
DeConcini
Leahy

Amendment defeated by a vote of 12-6. Hatc

10. East amendment that would have changed venue for suits
brought to enforce Section 2 of the Act.

YawsEast

Denton*
Specter
Thurmond

Amendment defeated by a vote of 14-4.
11. East amendment to make Section

single political subdivision in the Nation.

YEAS
EastDenton*
Thurmond

HAYS
Mathias
Hatch

Dole
SimpsonGrassley
Biden
Kennedy

lzbaum*
DeConcini*
Laxalt*
Heflin
Leahy
Baucus

5 of the Act apply to every

NAYS
Mathias

Laxalt tHatch
Dole
Specter
Simpson
Grassley
Biden

Kennedy
enbaum*

DeConcini*
Leahy
Baucus

Anendnint defeated by a vote of 15-3.
The Comittee then ordered the bill to be favorably reported to the

full Senate by a vote of 17-1.
0
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977 CoaoaRas SENATE J Rzron-r2d Season } No. 97-417

VOTING RIGHTS ACT EXTENSION

MAY 25, 1982.-Ordered to be printed

Mir. T uao\n from the Committee on the Judiciary,
submitted the following

REPORT

together with
ADDITIONAL, MINORITY, AND SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS

[To accompany S. 19921

The Committee on the Judiciary, to which was referred the bill
(S. 1992) to amend the Voting Rights Act of 1965 to extend the effectof certain provisions and for other purposes, having considered the

same, reports favorably thereon with an amendment (in the nature ofa substitute) and recommends that the bill as amended do pass.Senator Mathias filed the majority views of the Committee on theJudiciary.
I. INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY

The Committee on the Judiciary, to which was referred the bill
(S. 1992) to amend the Voting Rights Act of 1965, to extend the spe-cial coverage provisions, to adopt a new procedure by which jurisdic-tions can bail out of coverage under the special provisions, to amendsection 2, to extend the language assistance provisions for an addi-tional seven years, and to add a section governing assistance to voterswho are blind, disabled or unable to read or write, having considered

the same, reports favorably thereon with amendments and recommends
that the bill as amended do pass.The voting rights legislation which this Committee has consideredis one of the most significant issues to come before this Congress. It
has generated discussion not only in the Congress but throughout theNation as well. This Committee has given the legislation detailed at-tention before coming to the conclusions reflected in this Report, whichis the statement for the record of the intended meaning and operation
of this bill.

(1)
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Following the Committee Report on the bill are Additional Viewsand Minority Views of individual members.

II. PURPOSE
The objectives of S. 1992, as amended, are as follows: 1 to extendthe present coverage of the special provisions of the Voting RightsAct, Sections 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8;' (2) to amend Section 4(a) ofthe Actto permit individual jurisdictions to meet a new, broadened standardfor termination of coverage by those special provisions; (3) to amendthe language of Section 2 in order to clearly establish the standards in.tended by Congress for proving a violation of that section; (4) toextend the language-assisance provisions of the Act until 1992; and(5) to add a new section pertaining to voting assistance for voterswho are blind, disabled, or illiterate.

Jurisdictions that meet the criteria set forth in Section 4(b) of theAct will continue to be subject to the special provisions of the Actuntil such time as they obtain a declaratory judgment granting termi-nation of coverage as set forth in Section 4(a), as amended, but inany event not for a period exceeding 25 years.The standard for bailout is also broadened by permitting politicalsubdivisions in covered states, as defined in Section i4(c) (2), to bailout although the state itself remains covered. Under the new standard,which goes into effect on August 6, 1984, a jurisdiction must show,for itself and for all governmental units with its territory, that (1)for the 10 years preceding the filing of the bailout suit, it has a recordof no voting discrimination and of compliance with the law; and(2) it yar taken positive steps to increase the opportunity for fullminority participation in the political process, including the removalof -any discriminatory barriers.
h. 1992 amends Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 to pro-hibit any voting practice, or procedure results in discrimination. Thisamendment is designed to make clear that proof of discriminatoryintent is not required to establish a violation of Section 2. It therebyrestores the legal standards, based on the controlling Supreme Courtprecedents, which applied in voting discrimination claims prior tothe litigation involved in Mobile v. Bolden.' The amendment also addsa new subsection to Section 2 which delineates the legal standardsunder the results test by codifying the leading pre-Bolden votedilution case, White v. Regeater.'

This new subsection provides that the issue to be decided underthe results test is whether the political processes are equally open tominority voters. The new subsection also states that the section doesnot establish a right to proportional representation.The lan uage assistance provisions of Section 203 are extendedfor an recii seven years. In addition, a new subsection 208 isadded prescribing the method by which the voters who are blind,disable, or illiterate are entitled to have assistance in a polling boothfrom a person of their own choosing, with two exceptions.
a42 s.5. 1973 et ge.e 5

m
(RO:(ereafter cited a "Bolden").'412 0.9.755 (1973).
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m. HISTORY OF LEGISLATION AND COMMITTEE
PROCEEDINGS

The bulk of S. 1992 is virtually identical to legislation that was
passed by an overwhelming margin by the House of Representativesin the fall of 1981. This Committee has reviewed the record of those
proceedings, as well as the hearings of the Senate Subcommittee on
the Constitution, in making its determinations on this legislation.
Thus, a brief overview of the House proceedings is in order.

On May 6, 1981, the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional
Rights of the House Judiciary Committee convened hearings on the
Voting Rights Act. The Subcommittee heard testimony regarding thebroad range of issues connected with the Act. The Subcommittee held
18 days of hearings, including regional hearings in Montgomery, Ala-
bama, and Austin, Texas. Testimony was heard from over 100 wit-
nesses. On July 21, 1982, the Subcommittee met and by unanimous
voice vote ordered H.R. 3112 reported, without amendment, to the full
Committee.

On July 28, 30, and 31, the full Committee on the.Judiciary met to
consider H.R. 3112. On July 31, the full Committee, by a vote of 23 to
1. ordered the bill reported to the House, with a single amendment in
the nature of a substitute.

On October 5, 1981, H.R. 3112 was passed by the full House on a vote
of 389 to 24. All contested floor amendments were defeated either byvoice vote by wide margins on roll call vote, except for an amend.
ment offered by Representative Fenwick pertaining to voter assistance
for the blind and disabled.

H.R. 3112 was then placed directly on the Senate calendar. An iden-
tical bill, S. 1992, was introduced in the Senate by Senators Mathias
and Kennedy and eventually cosponsored by an additional 63 Senators.
S. 1992 was referred to the .Judiciary Commit tee, and subsequently', theSubcommittee on the Constitution. Pour other bills relating to the VT

ot-
ing Rights Act had also been referred to the Subcommittee. The Sub-
committee held nine days of hearings, from January 27, 1982 to March1, 1982, which are described in detail in the Subcommittee Report. OnMarch 24, 1982, the Subcommittee met in executive session to consider
S. 1992. Five amendments, offered in block, were adopted by the Sub-committee by a vote of 3-2. S. 1992, as amended, was then reported outof the Subcommittee by 5-0 vote. A Subcommittee Report. includingthe separate views of Senators Leahy and DeConcini was printed andmade available to members of the full Committee.

On March 29, 1982, S. 1992 was briefly considered by the Commit-
tee, at which time a date certain was set for full Committee consider-
ation. The Committee considered the measure on April 27, 28, 29, andMay 4. Opening statements were given on April 27, 28, and 29. On May4 t e Committee voted on amendments, and ordered the bill, asamended, to be favorably reported.

The Committee first agreed to an amendment in the nature of asubstitute for the Subcommittee bill. This amendment was offered bySenator Dole for himself and the sponsors of the original S. 1992,Senators Mathias and Kennedy, as well as Senators DeConcini,Grassley, Metzenbaum, Biden, and Simpson. The substitute amend-
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ment reinstated most of the original text of S. 1992, but includedthree changes: (1) a further amendment to Section 2 of the Act; (2)a twenty-five year time limit on the special provisions of the Act; and(3) a new provision concerning the method by which voting assistanceis provided to the blind, the disabled, and the illiterate. The substitute
amendment was agreed to by a vote of 14-4.

A series of further amendments were then offered by Senator East.By a vote of 10-8, the Committee agreed to an East amendment relat-
ing to officials or agents of a voter's union assisting the blind, disabled,and illiterate in the polling booth under Section 5 of the substitute.

The Committee did not agree to the following East amendments:
1. An amendment that would have deleted thEpase menability:

to read or write" from Section 5 of the substitute (defeated by a
vote of 13-5) ;

2. An amendment that would hav relae th-alu crtei
contained in Section 2 of the substitute (defeated by ailout e

12-6; ( eatd bya vote of124) ;
3. An amendment that would have prevented the existence of anat-large election system from bein considered as evidence of a

violation of Section 2 of the Act (defeated by a vote of 13-5)
4. An amendment that would have added sex discrimination asan activity prohibited under Section 2 of the Act (defeated by a

vote of 16-2 ;
5. An amendment that would have added discrimination basedon religion as an activity prohibited under Section 2 of the Act

(defeated by a vote of 16-2) ;
G. An amendment that would hare changed the venue prescribedunder Section 5 of the Act (defeated by a vote of 12-) ;7. An amendment that would have changed venue for suitsbrought to enforce Section 2 of the Act (defeated by a vote of14-4); and

8. An amendment that would have made Section 5 of the Actapply to every single political subdivision in the Nation (defeated
by a vote of 13-5).

The Committee then ordered the bill to be favorably reported tothe full Senate by a vote of 17-1.

IV. BACKGROUND: ORIGIN AND OPERATION OF THE
VOTING RIGHTS ACT

The Committee bill will extend the essential protections of the his-toric Voting Rights Act. It will insure that the hard-won progress ofthe past is preserved and that the effort to achieve full participation
for all Americans in our democracy will continue in the future.Seventeen years ago, Americans of all races and creeds joined topersuade the Nation to confront its conscience and fulfill the guarantee
of the Constitution.

From that effort came the Voting Rights Act of 1965. PresidentLyndon Johnson hailed its enactment as a "triumph for freedom ashuge as any ever won on any battlefield." The Act has attacked the
shameful blight of voting discrimination

As a result of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, hundreds of thousandsof Americans can now vote and, equally important, have their vote
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count as fully as do the votes of their fellow citizens. Men and women
fromi racial and ethnic minorities now hold public office in places where
that was once impossible.

Twice before, in 1970 and 1975, the crucial provisions of the Act have
been extended. Each time the Act has come under attack. But each
time, the Congress on a bipartisan basis has come to its rescue, with
the support of Americans.from every part of the country.

To appreciate the legacy of the Voting Rights Act and the need for
its extension without unweakened, an understanding of its history is
essential. Traditionally, black Americans were denied the franchise
throughout the South. After statutory bars to voting by blacks were
lifted, the main device was denial of voter registration-by violence,
by harassment, and by the use of literacy tests or other screening
nelhods. Civil rights groups and the Justice Department challenged
those barriers repeatedly in the courts. The Civil Rights Acts of 1957
and 1960 authorized the Attorney General to seek injunctions, and the
bills also established a complex process to enroll black voters.

But case-by-case litigation proved wholly inadequate. Justice
Department attorneys were spread thinly among numerous lawsuits in
many different jurisdictions. 'he Government had the burden of proof,
and massive resources were required to document discrimination in
each case. By the time a court enjoined one scheme, the election had
often taken place, local officials had devised a new scheme, or both
had occurred. The enforcement of the law could not keep up with the
violations of the law.Finally, after long frustration and in the fact of tenacious resistance,
Congress affirmed our fundamental principles by passing the Voting
Rights Act in 1965.

Overall, Congress hoped by passage of the Voting Rights Act to
create a set of mechanisms for dealing with continuing voting dis-crimination, not step by step, but comprehensively and finally. Thus,as Senator Javits put it, the purpose of the Voting Rights Act was
"not only to correct an active history of discrimination, the denyingto Negroes of the right to register and vote, but also to deal with the
accumulation of discrimination. . . . The bill would attempt to do
something about accumulated wrongs and the continuance of the
wrongs."'

The Voting Rights Act was designed to operate on two levels. First,it contained special remedies applicable to particular tates or
counties covered by the so-called trigger formula of Section 4. If in
the 1964, 1968, or 1972 presidential elections a jurisdiction had a lit-
eracy test or similar device and if less than half of its electorate was
registered or voted, then the jurisdiction was covered under Section 4.
The use of "tests or devices" was suspended and the Attorney General
was authorized to send in federal examiners to register voters or fed-
eral observers to monitor the conduct of elections. This section was
based on the recognition that specific practices and procedures-lit-
eracy tests and similar devices-had been used to prevent blacks from
participating in the electoral process.

The Act also required covered jurisdictions to preclear any changesin voting or election laws with either the Attorney General or a Fed-
'111 Con. Ree. 8205 (1965).
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eral court in the District of Columbia. The Attorney General or thecourt was required to withhold approval until the submitting juris-diction shows that the clang e will nut be diSeriiilatu* in purpose oreffect. This provision was designed to insure that old devices for dis-enfranchisement would not simply be replaced by new ones. Throughthis remedy Congress intended to provide an expeditious and effectivereview to insure that devices other than those directly addressed inthe Act (literacy tets and the pull tax uud not be used to thatthe will of Congress to secure the franchise for blacks.'he second level on which the Act, o.seu was a general prohibi-tion of discriminatory practices nationwide. Where discrimination wasshown, the Attorney General might ask the court to impose the sameremedies--examiners, observers, a ban on test or devices, and pre-clearance of new laws-that applied automatically to areas coveredby the Section 4 trigger.
The initial effort to implement the Voting Rights Act focused onregistration. More than a million black citizens were added to the vot-ing rolls from 1965 to 1972. It is not surprising, therefore, that tomany Americans, the Act is synonymous with achieving minority registration. But registration is only the first hurdle to full effective par-ticipation in the political process. As the Supreme Court said in itsinterpretation of the Act:

The right to vote can be affected by adiluto of vtn
rwer as well as by an absolute prohibition on casting vot g allot.s o ncstn a-

Following the dramatic rise in registration, a broad array of dilutionThemes were employed to cancel the impact of the new black vote.elective posts were made ppointive; election boundaries were gerry-mandered; majority runofs were instituted to prevent victories undera prior plurality system; at-large elections were substituted for elec-tion by single-member districts, or combined with other sophisticatedrules to prevent an effective minority vote. The ingenuity of suchschemes seems endless. Their common purpose and effect has been tooffset the gains made at the ballot box under the Act.Congress anticipated this response. The preclearance provisions ofSection 5 were designed to halt such efforts. Upholding the constitu-tionality of Section 5, the Supreme Court noted:
Congress knew that some of the States covered by section41b) of the Act had resorted to the extraordinary stratagemof contriving new rules of various kinds for the sole purposeof peetuating voting discrimination in the face of adversefederaS court decrees. Congress had reason to suppose thatthese States might try similar maneuvers in the future inorder to evade the remedies for discrimination contained inthe Act itself.*

Allen and Perkins v. Mathews ' held that preclearance applied to anychange in the law which could, even in subtle or indirect ways, infringe
t0he right of minority citizens to vote and to have their vote fully

s South Caroin o fatoBaha ma oti. sa*3 (ia9ej.'400 U.S. 379 (1971).
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count, e.g., gerrymandering or abolition of elective posts. The reportof the Subcommittee on the Constitution suggested that this judicial
application of preclearance under Section 5 improperly strayed from
the original intent or Congress.' llowever, the legislative history ofSection 5, us well as the careful and persuasive analysis of the historywhich the Supreme Court has made, fully refutes that suggestion.

Once the Supreme Court made clear that Section 5 required reviewof any new laws in covered areas that could directly or indirectly im-
pair the right to vote, Section 5 became the main target of legislative
efforts to undermine the Act.

Each time that Congress has continued the special coverage of the
Voting Rights Act tue argument was made that Section 5 was no
longer needed. Congress has had to balance a record of some progress
against strong evidence of continuing discrimination. And each time
Congress has decided to retain Section 5.
1970 Extension

In 1969 and 1970, as the five-year period of coverage under the spe-cial provisions was nearing its end, Congress undertook a detailed and
searching examination, including 14 days of hearings in the House
and Senate, of the record of developments -under the Act. Congresswas aware that there had been general progress in registration andvoting but that there was much more to be done. While the covered
jurisdictions were now complying with the literacy test suspension ofSection 4, there was widespread and growing violation of Section 5,through increased use of the dilution methods addressed by the Su-
preme Court in Allen and Perkins.° Moreover, there had been wide-s read ignoring of the preclearance requirement. Thus, as the Senate
Judiciary Committee stated at the time:

If it had not been for Section 5 of the present Act, there is
no telling to what extent the states and communities covered
might have legislated and manipulated to continue their his-torical practice of excluding Negroes from the Southern poli-tical process.

We also take note of the recent decision of the SupremeCourt in Allen v. Board of Elections in which the Court
discussed the history of the enforcement of Section 5 andclarified its scope. The decision underscores the advantageof Section 5 procedures in placing the burden of proof on acovered jurisdicton to show that a new voting law or proce-
dure does not have the purpose and will not have the effect ofdiscriminating on the basis of race or color."o

eor o r o enats Subom *tteo the Cegstitutlun or a S tu ri.2i3-i4 thereafter cited Sutjconitte leport~.) Sloreover lIt both 109 70 and 1070. theCongeus renewed section with full awareness of its interpretation by the Courts to in.
clude dilution and oter e aie echani st, as well at outi it denials of te o port nityto register or ote. bot onty has Conre s twice rued this Interdretauion of the I tendedop o. Section and rejected aroments that the section was excessively broad. butalso It tI noteworthy that 7 n of the tetbers of the Senate who aed on the extension o1970 had also been poemer In 1tt when Section h was first enacted.testsT that condition registration ancliteracy un sqienro.bigderotanding. educational achievement goodmoorai character. or voucher of another voter. It Is thus easy for a jurisdiction to engagein nnassive dlciTnon wimbtho having to use n tbrohibitedr Ca test or nadee. Se11u Con. Rec. S. 0000. March 2. 2970..ouote.ai Cn. n e, e

fin. sponsored the bes o theom te nrtdn etensin of the Act which became law. The Satn emet Courthas cited their views as the committee report on the bill which was enacted. Seven of theien Senators had been sponsors in 1095 of S. 1594" the bill enacted as the Voting RightsAct.
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In August 1070, Congress passed the Voting Rights Act Amendmentsof 19h (Public eaw 91-285), which extended coverage of Section 5and the other special provisions of the Act for an additional five yearsfor the jurisdictions whose coverage was triggered by the 1965 Act.Congress also brought under the Act's special coverage states andpolitical subdivisions that maintained a test or device on November1, 198, and that had less than a 50 percent turnout or registration ratefor the November 19b8 presidential election." Lastly, it established afive-year nationwide ban on the use of literacy tests or other devices.DevelopmenUt after the 1970 E'xtenaion
In the period following the 1970 extension of the Act, a number ofcases were decided by the Supreme Court that clearly delineated howthe Voting Rights Act was to work. These decisions were consistentwith Congres intentions in passing the Act and extending it. Amongthese decisions were Georcia v. United State t Perking v. Matewand Connor v. Waller." during this period, the Attorney General alsoadopted ions to provide guidance for covered jurisdiction, andthe uide were upheld in Georgia v. United State.. These casscarri out Co ' intention in broadly covering voting changeswhile allowing te legitimate processes of government to go on. 1I orexample, the Supreme Court upheld interpretations of Section 5 thatpermitted legitimate annexations, while minimizing their dilutingqualities by rquiring modification of electoral systems where annexa-tions took place.

1975 Ewtesio
in 1975, Congress again faced the situation it had observed in 1970.While mo jurisdictions had complied with Section 4 for ten yearsby not using tests or devices, there had nonetheless been widespreadviolation of the Act and widespread voting discrimination in thescored sitions Twenty dys of hearings in the House and Sen-.axe confirmed the continued need for the preclearnce roed.Ath

Senate report pointed out; p remedy. As the
The recent objections entered by the Attorney General ofthe United States to Section 5 submissions clearly bespeakthe continuing need for this, preclearance mechyni Aspeg-istration and voting of minority citizens increases othermeasures may be resorted to which would dilute increasing

switching or t Such other measures may include
white e actions, anne.tions of predominantly
piMlga~sait or theadoption of discrininary

Once ai n, Congress continued the preclearance requirement for the
mrisdiio finally covered in 1985, not on the basis of some pr-aentgm or events which had occurred before 195, but ratherUJradicto,a so affected Included: 8 counties (Bronx, ![ings and New York eounuea)In ew fork; one county in wyoming; coal 

t
isan and Yuba ounties) inCl.as ~ .Agziso, Ne foule n r ziection it.csi Alaska; ad towns In Con.

u2 i&netone covere S~srd by Section a) 5eto ).
Seate Commtlaon(he ndl la ma no belmaemttedwithout trseearar.1279, 3. flept. H-oeieon. s, at 16- 1 (176RO ks cs).taoo
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on the basis of a careful review of the contemporaneous record of on-
going voting rights discrimination in 1970 and 1975, respectively.

In August of 1975, Congss extended the Voting Rights Act of 1985
for 7 years, so that juriictions ori nally subject to the special pro-
visions of the Act remained cover until August 6, 1982. Congress
also made permanent the nationwide ban on literacy tests and other
devices, which it had imposed on a temporary basis in 1970.

In addition, based on an extensive record killed with examples of the
barriers to registration and effective voting encountered by language-
minority citizens in the electoral process, Congress expanded the cov-
erage of the Act to protect such citizens from effective disfranchise-
ment.

Specifically, Congress amended the definition of "test or device" to
include the use of English-only election materials in jurisdictions
where a single language minority group comprised more than 5 per-cent of the voting-age population. It then extended coverage of the
Act to those jurisdictions which had used a test or device as of No-
vember 1, 1972, and had registration or voter turnout rates less than
50 percent 1 1Moreover, Congress required that language assistance be provided
throughout the electoral process where members of a single language
minority comprise more than 5 percent of the voting-age population
and the illiteracy rate of such persons as a group is higher than the
national illiteracy rate. 7

Finally, Congress amended Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act-the
general prohibition against voting discrimination nationwide-to
cover discrimination based on membership in a language minority
group. In adopting this amendment, Congress indicated that the basis
for this expanded Section 2 was not only the Fifteenth Amendment,
but also the Fourteenth as well.

V. THE CONTINUING NEED FOR SECTION 5
PRECLEARANCE

In the Committee's view the extensive hearing record complied by
the Senate and the House Judiciary Committees demonstrates con-
clusively that the Act's preclearance requirement must be continued.

There is virtual unanimity among those who have studied the record
that Section 5 preclearance should be extended. The Subcommittee on
the Constitution was unanimous on this point. As the Subcommittee
Report noted, "nearly every witness acknowledged some need for the
continuance of Section 5 coverage." 1 The Committee's analysis of the
performance of the covered jurisdictions in recent years constitutes
the basis for our conclusion that Section 5, as well as the other special
provisions, remain necessary and appropriate legislation to ensureu5 Jurisdiction meeting this trigter and thus subject to the special provisions of theAct. Including predlearancm were ea States ot Alaska, Arizona aud Texas " 2 countiesIn California: 1 Cou~nty in Colorado; d counties Io Florida; 2 townships In itlchtgsu;county In North Carolina; and 8 counties in South Dakota.
321 counties in New Mexico; all 14 counties In Arizona; 59 countoI California; 34inColorado; and 25 In Oklahomas.= ubcomittee Report at 53.

I
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the full enforcement of the rights guaranteed by the Fourteenth and
Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitution."

Although we have come a long way since 1965, the nation's task in
securing voting rights is not finished. Continued progress toward
equal opportunity in the electoral process will be halted if we aban-
don the Act's crucial safeguards now.

The Committee is equally concerned about the risk of losing what
progress has already been won. The gais are fragile. Without the
preclearance of new laws, many of the advances of the past decade
could be wiped out overnight with new schemes and devices.o
Extent of Objectiome

The extent of objections under Section 5 has remained substantial.
While some progress continues to be made, racial and language mi-
nority discrimination affecting the eight to vote persists throughout
the jurisdictions covered by the Section 5 preclearance requirement.
All too often, the background of rejected submissions-the failure tochoose unobjectionable alternatives, the absence of an innocent ex-
planation for the proposed change, the departure from past practice as
minority voting strength reaches new levels, and, in some instances,
direct indications of racial considerations-serves to underline the
continuing need for Section 5.

A review of the kinds of proposed changes that have been objectedto by the Attorney General in recent years reveals the types of impedi-ments that still face minority voters in the covered jurisdictions.Among the types of changes that have been objected to most fre-quently in the period from 1975-1980 are annexations; the use of at-large elections, majority vote requirements, or numbered posts; and
the redistricting of boundary lines."l

This reflects the fact that, since the adoption of the Voting RightsAct, covered jurisdictions have substantially moved from direct,over impediments to the right to vote to more sophisticated devicesthat dilute minority voting strength."
a tXs. constitution. Pourteet Amendment. section 5. Fifteet Amn n.Sci2Thu the legislative etensidon or section 5 is tullonistent it the reeuirement'thtIt be based on "Congress' conaldered determntion.' after reviewing the recent and con.temporeaeoa record that It remains necessary to +preserve the itimitd and frag iegachievements of the Act and to Upromote further amelioration of voting discrimination."

g Profah eor c van Woodrd one of America's leading Southern historians, told in
ansid,'m history teaches me that if itean happenonce, itan happen aga.a' ouse;Hearings p. 2027.

5n Report of the United States Commission on Cli hs Civil Righ tsCmiso eport), "The votng Rights Act: Unfoi~liednGoals.' p. 55. 21.Seas en eort of the* en Committee for civi Right, Under Law. 'Voting in 'l'lsecp 1:A itht " U*St Denied("Lawyers Committee Mitanerpi Report") particularly the hrendown of objections inhtsalsip fron 198 -1o80. In her testimony before the Subcommittee on the Constitution.January 27. 1992. t e -7f i'enate hearings") Vilma Martinet. President of the Mexican.Aericanbeal bethesD adEdtion Fund, noted 85 proposed changes from Texas whichwee Aohected to 7the Depatment of Justice. despite the fact Texas was not broaht underdhe Act until gh7u' The objections were In response to proposed changes submitted by jurist.d=ics trond houdh enotr npe af Texan.vntins trend should no t b t take to mean that more blatant divect impeditents tootin dre nlort lober utindoth te Boose and Rtenate hearing records contain examples
tiof etots tnd arnritd participation. inciudidng physical violence and intimnidn.tian of vteo and canddhens dlrrimlinatory manipulation of voters, reregiatration require.Mnts son during of voters, chancing the location of policing places end Insistence on re-toning Inconvenent voting and rciestretlnn honra. nouse Rennrt No. 07-227. 'np. 1-21 andteatlimny before the Renate Judiciary subenmmittee nn the Cnnstituition by Ruth J. Hiiner.feid. Psident, Leate of W9oen Votera. January 27 .19A2 st 18 and Lawyers f'osmitteeMiesssippi Report, at 1n.l 4 (Intimidation. InconvenIent registrtlinn lncations and hour,.an)., In polling places): od 2Rennto hearince, testimony of Ahicali Turner (roidentilncs-tion plan). February 2. 1982 at 2-7 Vilma Martinet. before the House Judiclary subcom-footnote continued on p. 11.
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Some examples of changes objected to by the Department of Justice
since the last extension of the Act are illustrative:

Holly Springs, Mississippi, a. majority black city, redrew its
four districts. The new plan drastically reduced minority voting
strength. Most of the black residents were put into two overpopu-
lated (and therefore underrepresented) districts, while most of
the whites were put into the other two districts, which were un-
derpopulated. The Attorney General objected in 1981."

The Burleson County, Texas Hospital District eliminated 12
of its 13 polling places, leaving the only remaining polling place
19 miles from the area where black voters were concentrated and
30 miles from the area of concentration of Mexican-American
voters. The Attorney General objected in 1981."

In January 1980, the De Kalk County, Georgia, Board of Reg-
istration adopted a policy that it would no longer app rove com-
munity groups' requests to conduct voter registration drives, even
though only 24 percent of black eligible voters were registered,
compared to 81 percent of whites. A lawsuit was required to make
the county submit the change, and the Attorney General
objected."

North Carolina drew a congressional districting plan that mini-
mized the voting strength or black voters in the Durham area.
The Attorney General objected in 1981, noting that the plan not
only had a discriminatory effect but also appeared to have a
discriminatory purpose."

In 1981, Petersburg, Virginia, drew a redistricting plan that
virtually insured white control even though blacks make up 61
percent of the city. On submission to the Attorney General, an
objection was entered under Section 5, pointing out that the ef-
fect-as well as the purpose (as shown by white council members'
statements)-of the plan was discriminatory."

In 1979 the Department of Justice objected to a South Dakota
law that would have nullified the effect of a judicial decision "
that gave the residents of two unorganized counties-whose popu-
lations are predominantly Indian-the right to vote for county'
officials in the organized counties to which they are attached.

On October 27, 1981, the Attorney General objected to the por-
tion of the New York City Council redistricting plan, concerning
the three counties covered by section 5-New York (Manhattan),
Kings (Brooklyn) and Bronx, because the gerrymandered dis-
tricts discriminated against black and Hispanic voters.?*

footnoteU continued.
mittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights. June 19. 1981. at 15. 1895 ("Ho'0se hearings" I
(polling pilce : Houce Hearings, testimony of Rolando Rios. Slay 8. 1981 at 42 (IntimI-
dation) : the Senatae hearings testimony of vilma Martinez. January 27. 1b82. at 5-e
<purgingi. Civil itighta CommiEsion Report. The Commission sets out numerous enamples
of such impediments to minority candidates and their supporters (pp. 59-61) : harassment
and intimidation In registration (pp. 22-24) : purging and rereristrailon (27-28) : polling
places (20-31; and harassment and intimidation in voting (34-351.

" The list of section r objections was contained in the Appendix to the testimony of
Amerlean Legal Defense and Education Fund, note dS5 proposed changes from Texas which

Se( Htouse Hearinga. p. In.
r See House Hearings. p. 1849.

SReport by the American CIvii Liberties Union. "voting Rights In the South" [berein-
nfter cited as "ACLU Report"l. p. 54-55.

n Objection letter of William Bradford Reynoldo. Anuistant Attorney General, to Alex
K. Brock. Dec. 7. 1981.

a Objection letter of William Bradford Reynolds,. Assistant Attorney General, to John
F. Rey. Jr.. March 1. 1002.

SIftle Thunder v. State of Sout Dakota. 51s F.21 1251. 125f (8th CIr. 1975).
°Latter of Wm. Bradford Reynolds. Assistant Attorney General, to Fabian Palomino,

October 27. 2981.
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Many of the practices to which objections have been entered arecomplex and subtle. Sophisticated rules regarding elections may seempart of the everyday rough- and-tumble of American politics-tacticsused traditionally by the "ins" against the "outs." Viewed in context,however, the schemes reported here are clearly the latest in a directline of repeated efforts to perpetuate the results of past voting diecrimination and to undermine the gains won under other sections ofthe Voting Rights Act.
The breadth of the continuing problem is perhaps best shown bythe section 5 objections to statewide redistricting plans following the1980 census. In the past year the Attorney General has objected tostatewide plans in Virginia (State House and Senate), Arizona (StateHouse and Senate), North Carolina (State House, Senate and Con-gressional districts), South Carolina (State House), Georgia (StateHouse, Senate and Congressional districts). Alabama (State Houseand Senate), Mississippi (Congressional districts), and Texas (StateHouse, Senate and Congressional districts). In some of these casessuccessive plans have been submitted and rejected several times.ec

Non-Compdwe
In addition to the continuing level of objectionable voting lawchanges, disappointing gaps in compliance' with Section 5 are signif-icant evidence of the continuing need for the preclearance requirement.Non-compliance generally has taken two forms. First, there hasbeen continued widespread failure to submit proposed changes in elec-tion law for Section 5 review before attempting to imsement thechange. Second, there continue to be instances of changes having beenimplemented despite a prior Department of Justice objection.The Subcommittee on the Constitution received testimony detailingthe extent of non-compliance with the Act by covered jurisdictions.A representative of the Southern Regional Council testified that hisorganization's research showed that "since 1965 in six Southern statesas many as 750 state enactments affecting voting have been pasd byst legislatures and have not been submitted for review under section-. .
The witness also testified that "the failure of local governments tosubmit changes in practices and policies that they adopt on the locala The continuing problem with reapporteonments Io one of the major concert, of thev4on'.g tet c ansl we h ave reconizb efore "**ien *whien chance, are**"d'' te fo aireaos afor example 'reapportonent or home rule "jrsletIon. may noa ra*le'takeare to avoid dcri atig against minority voters In th process. . et. No. 94-295.P. iS (1975). Quoted in MfcDaniel v. Statche, 452 t..S. (1981) t. S o 42Unmelirathe r o objSectionablec nle. 425 U.S. 110 (5976). a voting change which Isameliorative trl not objectoal v. es the chance "0Itself so discriminates onethe bars 

lra otedlto ae rmlae snv osytsuh 21;se eetr1 nnih ftbamendment to section 2, It is Intended that a section oh2ection also follow if a newvoting procedure Itself so discriminates a* to Aiot'te section 2tin analyzing sobnoalon., the Attorney Ceneral has cerrecti. taken the posltlon that theImmedsoly preceding plan Is not necesarily the standard against which to measure retro-gressita Missiasippi reoppo titonmentt plan. March 30. 1982. The same shouldialso bold trueif the prior plan was prepared tnder standards that o longer apply. Compare
Attorney Generals atateientthat redlat r.. ng aohtlalons lnder section y are to betreated on a case-by-case bais. "In the light of all the facts." Leter from AA Reynoldsto Chairman Hatch. February 25. 192.

of 1 a S ote aen Stt. executive sir etor. outh Lrsin.g. I.lapI Nor. Ths ttae Aaaa era Lusaa 1sissipl rlloa andSouth Carolina. While North Carolina, as a State. 5, notsubject io section 5, tha legislation in question agrected North Carolina cuojnties which arecovered and. thereaoe, it should have been precieared.
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level affecting voting may be as prevalent, if not more widespread,
than the pattern of non-compliance of state governments in the

South." anDuring the course of its hearings, the Subcommittee received nu-
merous examples of non-submissions. Typical of these are:

Seven Georgia counties-Calhoun, Clay, Dooly, Early, Miller,
Morgan, and Seminole-shifted from district to at-large elections
between passage of the Voting Rights Act and 1971, and none of
them submitted their changes for preclearance. In six of the seven

counties (all except Seminole) litigation was required to get the
change submitted.91In the three years following passage of the Voting Rights Act,
the city of Indianola, Mississippi reduced the proportion of its
black population by more than 30% through annexation of out-
lying white areas while refusing contemporaneous request to an-
nex 11 adjoining predominantly black subdivisions. These pre-
dominantly black subdivisions receive city services but are ex-
cluded from voting for city officials. Not one of the annexations
was ever submitted for preclearance. In 1981 the district court
held the city in violation of the Voting Rights Act."

In 1968, Haneyville, Alabama was incorporated with strangely
shaped borders that made it 85 percent white-in a 77 percent
black county yet this change was not submitted for a decade.
When it was finally submitted, the Attorney General objected on
the ground that the incorporation had been discriminatory be-
cause the surrounding black areas had been excluded."

At least as disturbing as such failures to preclear changes is the
frequency with which jurisdictions refuse to comply with Section 5
after objections are entered. The law is unambiguous: a Section 5 ob-
jection is final and binding unless a contrary Judgment is obtained
from a three-judge court in the District of Columbia." Nonetheless,
many jurisdictions have simply refused to obey the law. For example:In Robeson County, North Carolina, the Lumberton City Board of
Education completed three annexations between 1967 and 1970. No
submission was made until a written request came from the AttorneyGeneral in 1974. The Attorney General objected to the changes on
June 2, 1975, after finding strong indications of a racially discrimina-
tory purpose behind the annexations, but the Board continued to hold
elections for the Board of Education under the three annexations,
until an injunction was entered in 1981, six years after the
objections."

In 1974, Pike County, Alabama, submitted a proposal to changefrom a single member district election system for county com-missioners to an at-large election system with a residency re-quirement. The Department of Justice objected. Pike Countynevertheless proceeded with elections under the at-large systemin 1976 and 1978, until the Department of Justice filed a civil
"Auitts. at p. 8."ACLU Report at 42.

"Lawyers Committee ississippi Report at 87-88." S a e C saday V. L u sibea-to es C ity fB oard of Id scoltnr. 102 B. Ct. 494 ( 981): see alsopit- 4United States Y. Ras- of Super-visory of Warren Couaty. 429 U.S. 042 (1977).0ACLU Report at 58-54.

94-545 0 - a2 - 2
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suit to restrain county officials from ignoring the section 5objection.C
Summer County, South Carolina, adopted at-large elections in1967 and never submitted the change until 1976, when the adop-tion o e home rule law led it to submit the change, to whichthe Attorney General objected. The objection has still not beenenforced.o
In Texas, in order to prevent the implementation of a numberof plans to which the Justice Department had objected, it wasnecessary for private plaintiffs to file suit"

These examples of recent section 5 objections and non-compliancerepresent only a small fraction of those that were brought to theattention of this Committee and the House of Representatives.In the Committee's view, this record compels the conclusion thatthe pre clearance remedy is still vital to protecting voting rights inthe covered jurisdictions and that its enforcement should be strength-ened. This conclusion is strengthened by the realization that theabuses which take the form of voting changes which are not sub-mitted or which draw objections from the Attorney General are onlythe tip of the iceberg. Types of abuses (apart from changes) rangebroadly from intimidation and harassment to discouragement of regis.tration and voting, to maintenance of discriminatory electionprocedures." Complaints of discrimination have also been reflected inJudgments and consent decrees in voting discrimination lawsuits, aswell as in the instances where the Justice Department has found itnecessary to designate federal examiners, either for registration orto accompany federal observers.
The Committee expects that this extension of Section 5 will resultin greater compliance with the Act, including a reduction in thenumber of objections, non-submissions, and changes implemented fol-lowing an objection, because of the added incentive to comply providedby the revised bailout procedures."
The Committee considered and rejected suggestions that the Sec-tion 5 preclearance provision be extended to every single jurisdictionof the nation. In our view, this concept of nationwide preclearancemisconceives the basic thrust of the preclearance provision and over-looks other provisions of the Act that already apply throughout thecountry. If enacted, "nationwide preclearance" would raise serious

practical and constitutional problems.
"clvii Righta comtnission Report at 78.* iland ,se V. Dubose. 50 U.S.L.w. 351E (Jan. 11. 1982).4Eu ouse Fearn , Testimony of Joaquin Aflia. Mdeuiran-American Legal Defense and

adueadt mon problem is dlscriminaory regitration, whIch wos commo in Mississippiitua decade ao ad r uhatreappearedIn recenlutbat east. uaeciso In Alabama. t-hee
"bw to be ecaay an d adtlltredo'I wayl that merr It dItat orak oe reegia-ster. ond which een purged the rolls of voters listed by federal examoners-In directvio~latioo of the Voting Rtights Act."The Commiee also anticipates tbe collateral benefit that patt on-compllaoce whichit still outstanding and unremnedled wIll be uncovered and corrected. Thus. Drew Dae.e

threr artnot Attorney General. clii Righto DIvison, informed the Commiottee thatthe Deportment of Jutlce sometimes learns of non-submitted chnes several years afterinrethewee ietth Iplemented. Professor naya stated that ''e)rtention of the Act shouldIncrea e the blkelhood that eistng non-eonmplsne with the lav will be uncovered anremedied for the betterment of 'olnorlty voters." Profecsor Days riled the example ofthe City of Greenville. Pitt County. North Carolina, where the Deparment only learnedof prior changes when the Jrislicon sought preclgarage of tbseouent changesaeraTears later. Statement of Drew Days. September 12, 1982 at 0-1.
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First, the sug tion that we should consider "nationwide" preclear-ance is misleadin. The existing preclearance provision was based ona formula tailored to meet problems of voting discrimination wherever
they occur. The provision is not limited to any particular region of
the country. To the contrary, it now applies to literally the four cor-
ners of America: from counties in Hawaii and Alaska, to parts of New
England and Florida. In fact, more people are protected in three cov-
erea counties in New York than in most of the Southern states. The
recent objections to proposed changes in New York City, Arizona and
South Dakota underscore the fact that the preclearance provision does
not set a double standard for different regions of the Nation.

Second, the Voting Rights Act already contains a number of provi-
sions that apply literally in every jurisdiction throughout the land.
Most important, Section 2-the Act's general prohibition against vot-
ing discrimination-applies to every state and county. The revised
version of Section 2 contained in this bill could be used effectively to
challenge voting discrimination anywhere that it might be proved to
occur. The Act also contains a provision allowing a court to order pre-
clearance in a state or political subdivision not presently covered by
the triggering formula."

In addition, enactment of Nationwide preclearance would be an ad-
ministrative nightmare for the Department of Justice. It would over-
load the system. As Representative Hyde vividly put the problem
during the House hearings, "[i]t (Nationwide preclearance would
strengthen the Act to death.""5 

It is already difficult for the Depart-
ment to enforce the existing preclearance provisions with limited re-
sources. The Department's burden would be increased dramatically if
it were required to review proposed changes from every single state
and political subdivision not now covered under Section 5."

Finally, in the Committee's view, there is a serious question of
whether or not nationwide preclearance would be constitutional. As
noted eleswhere," the Supreme Court upheld the Act's triggering
formula in large part because of the extensive Congressional Endings
of voting discrimination in the covered jurisdictions. It is doubtful
that the Supreme Court would sustain the extension of this "uncom-
mon exercise of Congressional power" in the absence of a similarly de-
tailed record of voting discrimination nationwide."

VI. AMENDMENT TO SECTION 2 OF THE VOTING
RIGHTS ACT

A. OvEaviEw: PRorosED AMENDMENT TO SEcrroN 2

The proposed amendment to Section 2 of the Votinr Rights Act
is designed to restore the legal standard that governed voting dis-
crimination cases prior to the Supreme Court's decision in Bolden.

.cder Section a(c) of the Act. If a federal district court makes a ending of a Four-teenth or Fitteenth Amendment violation, it may order preclearance with the AttorneyGeneral or local district court of any proposed changes. Two counties-Ecambia county.Florida and Thurston County, Neiraska, are covered by the preclearance provisions of
section c as the result of court order. Letter of Wn. Bradford Reynolds. Assistant

Attorney General to senator Orrin 0. Hatch. January 0I. 1982 at 5."House hearings at 28.
"See House henriegs. testimony of Drew Days. July 13. 1981 at 2121.
"See Section VI. Gi., pp. 93-t00. infra."This tsue Is quite distnguishable from the conatitutionality of clarifying the standardfor establishing a violation under Section 2. 1d.
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In pre-Bolden cases plaintiffs could prevail by showing that a chal.lenged election law or procedure, in the context of the total circum-stances of the local electoral process, had the result of denying a racialor language minority an equal chance to participate in the electoralprocess. Under this results test, it was not necessary to demonstratethat the challenged election law or procedure was designed or main-tained for a discriminatory purpose.
In Bolden a plurality of the Supreme Court broke with precedentand substantially increased the burden on plaintiffs in voting dis-crimination cases by requiring proof of discriminatory purpose. TheCommittee has concluded that this intent test places an unacceptablydifficult burden on plaintiffs. It diverts the judicial injury from tl.crucial question of whether minorities have equal access to the electoralprocess to a historical question of individual motives.In our view, proof of discriminatory purpose should not be a pre-requisite to establishing a violation of Section 2 of the Voting RightsAct. Therefore, the Committee has amended Section 2 to permit plain-tiffs to prove violations by showing that minority voters were deniedan equal chance to participate in the political process, i.e., by meetingthe pro-Bolden results test.

In reaching this judgment., the Committee has made severalkey findings as detailed in the following parts of this section:Requiring proof of a discriminatory purtse is incon:twith the original legislative intent and subsequent legislative his-tory of Section 2. (Part B)
The Bolden litigation marked a radical departure from bothSupreine Court and lower federal court precedent in voting dis-crimination cases. (Part C)
Electoral devices, including nt-large elections, per se wouldnot be subject to attack under Section 2. TheY would only bevulnerable if, in the totality of circumstances, they resulted in thedenial of equal access to the electoral process. While the presenceof minority elected officials is a recognized indicator of accessto the process, the "results" cases make clear that the mere com-bination of an at-large election and lack of proportional repre-sentation is not enough to invalidate that election method.(Part D)

The "results" test to be codified in Section 2 is a well definedstandard, first enunciated by the Supreme Court and followedin numerous lower federal court decisions. This test will provideample guidance to federal courts when they are called upon toreview the validity of election lawts and procedures challengedunder Section 2. Both the Supreme Court and lower federal courtdecisions make clear that there is no right to proportional repre-sentation. In case after case, the court expressly rejected propor-tional representation, and the disclaimer in Section 2 codifies thisjudicial disavowal. (Part E)
The intent test focuses on the wrong question and places an un-acceptable burden upon plaintiffs in voting discrimination cases,

(Part F)The proposed amendment to Section 2 is well within Congress'constitutional authority. It is not an effort to overrule a Supreme
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Court interpretation of the Constitution, rather it provides astatutory prohibition which the Congress finds is necessary to en-

force the substantive provisions of the 14th and 15th Amendments.
(Part G)
B. THE ORIGINAL LEoIsLrTivE INTENT AS TO SECrION 2

The Committee amendment rejecting a requirement that discrimina-
tory purpose be proved to establish a violation of Section 2 is fullyconsistent with the original legislative understanding of Section 2when the Act was passed in 1965.

Advocates of an intent requirement for Section 2 cite statements in
the legislative history of the 1965 Act to the effect that Section 2 was
designed to track the Fifteenth Amendment, whose wording it fol-
lows. They suggest that the Fifteenth Amendment has always been

understood to require proof of discriminatory purpr>se. They claimthat, inasmuch as Congress chose to track the ?Fifteenth Amendment,Congress also must have ought to impose an intent standard in section
2. This they arue that the Committee amendment is not consistent
with th rgnlunderstanding of Section 2.Whether te Fifteenth o Fourteenth Amendment were understood
by Congress in 1965 to embody an intent requirement is ultimately of
limited reevance.l' However the Committee has examined the legisla-
tive history of the 1965 enactment, relevant legislative history fromthe 1970 extension of the. Act, and the general understanding in 1965
of what was required to establish a Fifteenth Amendment violation.
We find no persuasive evidence to support the argument outlined above
that Congress made proof of discriminatory purpose an essential re-
quirement of section 2 when it was first enacted.

During the hearings on the Voting Rights Act of 1965 AttorneyGeneral Kat-,Pnhach testified that section 2 would hian " any kind ofpractice ... if its purpose or effect was to deny or abridge the right tovote on account of race or color" I*
This statement is not a stray remark in the extensive proceedings

that led to the Acts passage. It is the most direct evidence of how the
Congress understood the provision, since Congress relied upon the At-
torney General to explain the meaning and operation of this Execu-

SWetetive Branch initiative.01z ¢
or ae tr Ciomm eefas htC ag~ di *o ekt inclde an Intent teat in theorigin sion *f second 2.tapluraity of four jusc s n City of Uon lei v. ateac.laws once enacted. But Ia anyoevent. taere Is 00 question that Congress may tnow decidethat an cotent requirement is inappropriate *o section 2. and amend statute to make thatpoint clearly. Congress has the constitutional power to do so. See Sectin VI. G. Infra atp. 68-28."Senator Fong. ..-. ;tir. Attorney Ceneralt turning to section 2 of the hill . .. thereIs no dellrliono tewod"poedr here. I am a little afraid that teemay he certain

practices nht the war no edrpt include to the word *rcedure."F ale e'
the e ho ld e a certain statute In a State that ays the reist r e Fo r eaope Ionly I day In 3, or that the hours willibe norestrted. I do not ehl,..e----
a statute ed.. Sh .... _ _ .
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It is true that Section 2 originally had no reference to a results oreffects standard, while Section 5 does. But as Senator Specter noted atthe hearings, that argument proves nothing, inasmuch as Section 2 isalso silent as to any intent standard, and Section 5 refers to proof ofboth discriminatory purpose and discriminatory effect.92
Throughout the hearings and floor debates there were statements

equating discriminatory "effects" with a denial or abridgment of the
right to vote. 3 

Moreover, there has been no citation of any point in thehearings or debates which suggests that either the proponents or the
opponents of Section 2 thought that it reached only purposeful dis-
crimination.e'

The legislative history of the 1970 extension of the Act confirms that
Congress had not meant to limit the ori ' al Section 2 to situations in'which discriminatory intent was proved.

In 1970, then Attorney General John Mitchell proposed repealing
Section 5, offering in exchange new language explicitly authorizing theAttorney General to bring suit anywhere in the country to challenge
any practice

which has the purpose or effect of denying or abridging the
right to vote on account of race or color... .

The Senate Judiciary Committee rejected his proposal on the
ground that it added nothing to the Act. The Views stated that

The Attorney Genera already has the authority to bring such
suits [under section 2. '

In 1973 the Fifth Circuit, in an en banc opinion by then JudgeGriffin Bell, ruled that. proof of discriminatory purpose was not re-
quired under section 2 of the Voting Rights Act."

In the fall of 1980, based on a review of the same legislative history,the Attorney General also took the position that section 2 did notrequire proof of intent.'"
Turning to the Constitutional context in which Section 2 was firstenacted, the Committee finds that it was different from the situationthat the Congress now faces after Bolden. It is important to avoidthe fallacy of assuming the two situations are the same. It is true thatin light of the 1980 Bolden decision, the Congress now must decidewhether to have Section 2 continue to be coextensive with the Fifteenthand Fourteenth Amendments, or whether to maintain Section 2 as aprovision available in situations where discriminatory intent is notproved. Today, Congress faces that choice, but it did not in 1965.

' Spelling out both alternative standards in section 5 makes sense because of the unusualburden of proof placed upon the submitting jurisdiction to satiatys each of them t order toobtatn prrclearance"
ubHearin on aI.R. t400 before Subcommittee 5o. 5 of the Committee on the Judi.Mari. E..oae of Re resentatives, Ruth Conn.. Jet se',.. it (1985).aTeubch.utee Report cited the frst sentence of the above quotation from Mr.Katoenbarh. bat he was obviously aesemltg fraom the rooteoc of senator Fonds remarkthat purpose would be clear, and be went on to state the actual standard In the clear1"tnder our nropoosa he Itbe Attnrney General] rould etitute a Inwsult any place Inthe crtcatry b otd n i broader se tato tory rotectinn of a discriminatory 'pur poe or e fect' ofi ttr unetarv tlo o r teat the ntg laws. Tis ooid trnahe It clear to the co-'rts that

jae. 3070 senate Hearing.. nto, IR-*90. gEm gheaas .mded au hoint clews of ten mo-Mer2 of the Jeudllorv Commttee 'epro. (Emphasia added.)tTunrg V. White. 4 hR P'2d .31n (5th C~r. lO731 (en~ bane(.rAm(c brt.f ao the 'olteA, Sttes Lodge v. Rtonan 30 F2d i3A otth Ctr. 198n1.
ngly, the tDepartment of Justice maintainM tht. Usto.'In 02dge. n.tw.thtanding thecontrary view adopted by four justices In Bolden months earlier.
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In 1965 there simply was no need for Congress to choose between
those two aspects of Section 2. It was possible in 1965 to regard Sec-tion 2 both as a restatement of the Fifteenth Amendment, and also
as reaching discrimination whether or not intent could be established
The reason is that there was no general understanding in 1965 amongscholars, practioners, or the lower courts that the Fourteenth and
Fifteenth Amendments, themselves, always required proof of dis-criminatory intent to establish a violation.O°

Depending on the circumstances and the evidence of the particularcasa alleging a violation of those Amendments, the Supreme Court
focused its analysis sometimes on a discriminatory purposes; 6 

some-times on a discriminatory results; 1 and sometimes on both."°
C. Tr Law PnIon To Tx hioat.x DECIBIoN

An examination of the vote dilution cases before Bolden reveals that
Bolden was in fact a marked departure from priorlaw.

The principle that the right to vote is denied or abridged by dilu-tion of voting strength derives from the one-person, one-vote reappor-tionment case of Reynolds v. Sims. The Supreme Court based its ruling
on the fundamental view that "any alleged infringement of the right of
citizens to vote must be carefully and meticulously scrutinized" because
"the right to exercise the franchise in a free and unimpaired manner ispreservative of other basic civil and political rights." orIn defining the basic dilution principle, the Supreme Court observed:There is more to the right to vote than the right to mark apiece of paper and drop it in a box or the right to pull a leverin a voting booth. The right to vote includes the right to havethe ballot counted . It also includes the right to have the

vote counted at full value without dilution or discount, . .That federally protected right suffers substantial dilution
--- [where a) favored group has full voting strength . .

[and) [the groups not in favor have their votes discounted."
Prior to t * *ago teAt.,th upreme court had lndtcated that a fadIng onuncsutoal vota dlutIon ceauld'rest upon proof of etiterno urpote or ditcrmsit o

*Dorse y. 7 9 U.S. 433 (983) and that pot on wa reaffirmed the fol.lowing year. Burts V. Richardson, 384 U.S. 7e Goes)1 (See discussion of these cases atP4infra) In Pa"sec v Th"son, 403 CS. 209 (1971). the Court held that proof
*f *lamnar a Intent was nt determinative of whether there was a violation of Equalrtecton and that the relevant focut was the pcacttces actual .mat. The Psam-and other arlIter decisions and rejected the contention that they wsere precedent fo Bread-nlaten tet th onton "ohe cs t" thoscaae wa 00 th aEl'etect of the enacitments. not uron them cotrattonjle whcs leditbh tates to behave ath theytd. 403U.. at 225. In tl same period the court had similarly rejected the relevance of IntentIn comparahe chalenes to official action under the First Amendment. United Statee v.O'Bri(e, 391 U.B. 387 (19681.
e E.g. Wright p .Rockeetlc, 376 U.s. 52 (1984). There plaIntifrs had only alleged a diA

cersmfatory purt o attaching a p o lpn on the sole Ia o re pu e
Court ruled abaiot the tlaintls rb outteopon did no ug so tonl purfoefulthltimtnatuan was cantiUtuttonally cognizabl. ddnnsgetta nyproeu

aPalmer. 
____. --.-
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Reynolds involved dilution of votes as a result of population disparities
among legislative districts, but six months later the Supreme Court
recognized that population differences were not the only way in which
a facially neutral districting plan might unconstitutionally undervalue
the votes of some and overvalue the votes of others. In Fortson v. Dor-
sey, the Supreme Court held that the use of multi-member districts was
not unconstitutional per se, but warned:

It might well be that, designedly or otherwise, a multi-
member constituency apportionment scheme, under the cir-
cumstances of a particular case. iroul operate to minimize or
cancel out the voting strength of racial or political elements
of the voting population."

The next year in Burns v. Richardson, 384 U.S. 73 (.1966) the Court
made it even clearer that plaintiff could prevail by proving an "invi-dious result." As it had in Fortson, the Court indicated that apportion-ment schemes which includes multi-member districts constitute invid-ious discrimination if it can be shown that:

designedly or otherwise, a multi-member constituency appor-tionment scheme, under the circumstances of a particular case.
would operate to minimize or cancel out the voting strength of
racial or political elements of voting population."

The Court then explained that the standard was whether the evidenceshowed "that the multi-member districting 2cas designed to have or hadthe invidious effect necessary to a judgment of the unconstitutionality
of the districting".1

The Court directly considered a racial dilution challenge in Whit.comb v. Chars. rejecting a claim that a state legislative reapportion-
ment pan operated "to minimize or cancel out" minority votingstrength." Black voters of Indianapolis, Indiana, challenged the planfor nt-large election of eirht state senators and 15 assembly membersfrom a countrywide multimember legislative district. The DistrictCourt sustained the plaintiff's contention that their voting strengthwas unconstitutionally diluted, on the basis of proof that blackghetto residents with district legislative interests had been consist-ently underrepresented in the legislature in comparison with their

proportion of the population.
The Supreme Court reversed, holding that the mere fact. thatghetto residents were not proportionately represented does not provea constitutional violation unless they were denied equal access to the

political process

Nor does the fact that the number of ghetto residents whowere legislators was not in proportion to ghetto population
satisfactorily prove invidious discrimination, abeent evidence
and findings that ghetto residents had less opportunity than
did other residents to participate in the political processes
and to elect legislators of their choice."9

" 379 U.R. at 439 (emphasis added).
"s84 U.s. 73.5 u8 a966 femhasis added).64~A ie-e'flre'o aproposed r (ehsi fnr onlapnertoned Districts could onlr he rreetedIt It "was detained to or would operate to mintmlae or cancer out the votlnr strengthof racial r pUltSc. ) 1tements of the voting population" lid. at 891 femhnan addedI."403 . . 24 mi71 ad" Id, at 349 (emphasis added).
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The evidence showed that the ghetto area voted Democratic, that the
Republicans won four of the five elections from 1960 to 1968, and
that in 1964, when the Democrats won, ghetto area senators and rep-
resentatives were elected. Nine blacks had in fact been elected to the

legislature from the at-large districts between 1968 and 1968. Thus, the
majority concluded:

The failure of the ghetto to have legislative seats in pro-
portion to its population emerges more as a function of losingelections than of built-in bias against poor Negroes. The
voting power of ghetto residents may have been "cancelled
out," as the District Court held, but this seems a mere euphe-mism for political defeat at the polls."

In Whitcomb, plaintiffs conceded that there was no evidence of dis-
criminatory intent." If intent had been required to prove a violation
the opinion would have ended after it acknowledged plaintiffs' con-
cession. But the Court proceeded to engage in a lengthy analysis of
whether the challenged system resulted in an unconstitutional dili-
tion of minority voting strength. Similarly, Abate v. Mundt, decided
the same day, indicated that multi-member districting plans would
be struck down if they "operate to impair the voting strength of par-ticular racial or political elements...." 1

In White v. Regester, the Supreme Court upheld a District Court
decision invalidating multi-member districts in Dallas and Bexar
Counties, Texas, because they "operated to dilute the voting strength
of racial and ethnic minorities" and "the impact of the multi-member
district on [Mexican-Americans] constituted invidious discrimina-
tion."" The White decision did not analyze the motivation of the
legislators. There was no discussion of the purpose behind the chal-
lenged system, and no findings of discriminatory intent. The focus wason actual result of the legislation "[b]ased on the totality of the cir-
cumstances" 14 The Supreme Court expressly held that there was no
right to proportional representation; plaintiffs' burden was to prove adenial of equal opportunity:

To sustain such claims, it is not enough that the racial
group allegedly discriminated against has not had legislative
seats in proportion to its voting potential. The plaintiffs' bur-
den is to produce evidence to support findings that the polit-
ical rocesses leading to nomination and election were not
e y open to participation by the group in question-that
its members had less opportunity than did other residents inthe district to participate in the political processes and toelect legislators of their choice. Id. at 765-66.5

The Court held that plaintiffs had established voting rights denials
on the basis of findings that showed-

A "history of official racial discrimination in Texas, which, at
times, touched the right of Negroes to register and vote and to
participate in the democratic processes."

" Id. at 153.

"4U.S. 182. 1y4, n. 2 (1971).
412 U.!. at 16?.".Id. at 769.

"Id. 765-62 (emphasis added).
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A majority vote requirement for party primaries and a "place"
or post requirement limiting candidates to a specified "place" on
the ballot, which were not "in themselves improper nor invidious.
(but which) enhanced the opportunity for racial discrimination."

No subdistrict residency requirement for candidates, meaning
that "all candidates may be selected from outside the Negro resi-
dential area."

Since Reconstruction, only two black candidates from Dallas
County had been elected to the Texas House of Representatives,
and these two were the only blacks ever slated by the Dallas Com.
mittee for Responsible Government, white-dominated slating
group.

The Dallas County slating group did not need the support of
the black community to win elections and did not exhibit good-
faith concern for the needs and aspirations of the black com-
munity.

The slating group had employed "racial campaign tactics" in
white precincts to defeat candidates who had the overwhelming
support of the black community.

Turning to Bexar County the Court found that-
The Mexican-American community of San Antonio had long

"suffered from, and continues to suffer from, the results and effects
of invidious discrimination and treatment in the fields of educa-
tion, employment, economics, health, politics and others."

Mexican-Americans suffered "a cultural and language barrier
that makes [their] participation in the community processes ex-
tremely difficult..."

A history of a discriminatory poll tax and restrictive voter
registration procedures which continued to have a residual im-
pact reflected in disproportionately low voter registration levels.

Only five Mexican-Americans had served on the Texas Legis-
lature, and only two were from the barrio area.

The Bexar County legislative delegation in the House "was in-
sufficiently responsive to Mexican-American interests."

The Court thus found on the basis of "the totality of the circum-
stances that." Mexican-Americans were "effectively removed from the
political processes ... 1"

Thus. it is clear that, prior to Bolden, plaintiffs in dilution cases
could prevail by showing either discriminatory results or intent:
specifically, in neither the Whitcomb nor the White decision did the
Supreme Court undertake a factual examination of the intent moti-
vating those who designed the electoral districts at issue. In fact, White
does not contain a single word regarding the motives of the State
Legislature Redistricting Board that adopted the challenged plans.
As Circuit Judge John Minor Wisdom, a 25-year veteran of the Fed-
eral appellate bench. correctly noted:

In White v. Iegester and Whitcomb v. Chaie, the leading
cases involving multi-member districts, the Supreme Court
did not require proof of a legislative intent to discriminate."

" Id. at 76-6.
"Nevett V. Sides 571 F2d 209. 232 (5th Cir. 1978) (concurring).

Moreover, Whitcomb and White both recognized that, in order to pre-
vail, plaintiffs had to prove more than that minority members had not
elected legislators in proportion to their percentage of the population.

In approximately two dozen reported decisions prior to the Bolden
litigation federal courts, particularly the Fifth Circuit Court of
Ajpeals, have adhered to White and Whitcomb in deciding voting

First, prior to 1978, the lower courts applied a results test and did
not require a showing of discriminatory intent in voting dilution
cases." The seminal court of appeals decision was Zimmer v. Mc-
Keithen." In Zimmer, the Fifth Circuit, en banc made clear that
dilution cases could be maintained on either an intent or a results basis.
The plaintiff's burden was to show:

either, first a racially motivated gerrymander or a plan drawn
along racial lines, or second, that "... designedly or otherwise
a(n) apportionment scheme, under the circumstances of a
particular case, would operate to minimize or cancel out the
voting strength of racial or political elements of the voting
population."*

In.Zimmer, the court articulated the factors that the Supreme Court
had used in White to appraise the impact of the multi-member districts.
The court concluded that the fact of dilution is established upon
proof of the existence of an aggregate of these factors. The Supreme
Court's pronouncement in White v. Regeater, supra, demonstrates, how-
ever, that not every one of these factors needs to be proved in order to
obtain relief.'"

Zimmer was subsequently relied upon in the vast majority of nearly
two dozen reported dilution cases."

Other cases also specifically followed the White results test."
Thus, it is clear that until the Fifth Circuit in 1978 attempted to

reconcile Washington v. Davis " with White and Whitcomb, the pre-
vailing standard in voting dilution was the "results" test and intent
was not a prerequisite.

Second, in case after case the lower federal courts followed White
in repudiating the concept of proportional representation. Typical of
the lower court treatment of this issue was the Fifth Circuit's decision
in Panior v. Iberville Parish School Board: "S

Members of a minority group have no federal right to be
represented in legislative bodies in proportion to their num-
bers in the general population.

Third, the lower federal courts followed the pronouncement in White
in holding multi-member districts are not per se unconstitutional.
Anplying the results test, the courts repeatedly concluded that at-large

"The nearly two dozen lower court dilution cue, are analyzed in the testimony ofFrank P'orker. senate hearings. February 11. 1982.
"463 F. kd 297 (5th Cr g.071 (en ban6c afrd on other grounds sub. com. East car-rol Parsh School Board v. Marahi. 424 U.s. 636 (197)."Id. "t 1164 (emnphtels supplied).
s Id. at i305.
0Bee Parker testimony.

-ee e.- Dove v. Moore, 039 F2d 115 98th Cir. 1970). where the court rejected a claimthat Pane Bit. Arkansao at-large system of electing its city couneli members diecrim-ma-ted ae.int minority .oter..
"428 U.S. 229 (3970). gee. infra at D. 56. .

336 F.2d 102. (6th Ci. 3976).
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elections were not vulnerable to attack unless, in the context of thetotal circumstances, denies minority voters an equal chance to partici-
pate in the electoral systems

The Bolden Case
Bolden involved a challenge to the City of Mobile's at-large systernof electing its city commissioner." Black residents of Mobile arguedthat the electrical system impermissibly diluted their voting strengthin violation of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, as well asSection 2 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965.
The district court concluded that the at-large system unconstitu-tionally violated plaintiffs' voting rights by "improperly restrictingtheir access to the political process." After requesting submissionsfrom plaintiffs and defendants on the remedy issue, the court adopteda plan calling for a mayor and for a city council elected from singlemember districts.,

While Bolden was proceeding, the Supreme Court had decided twocases which involved allegations of racial discrimination in employ-ment, Washington v. Davia, 426 U.S. 229 (1976) ; and housing Arling-ton Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Developmcrat Corp., 429 U.S.252 (1977). In these two cases, the Supreme Court for the first timeexpressly adopted a broad rule requiring plaintiffs to prove discrim-inatory intent in order to establish a constitutional violation underthe Fourteenth Amendment. a
In Mobile and companion I tigation a year later, the Fifth Circuittried to harmonize White, Whitcomb and its own prior vote dilutioncases, with Washington and Arlingtoen Ifeight.91 The Court of Ap-peals reinterpreted the "results" test of White and Zimmer, and, forthe first time, viewed the factors controlling in those cases as circum-stantial evidence of discriminatory intente

""n Zimmer the Fifth Circuit stated that ,lilt is olomatic that at-large and multi-mebrdsciing cemoes are nt pger ae unconstitutiona."- 485 F.2d at 1304.miho City of Mobile is governed by three commissinners who are elected at-large. Com.
missio canda a re eurto re d o num" b*[ee p*;a fand must in by"E a oaorisvote. Whiledcandidatee mustbreid et of uMobirle. t ndms w there Is no requirementathatjechcommissioner reside In a particular part of the city. The bonunialsoners are elected for four.year terms and the mayoralty is shared eqoll mon the rommissIoners during heir term."423 F. supp, at 399. In reaching its concluaion the court aonayerd a number of o.jective factors, n the contest of which it found that the at-large ystem violated planntlufeconstitutional rights. Among the factors considered by the court were: history of pantdicrimiatio agalnbiack"s and its erfect on present minor*ity political p'"rticipat at.racially polarizedaToting, and the unrespponsiveness of white eltectedcitylolala to theneeds of the black minority. The court also deemed relevant that a black had never benb

event that the court found the at-large system nconotnutlonal. obie c*dt have main-tained Its commission from of government if it had agreed to a plat under which all ormost commissioners were chosen from single member diatricta Hoever. Mobile repeatedlythe city indicated that if there were to be singlemember district elections it preferredto change its form of government to a mayor-counci plan. The district court requested thecity to nominate two members of a three member advisory committee which would pro-pose a remedy. The committee proposed a plan based on te mayor-couniel form of govern-ment in force in Montgomery, an Alabams city comparable In site to Moble. Aftersubmission of this proposal the district court invited and received comments on the planfrom both counsel for the parties and other elected omcials from Mobile. The coot adoptedlbs plan with some modifications based on those comments. It noted, however, that Mobilecould at any lime replace the court-approved plan with any other ~o titonsl formof government It should ultimately de de it preferred to the plan adopted by the district
See Mobile . Aolden, 446 U.S. 55 (1980, Brief for the United States as Amicos curiae.pp. 8-59 ; Bief for Appeilets, 9.

2
-95 I efneofte niDSee P. tot. "iorward-V. e Su reme Court 1975 Term: In Defense of the Anti-Discrimination Pr ncie", arv. 2 2ev8 t 24-25 (1976)5n Boldessv Clp of gobtl 571 F. 2d 238 (5th Cit. 158"571iF. 20at 245.
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A deeply split Supreme Court reversed the lower courts
9
" Justice

Stewart wrote the plurality opinion, for himself, Chief Justice Burger,Justice Powell and Justice Rehnquisit.. The plurality opinion said that "raciall- discriminatory motivationis a necessary ingredient of a Fifteenth Amendment violaton." Theplurality also concluded that since Section 2 was designed by Congressto track the Fifteenth Amendment, it too requires proof of discrimi-natory intent.s
The plurality also concluded that the Fifteenth Amendment onlybars direct interference with the right to vote and does not reach

voting dilution claims." Finally, the plurality found that a discrim-inatory intent must be shown to establish a violation of the EqualProtection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment in racial vote dilution
cases. With respect to the equal protection claim, the plurality foudthe circumstances deemed relevant in White and relied on by the
lower courts were insufficient to prove an unconstitutionally dis-tionally discriminatory purpose. 1

Justice Stewart acknowledged the impact of the Washington caseon the prior analysis of vote dilution cases under the White standard:

The District Court assessed the appellees' claims in lightof the standard that had been articulated by the Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in Zimmer v. IcKeiten, 485
F. 2d 1297. That case, coming before Washington v. Davis,
426 U.S. 229, was quite evidently decided upon the misunder-
standing that it is not necessary to show a discrimninatelypurpose in order to prove a violation of the Equal Protec-tion Clause-that proof of a discriminatory effect is sufficient.See 485 F. 2d at 1304-1305, and n. ee

Justices Blackmun and Stevens concurred separately in the result
reached by the plurality 1

Justices White, Marshall and Brennan dissented. Justice Whitethe author of both White v. Regester and Washington v. Davia calledthe plurality's opinion "flatly inconsistent" with White and furthernoted that in his view, the evidence of an inference of discriminatory
intent in Mobile s even more compelling than that present inWhite. ." '00 Justice White said that the plurality had incorrectlyviewed each of the Zimmer factors in isolation, rejecting Wie'totality of circumstances test. Justices Marshall and Brennan argued
that intent was not a requisite in voting dilution cases brought undereither the Fourteenth or Fifteenth Amendments,o' but that even ifit were the appellees had clearly met their burden of proof.

"446 'S. 55
s446 l. at 62.

Id. at ei."Id. at 65
"Id. at 73.
"sId at 71 o 

pdcourt "was non rommesaurale with the sounddenercise of judcial discretion." Id. at 80.
W hile reserve tin w et hr d scrim i a t h rp ose d b he di s t e

that ia intent were necessar-. the facts found by the district court weresuiet to step
port an inference of discrimlnttory Intent. Just ce Stee c e the praitt ho constituonal violation had been shown: hut, unlikeareit the plh rurait that"proer test should focus on the objective erects of the polit cal dection rather than the
subjective motivation of the deatsionmaker. Id. a 90.141d. at 103.

5M ld at 94, 104.
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A fair reading of Bolden reveals that the plurality opinion was a
marked departure from earlier Supreme Court and lower court vote
dilution cases. As .Jud e Goldberg wrote. in Jones v. City of Lubbock,
025 F2d, 21, 22, (19814, "the Supreme Court (in Bolden) completely
changed the mode of assessing the legality of electoral schemes alleged
to discriminate against a class of citizens." roe

In Bolden, the plurality abandoned the clear and workable totality
if circumstances test of VAite, but in doing so it failed to articulate

a substitute standard to guide federal courts in the future. As Justice
White noted in his dissent in Bolden, the plurality's rejection of the
White test, "leaves the courts below adrift on uncharted seas.. ." 14

The impact of Bolden upon voting dilution litigation became ap.
parent almost immediately after the Court's decision was handed down
on April 22,1980. As the Subcommittee heard throughout its hearings,
after Bolden litigators virtually stopped filing new voting dilution
cases. Moreover, the decision had a direct impact on voting dilution
cases that were making their way through the federal judicial system.

Perhaps the most dramatic evidence of the drastic change worked
by Bolden is the decision's impact on the Edgefield County, South
Carolina case, McCain v. L ybrand. On April 17,1980, the district court
ruled the county's at-large system of electing county council members
was unconstitutional. in an exhaustive opinion, the district court
faithfully applied the White results test and concluded that blacks
simply did not have a fair chance to participate in the system. "Black
participation in Edgefield County has been merely tokenism and even
this has been on a very small scale." ""

Despite the overwhelming evidence of unequal access to the electoral
system, the district court's determination could not withstand the im-
pact of Bolden. Shortly after rendering its initial decision the district
court vacated the judgment and stated:

A careful reading of Mobile and a reconsideration of the
evidence in the present Edgefield County case convinced the
Court that the plaintiffs have not proved that the voting nlan
for election of members of the County Council in Edgefield
County was either conceived or is operated as a purposeful
device to further racial discrimination nor was it intended to
individually discriminate against blacks in violator of the
Equal Protection Clause.1*,

The extent to which Bolden has changed the law in voting dilution
cases is also illustrated by recent litigation on remand in Bolden, itself.
On remand, following the Supreme Court's decision in Bolden, the
district court was required to make an inquiry into the motives of leg-
islators to determine whether the system was devised or maintained
for a discriminatory, purpose. The court found itself immersed in an
exhaustive examination of each development in the city council elec-

tion system from 1814 to the present. In order to comply with Bolden,
the district court was forced to recreate events shedding light on the
motivation of politicians who held office during the several crucial
periods under investigation between 1814 and the present. An ex-

'm62 F.2d 21.22 (5th cir. 1981) (concurring).
'w 446 U.S. at 103.
sa Slin opinion, 18(D.S.c. No. 74-261. April 17. 1980).
u Order of August 11. 1980.
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hraustive search of local newspaper files and other records revealed
a number of racially inflammatory statements by the sponsors of some
of the predecessor laws in question from the beginning of this cen-
tury. The court found that those smoking guns ' lead unerringly" to
the conclusion that the advocatess of those laws]/desired and intended
the result." '"

D. Turm OPuERrioN OF A3ENDED S.cEONr 2

With the benefit of the record of explanation and analysis of the
Section 2 amendment by its Congressional sponsors and witnesses in
the House of iRepresentatives,ite and the even more detailed, almost
exhaustive, inquiry by our Subcommittee on the Constitution, the
Committee has had an opportunity to examine all the aspects of the
issues and implications raised by the new language. Based on this ex-
amination, the Committee believes that the amendment is sound, that
it is necessary and appropriate to ensure full protection of the Four-
teenth and Fifteenth Amendments rights, and that it will not present
the dangers raised by those who have opposed it-a requirement of
racial quotas, or an all-out assault on at-large election systems in gen-
eral.

The Committee decided that it would be useful to spell out more
specifically in the statute the standard that the proposed amendment
is intended to codify. To this end, the Committee adopted substitute
language that is faithful to the basic intent of the Section 2 amend-
ment adopted by the House and included in S. 1992, as introduced by
Senators Mathias and Kennedy and sponsored by 63 other Senators.

The amendment to the language of Section 2 is designed to make
clear that plaintiffs need not prove a discriminatory purpose in the
adoption or maintenance of the challenged system of practice in order
to establish a violation. Plaintiffs must either prove such intent,10' or,
alternatively, must show that the challenged system or practice, in the
context of all the circumstances in the jurisdiction in question, results
in minorities being denied equal access to the political process.

The "results" standard is meant to restore the pre-Mobile legal stand-
ard which governed cases challenging election systems or practices as
an illegal dilution of the minority vote. Specifically, subsection (b)
embodies the test laid down by the Supreme Court in White.1 °a

If the plaintiff proceeds under the "results test", then the court would
assess the impact of the challenged structure or practice on the basis
of objective factors, rather than making a determination about the
motivations which lay behind its adoption or maintenance.

50 Rorden Wsio oolnto-s 34 (Anr' 15. 19821 con remand))."'Notwithutandine statements made at the Senate hearing, that oniy three witnessesaddressed the Section 2 Issue during the 2ose hearings, some 30 witnesses discussed thesee.' for, or the meaning of. the'Section 2 amendment during the House proceedings. 
LntrdrclrIdrc lcmtui leiec.Ifulrtrnraoneeet ~dtr

dlirect or"indirect crcumts.stiaieidence ic"iu"tt orm alIfienceto"-e awn"irfom the forseealility of defendant's actions which "is one type of ouite relevant evidenceof rarlallr discriminatory pur' ose." bono n Board of E rcaton V. Bnkaon, 44.1 U.S528.51~6. n. 9 (1979). Also see testimony of Irving Younger. Senate Hesrln-, at p. 5. Vtfio.7eof Aringfon Heighta v. Metronaltans Msofe~g Develop. Corp. 420 U.S. 252. 264-88 11977).rio the Committee deiberations. opponents of The results test argued that ths
rorebilsIncose*gnt with theuit strangrd tus Seton 2. as atnene ,.tilsotaise the phrase "a denial orh h aridgement rof the ri ihtuto reoie) on accounteof racetor

color." The argument is that the word. "on areont of themselves create a renuiementof nurposeful discrimloatlnn This clatim overlooks the Present structure of the Votingnights Act, which completely refutes it. Section 5 of the present Act reqriires the Attorney
footnote continued on p. 28.
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As the Supreme Court has repeatedly noted, discriminatory electionsystems or practices which operate, designedly or otherwise, to mini-mize or cancel out the voting strength and political effectiveness ofminority groups, are an impermissible denial of the right to have one'svote fully count, just as much as outright denial of access to the ballot
In adopting the "result standard" as articulated in White v. Reged-ter, the Committee has codified the basic principle in that case as it wasapplied prior to the 'Mobile litigation.'['lie Cornmittee has concluded that White, and the decisions follow-ing it made no finding and required no proof as to the motivation orpurpose behind the practice or structure in question.'" 1Regardless ofdiffering interpretations of Whil and Wltcomb, however and de-spite the plurality opinion in Mobile that the White involves an "ulti-mate" requirement of proving discriminatory purpose, the specificintent of this amendment is that the plaintiffs may choose to establishdiscriminatory results without proving any kind of discriminatorypurpose."2r

Section 2 protects the right of minority voters to be free from elec-tion practices, procedures or methods, that deny them the same oppor-tunity to participate in the political process as other citizens enjoy.If as a result of the challenged practice or structure plaintiffs do nothave an equal opportunity to participate in the political processes andto elect candidates of their choice, there is a violation of this section.To establish a violation, plaintiffs could show a variety of factors, dn-pending upon the kind of rule, practice, or procedure called intoquestion.
Typical factors include:

1. the extent of any history of official discrimination in thestate or political subdivision that touched the right of the mem-bers of the minority group to register, to vote, or otherwise toparticipate in the democratic process;
footnoteuee continued.
General or the district court to disapprove a proposed voting law change unless the oul.mioting jurisdiction establishes that It "does no~t hare the purpose and tift not have the
effect ot denying or abridging the right to vote os account of race or cor ., " mphaslodpros' diecriminatory purpose and theo budnto daprthe purtsr to r -iEmpac Theome use of 'on account of race or color" Is made inca different context in ort on aThus it Is patently clearly that Congress has used the words "on account of race or color'In the Act to mean "with respect to' race or color. and nut to connote aof reqqoired pur'os'ethf r aa drtnatlon Any other argumentshse t s !&snlar terin a! It re d wurdalth r ill rthat e here 

yi peImpl ed aupos t in Section 2 even when plaintiffsproceed under the reoulto standard, are equally misplacdadIoret"' Poraeno v. Dorsey; Burns . Richardsons e n icretcourt study of h opinion in OO'le revel no dloeoNa lon or enre or analt'ns by the
court to the moetlon htd the h allege ractlee. nor ano snreestion that such a
Court-Forward In Defense of the Antidiscrimination Pritiple,' 0 Hare. DI. Rev. 1. 44

"The cottee doe oatadopt One view of WAfte asrnrnr air to meet some

(96.f 
rtay"oective d esign" tes thataIs. to etfe,'c, a verolon of ab frsea~ -F- ra m 

lwtx otko leohtti 
reeatohb i atcl r oatn e taoi nottonc

of tort law. Aithoogh WAfre refers to th- -tn of the fortlese dist e in.tnm"coo-text makes clear that this refer tot esricun orathe andieme hstrct.uth onurpose. Thus. Btrest ohserves: "The Cotirt did not Imply that the mulitimember districtshad bea dscrminatority deseged." Idt (Emphasis addedno

tor alo d the district court tot nfer discriminator nurto.el thr the htmmittee hiltshot ste, Is unnecessary: a finding of the a'mronrute, f .ctnr hewin current dltoel nis sufficet. withotit onv need to decide whether those itodiors. by themselves, or with
additional clreumstanlal evidence, also would warrant an Inferene of discriminatory

i These fartor. are denied from the analytical framework used br the Supreme courtin Whi ts, as articulated In Zimomer.
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2. the extent to which voting in the elections of the state or
political subdivision is racially polarized;

. [tlie extent to w icl the state or political subdivision has used
unusually large election distr'icts, majority vote tequirements,anti-single shot provisions, or' other voting practices o proceduresthat may enhance the opportunity for discrimination against the
minority group;

4. if there is a candidate slating process, whether the members
of the minority group have been denied access to that process;5. the extent to which incinbeis of the minority group in thestate or political subdivision bear [lie effects of discrirination insuch areas as education, employment and health, which hinder
their ability to participate electively in the political process 114

6. whether political campaigns have been characterized byovert or subtle racial appeals;7. the extent to which members of the minority group have beenelected to public office in the jurisdiction. itAdditional factors that in some cases have had probative valueas part of plaintiffs' evidence to establish a violation are:

whether there is a significant lack of responsiveness on the partof elected officials to tise particularized needs of the tneiibers ofthe minority group.l
Swhethe the policy underlying the state or ,political subdivi-sion 's use of such voting qualification, prerequisite to voting, or

standard, practice or procedure is tenuous. e t. While these enumerated factors will often be the most relevant onessome cases other factors will be indicative of the alleged dilution.
The cases demonstrate, and the Committee intends that there is orequirement that any particular number of factors be proved, otr thlata majority of them point one way nv the other.tsa

"mThe courts have recognied thnate educ

e al a nt il5 on u n e i t l iF f r o m p a s t d sc r i m i n a t i o n t e n d t d e r e c, tu l o r i t y p o tlel, participaretion c., diteoo 11 S. at 708: Krkse v. hoard oflSoperl-iaurs, F~ hid1311 19 , %'hee it ae ondtio s e owo, and saberethe level of blak partitpaeion to
ta 1 dssed nee not pr an further e kte act hatno statu and the depressed level of pr hcatended period that no mener of a minority group have been elected to trticpation.tnd as rlnd "ncaily s tive. However. the election of a fe v ee cer an efthl acin Zitr rt Fd at i of did, ih p o rhltyeit yht h tuuott l i ne m s m i g h t e v d e t h e c tio n e .g . b n e te ei h a t

cldiae conr ettid thatc o tute .i ea of a 'cf'mti
rle eeo h ene ecnn

Droof of a minority group's toa sthe tpoliic atece ate ti ulls Is
" e F. 1:15 an n ca Ps hat u eo r w e n w nl~ -eel he

otoempta yo cirumhenh the Con ci t. . Iead e shall continue to requnitel aBodependent colder t ro u of the rerrd." 
a nd.

e1or ur eapohssiessn net an desetao part of p antics rase zo trt;ie laowt
Dal tho Therefore defetdnts roof of one poi s aul d not negte lintiff'

ha i he o hrts mor e tr ha tnt ha lenge i t e d n tn rte

wn y ose r e of ctie factou r elumeraed here that mitoricy cuter, ,overrt ingess i w e shuto. t f er ul and ceoo to the political procets. T."t e usoe,.r lu.I re jec', e

meet 63 F.T 138, 375 5thCie 1991, anspproach apparently taksn In 'order
tou comply "fill the latent requiremoent which she Supreme Court's p Iratite npininn isGolden Imposed on the farner loasguare, of Section 2.1 flowever, should plfnio choosetoofes vlpc of ltncesontltes, then the defendant cottld offer reuttal evidence o11" If the procedure n'.arhediv depat frmpsraticos or from practices elsewhereOppte pradcti , thtas o he fairness f Its Impact Bt een oa ltnylog through 0i ther pfactorsnthat the eholiengvs, practice denied muitnrite" fnilaccess to

Ishm to e ted . 00 0 ieonin, arntlo t .dervle, the 'in liter Iendestablish any partelrfcot not rebuttal erlcesiof non.dliutlon. ahr h-povison equre ils cur's verlljudgment, based ontetottity of rlcmtof nd 
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Whitcomb, White, Zimmer, and their progeny dealt with electoral
system features such as at-large elections, majority vote requirements
and districting plans. However, Section 2 remains the major statutory
prohibition of all voting rights discrimination. It also prohibits prac.
tices which, while episodic and not involving permanent structural
barriers, result in the denial of equal access to any phase of the elector-
al process for minority group members.

If the challenged practice relates to such a series of events or epi-
sodes, the proof sufficient to establish a violation would not necessarily
involve the same factors as the courts have utilized when dealing with
permanent structural barriers. Of course, the ultimate test would be the
White standard codified by this amendment of Section 2: whether, in
the particular situation, the practice operated to deny the minority
plaintiff an equal opportunity to participate and to elect candidates of
their choice.*.

The requirement that the political processes leading to nomination
and election be "equally open to participation by the group in ques-
tion" extends beyond formal or official bars to registering and voting,
or to maintaining a candidacy.

As the Court said in White, the question whether the political
processes are "equally open" depends upon a searching practical
evaluation of the "past and present reality." "*

Finally, the Committee reiterates the existence of the private right
of action under Section 2, as has been clearly intended by Congress
since 1965. See Allen v. Board of Elections, 393 U.S. 644 1969).

DISHcAIM ER

When a federal judge is called upon to determine the validity of a
practice challenged under Section 2, as amended, he or she is required
to act in full accordance with the disclaimer in Section 2 which reads
as follows:

The extent to which members of a protected class have
been elected to office in the State or political subdivision is
one "circumstance" which may be considered, provided that
nothing in this section establishes a right to have members of
a protected class elected in numbers equal to their proportion
in the population.

Contrary to assertions made during the full Committee mark-up
of the legislation, this provision is both clear and straightforward.

us This aspect of the statute's stope is illustrated by a variety of Section 2 cases In-
volving such episodic discrimination. For example, a violation cold be proved by show-
In, that the election officials made Absentee ballots available to white citizens without a
cos-reponding opportunity beine given to miority citizens. Bee Brswn v. Plot, 270 F.
Supp. 60. 6l-64 w.D.La. 1988). Likewise. porgg of voters enmld prodeue it discrimi-
nato-y result if fair procedures were not followed. Tasty v. White. 488 F.2d 310 (6thr.i. 197).or f thc need for a p urge were not ahown or i opportunl ea for re-egifstra-
tion were u nduly limited. Audmlloatlon of nn election could likewise have a discrimIna-
oryt res If."fr example.theInoration provide to voters subsaalra hem

In a discrIminatory way. fUnthed Btate v. Post. 207 F. Supp. 46. 50-5l (w. D. La. 1960).
we U.S. at 769-770. Therfare, for purpose of Section 2. the conuson In the

Mobile plurality option that "there were no inhibitions against Negroes bemlora can-didates, and tht in face Negroes bed reetatered and voled without hindrance", would not
be diapositive. Section 2. as amended, adopts the functional view of "pol~tial process".
used in White rather then the formnuastte view eeno,,sed by the plurality In ifoate Like-
wise. although the pluirailte suaceated that the Fifteenth Amendment mvy he limited to
the rizht to cast a ballot and may not extend to claims of voting dilution (without ex-

b~na ow, In that ease, one's vote could be "ahrldgedt'). this artn without questionaieatarminatlon which takes the form of dilutio, a. well as outright denial of
the right to register or to vote.
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This disclaimer is entirely consistent with the above mentioned
Supreme Court and Court of Appeals precedents, which contain sim-
ilar statements regarding the absence of any right to proportional
representation. It puts to rest any concerns that have been voiced
about racial quotas

The basic principle of equity that the remedy fashioned must be
commensurate with the right that has been violated provides adequate
assurance, without disturbing the prior case law or prescribing in the
statute mechanistic rules for formulating remedies in cases which
necessarily depend upon widely varied proof and local circumstances.
The court should exercise its traditional equitable powers to fashion
the relief so that it completely remedies the prior dilution of minority
voting strength and fully provides equal opportunity for minority
citizens to participate and to elect candidates of their choice.lt

The proposed results test was developed by the Supreme Court and
followed in nearly two dozen cases by the lower federal courts. The
results test is well-known to federal judges. It is not an easy test. As
Arthur Flemming told the Subcommittee on the Constitution, "White
v. Regeter sets realistic standards for analyzing voting dilution
cases." 12 It was only after the adoption of the results test and its
application by the lower federal courts that minority voters in many
jurisdictions finally began to emerge from virtual exclusion from the
electoral process. We are acting to restore the opportunity for further
progress.

E. RsoNsrs To QuFsrloNs RAIs.D ABOUT mF. REsUrs TEST

Opponents of the "results test" codified by the Committee have made
numerous allegations as to the potential dangers of its adoption. At
bottom, all of these allegations proceed from two assumptions, both
of which are demonstrably incorrect.

First. these allegations assume that the "results test" is a radically
new and untested standard for voting discrimination suits, with un-
known contours and unforeseeable consequences. Opponents nonethe-
less are somehow confident enough of the implications of this allegedly
new standard to predict that it will:

inevitably lead to a requirement of proportional representation
for minority groups on elected bodies;

make thousands of at-large election systems across the country
either per ae illegal or vulnerable on the basis of the slightest
evidence of underepresentation of minorities; and

be a divisive factor in local communities by emphasizing the
role of racial politics.

They specifically list a number of states and cities whose election
systems they allege would be vulnerable under the Committee bill.

The second assumption, equally incorrect, is that the only way to
safeguard against these dangers is to make proof of discriminatory
intent an essential element of establishing violations of Section 2.

The testimony and other evidence presented to the Committee belie
both assumptions. The proof lies in the fact that numerous courts

U Lousiana v. U.S., 880 U.S. 146 (1963) ; Xrkei v. Board of Suipervisors, 534 7.2d
119 (1th Cie.) ten bane). s-erf dented 434 1:.8. 968 (1977) e, Green v. County school
Board. A01 U.S. 480 119688 North Carolina State Board of Education v. 8monnt 402 U.S.
43 11971) ; In Re; Illinois Oostresslonai Reapporionment, File No. 81-c-3915 (1981),a'd sub nom. Ryan v. Oto 102 F. mt. 9 F a .1182).uSenate hearings, Statement of Arthur Flemming. February 13. 1982. p. 2.

I
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followed and applied the same "results test," without requiring anroof of intent, and none of these predicted dire cons e uof court decis ort, an extensive, reliable and reassun track recorwfoudcisions using the very standard which the committee billwould codify. The witnesses who attacked the "result standard'virtually ignored those decisions in their analysis and, in most caseadmitted unfamiliarity with them, as well.Moreover, any possible statutory ambiguity as to whether the resultsstandard of the revised language in Section 2 would trig r this sub-stantial body of preexisting case law has been eliminated by the Corn.mittee's adoption of the substitute amendment. As noted in theprevious section, the substitute amendment codifies the holding inhite, thus making clear the legislative intent to incorporate Thatprecedent and extensive case law which developed around it, into theapplication of Section 2.

at has been the judicial track record under the "results test"IThat record received intense scrutiny during the Committee hearstgsThe Committee reviewed not only the Supreme Court decisions inWhitecomb and White, but also some 23 reported vote dilution casesin which federal courts of appeals, prior to 1978, followed White. Nine-teen of those cases arose in the Fifth Circuit, which during that period,covered most of the South from Georgia to Texas, and thus was thecenter of the vast majority of vote dilution litigation.These 23 cases represent the actual judiciall understanding and aop.i-cation of the White standard codifed in the Committee il The Clom-mittee's review of these cases established the following major points:1. The results test of White was the controlling standard appliedin all of these cases. In most of them, the court followed the articu-lation of the White holding provided by the Fifth Circuit in Zim-er, which was decided the same year. In each case the courtslooked to determine whether, in the words of both White and thepresent Committee amendment of Section 2, the "political proc-nsses" were "equally open" and whether the members of the mi-nority group had the same "opportunity" as others in theelectorate to "participate in the political processes and to electrepresentatives of their choice."
2. These cases did not apple an "intent standard." Justice Stew-art's plurally op ion in Bolden explicitly acknowledges thatZimrne (and implication all of the cases which followed it)proceeded on the assumption that proof of intent was not re-Iutre.oa In addition, the Committee heard expert testimony fromlat a dozen litigators who were actively involved in vote dilutionlitigation during this period and specifically were counsel in mostof the cited cases. The unanimous and uncontradicted testimony ofose witnesses was that the parties and the courts did not focuson the motives behind the election methods being challenged letalone require proof of discriminatory intent as a prerequisite torelief."'p

ome** opno t of the Committee bill have tried to torn these nret two points upeidedown, They do not art,,, that the cases which constitute the teach record were wrongay
be,-aoee those. cases did not inist on vronortional repue eaed.ation or invariably yarie downat-large elections, it follows that they matt have been "ntent ren.. uedveonan thisfaulty !ogle, they are unable to noint to a single facet of the TFd:. opinion which inaoirodinothe purpose or any em~al or elective body that had anything to do with deelgainy ormana in h uli-msmber districts In question.
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3. Under the results test, the cases never reired proportional

representation, and invariably repudiated it. 'his conclusion has
not been challenged by any of the testimony. This rejection of
proportional representation as the standard for legality under the
results test is explicitly incorporated into the statute by the dis-
claimer, based on the holding in White. The disclaimer squarely
states that the Section creates no right to proportional representa-
tion for any group.4. Under the results test, at large elections were not auto-
matically invalidated. In fact, in its articulation of the results
test, in Zimmer the Fifth Circuit explicitly stated, "it is axio-
matic that at large and multi-member districting schemes are not
per se unconstitutional." 123

Multi-member districts were upheld by the Supreme Court in
Whitcomb under the same test used to strike them down-in the
context of a different totality of circumstances-in White. Six-
teen of the subsequent courts of appeals cases involved challenges
to at-large elections, and the defendants prevailed in 10 of those
decisions which permitted the continued use of the at-large elec-
tions. These included cases from Circuits other than the Fifth
Circuit.a"

5. The results test did not assure victory for plaintiffs. Of the
total 23 cases, defendants won 13 and prevailed in part in two
others. In response to this unchallengeable statistic, some have
suggested that plaintiffs could win under the results test by
merely showing (a) at-largo elections; (b) underrepresentation
of minorities; and (c) "a scintilla" of evidence, i.e., proof of one
additional factor from among which Zimmer lists as relevant,

The cases analyzed show that this position is simply wrong.On a number of occasions, plaintiffs who had proven one or
two or three of the Zimmer factors--certainly more than a
"scintilla"-were found to fall short of the showing required to
render an electoral scheme void under the results test."

6. Under the results test, the court distinguished between situa-
tions in which racial politics play an excessive role in the electoral
process, and communities in which they do not.

The Subcommittee Report claims that the results test asumes "that
race is the predominant determinant of political preference." The
Subcommittee Report notes that in many cases racial bloc voting is not
so monolithic, and that minority voters do receive substantial supportfrom white voters.2e

That statement is correct, but misses the point. It is true with respect
to most communities, and in those communities it would be exceedinglydifficult for plaintiffs to show that they were effectively excluded from
fair access to the political process tinder the results test.

Unfortunately, however, there still are some communities in our
Nation where racial politics do dominate the electoral process.

In bhe context of such racial bloc voting, and other factors, a particu-
lar election method can deny minority voters equal opportunity toparticipate meaningfully in elections.

10l495r 2d at 1304.IN lach Voters v. McDonough. 565 . 2d 1 (1st Clr. 10771 : Dove v. Moore. 539 r. 2d111521 8th (Sr. tO76l."E.g. Ifena.rte v. Joep.h. 539 r. 2d 1285 (5th dlr.) cert, denied 434. 970 (1977)1F. 7A1 t109 (5th Cir.) (19751.
lU Subcommittee Report, pp. 41-44.
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To suggest that it is the results test, carefully applied by the courts
which is responsible for those instances of intensive racial politics,
is like saying that it is the doctor's thermometer which causes high
fever.

The esiultA test makes no assumptions one way or the other about the
role of racial political considerations in a particular community. If
plaintiffs assert that they are denied fair access to the political process,
in part, because of the racial bloc voting context within which the
challenged election system works, they would have to prove it.

Proponents of the "intent standard' however, do presume that such
racial politics no longer affect minority voters in America. This pre.
sumption ignores a regrettable reality established by overwhelming
evidence at the Senate and House hearings.

These conclusions, based on a careful review of the existing track
record under the "results test" in the Committee amendment have
convinced us that the questions raised by some about that test are satis-
factorily answered by that record.

Allegation that Certain Cities Are Vulnerable Under the Results Test

During the hearings, Assistant Attorney General William Bradford
Reynolds provided the Committee with a list of cities which, in his
opinion, would be vulnerable to attack under the results standard of
tne amended Section 2. Similarly, the Subcommitte Report provided a
list of cities where, according to the report, a "court ordered restruc-
turing" of electoral systems would be the "likely" outcome under the
results test.m' The Committee has examined these assertions and has
found that the facts upon which they are based, without more, would
clearly be insufficient to support a finding of violation under the
amended Section 2. Specifically, the Committee finds that the analysis
used by the Assistant Attorney General and the Subcommittee were
inconsistent with how the results test in fact operates, and ignored the
track record of cases decided under the results test discussed above.

Briefly, the primary basis for the Assistant Attorney General's
listing of cities was simply the lack of proportional representation,
plus the existence of an at-large or multi-member district election
system. Similarly, the Subcomrmttee's list was based primarily on the
same two criteria, plus the addition of one other "factor," usually the
existence of previously de jure segregated schools. As has already been
discussed, this simply was not the approach used by the courts underthe W hite/Zimener test.

This Report has already cited several cases where plaintiffs lost,despite the conjunction of at-large systems and underrepresentation,
and the presence of many more factors than those relied upon by
Assistant Attorney General Reynolds or the Subcommittee Report.
If the mere existence of underrepresentation plus a history of dual
schools had been sufficient under Whiter then plaintiffs would have won
in every lawsuit brought in the Fifth Circuit, which was clearly not the
case. Moreover, the courts did not use a mechanical "factor counting"
approach, as did the Assistant Attorney General and the Subcommit-
tee. Rather the factors were considered as part of the total circum-

usubcommittees Report, pp. 48-52.
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stances and in light of the ultimate issue to be decided, i.e., whether the
political processes were equally open.

The inaccuracies of both of these lists of allegedly vulnerable juris-
dictions are also revealed by a study conducted by the Department of
Justice in 1978. This study analyzed more than 200 cities throughout
40 northern and western states to see whether vote dilution cases should
be brought in those regions. The standard used by the Department to
evaluate the liability of those jurisdictions was the White' results" test
which the amended Section 2 would restore. The initial review of most
of these cities revealed an insufficient basis for proceeding further.
A few were selected for more detailed investigations. Yet, these cities,
too, were ultimately found by the department not to warrant litigation.

The Committee notes that this 1978 study covered 20 of the same 25
cities cited by the Assistant Attorney General. One city that he men-
tioned, Cincinnati, is particularly illustrative. Cincinnati was the sub-
ject of one of the most detailed investigations of the entire study. The
report of the study squarely stated :

In Ike manner, Cincinnati, Ohio, was the subject of a vote
dilution investigation by the Civil Rights Division but once
again, the Division did not discover the facts necessary to
institute a lawsuit under the White v. Regester standard."*

The 1978 Justice Department investigation also encompassed over half
of the cities mentioned in the Subcommittee Report, and two of the
cities cited by the Subcommittee were the subject of the more detailed
Justice investigations. Cincinnati and Waterbury, Connecticut, where,
a in, no potential dilution case under the results standard was found.
The Justice Department's own records also showed the inaccuracy of
the Subcommittee's listing of still another city, Savannah, Georgia.
That city had completed an annexation in 1978, a voting change which
was submitted to the Department of Justice for preclearance under
Section 5. After subjecting the proposed annexation to the rigorous
requirements of Section 5, the Department decided that the annexation
was not objectionable because the election system provides black voters
with adequate opportunity for participation and fair representation.

The Committee has been well aware of the reat im ortance of this
issue and accordingly has examined it at great ength. owever, it con-
cludes as did the House Judiciary Committee, that the amendment to
Section 2 is careful, sound, and necessary, and will not result in whole-
sale invalidation of electoral structures.

Results Test Supported By Affected Jurisdictions

Members of the Committee also received communications front
representatives of the States and political subdivision which the "re-
sults test" ultimately would affect. The Conference of State Legisla-
tures, the Conference of Mayors, and the League of Cities all have
endorsed the "results" test in the Committee bill as preferable to re-
quiring proof of a discriminatory intent in order to establish a viola-
tiun of Section 2 of the Act."'

a Letter from Assistant Attorney General Mcconnelu to Rep. Henry Erde, July 9. 191.at i.
s 'In particular, we urge no change in Section 2 of S. 1992 as introduced which rein-states the results' test a. the baa!s for determining whether a jurisdIction is diucriminat-
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F. T rm LIMITATIoNS OF THE INTENT TEST

The intent test is inappropriate as the exclusive standard for estab-
lishing a violation of Section 2. This is so for several reasons. During
the hearings, there was considerable discussion of the difficulty often
encountered in meeting the intent test, but that is not the principal
reason why we have rejected it.

The main reason is that, simply put, the test asks the wrong ques-
tion. In the Bolden case on remand, the district court after a tremen-
dous expenditure of resources by the parties and the court, concluded
that officials had acted more than 100 years ago for discriminatory mo.
tives. However, if an electoral system operates today to exclude blacks
or Hispanics from a fair chance to participate, then the matter of
what motives were in an official's mind 100 years ago id of the most
limited relevance. The standard under the Committee amendment is
whether minorities have equal access to the process of electing theirrepresentatives. If they are denied a fair opportunity to participate,the Committee believes that the system should be changed, regardless
of what may or may not be provable about events which took place
decades ago.

Second, the Committee has heard persuasive testimony that the in-tent test is unnecessarily divisive because it involves charges of racismon the part of individual officials or entire communities. As Dr. ArthurS. Flemming Chairman of the United States Commission on CivilRights, test ed during hearings before the Subcommittee on theConstitution:

(L)itigators representing excluded minorities will have toexplore the motivations of individual council members, may-ors, and other citizens. The question would be whether theirdecisions were motivated by invidious racial considerations.Such inquiries can only be divisive, threatening to destroyany existing racial progress in a community. It is the intenttest, not the results test, that would make it necessary to brandindividuals as racist in order to.obtain judicial relef.mi
The very concern voiced by Dr. Flemmin was illustrated b two re-cen eco on remand, and Perking v. City of West He-

nt n te d cu u

ent.f. In bot cases, the federal courts were compelled to label themotives of recent public officials as "racial" in reaching the conclusionthat an electoral system was maintained for a discriminatory purpose.Third, the intent test will be an inordinately difficult burden forplaintiffs in most cases. In the case of laws enacted many decades ago,the legislators cannot be subpoenaed from their graves for testimonyabout the motives behind their actions. Further, whatever the unevenextent of legislative records for State legislative sessions of 50 or 100years ago, it is clear that most counties and smaller cities will not have
Confrneo aos o omte ebr, against minorities" Letter froum John .7. Gunther, ExzecutvDieor nedstsCThe Nainlttfrno Marche 2 e utive Director. United State.act .tate. that onatere e ta Legistures por reiolution on the voting Rights
voti rac res t h an r of tobte t . r. Davi Nei 1 Chairman State.

iha aj Assd deemby ctiona Co lnfeeneasExctv ieorNto egu of Ciie
i1261, ete to committee EZU, iretrNaonle~ague offin Cities, 

_ .

available the kind of official records and newspa er files which theplaintiffs were able to procure for the retrial of Mobile,In the case of more recent enactments, the courts may rule that
plaintiffs face barriers of legislative immunity," both as to the mo-ives involved in the legislative process i" and as to the motives of themajority electorate when an election law has been adopted or main-tained as the result of a referendum.ao
Moreover, recent enactments, and future ones, are those most likelyto pose the fundamental defect of relying exclusively on an intent

standard, namely, the defendant's ability to offer a non-racial rational-ization for a law which in fact purposely discriminates.
This defect cannot be cured completely even though plaintiffs are

allowed to establish discriminatory intent by use of a wide variety of
circumstantial and indirect evidence, including proof of the same fac-
tors used to establish a discriminatory result."* The inherent danger
in exclusive reliance on proof of motivation lies not only in the diffi-culties of plaintiff establishing a prima facie case of discrimination,but also in the fact that the defen dants ecan attempt to rebut that cir-
cumstantial evidence by planting a false trail of direct evidence in the
form of official resolutions, sponsorship statements and other legisla-
tive history eschewing any racial motive, and advancing other govern-
mental objectives. So long as the court must make a separate ultimatefinding of intent, after accepting the proof of the factors involved
in the White acoalysis, that danger remains and seriously clouds the
prospects of eradicating the remaining instances of racial discrimina-tion in American elections.

Post-Bolden Cases
During the hearings proponents of the intent requirement claimedthat several cases decided subsequent to the Supreme Court's Boldendecision demonstrate that the intent test is not too difficult a standardfor plaintiffs to meet in vote dilution cases. It is true that plaintiffs

have prevailed in a few cases since Bolden; but a careful analysis of all
the post-Bolden decisions confirms its decidedly negative impact on
the ability of minority voters to end discrimination.Minority voters lost some cases despite egregious factual situations.Even when plaintiffs have prevailed, the intent test hasipedofederal courts its requirement of protracted, burdensome inuiie inothe racial motives of lawmakers-..rather than examining the p resentability of minority voters to participate equally in their politicalsystem.

McAl lan v. Escambia County,1- in which plantiffs prevailed inpart was frequently cited by opponents of the "results" test. Escamhiainvolved the at-large systems of electing county commissioners, citycouncilmen, and school board members in Pensacola and EscambiaCounty, Florida. The Fifth Circuit sustained the judgment for plain-tiffs with respect to the school board and city council, but not as to
crin,,o Heighsv Merpoia H.D Car',upra at 26.

"'5r4ee e.g. testimony of Archibald Cox. p. 68: but. e.l.. Moute where the Plurality ap- 

teet Cmiteainnhha lad baleoryoni nsceveo oIsedvoa
thora of Section 2 where they choose to proceed and ieIntect" etidrc, nt a rofe tereslt sanar cdilied In th reviedde tio 2, laafrrd inpe. ofth' 8F.2 29(5th Cir.1981i).
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the at-large system of electing county commissioners. However, even
a casual reading of Eacambia reveals that it was one of those rare in.
stances where tne court found a "smoking gun" to satisfy the heavy
burden imposed by Bolden." e

Also cited was the Burko County, Georgia case, Lodge v. Buxton,."
That plaintiffs prevailed in both the district court and Fifth Circuit
in Lodge should surprise no one. The evidence was so overwhelmingthat the plaintiffs' victory was to be expected regardless of whether
one applied a "results" or "Bolden-intent" analysis. The district court
concluded that every one of the relevant factors considered in White
and Ziuner was proven by plaintiffs-a virtually unprecedented re-
sult according to an experienced voting rights attorney. "o The Fifth
Circuit noted that the case presented an extreme situation:

The picture plaintiffs paint is all too clear. The vestiges of
racism encompass the totality of life in Burke County.'"

Two other cases decided after the completion of the Subcommittee
hearings have also been cited by proponents of the intent test. In theCommittee's view, however, neither of these cases is inconsistent withour overall conclusion that the intent test places an unacceptableburden on plaintiffs and diverts the judicial inquiry from the crucialquestion of whether minorities have equal access to the electoralprocess. The first case involves West Helena, Arkansas&" The secondpost-hearings case is the previously discussed decision in Bolden itself.Equally instructive are the cases which plaintiffs have lost sinceBolden. Reference has been made above to perhaps the most dramaticjudicial response to Bolden-the Edgefield County case, McCain v.

Lybrand.
Also, at-large school board elections were upheld in GadsdenCounty, Florida,a although they were based on the very same state

ett 198 Peaor ha dod a mxe at-~large and ingi. member system for thecity council. The court receivedptestimony thanafea b igelack was narrowly deoeaee foone of the single member seats, the council purposeful, gerrymandered the ward in thenext reapportionment to inure a white victory. in l9nG, the city adopted a completely
wau made to eliminate "t hin hassl to reapoioning t eem o ma nyprblack. in th~ is waand an many whites in that ward and keep te opultion In balance u to race." 558 F2d at 1247. Former Florida Governor Reuben Askew, who had been a state representativeat the time, also testified that one of the council member had indicated "the chane waswanted to avoid a'salt and pepper council." Id. As for the school board, from 107 to1915 prImary elections were concted on a single member basis, while the Ieneral elec-tons were at-large. The all-white Democratic primary was tantaon oeeto. Following the outlawing of white primaries in 1945. th t tegsattoeuireda-agelections in both the primary and general election. The Court of Appeals found that:"The specific sequence of events lea ding o otedcso t ing oa-ag lcion*)%*nda'% ;g gt ug eto the decision <to "edg~e to aftogargne ' ee0101mandates the conclusion that the citizens of Eseanhia County in 1945l, with thedemise of the white primary . were not going to take any chances on blacks gaining powerand thus pureT a2y sought to dilute black voting strength through the use of an atlarge system,' !d. at 1245. Such direct testimony or transparent chain of events is notusually available for a plaintiff's case.

ba 039 F. 2d 1858 5th Cr. 1981)'See testimony of Laughlin MacDonald at 115. January 28, 1982."619 F. 2d at 1881.
"5 Pekins, involve in acht ee sto west Helena's at-large election of its aldermen.The Eighth Circuit reversed the disri tors determination that the system admntbeen maintained for a discriminatory purpose. However, while riling for plaintiffs the

reHit Circuit nonetheless ro nst ed the confusion caused by Bolden, stating that "(t)heowever, fraught with ambiguity attencen fto estabush discriminatory intent Is.e its conclusion thatnentsystem was maintined for a discriminary p otheEigth ircit ad hebeniltof "aoka gu,-in the "explicit statemnts of thomells ho re iretlyresponsible for maintaining West Helena's at-larre voting systemand who have rejected requests to change the voting plan to eletlon by ward." Id a20-30. "Such direct evidence of invidious intent, so rarely available must be given greatweiti answering the question of whether a defendant acted with a discrImInatoryp pbose," l t, at 84 s5 (em ohasis added r1"Oameuibl v. Gadisdens County School Boord, TCA 78-177 (N.D. Fla. 1981).
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law that was held to be purposely discriminatory several counties tothe west in Escambia.
In Croma v. Baxter, a challenge to elections in Moultrie, Georgia,was rejected, even though the evidence showed pervasive discrimina-

tion in the political process.1 '
Two cases with strong evidence of present-day discrimination were

lost because district courts held that the aoptionofcaendpr-early yearseofathisacentu had ontof challengedpr-tices in theel s o is century cou d not have been racially
motivated since blacks were already shut out of electoral politics by
other methods.! This result clashes with the analysis by the District
Court in the Bolden case on remand'which revealed that a renewal of
black political power remained a legislative concern even during that

eriod.1o In Alabama. a district court dismissed an attempt by theUnited States to introduce the very kind of testimony called for byMobile-"historical evidence going to the reasons for the adoption ofat-large elections"--on the ground that without evidence of unrespon-siveness, proof of discriminatory purpose was useless.aFinally, the Justice Department has dismissed two cases it had filedon the basis of the results standard, after concluding the proof of dis-crimination in the system would not meet the intent test."5
6In summary, a full review of the cases following the Bolden decision

provides little support for exclusive reliance on the intent test.
G. CossTCITroNALrr oF AMENaDENT TO SECvoN 2

The proposed amendment modifying a results test to Section 2 is a
clearly constitutional exercise of Congressional power under Article 1and e Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. By now the breadthof Congressional power to enforce these provisions is hornbook law.

In a series of cases dating back more than fifteen years, the SupremeCourt has recognized that Section 5i of the Fourteenth Amendmentand Section 2 of the Fifteenth Amendment grant Congress broadpower to enact appropriate legislation to enforce the rights protected
by those amendinents.11s

In South Carolina v. Katzenbach, sustaining key provisions of theVoting Rights Act of 1965, the Supreme Court noted that "Congresshas full remedial powers to effectuate the constitutional prohibitionagainst racial discrimination in voting " o1
Specifically, the Court has long held that Congres need not limit it-

self to legislation coextensive with the Fifteenth Amendment, if thereis a basis for the Congressional determination that the legislation fur-thers enforcement of the amendment. The Voting Rights Act is thebest example of Congress' power to enact implementing legislation that
goes beyond the direct prohibitions of the Constitution itself.

79 039 F. 2d 1888 (5th Cir. 1981); compare Cross v. Barter. 604 F. 2d 875 (5th Ci.r
Kiksep v. C t ofJ5ackson lip opinion 14828 (March 5. 1962) Jordan v. City of. Boslden v. OCi of Mobie, Cv- l AO ini n. pp. 29-80.t(N.D. Miss. 1682).

* United Sate v. Marengo Counton No7-297-P (s.D. Ala.. April 15. 1982).Opinion at p. 8; see also Wahgton . Findai 664 F. 2d 013, 920, 923 (4th Cr,'
"Bt ted Cit . Sout Oaroi(,n (dismissed) CA. No. 80-730-8 (D.s.C.): UnsItedhin 255, C No. -7-147(c) (S.D. Miss. July 8, 1980)., See House

641 1960) o Oregan v Mtch ll d U 3 Ls 12 
1 90

) Kore bachm v. Magan , 384 U.S.
4 10. at 3; Flilooe v. Klugtsnick, 448 U.S. 4 8 1 me v. united tales. 4401O~.S 448 (1980).32
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South Carolina specifically upheld the Act's ban on literacy test
even though the Court had earlier held that the use of such tests did
not per ec violate section 1 of the Fifteenth Amendment and that such
tests would only be struck down in a constitutional challenge if they
were employed in a discriminatory manner.m'

Congress may enact measures going beyond the direct requirements
of the Fifteenth Amendment, it sucn measures are appropriate and
reasonably adapted to protect citizens against the risk that the right to
vote will be denied in violation of the Fifteenth Amendment. That
point, clearly established in South Carolina, has not been seriously
challenged in subsequent years.

The proposed amendment to section 2 of the Voting Rights Act is
fully consistent with this line of cases.

The prevailing opinion of the Supreme Court in Bolden held that
proof of discriminatory intent is a requirement to establish a violation
under the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments.'" However, on the
very same day that Bolden was decided, the Supreme Court, in the
Bome case, explicitly upheld Congress' power to provide in Section 5
of the Act that a proposed voting law change may be rejected on
grounds either of discriminatory purpose or of discriminatory effect.1 "

In a case decided several months after Bolden, Fullilove v. Klutz-
nick, Chief Justice Burgers writing for the Court, reviewed the cases
and reiterated the Congressional power to protect voting rights thoughstatutes that do not require proof of intent.?'"

The Committee has concluded that to enforce fully the Fourteenth
and Fifteenth Amendments, it is necessary that Section 2 ban election
procedures and practices that result in a denial or abridgment of the
right to vote. In reaching this conclusion, we find (1) that the dif-
ficulties faced by plaintiffs forced to prove discriminatory intentthrough case-by-case adjudication create a substantial risk that in-tentional discrimination barred by the Fourteenth and FifteenthAmendments will go undetected, uncorrected and undeterred unlessthe results test proposed for section 2 is adopted; and (2) that votingpractices and procedures that have discriminatory results perpetuatethe effects of past purposeful discrimination?"
As Archibald Cox, a leading Constitutional scholar, testified:

Congress has the power to outlaw all voting arrangementsthat result in denial or abridgment of the right to vote eventhough not all such arrangements are unconstitutional, be-cause this is a means of preventing their use as engines of
t h e s oi a a * a / r o soo n, 3 6 0 U .s .a n g ( 1 9 5 g ).
ena he 197 aendmntf to e . hc paallsb cos ernceT thge tension rfthespeia prviaon tocerai league ino~tes, way premised upon the FourteenthAmendment, rti cerr the Congresuional power Provihion now rests on both mndrm

hit ct e en 2ofthFteet ede*e*s roa es that in and of tembeivea le sti a f th e nnt lon.as the v'obltiona i are appropriate as that term is denmaed in oulaoh dua -nFftars V e . I the present caue, we hold that the Act's han on electoralposes o.th artetAedet ni t 4i7 assumed that section 1 of the Amendmentprohibit only a47(16international d~ci ina n v oting." 446 U.S. at 177.
do44 UnS. at 477 (1980). i

donvo lieotium r A1~.,47 U's. at 176, 177. (Congresa nay prohibit otAt. rt e,. _ .d.
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purposive and therefore unconstitutional racial discrimina-tion.es
We are also aware of several collateral questions that have beenraised about this exercise of Congressional power. We believe they areeasily answered.
It has been suggested that the Committee bill would overturn aconstitutional decision by the Supreme Court, in spite of the strenuousopposition of some of the bill's proponents to unrelated Congressionl

efforts to override Supreme Court decisions in other areas by statuterather than by constitutional amendment.This argument simply misconstrues the nature of the proposedamendment to section 2. Certainly, Congress cannot overturn a sub-stantive interpretation of the Constitution by the Supreme Court.Such rulings can only be altered under our form of government byconstitutional amendment or by a subsequent decision by the Court.Thus Congress cannot alter the judicial interpretations in golden
ofthe ourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments by simple statute. But
the proposed amendment to section 2 does not seek to reverse theCourt's constitutional interpretation. Rather, the proposal is a proper
statutory exercise of Congress' enforcement power described aboveand it is not a redefinition of the scope of the Constitutional provi-
sions. As American Bar Association President David R. Brink em-phasized:

Under this amendment, the Supreme Court's interprettion of the proper constitutional standard would be left in-tact. Only the section 2 statutory standard would be changedto reinstate the prior legal standard a u n

As Professor Cox noted, the proposed amendment to section 2 is
clearly distinguishable from proposals pending in the 97th Congressto offset substantive Supreme Court interpretations of the Constitu-
tionbK simple statute. 0 '

osike legislation proposed in other areas, S. 1992 does not attemptto restrict the federal court's jurisdiction in any way. It does not directthe result or the remedy that courts may reach with respect to claimsbrought under the Fifteenth or Fourteenth Amendments. Nor does itpurpose to redefine terms in either amendment for purposes of con-stitutional adjudication.
Another question raised by several witnesses in the Subcommittee

hearings is whether Congressional authority to enact the amendment
to Section 2 is contingent upon a detailed showing of voting rights dis-crimination throughout the country. They suggest an analogy' to therecord of abuse in covered jurisdictions that the Supreme Court em-phasized in Sout Carolina v. Katzenbach, as one basis for upholding

ou Prep o s a p. 14Cox testimony Sae hearing . February s, 1982. Thee also found Periuaive the e hau ti e anal yseo r o ran Doreen.anthrditigl~~ tt'ton)scholar, whose testimnonyadrerdstemnfocused Primarily on the constituionassus Profeso oe aoncld theae tament.meant to seto 2 was within Congres Dower to ndo method troal concludedththeandwere neesary to enforce th orenhadFenhAedms. 
SerainalyerlRSFeb. 4. 198

the Be d aemeo to David It Brink. p. 7. Senate hearings, February 2. Insofar asdeiso also Involved an Interpretation of ietlon 2 of the voting Iltigt Act.th ,tmiee amendment of that Provision would, of course, change the result white the 

ehetrtoi aiseitdCur etrptlnIdctstatalrfctono
te wonressfom5 intent is reureraess tha tlrfonl ofs'a e14estimony of Archibald Cy. p. 15.
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the i position of preclearance on those 'urisdictions. The Committee
finds this concern equally without merit because the analogy to section
5 is fatally flawed for several reasons.

First, the analogy overlooks the fundamental difference in the de.
gree of jurisdiction needed to sustain the extraordinary nature of pre.clearance,.on the one hand, and the use of a particular legal standard
to prove discrimination i court suts on the other.1"e It is erroneousto assume that Congress is required for this amendment to put fortha record of discrimination analogous to the one relied on by the Courtin South Carolina when it upheld section 5. As Professor Dorsen testi-
fied:

While nationwide racial discrimination in voting might be
necessary to justify or make "appropriate," extending section5 to the entire country, such finding would be unnecessary tojustify amending section 2 because it is less intrusive on statefunctions. As Justice Powell has stated "(p) reclearance in-volves a broad restraint on all state and local voting prac-
tices .... " City of Rome v. United States, 446 U.S. at 20203,n. 18 (Powell, J. dissenting). By contrast, amended section2 does not require federal preclearance of anything: it merelyprohibits practices that can be proven in a court of law tohave discriminatory results.eo

Second, the South Carolina decision emphasized the record of abusein the covered jurisdiction, in part, in response to the claim that theareas designated for special coverage were unjustifiably singled out.By definition, no such issue arises in the case of provisions with liter-ally nationwide application, such as section 2 of the Act.Third, this criticism of Section 2 overlooks Supreme Court decisionssubsequent to South Carolina indicating that Congress can use itsFourteenth and Fiftenth Amendment powers 'to enact legislationwhose reach includes those without a proven history of discrimina-tion. Mostpertinent, in Oregon v. Mitchell, the Supreme Court upheldthe provision of the Voting Rights Act that prohibited literacy testsnationwide, even though there were no findings of nationwide discrit-ination in voting, let alone findings that literacy tests had been usedto discriminate against minorities in every jurisdiction in the coun-try."' These cases make clear that Congress has authority to amend2i The latter isnotan etrogn tro uon the normal anaocations or tunetruarwithin the federal system. The Supreme Court th ral rellonastheoffaciCe is to pee b tales of evidence and stanarasf th -isg ttdgera er Aoei "*eInVace v. Terream "(tihis w . rooted In the authority ofcourts. cofU.B.e2l by rt.19) section 8, c. 6 fte (osIain to orate finrlar

I
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Section 2, in the absence of adetailed record of nationwide voting dis-
crimination because even if there were some over-inclusion of juinsdic-tions it would be constitutionally permissible.

The most important flaw in the analogy, however, is the assumptionthat, without a prior detailed Congressional finding of discriminationin the areas to which it applies, Section 2 would be overinclusive Thisinores the very terms and operation of the provision, which con-ne its application to actual racial discrimination. Unlike the minorityset-aside provisions in Fidlilove and the nationwide literacy test banin Oregon, Section 2 avoids the problem of potential overinclusion en-tirely by its own self-limitation. Section 2 does not comletelhibit a widely used prerequisite to voting which isnot acialy piro-criminating. (e.g. literacy tests in Oregon) or require an entire classof individuals to satisfy a particular requirement in order to qualifyfor participation in a federal activity (e.g. minority set-asides inFulltove). Rather, the proposed amendment to section 2 would onlyinvalidate those election laws where a court finds that discrimination,in fact, has been proved.

VII. BAILOUT

The bill contains a substantial revision of the so-called "bailout"
rovisions of the Voting Rights Act. Bailout relates to the proceduresy which a covered jurisdiction can remove itself from the preclear-

ance requirement to Section 5 and the other special remedies under
the Act.Under present law, the bail-out mechanism would as a practical
matter, e the covered jurisdiction subject to Section 5 until afixed calendar date. The revised bailout mechanism is geared to theactual record of conduct in each jurisdiction. Those with a recordof compliance with the law in recent years and a commitment to fullopportunity for minority participation in the political process couldbail out. Other jurisdictions would have to compile such a record inorder to become eligible. Only those jurisdictions that insist on retain-
ing discriminatory procedures or otherwise inhibit full minorityparticipation would remain subject to preclearance. Indeed, the neteffect of the Committee bailout is to make it possible for jurisdictions

which have obeyed the law and accepted minority participation toremove themselves from Section 51 coverage well ahead of the 1992date proposed by the Constitution Subcommittee bill.
Nevertheless, the Committee was willing to meet concerns that Sec-tion 5 might be perceived as a permanent responsibility by some per-sons in the covered jurisdictions. The substitute bill includes an addi-tional 25 year "cap' on Section 5, at which point preclearance wouldend unless Congress found that extension of preclearance was stillnecessary. nopelsac a tl
If no further action is taken by Congress before August 6, 1982,virtually all of the remaining jurisdictions which came under Section

a with the original pssage of the Voting Rights Act in 1965 will be
able to show that they he not used a test or device in a discriminatory
manner 17 years, that is, since August 6, 1965.2b

' Th eJ wl be able to do so far the mpl reaso n that t eAct required such Jun-
dleion tosusendtheuse of any test or devite 0n that dt.Snesc uidcinris sbly h ve n t used any teat or device for 7 years. they could by defintion eacab-f 7s thtteave noat used a test or device in a discriminatory manner.
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This would constitute virtual automatic termination of Section 5
coverage as to those jurisdictions. As noted in Section 5 of this re.
port, there is broad consensus that such automatic termination would
be wholly unwarranted because of the continuing problems of dis-
crimination and widespread failure to comply with the Voting Rights
Act in the covered jurisdictions.

Nevertheless, the Committee agrees with the conclusion of the House
of Representatives that revision of the bail out provision is appropri.
ate in order to provide incentives to jurisdictions to attain compliance
with the law and increasing participation by minority citizens in the
political process of their community. Accordingly, the revised bail-
out criteria relate to the jurisdiction s recent record of behavior rather
than to a mere calendar date.

The Committee believes that this new bailout will provide addi.
tional incentives to the covered jurisdictions to comply with laws pro.
tecting the voting rights of minorities, and to improve existing election
practices so that full opportunity for minority participation will final-
y be realized. It is calculated to permit an effective and orderly transi-

tion to the time when such exceptional remedies as preclearance are
no longer necessary. This bailout was carefully crafted to preserve the

essential protections of Section 5. The provisions work as an inte-
grated complementary whole; removing any element would seriouslyundermine the entire structure.

The Committee has considered and rejected suggestions that the
bailout provision be weakened by further revisions. The new bailout
alread constitutes a very substantial liberalization of the avenuesavaila le to covered juris ictions to end their preclearance obligation.

For example, individual counties in covered states for the first time
will be able to bail out separately even though the state as a whole is
not yet eligible to do so. The law will now recognize and reward their
good conduct, rather thar requiring them to await an expiration datewhich is fixed regardess of their actual record.

At the same time, the revised bailout does not, and should not, pro-vide an easy hatch for jurisdictions which have continued to violatethe law in recent years and deny minorities access to the political
process.

Most of our colleagues in the Senate have heralded the broad con-sensus on extending Section 5: as recognition of the one way to assurecontinued protection of minority voting rights. Yet if we turn the bail-out into a sieve, it woild make the extension of Section 5 an exercise infutilit and a cruel hoax on millions of black and brown Americans.We believe that the extension of preclearance could prove a hollow vic-tory if an excessively easy bail-out provision is enacted. That wouldconstitute a back-door repeal of Section 5, Since many communitieswhere preclearance is still needed would be able to escape coverage.The Committee believes that the new bail-out provisions provide abalanced compromise between protecting minority voting rights anderadicating the continuing effects of past discrimination, on the onehand, and allowing jurisdiction with clear records to terminate Sec-tion 5 coverage, o the other. They ofer a firm but fair and achievableset of standards for determining when a jurisdiction's preclearanceobligations should end.
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B. CUnazaT LAw
The Voting Rights Act at present contains a bailout provision inSection 4(a). Existing law permits jurisdictions to end their preclear-ance obligation upon showing they have not used a test or evice todiscriminate for the designated number of years. For most jurisdic.tions, this amounts to a calendar measurement of Section 5 coveragestarting from the year of their initial coverage, i.e., 1905, 1970 or 1975.Between 1965 and 1970, the following jurisdiction successfully suedto exempt themselves from coverage: raa Wake ouy , essfu lCarolina; Elmore County, Idaho; and e, Nvajo andt ,oonnotCounties, Arizona. The 1970 amendments resulted in most of theseareas being re-covered. Since 1970, the current bailout procedurehad been used successfully by 23 jurisdictions which have not beenrecovered.

C. CosmrrrzE BIu,

At present, all counties in a covered state must remain subject toSection 5, no matter how good their individual records are, until andunless the state itself bails out. The Committee bill contains anothersignificant easing of the bailout provisions in current law. For the firsttime individual counties within a fully covered state will be permittedto file for bail-out even though other counties an the state governmentitself, are not yet eligible to do so. This is a ma-o thatger
In order to understand the bail-out issue, it is neces.ag to kevolution of the bail-out provision presently in S. 19 92ry now the
During the House hearings, Representative Hyde and several wit-nesses noted that any progress which jurisdictions had achieved since

1965 would not count under the existing bail-out chieve seetentative H gdo su ted that a bail-out beai rout chani. Repre-deosrt a ges a2alotb rvddt (1) takecounstrte gd behavior that some jurisdictions might be able tot and (2) to give an incentive t to y acceptcnnoritypoltica particpation. He suggested providing incentives forcovered suri fictions to o more than maintain the statg meetHe said
bailout sold encourage jurisdictions to make their electoraI systemsmore accessible to all eligible voters, and to reward those "csainti -"jurisdictions which had fully complied with thele rd sit -"jaw. Mr. Hyde recognized that his second reason er andspirit of t jurisdictions," may have been based more on the, regarding 'saintlyThere was a dearth of evidence in both the House and Senate hear-ings to document theexistence of jurisdictions with a record of cor-plete compliance and which had made constructive efforts to involveminority voters.rt v

-* ""-a 13222 .. a -t 182 .. R,
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Representative Hyde eventually proposed a bail-out scheme similar

to the one in S. 1992, under which Jurisdictions would have to demon-

strate full compliance with the law for ten years and also would have

to show they had made constructive efforts to permit full participation
by minorities. This behavior oriented standard gave covered jurisdic-
tions the incentive to do more than simply maintain a status quo that

grandfathered in pre-1965 election laws and practices that were dis-

criminatory."
0 '

Initially, the witnesses representing minority voters in the House
hearing opposed such an addition to the present law on the grounds
that no real need for it had been established and that jurisdictions
should not require any additional incentive to obey the law or to
accept political participation by minorities.e

Ultimately, however, in order to expedite passage of this vital meas-
sure they agreed to support a compromise bail-out provision developed
by Representatives Peter Rodino, James Sensenbrenner, Hamilton
Fish, and Don Edwards. It substantially followed the framework of
Representative Hyde's July 30 proposal, although it differed in some
important particulars. This was a very difficult concession for those
representing the interests of millions of minority citizens, as anyone
familiar with the House proceedings is well aware.

The compromise bail-out was reported by the House Judiciary Com-
mittee as a substitute amendment to H.R. 3112 by a vote of 23 to 1.
Efforts to relax various elements of the bailout were all defeated on the
House foor by overwhelming margins after substantial debate. The
House agreed with the architects of the Committee bill that the pro-
vision was fair and reasonable, and that to loosen the standards would
risk crippling Section 5. Some House members were dissatisfied with
the compromise bail out. They argued that the standards would be im-
possible to meet. Their position was decisively rejected.

The Committee bailout retains the twofold criteria of the House bill.
First, the jurisdiction must show a ten-year record of full compliance
with the Voting Rights Act and the constitutional protection of the
right to vote. Second, it must demonstrate that it has taken positive
steps to achieve full minority access to the political process. A ten-year
extension of the bail-out provision in current law, as some continue to
urge, would preclude all jurisdictions, even those with good records,
from bailing out until that decade expires.

By contrast, the Committee bail-out is a recognition that the passage
of time, by itself, means very little. In short, the new bail-out focuses
on criteria more relevant to whether continuing coverage is warranted
than does an inquiry that looks only at the jurisdiction's conduct 17
year ago.
D. TEN YEAR REcoRD Or GooD BEHAvIoR

The bailout utilizes a ten-year reference period for the first part of
the new criteria:

A declaratory judgment under this section shall issue only if
such court determines that during the ten years preceding

" House hearings, at 1870, 852. 1860, 2124." Bailout proposal of Rep. Hyde (printed and circulated for committee use) July 30.1981.
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the filing of the action, and during the pendency of such ac-tion, [the required elements have been satisfied]

This ten-year period is necessary to ensure that a genuine record ofnondiscrimination is achieved by jurisdictions seeking to bail out.
Representative Hyde's July 30 bail-out proposal used the same ten-year period...n
The requisite record involves three elements: compliance with thespecial provisions of the Act; no adjudication of discrimination; andno assignment of examiners.
It should be noted that even if a jurisdiction has failed to complywith every sinle one of these criteria% until the present legislation isenacted, it wil now be on notice of what will henceforth be requiredto bail out. Assuming it desires to bail out and fully complies with thelaws protecting voting rights from that point on, it would be able todemonstrate a ten-year track record no l ter than 1992, which is theearliest it would have been able to bail-out under.a straight ten-yearextension of existing law.

1. Compliance With the Voting Rights Act
The jurisdiction must show that it has fully complied with thespecial provisions of the Voting Rights Act for the previous 10 years.
That is, the jurisdiction must show that it has not:used a discriminatory test or device,

failed to obtain preclearance before implementing coveredchanges in its laws,
enacted changes which were discriminatory and, therefore,

objected to under Section 5.
Discriminatory Teat or Devicea

The first of these should not pose a significant hurdle to any juris-diction. As we have pointed out, those jurisdictions which came underSection 5 in 1965 have been forbidden to use a test or device at all,whether or not it was shown to be discriminatory. Indeed, since 1970,
there has been a nationwide prohibition on the use of "tests or devices."

2. Timely Submission of Proposed Changes
. The jurisdiction must have fully complied with Section 5 of the Act,including the requirement that no covered change in its laws has beenimplemented without preclearance.

Timely submission of proposed changes before their implementationis the crucial threshold element of compliance with the law. The
Supreme Court has recognized that enforcement of the Act dependsupon voluntary and timely submission of changes subject to pre-clearance.tent

The extent of non-submission documented in both the House hear-ings and those of this Committee remains surprising and deeply dis-turbing. There are numerous instances in which jurisdictions failed toto ee e. Perkine v. Matthews, 400 U.s. at 398 (1Fraure of the afecte Governmentsto coznpf) with the statutory requirem eot (of voluntary submilonal would nullify theentire me sie since the Departent of Justice does not have the resources to police effec-tively ali the State, and subdivisions covered by the Act").

i
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submit changes before implementing them and submitted them only,
if at all, many years after, when sued or threatened with suit.'a '

Put simply, such jurisdictions have flouted the law and hindered the
protection of minority rights in voting.

Prospectively, if bail-out were not made dependent on a record of
timely submissions, there would be no incentive for jurisdictions to
take seriously that requirement. This would further undermine the
Justice Department's ability to enforce the Act in the future.

The Committee has rejected two arguments raised against this re-
quirement.

First, it was suggested that it is too hard to know what has to be
submitted, and bailout should not be denied for "inadvertence."

For many years the submission requirements of Section 5 have been
well understood. Since bail-out applications may not commence until
1984, the ten year record would only have to reach back to 1974. That
is almost a decade after the Act became law. It is almost five yearsafter the Supreme Court clarified the scope of preclearance as to what
kinds of changes were covered. Since 1974, jurisdictions have not beenin a position validly to question their preclearance obligations.

Even if a small community, without a large legal staff, was unsureof its obligations, it could have asked the State Attorney General'soffice for guidance-and many jurisdictions did.
Second, this criterion was questioned as attaching undue signifi-cance to technical compliance with the Act. It was suggested that thereare an endless number of possible submissions, e.g., not simply for achange in polling place location, but also for a rearrangement of thetables within the same premises. The argument is that a jurisdictioncould alwa-s be found nilty of failing to submit some minute element.
This is not a plausible reservation. Courts and the Department ofJustice have used. and would continue to use. common sense on changesthat are really de minimize. There is no cited instance of a jurisdiction'selection being successfully challenged for failing to submit suchminutiae.

The ten years would run from the last date upon which an unsub-mitted change had been implemented or was in effect.
The rights of voters under the Voting Rights Act are violated notonly when the voting change is first enforced without preclearance, butthereafter while it remains in force without having been precleared.Therefore, this requirement applies even if the voting change, when ulh-timately submitted, was not found objectionable.

Lastly, it is the Committee's intent that compliance with Section 5means that even if an objection is ultimately withdrawn or the judg-ment of the District Court for the District of Columbia denying a -claratory judgment is vacated on appeal, the jurisdiction is still inviolation if it had tried to implement the change while the objectionor declaratory judgment denial was in effect.

Objections and Denial of Declaratory Judgments
The bailout requires that the Attorney General must not have ob-jected to any submissions under Section 5 for a ten-year period. The

er. e.g. Teetimonv of til~t, chanmbersb Senate hearings FebtenIearidglat 204a DrelwS. Days gId. Feb. 22,:2982Iat 64: Statementof5eesit ebI
1982, p. 5, Julian Bond, Hone bearinp, pp. 225. 227, 228-29. 282. tv5utsFe..
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Supreme Court has indicated that the record of objectvant to the need for continued coverage o f tions is rele-As in the case of timely submissions 
eHouse bailout criteria acknowledge tht yn those who oPosed the

"founded upon a general basis of ass * inc" o .bjecton'rule wasrecord reveals that about half of all their omhn -nttin - e Theenactment of the 1965 Act occurred in the five years since heilast ex-
tension in 1975.

Nevertheless, several arguments were raised against this requiremeant. First, it was suggested that a politically motivated AttorneyGeneral could bar bailout by filing objections for that purpose Thathypothetical concern is easily answered.tUnder Sta t he Tdiction can "appeal" objections to the courts, in the 5,sen the 'ut mfile a de novo declaratory ju ent action for District Cou at it m 'A second argument was t objections rit Cobative if the
Attorney General objects simply becus are not pro

hsnaequate inforrna.
tion on which to base a decision. In fat,e there ha mbeen only a handful of objections on this basis In those cases where the jurisdictionhas subsequently supplied the missing information within a reasonable amount of time, the Attorney General has withdrawn the objec-tion. More often, but still in less than 5 percent of the submissionsthe Attorney General has asked for more information and usto Department regulations, the statutory perod is tolled until hereceives it. He would only object if the jurisdiction flatly refusedsupply the necessary information.'i

determte wht arng was that the jurisdiction may not be able to
trmhe Deater a change is objectionable and may simply submitit for the Department's determination. In fact, jurisdictions can and

do informally discuss proposed changes in advance with the Dparnt.ment. The Department suggests that minority inpe tenotes what factors must be taken ihnt npue tai aanis acpt T n lives that a jurisdiction which desiresto make sure its change will not be objectionable can do so. As is truefor submission requirements, smaller jurisdictions can seek advicefrom the State Attorney General, as has been done by and large suc-

SNor is the question of "trivial changes" a significant problem. Areview of the objection letters, reveals that the AttorneynGen ealetakesthis responsibility seriously. Trivial objections simply are not entered.
There was some confusion at the ba hearing about whether

two kinds of "withdrawval"oo objections. Arst, after an objection, thejurisdiction may submit a request for reconsideration of the sameproposal, supported by new information. If the new information issbttdwithin a reasonable time, and if the Attorney Generalsubsequently withdraws the objection, it is the COmtt'sienthtsuch "objection" not bar bailout. On the other hand, if after anobjection is entered, the jurisdiction submits a new revised change and
it is approved, then the objection to the initial submission shall still
count as an objection which bars a bailout. The fact that the urisdic-MbomYo teRp 4 '.8 at 11.

Tin t r e g u l a io n w s I n s t t u t e d ta 2 9 7 1 a t t h e I n , I a t e n e o c
might avert an Obeuno eCtrdwbateaaaut t

o Coora in order to
inuetat obetion ae no ectrdwe h viaiy of additional nforadon

i
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tion agreed to submit a non-discriminato change, after hai out."'
an objectoinable one approved, b ntemn tait 

t  D

tofinally te Committee was disturbed by testimony that the De-

prtment of Justice has at times vih d c tans severa
documented basis of substantially changed circumstances, several
yeara after the objection wis ne nte 'o s do nt o bi

Unsubstantiated ~shr~l
-inificance of the previous objection for purposes of these bailout

standards.

Judgments in Voting Rights Litigation

The second element of the criteria prohibi entered bailout cerisdtins
that have lost voting rights litigation; pending int tin ford
of consent judgments; or have an action pending against them for

denial or abridgement of the right to vote
A final judgment that it has denied or abridged the right to vote is

strong evidence that the jurisdiction has not abied by tood pinciple
upon which the Act is founded, and has not acted in food faith.

Consent Decrees

As a corollary to the requirement of no judgments within the ten

year period, bailout is also precluded for any jurisdiction that has
entered into a consent decree settlement or agreement resulting in the

abandonment of a voting practice challenged."' A consent decree
abandoning a challenged voting practice is an admission that the

practice was, in fact, unlawful and discriminatory. t e
Critics of this element have argued that settlements are

into for a variety of reasons, e.g., to avoid the nuisance or exp
litigation. tdcesaebr o

Under this section, however, not all consent decrees are bars to
bailout, but only those consent decrees which include the abandonment
of the challenged practice. A city or county is not likely to agree to
major changes in its election system, such as switching from at-lar

to district elections, merely to avoid the nuisance of a suit. It is likely

to do so only after discovery and pretrial review indicates legal
vulnerability. 

6

1 The same reasoning applies to proposed changes which are anbsequently approve:
because of new circumstances which lessenl their objectionable Impact. since they wern
objectionable wen frst proposed by the jurtadiction, the Initial objection would still court
for purposes of this section.

cThe Attorney General has in some cases withdrawn objections long after they veers
entered, as many as lre years later iJacton, Miss.). Testiny of i. J. Kirksey. February"
2. 1982, p. 9. This undermines the statutory scheme, especially In eight of the new beles
procedures. U'ntess withdrawals ace limited to those where a request for reconalderaitto
i iled shortly after the objection. jurisdictions with objections could he eligible tor in
mediate bailout by seeking unttimely withdrawal. This would removse a significant prote
tion that the law afords to minority voters. They may always submit a new proposed
change.

ch ge number of such consent decrees' that would affect bailout is small-fewer that
two dozen store 1974, an the retrospective Impact of this provilion would he limited ostait
Te phrase. 'cnsent decrees, settlements and arrangements" is limited to situaitta

where such agreements are entered into after litigation has commenced; an agreement to
forestall litigation would noot bar bailout.

*s Cf., United States v. Coumbwa Separate School District, 558 F. 2d 228. 230 n. 8 (5tt
Cir. 1977). ceri. dented. 434 U.S. 101 (1978) ; United States v. Seminole County Bcot. s
District, 553 F. 2dd 992, 990 (5th Cir. 1977) ("by consenting to the decree is 1920, tit
Bonrd admitted the original constitutional violation").

t 1See Hearing transcript of Jan. 28. 982, testimony of Laughlin McDonald. aupr
at 1000 Julius Clambers, supra, statement at pp. 13-1c.
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Moreover, a review of the consent decrees that actually have been
entered into reveals that they involved the abandonment of a sig-
nificant feature of the defendant's electoral process.'" In such cases,the importance of providing strict protection of a fundamental right-
the right to vote-outweighs the general policy of encouragingsettlement.

A proposal that consent agreements not bar bailout was defeated on
the House floor by a vote of 285-92. The proposal was that a court
might consider a consent decree but would bar bailout only if the
court found that the decree reflected underlying discrimination.iWe agree with the House rejection of this alternative. Before a
decree was entered, there may have been extensive discovery, pre-
trial motions or even portions of a trial. A different court, unfamiliar
with all of those proceedings, should not have to sift through a stale
record several years later, in order to decide whether there was liability
on the part of the defendant. That would make little sense, as a matter
of judicial administration or effective protection of minority rights.
The inherent impracticality of the proposal underlines the need for aper se standard, whenever a consent decree includes the abandonment
of the challenged practice.
Pending Suits

A second corollary of the "no adverse judgments" criterion is that adecree granting a bailout must await final judgment in any pendingsuit that alleges voting discrimination.
The purpose of the bailout criteria is to permit covered jurisdictionswith a "clean slate" and a history of compliance with federal votingrights guarantees to become exempt from coverage of Section 5 of theVoting Rights Act. A pending suit raises substantial questions aboutwhether a jurisdiction is in full compliance with the law. If the law-suit results in a judgment finding voting rights violations, that wouldbar the bailout. It is the judgment of the Committee that the risk ofallowing a jurisdiction to bail out when it may be found soon there-after to have discriminated substantially outweighs the mere delay inobtaining a bailout judgment.
As for any concern with frivolous lawsuits being filed to bat bailout,the answer is that there are many provisions in the present law whichsafeguard against such suits. A number of legal experts, including thePresident of the American Bar Association, David Brink, testified thatthe rules of federal procedure arm judges with sufficient power to throwout insubstantial complaints.""
The recapture provision is not completely adequate to deal withthe possibility of allegations of voting rights violations because someof the criteria-such as the requirement of no objections and no non-submissions and no federal examiners-cannot bring about recapturebecause they do not apply to a jurisdiction once coverage is lifted. Once

Commit ee Transcrip of testimony of Laughlin Mcon-aid. supra. at t05. 006-007: Lawyerscostuteeao Henisspp Krport (september 198ts. p. 41-43. (attachment to testimony ofStute Senator Henry J. Kirksey) Senate Hearings. February 2. 1982.
"'The concern that frivolous lawsuits might be rled to defeat bailout is not realistic.costs aod attorneys fees may be as.-ssed against those who Ste frivolous lawsuit. includ.in, he attorneys Ionolved. Rule 56. Fed. R. Civ. P., Rule 38. Fed. R. App. 1'.. 42 U.S.C. Sec.19i*(e). In addition, summary disisal. xummnry judgment ani experiued appeals pro-cedures exist to give additional nrtection against the abuse of court procedures. FederalRtles of Civil Procedure, Rules 12,56."*Bee lofrs p. 181-132.
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it had eaped it might be difficult or time-consIn to t had been in
a decaposholI bereca tured on the basis t ito h e bee -
a urii activity that would nave barred bail out prior to the exemp-

tion from pre-clearanie. as tet
During the House debate it was suggested that a group could prevent

bailout by a series of frivolous lawsuits, even if each one were eventu-

ally dismissed, so that a constant turn-over of pending actions would.
prevent bailout. To meet this concern, the bill was amended by the

manager, Congressman Don Edwards, on the House floor, so that suits

filed after the bailout application has been made do not count as "pend-

ing suits" which block bailout.

Federal Examiners

Bailout is precluded if "examiners" have been sent to thejurisdiction
within the previous ten years. Section 6 of the Act, - U ttrne

provides for the appointment of federal examiners if: 1) the Attorney
General has received at least 20 meriatrious writtal other right to
residents of the locality charging dscriminath dt the ight o
vote; or 2) the Attorney General believes that the appointment of
examiners is necessary to enforce federally protected voting rights.

The Report of the Subcommittee on the Constituteon argues that
the assignment of federal examiners is too much a matter within the
subjective judgment of the Attorney General and beyond the control
of the jurisdiction to be used as an indicator that the jurisdiction en-
gaged in any wrong-doing. In response to this objection, there was tes-
timony that the Attorney General must follow standards in assigning
examiners, which protect against unjustified assignmentts. In addi-
tion, there is nothing in the record before teHueor the Senate

Subcommittee suggesting that any assignment of examiners in the

past was unjustified1m
hwassi ent of examiners is a good indication of voting rights

abuses at the local level. The significance of Federal examiners was

recognized by the Supreme Court in South Carolina v. Katzenach.
The Court said that § 6(b) set adequate standards to guide the At-

torney General and protected against arbitrary use of the appointment

process.
It is the Committee's judgment that these guidelines offer sufficient

assurance of the genuine need for assigned examiners, and sufficient

LO In determining whether to assign examiners. the Attorney General is required by
Section 0 to consider whether the ratio of non-white to white registered voters Is related
to voting rights violations: ead whether bona life efforts are being made by the jurisdiction
to comply with the Act Speifically, the Attorney Genral considers (2) voter registration
office bourn, (2) the location of the to in relation to areas where black registratton is
low, (3) intimidation or violence, (4) whether standards are applied differently to white
and black applicants. See, prepared statement of . Stanley Pottiner, Aesistant Attorney
General Civil Rights Div'ision at pp. 537-38, 564-i5. HlearIngs on the Extension of the vot-
log Rights Act of i9S before the Subcommittee on constitutional eights of the Committee
on the Judiciary Unted States Sente April 29 1975 letter of Asststant Attorney Gene;
Rteynolds to Senator Hatch, February 25, 1992. These examiners and observers are sent
very sparinglh Moreover. a look at the counties where they have been sent shows that these
are the counties with serious issues of voting rights abuses.

mTo the contrary, both the current and a former Assistant Attorneys General who ser

feared before the Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution testified that the decision to
send federal examiners has not been abused. Bee, testImony of wtllem Bradfnrd Reyntids
March 1, 1982, pp. 134-185: and Drew S. Days, February 12, 1982, pp, 0-10. Moreover, Pro.
fesaor Days also testified that in his experience the need for federal examiners was an er'
cellent index of the existence of continued voting rights abuse. Statement at 18, transcript
of Hearing at 81-85.
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reason -that bailout suits should not be opened to a complex relitigat-
in a of whether each assignment of federal examiners was justified. 13

Examiners may be assigned either to register minority voters; or
because the Act requires them as a precondition to sending in election
day observers. Under this section their assignment for either rea-
-on would bar bailout.

Other Voting Rights Violations by the Applicant Jurisdiction

No declaratory judgment cauld be issued if the plaintiff had en-
gaged in any violation of laws protecting voting rights. This safe-
guard will ermit evidence to be presented of voting rights infringe-
ments which have not previously en the subject of a judicial deter-
mination. However, such violations would not bar bailout if "the
plaintiff establishes that any such violations were trivial, were
promptly corrected, and were not repeated."

No violation of constitutional or statutory protections a ainst dis-
crimination in voting should be presumed to be trivial, and the juris-
diction has the heavy burden to show that any such violations were
trivial, promptly corrected, and not repeated. For example, if a quali-
fied minority voter has been turned away from the polling place
by accident or mistake in the jurisdiction's poll books, and the mis-
take was immediately correcte and not repeated, this would not bar
bailout. However, if a voter or poll watcher had been attacked orbeaten up at the polling place by a public official or with the par-ticipation or acquiescence of election officials, this would not be con-
sidered trivial even if corrected and not repeated.

E. PosITIvE S'EPs To INcREASE MINoRrrY PARTcIcPATION

The bailout provision also requires that the jurisdiction undertakepositive steps:
to eliminate intimidation and harassment of minority voters;to expand opportunities for minority participation; andto eliminate voting procedures and methods which inhibit ordilute equal access to the electoral process.

Beyond the outright elimination of discriminatory barriers, the a -plicant jurisdiction must make constructive efforts to eliminate thecontinued effects of many years of discrimination in order to berelieved of special obligations under the Act. The Supreme Courtfound it appropriate for Congress "to counter the perpetuation of 95years of pervasive voting discrimination." City of Rome v. UnitedStates, supra, 446 U.S. at 182.
This aspect of the bailout process was designed as much as pos-sible to create objective standards by which to determine whetherthe jurisdiction has compiled a record of sigificant progress-andto avoid too vague or subjective a standard. The litigation will chieflybe an inquiry into these objective questions.

aboersi, ocr ta aiotsuits not be overly complicated is particularly reason-
able becaUse the proposbai bailout would significantly increase the number of jurisdictionsthat can file bailout suits.emplain eromier r en as a precursor to election day observers. they also receive
dciplaints from etier iens asa basin for deciding where rod how to use observers anddecidi whether to bring suit. n such situations, a relephsne survey followed by a field'uric tn tbe community is made before thte Attorney General will certify an area for~efle. It is a careful, considered determination.

I

I
I
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Elimination of Discriminatory Structures

Before a jurisdiction ends Section 5 coverage, it should eliminate
discriminatory voting procedures and methods of election which deny
equal access to the electoral process. This doms not mean that minorities
must have been elected in proportion to their numbers, but only that

they have an opportunity to participate on an equal basis with non-

minority citizens.!"
In determining whether procedures or methods "inhibit or dilute

equal access to the electoral process," the standard to be used is the

results test of White. In other words. the test would be the same as that

for a challenge brought under Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, as

amended by the Committee bill, except that the burden of proof would

be on the jurisdiction seeking to bail out. As discussed under the

amendment to Section 2 of the Act, the White standard is one with

which the courts are familiar and which has been clarified through
considerable litigation. Contrary to the suggestion in the Subcom-

mittee Report, there would not need to be a great deal of litigation to

determine the scope of this requirement.
The bailout applicant would not need to "prove a negative" by es-

tablishing that each and every procedure or law relating to its elec.

tions satisfied the White test. However, should the Justice Depart-

went or an intervenor alleges that specific practices or election meth-

ods. other than those analyzed by the applicant-do discriminate, the
applicant would have to satisfy the court as to those. With regard to
any contested practice or procedure, the jurisdiction would have the
burden of proving by objective evidence that it had eliminated all

such procedures or method s of elections which denied equal access to
the electoral process.

Constructive Efforts to Eliminate Intimidation and Harassment

The reason for the requirement of constructive efforts should be self.
evident, particularly at a time of renewed concern about violence prone.
vigilante or para-military organizations. hate groups and other means
of physical intimidation.'" It is an essential aspect of any jurisdic-
tion's firm commitment to ensure the full opportunity for minority
participation in the political process.

Intimidation and harassment of voters or others seeking to exer-
cise rights protected by the Voting Rights Act are especially trou-
bling because of the long-term impact it will have on such persons and
their communities.

Communities are not held absolutely liable for all acts by their pri-
vate citizens. At the same time if there is evidence that such intimida-
tion and harassment, or a credible threat of it occurring, has been a
factor in limited minority participation, then the jurisdiction must
take reasonable steps to eliminate that danger and to make clear that

MThe testimony before the House Subcommittee on civil and Constitutional Rights in
hearings last year and the senate Subcommittee on the constitution this year showed tht
in covered jurisdictionss today there still exist many "grandfathered" voting procedure
nod methods of election which pre-date 1965 and which tend to discriminatory in tit
particular circumstances. These include unduly restrictive recitration. muiti-member sn
at-large districts with majority vote-runoff requirements, prohibitions on single-shot voting,
an0 other.

an House hearings at 289, 821. 15e8, 1579, 1983: Senate Hearings, drew days testirronl
February 12, 19s2, at 84-855; Statement of Abigali Turner, Feb. :. p. 12.

such abhorrent activity by private citizens, officials or public employ-
ees, will not be tolerated within territoryThese requirements are not meant to imply that the described con-duct has occurred in all covered jurisdictions. However, the House andSenate committee records indicate that in many areas this requirementis still necessary to insure that minority citizens are not inibite d or
discouraged from participating in the political process.

Other Constructive Efforts
This requirement is a flexible one depending upon the particular

needs and conditions in the aplicant egedgton The purtwila
a determination, under traditional, equitable principles, of whether
such constructive efforts have achieved a system affording full oppor-
tunity for minority participation.

The statute lists two of the most likely channels for such efforts:(1) enhanced opportunity for registration; and (2) the appointment
of minority election officials throughout the jurisdiction and at all
states of the political process.

he Committee hearing record is replete with examples of restric-tive registration practices and rocedures, such as restrict- hours and
locations for registration, dual registrtion practices, and disrimina
tory reregistration requirements, which continue to exist throughout
the covered jurisdictions.bt

Registration opportunities can be enhanced through the appointment of deputy registrars who are present at locations accessible to
minority citizens, offering evening and weekend registration hours1 or
providing postcard registration. Other examples of constructive ef-
forts include appointment of minority citizens as deputy regstrrs or
pollworkers, or other officials, thereby indicating to minority group
members that they are encouraged to participate in the politicalprocess.

It is difficult to understand why the Subcommit report states a
belief that this provision "will not aid in overcoming past discrimina-
tion," unless the authors of that report think that the covered juris-dictions would not respond. The requirement is precisely tailored toovercome that legacy of discrimination in covered jurisdictions bygiving those jurisdictions an incentive to make improvements. TheCommittee believes the people of those jurisdictions will meet theseexpectations.

Finally, the Committee bill requires a jurisdiction seeking bailoutto present evidence of minority participation in order to aid the courtsin determination of its eligibility for bailout. Such evidence ofminority participation is one reliable indicator of whether Section 5is still needed. A low level of participation is central to the formulathat triggers Section 5 coverage.
The covered jurisdiction themselves have pointed repeated toincreased minority registration, voting, and office-holding as evidencerelevant to determining the need for continued Section 5 coverage.While the information required about minority participation will

help the court determine whether discriminatory mechanisms have
ua Hous Record at 173 377-70 820, Senate Hearini, Statement of Vinma Martinez,

January 27, 1982. p. 5, Statemuent of Rolando Sins, February 4. 192 R. 8.

u
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really been eliminated and their legacy overcome, there is no require-
ment of a specific leave m iton.er he data
would be weighed by the court along with othe v .

F. BuenEN of PROOF
Because of the extensive evidence of continuing voting rights viola-

tios that has been presented to this Congrss in testimony, studies

and reports we believe it is important that a jurisdiction seeking bail-
out be required to present compelling evidence that it has earned the

right to remove itsf from Section 5 coverage. The applicant jurisdic.
tion would have the burden of proof as to each element of the bailout

criteria set forth in Section 5. This burden must be met by objective

factual evidence and cannot be satisfied primarily on the basis o asser-

tions and conclusory declarations.1"

G. PosT BAIroUT PRORATION

Under current law, a jurisdiction that bails out no longer has to

preclear its voting changes. Section 4(a), however, provides that the

bailout court retains Jurisdiction for five years. If the jurisdiction

engages in the type o conduct that would have kept it from bailing
out to begin with, the bailout judgment could be set aside and the

jurisdiction brou lit back under Section 5. This has happened once,
with respect to three counties of New York, which bailed out in the

early 1970s but were brought back in two years later.
The Committee bill continues this "recapture" principle. Under Sec-

tion 4(a) (5), the bailout court retains jurisdiction for ten years (the
longer period is necessary because the new bailout formula contains
additional criteria) during which a motion to reopen the case can be

filed by the Attorney General or by an aggrieved citizen if it is alleged
that the jurisdiction has engaged in conduct that would have pre-
vented it from bailing out.

Once the court reopens the case, of course; it may not set aside the

bailout judgment unless that course is supported by the evidence.
Conduct that would justify reinstating Section 5 coverage would in-
clude the entry of a judgment of racial discrimination in voting
against the jurisdiction or the jurisdiction's readopting a voting
change that had been objected to previously under Section 5.a88

H. REsPoNsIBILITY FOR GEOGRAPHICALLY INCLUDED JUIsDIroNs

The Committee bill requires that, for a jurisdiction to bail out, each
governmental unit within its territory must satisfy all of the criteria
for bailout. The Supreme Court already has approved such a linkage
concept for bailout."5 It is appropriate to condition the right of a
state to bail out on the compliance of all of its political subdivisions,
both because of the significant statutory and practical control which
a state has over them and because the Fifteenth Amendment places
responsibility on the states for protecting voting rights.

'"For example, protestations of good faith administration of voting procedures, or
declarations that local practices are nondiscriminatory *ould not. standing alone, be
enough tomeet the urisdiction's burden of proof. see, generally Gaston County, North
Caronse v .B 395 US8 285 (1909) : compare Catenaaa v. Partida, 4.10 U.S. 482 (1979)

0 For example, if a inrisdicion implemented a change which resulted in signifcant
retrogression in minority voting strength or redistricted to dilute minority voting
"tr".h. this would he a hais for recature.

'"« fRome, supra 446 U.S. at 16269.
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The bailout provisions in this bill contemplate the same level of stateresponsibility and protection as was contemplated by the framers of
the Fifteenth Amendment, and the drafters of the 1965 Act "9 Thefat that counties will now have the opportunity to obtain exemption
on an individual basis does not alter the constitutional responsibilities
or the plenary power of the covered states to meet the standards oftho Act.

States have historically been treated as the responsible unit of
government for protecting the franchise. The general rule is that states
"hRve broad powers to detenine the conditions under which the right
of suffrage may be exercised."1" The power of the states is plenary
except as limited by the federal constitution, Gomitlion v. Liahtfoot.

S. 1992 considerably expands the number of jurisdictions whichare afforded the opportunity to bail out. Counties within a coveredstate are now eligible to bail out if they can demonstrate their record
of non-discrimination. However, this new opportunity for counties
should not relieve a covered state of its fundamental responsibility to
protect the right to voters o

The question was raised in the Committee hearings of whether astate should have to wait until all its counties are eligible to bail out
before it can bail out at the state level, i.e., end preclearance as to state
enactments. One suggestion, for example, was that a state should
be able to bail out when two-thirds of its counties have done so. That
proposal was defeated in the House by a vote of 313-95. The Coin-
mittee believes such a proposal is inappropriate for several reasons,
in addition to the fundamental responsibility of the states for enforc-
ing voting rights.

Where state attorneys general have been active in advising and
educating local officials about their obligation, e.g., Virginia, there
has been much less non-compliance with the law ., igother tere
states. n in other covered

Except for South Carolina and Texas the covered states do notreally have "home rule", in the sense of county scored dopnot
dently to perform most legislative functions concerning their activi-
ties. In those states with home rule, there is a complex, interaction
between state laws, local laws, and local officials' application and ad-
ministration of state laws. Even election laws applicable only to one
or a few counties are often enacted by the state legislature at the
reouet of the delegation from that districLal

"Sectilon 1 of the Amendment declares that "the right of citizens of the united states
of rac, colors or previous cntor .f sfetvitutedes"
coea*re n'*taied*inelrgemasre. the state as ad e ta ene,,cmrereae under teAct. Siilry Ste695 Act provided for termination or coverage,h" the entire state was covered, only by the state T b trmuation uel b
th. Samorin. So~eut Caroufno v. . a , i aot frua was upheld bye ourt uth pr, and again in Cty of Rome

n'AUS country seekingB to bail out must show that u11 of the subdivisions within its territory' ars ellihls for hailu, swel oad cities wit hincntemanobilusep5atelisv 8 1O ~tiimiot A practical matter, i evel, itclbdisore eligible to seek separate bailout, we couid not exper. te political subdivisonrneate groups could remotely hope to monitor and to wufendlt te Jnstd tment
po suitf. t De ortment and outside civil rights 1itixatora to appear in hundredscetauone theo'use each of the smallest political subunits cou to sepanrty halnoutd Fewf s ooed the resonahieness and fairness of this cutoff in the ouste.

s earingatement of Steve Suitts pp. 4- Transcript at 113; StatementD JuiaCabr g.3 Statemenit of Abigsail Turner. Feb. 2. 1982, p. l0.
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Some covered states have histories of preempting local action by
state legislation. They could do so in many areas of election law as a went on for 14 years-.with nietrips to the Supreme Cnourt .befol

suffice.ort toesr*omhL f gudance and urging does not ; effective relief for voting rights denials finally was Obtained 19r r
las reot oe sur ompliai ce, iALO i a I Snce3 tose who Seek to Provide venue for bailout S~t nlcldia-I. JURisIcTION or BALLOT LAWSUITS triet courts wu d hev practice under the Act for the pst 17yers the burden is on them to present substantial reasons for such 

nehsbea
Jurisdiction to hear bailout suits is limited to the District Court for departure. None has been pren which he Committee found cohm

the District of Columbia. The Committee believes this is necessary to pe ling.
provide uniform interpretation of the bailout standards, to develop An amendment to eliminate the restrict'
experience and expertise in their application and to ensure judicial de. District of Columbia federal court, offered in Committee by Senator
cision making free from local pressures. This is a continuation of the East was defeated by a vote of 12 to 6 A similar amendment had
venue provided in current law. At present jurisdictionshseekig to bail previously been rejected on the House floo bmar mendmt had
out must sue in the District of Columbia. Almost 25 jurisdictions have J. Err''Erev DE n t H oor by a yote of77tb-
done so successfully. Others withdrew their applications when facts w Areol-r thoviex n
were pointed out that precluded their bailing out. e new bailout criteria will replace tho -

In South Carolina v. Kateenbach, the Supreme Court ruled that after the date of enactment of this ggislato ne aw two years
vesting jurisdiction in the District of Columbia courts for preclear- date will permit an orderly transition to thon. T deferred effective
dance an for bailout was an appro riate exercise of congressional au. previous A stant Attorneys General for CivlRodures. Several

tt Ifution m House Committee that the two year startup time isessent advised theCongress vested jurisdiction in the District of Columbia in bailout Department to prepare for such hea lod ti etia for the
suits for several reasons. These purposes are even more important with new standards, .is two year deferral wi f o
the more complex bailout criteria added by the new bill than they were ,: jurisdictions, and local civil ri permit the Department, the
under the simple bailout mechanism of present law. and to prepare for proceedings.m groups to review the law

First, it promotes the development of expertise in a single court artliuarly while the Department of Justice is still reviewing
The District of Columbia court has now heard some 25 preclearance several. hundred redistricting submissions aye i stion
cases and about 80 bailout cases. That litigation provides a significant the 1980 census, the overlap between that aeyear n connection withn
base of experience on which to draw for the application of this statute. mediate need to defend baeout suits wouldep nsibility and the im-
The greater familiarity will permit speedier resolution of the bailout on the De efmen limited and decreasing pua possible strain
cases. On the huse flo rpslwas offere to eliminate the two yearA second purpose was to promote uniformity. Under the new bail. ting Period for thenewaiout crer No l cal w os
out provision we can anticipate suits brought by jurisdictions and this change was decisively defeated on a voice vote.
throughout the country. Up to several hundred would be eligible to K. THE BAILOUT Is ACHmIVABL
apply in 1984. There will be much less confusion and conflict over the The Committee heard conflicting testimony on the issue of whether
apieation of this provision if all of this litigation is handled by the the bailout criteria in the bill a e too t or too lenient. The bill'sDthectofColumo purposes of the bailout provisions would be seriously undchl e nged as eg to easy to satisfy by one the
mined if jurisdiction were vestedin local district courts and uhe inter. Act ad i e o t ion he joitoring of the Voting R gt
pretations of the legal standards governing bailout applied in New Others, particularly Assistant Attorney General William Bradford
York were different from those applied in fississippi. It is not un- Reynolds and Representative Hyde, suggested that the criteria wereusual for the Congress to vest exc usive jurisdiction over a matter of too difficult and would be too ha sugesedthis nature in the district of Columbia courts for precisely these two We repeat that the goal of touachieve, C eri
reasons of developing expertise and promoting uniform application give covered jurisdiction en incentive to eliminate practices denyingFurthermore, the legislative history of the Voting Rights Act show -or abridge oportuns minorities to participate in the political
that its extraordinary remedies were required because relief in voting process. Critena are set forth in detail in th prpated t Ey h
rights cases filed in local district courts was often extremely difficult and eve requireme t of the bailout is minim he d statu te. isca
to obtain. Although that problem has abated to a significant extent, a jurisdctio' iremetoh baiou ati minavopoe taut.gac
testimony before the House Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutionl record foriato in tcsry to measure
Rights and the Sennte Subcommittee on the Constitution has demon- e enent of iffording UB. am"", t1* toa a e. 40t e t th
treated that in significant instances this is still the case. For example, eer.. tlae oret eo r t-, are d .at,, ailmet deato. baIt
the Mississippi legislative reapportionment case, Connor v. Jo a, llt v*'llan oporit r r e ,adlctl ,en Act!nchalnx

I- Senate maariny. u. be neesrngg toatia thietafs"t e tof t crtea whatevr addltionai cotr .to trae o dae WhIdgo. Th"utc Dprmn sn mates~aos ddnthn 'd fot Hearlca,Fuiary £, L. at 5. 12: SternSltaeaIe:"Snorth=court record, were made by depouitOns to the local Jurisdictions. People di nt une, eeIt Is too atriogent r hly u taken, sw a down South ~g w h tpartlcular al out. notass5 U.B. 881-82.eaIt.toloe.

I



The Committee believes a e a work u ed as a
Bisentpacageto rovdea reasonable avenue for jurisdictons to bail

oust of peclarac at a ie apro riata for them.Aut os pre tolerance at i counties my be eligible to bail out when
A substantial nuoes into effect. The Subcommittee Report asserts,

the aewny factu a nalyis, that the bailout is illusory because it is

impossible to satisfy the criteria.
Several expert.witnesses testified to the Joint Coenrary. for Politicad d

ner presented a chart compiled by teJitCne o oiia td

ies. It showed a reasonable projection of 25 percent of the counties in

the major covered states being eligible to file for bailout on the basis

of their compliance with the objective criteria in the compromise bill.'t

No one in the House or later in the Senate ever disputed these figures.

In fact the figures listed in the attachments to Assistant Attorney

General Reynolds' Senate testimony are virtually identical to those in

the Joint Center's estimate.
Since the bailout is clearly achievable, the allegations that it would

permanently impose Section 5 on covered areas is without any founds.
tion. Nevertheless, the Committee recognized that some juisdcin
have expressed concern because of the repeated inaccuracy that this

measure would impose preclearance "in perpetuity." In order torea.;
uese e bi ilae s a 25 ar "p" on Section 5.

At that point, it will terminate unless Congress makes a determination

that the special remedy is still needed.
In the interim, the bill also requires the Congress to review the oper-

ation of the law after 15 years. Preclearance would continue through
the full 25 years unless Congress took some further action after the

15 year review.
The maximum period for Section 5 coverage was set at 25 years

because a shorter period would defeat the design of the bailout provi-

sion. This "cap" will be relevant only for those recalcitrant jurisdic-

tions which have not bailed out by then. The Committee expects that

most jurisdictions, and hopes that all of them, will have demonstrated:
compliance and will have utilized the new bailout procedures earlier.

Ifthe duration of Section 5 were too short, then there would be no

incentive for any jurisdiction to make the good record that will allow
them to bail out.

For those jurisdictions which have recent violations and which will
begin compiling their ten-year record of compliance now, their ten.
year probation period following bailout would last until 20 years from
the date of enactment of this legislation. If the maximum life of Sec.
tidn 5 preclearance, for even the most uncooperative jurisdictions, were
liniited to 15 or 20 years, such jurisdictions could look forward to
getting out from under their obligation at that point without having
made any efforts. Yet jurisdictions that had conscientiously begun 1

record of full compliance now, would still be under probation at that
date.' Thus, to move the cap forward would be to dismantle the care.

'Of course, as to the constructive efforts rguired by Section 4(a) (4) (F). the jurisd
tion "have the keys to bailout In their own pocket." They can take the necessary steps a
any time during the pendency of the bailout application provided there is a record fret
which the court can conclude that the constructive stepe have had suffclent impact c
minority participation in the political process.

m Their probatio would of course snd at the expiration date of Section 5. but it woes
mean that the entire effort and record of compliance had gained the "complying" jurisdie
tion nothing for all its pains.
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fully constructed bailout mechanism. Jurisdictions willing to complyWith the Act should be encouraged to do so. They should not
e treated as if they were in the sam e posture as the least cooperativejurisdictions.

Co\sTrrcn-roNALTrry or THE REvisED BAIwU-r

Each of the criteria in the bailout provisions of the Committee bill
meets the test for constitutionality: they are relevant to the continued
need for coverage and are not unduly burdens tte. See, outh daro-
una v. Katzenbach .1 "Congress may use any rational means" to en-
force the Fifteenth Amendment's prohibtion on racial discrimination
in voting. The principal constitutional limitation on Congress'
broad powers under the Fifteenth Amendment is that Congress 'ust
act remedially, i.e., le islation under t Fi seh A Cusg

e necessary to e prior constitutional vi nations, or t eventpractices that create te "risk of purposeful discrimination.",
The Suprem Court has long recognized the constitutionality of thepreclearance ad bailout procedures contained in the Voting Rights

Act of 1965. Along ago as South Carolina and as recently as City of
Rom the Court has sustained these provisions The Committee believesthat the proposed revisions of the existing bailout procedures are well
within the constitutional parameters set down by the Court in thosecases.

In both South Carolina and Rome, the Court upheld the constitu-tionality of Section 5, given the extensive record of voting discrinina-
tion compiled by Congress. Against this background, the Court rea-soned that Conress' decision to employ a preclearance mechanism wasclearly permissible. Moreover, in Rome the Court specifically rejected
the argument that "even if the Act and its preclearance requirement
were appropriate means of enforcing the fifteenth Amendment in
1965, they had outlived their usefulness by 197-, when Congress ex-
tended the Act for another seven years h0

The Court in Rome reviewed the detailed Congressional findingsin 1975. It found "Congress' considered determination" that extension
of Section 5 preclearance and other special statutory remedies was
essential to counter the 95 years of pervasive voting discrimination to
be "both unsurprising and unassailable." ev

As we have explained above, the need for and the importance ofSection 5 preclearance continues unabated. In our view, the hearing
record compiled by the 97th Congress provides overwhelming justifi-
cation for continuing Section 5 preclearance.

It is true that the decisions in South Carolina and Rome expressed
the concern that Congress not permanently subject jurisdiction to the
unusually stringent remedy of preclearance. The revised bailout set
forth in S. 1992, was drafted wit this concern in mind. The proposed

procedure maintains preclearance only until a jurisdiction satisfies the
achievable bailout criteria set forth in S. 1992. Since the bailout pro-
vision in S. 1992 clearly is an achievable standard, the suggestion in
the Subcommittee Report that it would permanently impose Section 5*South Carolina v oatenbach.3sa U.S. at a24.saalV of Rome, 446 U.S. at 177.

ss 4 40 U.S. 182.

s4-540 0 - a2 - s
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on the covered jurisdiction is without foundation, as are the consti-

tutional arguments premised on that assertion.'
0 6 And, in any event,

the 25 year cap places a definite termination date in the law.

VIII. ASSISTANCE TO VOTERS

Certain discrete groups of citizens are unable to exercise their rights
to vote without obtaining assistance in voting including aid within the
voting booth. These groups include the blind, the disabled, and those

who either do not have a written language or who are unable to read

or write sufficiently well to understand the election material and the

ballot. Because of their need for assistance, members of these groups
are more susceptible than the ordinary voter to having their vote un-

duly influenced or manipulated. As a result, members of such groups
run the risk that they will be discriminated agamst at the polls and

that their right to vote in state and federal elections will not be

protected.
Clearly, the manner of providing assistance has a significant effect

on the free exercise of the right to vote by such people who need assist-
ance. Specifically, it is only natural that many such voters may feel
apprehensive about casting a ballot in the presence of, or may be misled
by, someone other than a person of their own choice. As a result, people
requiring assistance in some jurisdictions are forced to choose between
casting a ballot under the adverse circumstances of not being able to
choose their own assistance or forfeiting their right to vote. The Com-
mittee is concerned that some people in this situation do in fact elect
to forfeit their right to vote. Others may have their actual preference
overborne by the influence of those assisting them or be misled into
voting for someone other than the candidate of their choice.o,

To limit the risks of discrimination against voters in these specified
groups and avoid denial or infringement of their right to vote, the
Committee has concluded that they must be permitted to have the as-
sistance of a person of their own choice. The Committee concluded
that this is the only way to assure meaningful voting assistance and
to avoid possible intimidation or manipulation of the voter. To do
otherwise would deny these voters the same opportunity to vote en-
joved by all citizens.

The Committee has concluded that the only kind of assistance that
will make fully "meaningful" the vote of the blind. disabled, or those
who are unable to read or write, is to permit them to bring into the vot.
ing booth a person whom the voter trusts and who cannot intimidate
him. Since blind, disabled, or illiterate voters have the right to "pull the
lever of a voting machine", they have the right to do so without fear of
intimidation or manipulation.

The Committea intends that voter assistance procedures, including
measures to assure privacy for the voter and the secrecy of his vote
be established in a manner which encourages greater participation in

90 see 1n. 54-58. 59-68.0
'The Committee received information indicating that having assistance provided byelection officials discriminates against those voters who need such aid because it infringe'unon their rcht to a secret ballot and can discoorsac many from voting far fear ofIntimidation or lack of nrlracy. Letter from James Gaeshel. Ntional Federation of theBlind, to Senator Metrenbaum, April 27. 192 (made part of the record of the Committeemeeting to consider s. 1992.)
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our electoral process. The Committee recognizes the legitimate rightof any state to establish necessary electioniprocedures subject to the
overriding pinciple that such procedures shall be designed to protect

State provisions would be preempted only to the extent that theyunduly burden the right recognized in this section, with that deter.mination being a practical one dependent upon the facts. Thus, forexample, a procedure could not deny the assistance at some stages ofthe voting process during which assistance was needed, nor could itprovide t at a person cou d be denied assistance solely because he couldread or write his own name.
By including the blind, disabled and persons unable to read or writeunder this provision, the Committee does not require that each groupof individuals be treated identically for purposes of voter assistanceprocedures. States, for example, might have reason to authorize dif-ferent kinds of assistance for the blind as opposed to the illiterateTle Committee has simply concluded that, at the least, members ofeach group are entitled to assistance from a person of their own choice.All states now provide some form of voting assistance for handi-capped voters. The implicit requirement of the ban on literacy testsin covered jurisdictions which the 1965 Voting Rights Act imposed,is that illiterate voters in those districts may not be denied assistanceat the polls.sm

This stultifying revision (barring assistance to illiterates)conflicts with the oting Rights Act of 1965. The Act pro-vides for the suspension of literacy tests in states which haveused such tests as a discriminatory device to prevent Nevroesfrom registering to vote. Like any other law, this provision
implicitly carries with it all means necessary and proper to
carry out effectively the purposes of the law. As Louip ia
recognized for 150 years, if an illiterate is entitled to vote, heis entitled to assistance at the polls that will make his votemeaningful. We cannot impute to Congress the self-defeatingnotion at an illiterate has the right Ito] ull the lever of a
voting machine, but not the right to know for whom he pullsthe lever.zo r hm epul

The 1970 temporary suspension of literacy tests nationwide, made per-manent in 1975, means that a denial of assistance to illiterate voters
in any jurisdiction is now in conflict with the Voting Rights Act. As anindependent source of the right of illiterate voters to assistance inmany cases is that it must be provided wherever such assistance isavailable to other groups such as the blind or disabled.to

Therefore, this amendment does not create a new right of the speifled class of voters to receive assistance; rather it implements an exist-
ing right by prescribing minimal requirements as -to the manner inwhich voters may choose to receive assistance. In fact many statesalready provide for assistance by a person of the voter's choice. Section

ta ted Btatea v. Miafastspi. 216 P n. 4 SD i, 98;aeUteStaes v. Louisiana, 25F. rupp 703. 70 9 (EDLa. 900) (s.D mem..38 U.S.270 (Ui967e.205 F. u63-. at 70 See generally Derfner, Discri(nation 'd Votin, 20 Vand. .Rev. 523. G63.-166e (1973).d ar a v. ncth, 820 F. suiop. 131 (W.D. Ter. 1970). remain . 2d 790 (8th
Cir. 1971), injunction granted. iv. No. SA 70-CA-169 (W.D. T.. Dec. 6. 971).
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4 of the bill simply extends this right to blind, disabled and illiterate

citizens in all states. It is the Committee's view that this is the most

effective inetlod of providing assistance while at the same time con-

foring to the pattern already in use in many states.

Section 4 of the bill would not permit the voter's employer or agent

of that employer to provide assistance. It would also preclude assist-

ance by an officer or agent of the voter's union.
It. should be noted, however, that this employer limitation does not

apply to cases of voters who must select assistance in a small commu-

nity composed largely of language minorities whose language is pri-

marily unwritten or oral, such as those residing in an Alaskan native

village of a New Mexican pueblo or reservation. To being with, many

of these communities have only a very few employers. In addition, it
often happens that all or most of the members of the village belong

to the same regional or village native corporation; the Committee rec-

ognizes that a voter's choice of a fellow corporation member to assist

in the voting booth may give the appearance of a technical violation
of the employer bar. In either case, however, the committee concludes
that the burden on the individual's right to choose a trustworthy as-
sistant would be too great to justify application of the bar on employer
assistance.

It should also be noted that the ban on assistance by an agent of the

employer or by an agent or officer of the voter's union does not extend
to assistance by a voter's co-worker, or fellow union-member.

IX. BILINGUAL ELECTIONS

The near unanimous testimony of Senate and House witnesses is
that the bilingual election provisions are and should remain an integral
component of the Voting Rights Act. The Committee shares this view
and is unanimous in its support for continuation of bilingual elections
until 1992. Enacted by Congress in 1975, these provisions, contained in
Section 203, have extended the franchise to Americans of Hispanic,
Indian, Asian and Eskimo descent. In 1975, Congress found that many
language minority citizens "are from environments in which the domi-
nant language is other than English", and have been denied equal edu-
cational opportunities by State and local governments. resulting in
severe disabilities and continuing illiteracy in the English language."-

Senate testimony revealed that there is a continuing need for bilin-
gual elections; that they can be implemented efficiently and cost-effec-
ively; and that they enjoy widespread bipartisan sunport in Con-

gress, the Administration and the public. Witnesses who testified in
support of bilingual elections included Attornev General William
French Smith, Assn't Attorney General Reynolds. Archibald Cox,
Arizona Governor Bruce Babbitt. Texas Governor William Clements,
Vilma S. Martinez. President of the Mexican American Leo-al Defense
and Educational Fund. and Arnold Tortes. Washington Director of
the League of United Latin American Citizens.

The testimony refuted allegations that hilingual.elections are "exces-
sively costly"; that they discourage non-English speaking citizens
from learning English; that they threaten the ideal of the American
"melting pot", and that they foster "cultural separatism." m'_

a8. Rep. No. 94-295. 94th Cong., 1st Sess. at no. 24, 28.
U see e.g. Martinez testimony, statement, pp. 27-36.

r
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In the House, Representative Paul McCloskey. had initially basedhis call for the repeal of the bilingual provision in large measure on
the argument that they "cost too much." However, he withdrew this
aspect of his argument when presented with information about Los
Angeles County and other areas that have implemented bilingual elec-
tions in an efficient and cost-effective manner.'" The cost of irnple-menting bilingual elections in Los Angeles County dropped from theinitial "start up" expense of $854,360, in the 1976 primary to $1.t,200
in the 1980 general election-the latter figure accounted for only 1.9percent of the total general election budget for 1980. In that election,over 45,000 voters requested Spanish language materials

In California, the cost of many elections is exceptionally hi
because of the large volume of explanatory printed material whichis mailed to each voter prior to election, sometimes as many as 100pages or more. However, in order to avoid excessive printing and
postage costs, it is possible to "target" bilingual assistance, as Los
Angeles and San Diego Counties now have done, so that Spanish
language materials will be printed only for those voters who have
requested them. Using this method of targetting. bilingal election
expenses in San Diego decreased from $126.000 in the 1976 general
election to $54,000 in 1980. This method is recommended in DOJ guide-
lines regarding implementation of the bilingual provisions. (Federal
Register, July 1976)

Not all county registrars target bilingual voters; nor have all ofthem taken steps to streamline the cost of providing bilingual election
materials and increase their use by language minority citizens. As
a consequence, there remain isolated counties where the impleientas
tion of bilingual elections is not cost-effective. In order to decrease
costs and increase minority participation in registration and voting,
the Committee suggests that local registrar can examine and adopt
established methods of targetting and streaming procedures where
appropriate.

Even if the costs of bilingual elections were higher, when viewed
in proper perspective, the Committee believes that certain costs should
be willing incur e make our most fundamental political rightsa reality for all Americans.'

Also dispelled during House consideration of the Act were chargesthat bilingual elections fostered "cultural separatism." Roberto Mon-dragon, Lieutenant Governor of New Mexico, which has conductedbilingual elections since its statehood in 1912, noted that New Mexicohas the highest degree of Hispanic participation and representationof any state in the country. It is also the only state in which Hispanicshold state-wide elected offices.
The availability of bilingual elections has also been significant foreran Americans. The Chinese, one House witness noted, were notpermitted to become naturalized citizens until 1943. "This historic pro--ibi-ion against citizenship by Chinese Americans has had a devastat-ing impact on many of today's elderly citizens who were denied equal
-'ouse Report 97-227, p. 28.
r4see testimony of New York Attorney general, Robert Abrams, pp. 1452-53. House
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educational and socio-economic opportunities during their younger
da su

Similarly, American Indians were not accorded citizenship until
1924 and were not permitted to vote in federal elections until the 19 6 0's.
In some areas the percentage of adults living on Indian lahds who are
not fluent in English may range as high as 60-70 percent. Most of the
many different Indian languages are unwritten ones. The oral assist-
ance provisions of Section 208 are thus vitally important for these
citizens.ns

There was general agreement that, in Archibald Cox's words, "the
best way to avoid a separatist movement in this country is to encour.
age participation in the exercise of the right to vote." He went on to
say that an "electoral process without language barriers makes it plain
to all that we are one Nation with one government for al the
people.n m

On the floor of the House, Majority Leader Jim Wright more phil-
osphically: "We have never made a mistake, when we broadened the
franchise ... We have never made a mistake when we let more peoplevote."us

Witnesses before the Committee provided new survey data support.
ing the need for and the use already made of bilingual materials. The
data indicated that elderly citizen who are least likely to learn Eng-lish late in life, are the ones most li ely to need bilingual assistance31s
This poll confirms the conclusion of a San Diego Tribune editorial
that bilingual voting is a "measure to give older Spanish-speakingcitizens the sense of full participation in our democracy. The youngermembers of the community are moving rapidly away from linguistic
isolation." 050

Among those who participated in the survey who are between 18 and25, 6 out of 100 persons speak only Spanish. Among those over 65, 34persons, or more than 33 percent, speak only Spanish. Among thosewith less than five years of schooling, about one-third speak onlySpanish,
Twenty-three percent of all respondents received assistance from abilingual pollworker and 24 percent used the Spanish language ballot

in the 1980 election.
Finally, 32 percent said they would be less likely to vote if Spanishlanguage assistance were not available.
These data should lay conclusively to rest allegations that bilingualelections are not needed and not of great value by those citizens forwhom they were intended.
In light of the strong record of support for these provisions, theCommittee recommends that they be extended for 7 years.

1 House Hearings, Henry Der, Executive Director, Chinese for Afarmative Action, p.
,497.*"etmoyo David Dunbar,, General Counsel, National Congress of American Indiana,
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Section 3
This section amends Section 2 to make explicit the standard forestablishing a violation of Section 2 of the Act.New Subsection 2(a) amends the current language of Section 2 toprohibit any voting qualification, prerequisite, standard, practice, orprocedure which "results" in a denial or abridgement of the right tovote on account of race, color or membership in a language minority.The subsection expresses the intent of Congress in amending Scction2 that plaintiffs do not need to prove discriin atory pu pose or motive,by either direct or indirect evidence, in order to establish a violation.With this clarification, Section 2 explicitly codifies a standard differentfrom the interpretation of the former language of Section 2 containedin the Supreme Court's Mobile plurality opinionfS i.e. the interpret-. tion that the former language of Section 2 prohibits only purposefuldiscrimination.

Under Section 2, as amended, plaintiffs would continue to have theoption of establishing a Section 2 violation by proving a disciimina.tory purpose behind the challenged practice or metho. However, ifplaintiff chose to establish a violation under the alternative basis nowc codified -in the statute as- the "results standard, then proof of the pur-pose behind the challenged practice is neither required or relevant.New Subsection 2(b) delineates the legal analysis which the Congress intends courts to apply under the "results test." Specifically thesubsection codifies the test for discriminatory result laid down by theSupreme Court in White v. Regeater, and the language is taken di-
rectly from that decision. 412 U.S. 755 at 766, 769.22 The courts are to
look at the totality of the circumstances in order to determine whether
the result of the challenged practice is that the political processes are
equally open; that is, whether, members of a rotected class have the
Same opportunity as others to anticipate in te electoral process and
tnalyscs candidates of their voice. The courts are to conduct this
analysis on the basis of a variety of objective factors concerning theimpact of the challenged practice and the social and political contextin which it occurs.

The motivation behind the challenged practice or method is not re-levant to the determination. The Committee expressly disavows anycharacterization of the results tests codified in this statute as includ-
ing an "intent" requirement, whether or not suh a requirement mightbe met in a particular case by inferences drawn from the same ob-jective factors offered to establish a discriminatory result."3 Nor isthere any need to establish a purposeful design through inferences

"l'Mobile vBle,448 U.S. 55 (108) or h esosdsuse.nSthis portt y . _bte committee believes th~at h mne langm e Scin2o u

bil 1. co sisent wh the le t e discussed in Section vx.Bof
mae itsr In te encten ofuSct on 2 beiv a complete legla.

history of e o rii enauisite eleet of the violation mngressdid not mean tonise that under our Consttutbiona system, the Court has the ultimate authority eyrethe meaning of laws 
*nete aebe natd hrfree are now cirfyo the I

ce of Section 2 to mae behe Therefore, ro interpretcomake explicit that proof of intent s not the required asis for

'Accord, Whitcom .1973)., 403 U.S. 124, 240-0 (1971) ; Zimmer v. McKelthen 485
200n for example the proof of dscrimnatory rea lt is not to be ated.2 r a t)aive way of efltabishiog en invidious purpose as in Nevett Y. B ides, 671
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from the foreseeable consequences of adopting or maintaining the chal-

lenged practice.
ly codifying the "results" standard articulated in White and its

progeny, the amendment retains the repeated emphasis in those cases
that there is nothing, per se, unlawful about at-large elections sys-
tems. Only when such systems operate, in the context of other objec-
tive factors and the totality of circumstances, to effectively deny mem-
bers of a minority group the opportunity to participate equally in the

process, is a violation established.
By referring to the "results" of a challenged practice and by ex-

plicitly codifying the White standard, the amendment distinguishes
the standard for proving a violation under Section 2 from the stand-
ard for determining whether a proposed change has a discriminatory
"effect" under Section 5 of the Act.*"'

New Subsection 2(b) also replaces the so-called "disclaimer" lan-
guage in the House-passed bill in order to make more clear that the
amended section creates no right to proportional representation."'
The Committee language codifies the approach used in Whitcomb,
White and subsequent cases, which is that the extent to which minor-
ities have been elected to office is only one "circumstance" among the
"totality" to be considered.a

It expressly states that members of a minority group do not have
a right to be elected in numbers equal to their proportion in the popu-
lation. The disclaimer thus guarantees that the question of whether
minority candidates have been successful at the polls will not be dis-
positive in determining whether a violation has occurred. If a viola-
tion is established traditional equitable principles will be applied by
the courts in fashioning relief that completely remedies the prior dilu-
tion found to be in violation of this section.

X. SECION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

Section 1
This section provides that the Act may be cited as the "Voting

Rights Act Amendments of 1982."
Section 2

This section contains substantial revisions to the so-called bailout
provisions of the current law. The effect of bhe amendments is to keep
covered jurisdictions subject to the bailout in current law for two
more years, at which time they may bail out by showing a 10-year
record of full compliance with the law and by demonstrating positive
steps to afford full opportunity for minority participation in the polit.
ieal process. The effect of the first amendment made by this Section is
to retain the current bailout standard until August 5, 1984.
Section 8(b)
. This section provides that the amendments made in S. 1992 to See-

tion 4(a), relating to the new standards for bailout, are effective on
and after August 5, 1984.

*"Plaintira could not establish a Section 2 violation merely by showing that a chaliened reapportIonment or annexation, for example, Involved a retrogruesie erect on thepolitical seth et .a miznorlty y~ura.
The mr In the ieisiatlen pased by the House simy sate that a laak o
WAtmob, 408 U.S. at 149; white 412 ULs. at 766-O0: Zimmser 485 F. 2d at 1305.
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The Committee believes the two-year waitingallow the Justice Department sufficient timent per is een-
pected increase in bailout litigation without undeprepare for the ex-
m capacity to enforce the Act. werm ing the Depart-
Section R(b) (1) and (2)

These sections provide that certain political subdivisions wcovered states may initiate a declaratory judgment action within fullbail out independently of the state. This represents a significant expan-sion of current law which requires that a political subdivision in afully covered state may not bail out and must wait until the state, as awhole bails out.
When referring to a political subdivision th'only to counties and parishes except in those this amendment refersregistration is not conducted under the super rvison of a county orparish. In such instances, such as independent cities in Virginiy, ajurisdiction other than a county or paris may file for bailout. A citywith such registration may not bailout sepamaty rFor a state or political subdivision to pa te y.units of government within that state or palor bio, ftmeet the bailout criteria. itical subdivision must
Lastly, for purposes of bailout, Political subdivisions are defined asof the date they were covered under Section 4(b) of the ActThis limitation is a logistical one, if the smallest of Political subdi-visions could bail out, the Department of Justice and private groupswould have to defend thousands of bailout suits.

Section 2(b) (3) and (4)
These sections provide that to obtain a declaratory judgment ofbailout the jurisdiction must carry the burden of proving that it andall political subdivisions within its territory have met each of thebailout criteria enumerated in Section 2(b) (4), during the 10 yearspreceding the filing of the declaratory judgment action and during

the tendency of such suit. Such a linkage concept has been approvedy the Supreme Court. City of Rome v. U.S 446 U.S. at 1629r Theommittee has decided to retain the requirement that a state cannotbail out until each of its political subdivisions can bail out, both be-cause of the significant statutory and practical control that statesexercise over their subunits and because the Fifteenth Amendmentplaces responsibility on the states for protecting voting rights.With respect to each of the bailout criteria, the Committee has con-tinued existing law with respect to the burden of proof. This burdenis reasonable because "the relevant facts" are peculiarlyy within [thejurisdiction's] knowledge." South Carolina v. atzenbac , 383 U.S.301,332 (1966).
A ten-year period of compliance is required to assure that the juris-

Sdiction has established a genuine record of nondiscrimination Evi-
dence of continuing widespread discrimination in the covered juris-dictions has led the Committee to conclude that a ten-year period isreasonably necessary to assure against the risk of perpetuating "95years of pervasive voting discrimination" that preceded enactment of
182 (1980 y of Rome v. United States, 446 U.S. 156,

,.I
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Under Section 2(b) (4) of the Committee bill, the bailout standards

which a jurisdiction must meet for the ten-year period will be enumer-

ated in new subsection 4(a) (1) (A)-(F) of the Act.

New Subsection 4(a) (1) (A) "ho
A jurisdiction seeking to bail out must show that no test or device

has been used within its terrig to vote on purpose o f race, effect of
denying or abridging the rig .
members hip in a langue5 minority group.

This criterion for bailout has been selected because the use of a "test

or device" is the very basis upon which initial coverage of Section 5

was determined. Moreover, this criterion will not pose a substantial

hurdle as there has been a nationwide ban on "tests or devices" since

1970.
New Subsection 4(a) (1) (B)

Bailout is barred by any final judgment of voting discrimination

during the previous ten years. For purposes of this section a final
judgment is defined as a final decision of an court. Not included is an

interlocutory decision or order. Thus, a final decision of a district

court is a "final judgment" even though an appeal might be pending.
A bailout judgment will await a final judgment in any ending vot-

ing discrimination suit filed before the bailout suit was ed.

The need to preclude bailout if there is a substantial possibility of
recent discrimination, as well as the interests of judicial economy, die-

tate that pending suits alleging voting discrimination be adjudiciated

before a bailout suit is granted. Current law provides ample deterrence
to the filing of nonmeritorious suits, as well as procedures to assure

that when such suits are brought they can be disposed of quickly. See

Rules 11, 56(g) Fed. R.Civ.P.; Rule 38 Fed. R.App. P.; 42 U.S.C.

§ 19731(e).
Consent decrees resulting in an abandonment of the challenged vot-

ing practice are treated the same as final judgments as a bar to bailout.
Traditionally such decrees are treated as the functional equivalent of
final judgments, and the Committee does not believe that a departure
from this practice is justified. The requirement that the decree must
have resulted in an abandonment of the challenged voting practice ad-
dresses the concern that a consent decree might have simply been en-
tered to avoid a nuisance suit. It would be highly unusual for a juris-
diction to agree to a change in its electoral system simply to avoid
nuisance litigation.
New Subsection 4(a) (1) (C)

A jurisdiction seeking to bail out must show that no federal ex-
aminer has served in the State or political subdivision seeking to bail
out.

The appointment of Federal Examiners by the Attorney General is
not discretionary but rather is controlled by specific standards set forth
in the Act. The Committee believes that the sending of examiners pro-
vides strong evidence of continuing voting rights violations. The record
shows that jurisdictions to which examiners have been sent are those
where there have been continuing voting rights abuses. There is no evi-
dence that the sending of federal examiners has ever been unjustified.

' The references to "New Subsection . . ." refer to the changes which the bill will
make in the present language of the Act, rather than to the sections of the Committee bill
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The Committee believes it unwise to subject the bailout suit to reliti-uation of whether each assignment of federal examiners was justified.In other areas under the Voting Rights Act Congress has made certaindecisions conclusive, E.g., Briscoe v. BeU, 432 U.S. 404 (1977).
New Subection 4(a) (1) (D)

To be eligible for bail out, a State of political subdivision, and allgovernmental units within its territory must have complied with Sec-tion 5 of the Act. "Complied with Section 5" means that for the pre.ceding 10 years, the jurisdiction, and all governmental units within theuris action have submitted all voting law changes in a timely manner,have not implemented any election aw change prior to submitting itfor preclearance, or to which an objection has been entered, and haverepealed all changes to which the U.S. Attorney General has objectedor for which the District Court for the District of Columbia has denieda declaratory judgment.
Numerous jurisdictions have been lax with respeet to timely submis-sions. In these cases the rights of voters under the Voting Rights Actare violated not only when the voting change is first enforced but oneach occasion thereafter when it is enforced without having been sub-mitted and precleared. This requirement for timely submissions applieseven if the voting change, when eventually submitted, was not found

objectionable.
bhe phase "to which- the Attorney General has successfully ob-jected" means that if the Attorney General objects to a proposed changeand the jurisdiction submits the same proposed change to the DistrictCourt and receives a declaratory judgment of preclearance, then suchobjection is not "successful". See Beer v. U.S., 425 U.S. 130 (1976).However if after an objection is interposed by the Attorney General,the jurisdiction seeks a declaratory judgment, by submitting a revisedplan to the court, then the original objection is a "successful" one forpurposes of this subsection, whatever the court's disposition of therevised plan.
Jurisdictions must repeal all legislation and other voting changesthat were objected to before they are permitted to bail out so that theywill not be able to enforce any such legislation once they are exemptedfrom the Act's coverage.
The term "all governmental units" as used in this section refers toall jurisdictions within a State or political subdivision which are re-quired to make Section 5 submissions under U.S. v. Board of Commia-stoners of Sheflield, Alabama, 435 U.S.110 (1978).
The term "preclearance" as used herein refers to the process of sub-mittin for review to the U.S. Attorney General or to the District

Court for the District of Columbia all proposed electoral changes priorto their implementation.
Lastly, it is the Committee's intent that compliance with Section 5means that even if a Section 5 objection is ultimately withdrawn orthe judgment of the District Court for the District of Columbia de-nying a declaratory judgment is vacated on appeal, the jurisdiction isobligated not to enforce the proposed change during the period inwhich the objection or declaratory judgment denial was in effect.

New Subsection (4) (a) (1) (E)
Bailout is barred if, pursuant to Section 5 of the Act, the AttorneyGeneral has interposed an objection to a submission under Section 5, or
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a declaratory judgment seeking approval of a change has been denied

by the District Court.
A declaratory judgment for bailout may not be issued until sub.

missions pending pursuant to Section 5 have been resolved. If a pre-

viously entered objection is withdrawn by the Attorney General after

a timely request for reconsideration of the same proposed change is
made, on the basis of additional information,.then the objection does

not bar bailout. However, if an objection is withdrawn only after re-

visions have been made to the original proposed change, or on the basis

of changed circumstances, then the objection does bar bailout.
The Committee rejects the notion that unjustified objections would

be used to bar bailout. Attorneys General have acted carefully and in

good faith before imposing objections. Even if an objection were ques-
tionable, the jurisdiction can obtain a de novo review in the District
Court. The Justice Department frequently discusses changes prior to a
submission to help jurisdictions ensure that proposals will not be objec-
tionable.
New Subeection 4(a) (1) (F)

The general purpose of this entire section is to require covered juris-
dictions, as a prerequisite to bailing out, to eliminate voting practices
and methods of elections which discriminate against minority voters
and to open up the electoral process to greater minority participation.
Since the bailout provisions allow jurisdictions to exempt themselves
completely from the coverage of the special provisions of the Act, in-
cludmg the preclearance requirement, the jurisdiction seeking bailout
must do more than simply maintain the status quo, if the status quo
discriminates against minority voters, or if the status quo continues
the effects of past discrimination against minority voters.

The Committee believes that a jurisdiction seeking to bail out should
meet certain objective requirements, in order to "counter the perpetu-
ation of 95 years of pervasive voting discrimination." City of Rome
v. United States, 446 U.S. 156, 182 (1980.

There are three components of this requirement.

New Subaection 4(a) (1) (F) (i)
A jurisdiction must demonstrate to the Court that it has eliminated

voting procedures or methods of election which inhibit or dilute equal
process. In determining whether procedural methods "inhibit or dilute
equal access," the standard to be applied is the "results" standard of
the committee amendments to Section 2. The burden of proof would
be on the jurisdiction seeking bailout to establish that the essential
elements of its election system do not result in the denial or abridg.
ment of the right to vote within the meaning of White v. Regeater.
The same showing would have to be made as to any other method or
practice which the Attorney General or an intervenor alleges to fall
within this subsection.

The basis for this standard is the extensive hearing record showing
that discriminatory voting procedures and methods of election con-
tinue to exist throughout the covered jurisdictions.

Voting procedures encompass requirements for voter registration
and the registration process, and methods of election include all as-
pects of the electoral process.

r
New Subsection 4(a) (1) (F) (ii)

A jurisdiction must demonstrate that it has engaged in construc-tive efforts to eliminate intimidation or harassment of persons exer-cising the right to vote. This requirement is not meant to imply thatthe prescribed conduct has occurred in al jurisdictions But wheresuch conduct has occurred, this requirement is deemed necessary to in-sure that minority citizens are not inhibited or discouraged from par-ticipating in the political process.
Intimidation and harassment of voters are especially troublingbecause of their long-term impact on such persons and their communigties. Where such conduct has occurred, the jurisdiction seeking to bailout must take steps to assure that such conduct, whether by govern-

ment officials or others, will not be repeated, including driving notewithin its territory that such conduct will not be tolerated nIt should be noted that the requirement is only that the jurisdictionmake good faith efforts reasonably designed to eliminate such conduct.
The jurisdiction is not held absolutely liable for all ects by privatecitizens.
New Subsection 4(a) (1) (F) (iii)

A jurisdiction must demonstrate that it has engaged in constructiveefforts to expand the opportunities for minority citizens to register andvote. The House and Senate hearing record is replete with examplesof restrictive registration practices and procedures, such as restrictedhours and locations for registration, dual registration practices, anddiscriminatory reregistration requirements, which continue to existthroughout te covered jurisdictions. A jurisdiction could meat therequirements of the subsection by offering o ended opportunities
for registration through the appointment of deputy registrars whoare accessible to minority citizens, offering evening and weekend
registration hours, or providing postcard registration. Other ex-amples of constructive efforts include appointment of minority citizensas deputy registrars, pollworkers, and to other positions which indicateto minority group members that they are encouraged to participate
in the political process. Other conditions pertaining to the new bailout
criteria are enumerated in new subsection 4(a) (2)-(8), as follows:New Subsection 4(a) (2)

The plaintiff in the bailout suit must present objective evidence ofthe level of minority participation in the political process. Coverageunder section 4 was triggered initially by showings of low participa-tion and it would be anomalous to terminate coverage where no gainshave been made in the levels of minority participation. Evidence of
participation levels can include information concerning the outcome ofelections, as well. The fact that a jurisdiction with significant minority
populations has never elected any minority officials would be relevant.

number of the covered jurisdictions already maintain recordsfrom which the evidence required by this section can be derived. The
jurisdictions are not all bound to present the evidence in precisely the
same form, but it is intended that the evidence be objective and reliablerather than subjective or anecdotal. This subsection does not coitem-plate a particular numerical level of participation as a condition to

ailout. t does require that the data be submitted to help the court
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determine whether the effects of prior discrimination really have been
eliminated.
New Subsection 4(a) (3)

The issuance of a declaratory judgment for bailout is prohibited if
there is proof that the jurisdiction or any governmental unit within its
territory has en gad in voting discrimination during the 10 yearE
preceding the judgment, unless the jurisdiction can show such viola.
tions were trivial, promptly corrected and not repeated.

It is intended that this provision reach voting discrimination for
which there may be no administrative or judicial record such as could
be shown to meet the requirements in the preceding paragraph 4(a)
(1) (A) through (E). Such discrimination is none less violative of
constitutional and statutory provisions regarding the right to vote.

Any violation of constitutional or statutory voting laws protecting
against voting discrimination should be presumed to be not trivial. The'
jurisdiction must overcome the presumption by showing that any such
violations were trivial, promptly corrected, and were not repeated. For
example, if a qualified minority voter has been turned away from the
polling place by accident or a mistake in the jurisdiction's poll books,
and the mistake was immediately corrected and not repeated, this'
would not bar bailout However, if a voter or poll watcher has been
attacked or beaten up at the polling place by a public official or with
the participation or acquiesence of eleotiun officials, this would not be
considered trivial even if corrected and not repeated.

New Subsection 4(a) (4)
The State political subdivision seeking bailout must give reason

able public notice of the commencement and any proposed settlement of
the bailout suit to enable interested persons to intervene.

An aggrieved party is defined broadly to include any person who
would have standing under the law. Such persons may intervene at
any stage, including the appeal. The provisions of section 19e of the
Act and 42 U.S.C. 1988 apply to bailout suits.
New Subsection 4(a) (5)

During the 10 years following entry of a declaratory judgment, itcan be reopened upon the motion of the Attorney General or any ag-
grieved person alleging that conduct which would have barred bailout
haes occurred.

This subsection parallels the "probation" provision of existing law.The decision to reopen the judgment to hear evidence does not auto-matically mean that the judgment will be set aside, but if, for example,there has been a finding of discrimination against the jurisdiction oragainst a unit of government within its terrir, or if the jurisdictionhas reinstated a method of election which had been objected to p.viously under Section 5, the Court should set aside the bailout judg-ment and the jurisdiction would again be covered by section 5. Asaggrieved person eligible to seek reopening of the bailout judgmentneed not have participated in the litigation previously, and includesany person or group of people residing in the jurisdiction. In the caseof a method which would dilute the votes of minority citizens, in vio-lation of the results standard contained in the amended section 2, thecourt may order the jurisdiction to remove or revise it, as the casemay be, in order to avoid the declaratory judgment being set aside.
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New Subsection 4(a) (6)If no judgment has been rendered in a bailout suit within two yearsfrom the time it was filed, the thief judge of the District Court for eathe District of Columbia myrqet wha fter istrct Cour fcssr
to expedite these cases.myrqetwaee sitnei eesr
New Subsection 4(a) (7)

This section requires the Congress to reconsider the provisions ofthe new bailout criteria at the end of 15 years, in order to ensure thatthe criteria continue to work in a fair and effective r owe r,the special provisions shall remain in effect unless the Congress amends

New Subsection 4(a) (8)
This section provides that the provisions of Section 4 will expire

at the end of 25 years. If there are any jurisdictions left under thepreclearance requirement at the end of this period, this preclearanceobligation would terminate unless the Congress amended the Act.Section 4
This section extends section 203 of the Voting Rights Actamended in 1975, 42 U.S.C. § 1973 a-la. , as
That section provides for assistance in voting to voters of certainlanguage minority groups, in certain jurisdiction selected accordingto a coverage formua based on a large language minority populationund a high illiteracy rate. The section is currently due to expire onAugust 6, 1985, this provision extends that period to August 6,1992.Section 6
This section adds a new section 208 to the existing aw, which pro-vides that voters who require voting assistance by reason of blindness,disability, or inability to read or write may be given assistance by person of their own choosing, except for their employer, or employer'sagent, or official or agent of their union.

XI. RECORDED VOTES IN COMMITTEE

1. Dole amendment offered in the nature of a substitute.

Mathias
Laxalt
Dole
Simpson
Grassley*
Specter
Biden
Kennedy
Byrd*
Metzenbaum*
DeConcini*
Leahy*
Baucus
Heflin

-voted by proxy.

Hatch NAYS

East
Denton*
Thurmond

I
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Amendment adopted by a vote of 14-4.
2. East amendment to delete voter assistance requirements for those

who are unable to read or write.
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5. Amendment to prevent the exibeing considered as evidence ofe existence of at-large electhn Art.s evdenc ofa violation of Section 2 of th e Act.LEAYEAS

Laxalt
Hatch
East
Denton
Thurmond

NAYS
Mathias
Dole
Simpson
Specter
Biden
Kennedy
B *

etzenbaum
Leahy
Baucus
Heflin
DeConcini*
Grassley*

Amendment defeated by a vote of 13-5.
3. East amendment relating to officials or agents of a voter's union

providing voter assistance.
YEAs

Laxalt
Hatch
Dole
Simpson
East
Denton
Specter
Hef hn

Thurmond
Grassley*

NAYS
Mathias
Biden
Kennedy
Metzenbaum
Leahy
Bauscus
DeConcini*
Byrd*

Laxalt
Hatch
East
Denton
Thurmond

Amendment defeated by a vote of 1-,Votd y byrovtexf13

6. East amendment to add sex discrimination as an activity prohib-ited by Section 2.

MathiasY8
Dole
Simpson
Grassley.
Specter
Biden
Kennedy
_Byrd*
Metzenbaun*
DeConcini*

LeahyBaucus
Heflin
.

East
Specter

Amendment adopted by a vote of 10-8.
4. East amendment to replace the bailout criteria offered.

YmAS
Laxalt
Hatch
East
Denton
Heflin
Thurmond

Amendment defeated by a vote of 12-6.
-Voted by proxy.

NAYS
Mathias
Dole
Simpson
Grassley*
Specter
Biden
Kennedy
Byrd*
Metzenbaum*
DeConcini*
Baucus

mEAS

MathiasAYS
Laxalt
Hatch
Dole
Simpson
Grassley
Denton
Biden

Kennedy
M$zenbaum
DeConcini
Leahy
Baucus
Heflin
ThurmondAmendment defeated by a vote of 16-2.

I I.



YEAR
East
Specter

NAYSMathias
Laxalt
Hatch
Dole
Simpson
Grassley
Denton
Biden
Kennedy
B rd*
.etzenbaum*
DeConcini*
Leahy
Baucus
Heflin
Thurmond

Amendment defeated by a vote of 16-2.
8. East amendment to change the venue prescribed under Section 5

of the Act.
msAS NAYS

Laxalt* Mathias
Hatch Dole
East Simpson
Denton Grassley
Heflin Specter
Thurmond Biden

KennedyByrd*
Metzenbaum*
DeConcini*
Leahy
Baucus

Amendment defeated by a vote of 12-6.
9. East amendment that would have changed venue for suits brought

to enforce Section 2 of the Act.
YEAS

Laxalt*
EastDenton
Baucus
Heflin
Thurmond

-Voted by proxy.

NAYSMathias

HatchDole
Simpson
Grassley
Specter

BidenKennedy

ByrdMetzenbaum
DeConcini
Leahy

I10. East amendment defeated by a vote of 12--6
single political subdivision in he Nation of the Act apply to every

East YEAR
Denton*
Specter
Thurmond

MathiasAYS
Laxalt*
Hatch
Dole
Simpson
Grassley
Biden
Kennedy

Brd*etzenbaum*
DeConcini*
Leahy
Baucus

'Voted by proxy. Heflin

Amendment defeated by a vote of 14-4,
The Committeethnodrdhebltothe full S senate by a vote of 17-1. be favorably reported to

XI. ESTIMATED COSTS
In accordance with Section 252 (a) of the Legislatve Reorganization

Act (2 U.S.C. sc 190(j), the committee estimates that there will be
the added cost du to his act and adopts th - herepllb
by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) as state prepared
Fiscal year:

19621982198- - --------18 4. .........0 ---- ----- - - - - - - --- - -- ---. ... ..... ....-. - -

--8 -- -- -- --Ma 4 1982, thefollowin---------------------------7 
get Ofhice: g opinion was received from the Con.

U.S. CONoRis,CoNoRns8 ONAL BCnoT ONIC ,
Hon. STROM THUnROND,, aaington D.C., ay 14,1982

airman, Committee on the Judiciary,
U.S. Senate, W aingon, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAmMAN: Pursuant to Section 403 of the Congressional
co s i the ongres 10 n e icteCngeoaBude Act of 1974,teCnrsioa Budget Office has prepared theth d o t 92 mate * 1992,g Act Amend-

fShould the Committe so desire, we would be pleased to providefurther details on th i es ma eSincerely,

RAYMOND C. SCHEPPACH
(For Alice M. Rivlin, Director).

pp
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7. East amendment to add discrimination based on religion as an ac-

tivity prohibited under Section 2 of the Act.
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CoNGassiONAL BUDET OFFxcF -Cos'r Es-MMATE

1. Bill number: S.1992.
2. Bill title: Voting Rights Act Amendments of 1982.
3. Bill status: As ordered reported by the Senate Committee on the

Judiciary, May 14, 1982.
4. Bill purpose: S. 1992 amends the requirements that states and

otl(er political subdivisions rust meet to forgo review and approval
by the Attorney General of proposed changes in their voting laws and

procedures. These "preclearance" provisions affect nine states and
parts of thirteen others.

Under the provisions of the bill, effective August 5, 1984, any state
or )olitical jurisdiction now subject to the preclearance provisions
could be released from those requirements by a declaratory judgment
if, over the preceding ten years, it met certain standards set forth in
the bill. S. 1992 extends for five more years the time judicial jurisdic-
tion over preclearance declaratory judgment matters is retained, allows
any aggrieved person to move that the court reopen its action, andestablhsies certain conditions under which the court must vacate any
previous declaratory judgment. The preclearance provisions are
extended for 25 years after the effective date of the enactments, with
interim Congressional review after 15 years.

The bill also establishes a new test of discrimination, whereby ajudge could rule that discrimination occurred if state or local govern.ment actions had the effect or result of denying or abridging the rightof any citizen to vote on account of race or color. Finally, the billextends the 1975 requirement for bilingual ballots and other votingmaterial to 1992, and provides that voters needing it may be givenassistance, subject to certain restraints.
5. Cost estimate:

Estimated authorization level:
Fiscal year: 

ce
1 --------------- -------------------- "--

19854 -- - ~ ~-~~~~-- - - ---- ----- -- - - - - --- --- ---
19-----------------------------------------------$.e
1987 - 1 .7

Estimated outlays: -. 8
Fiscal year:

1983198------------ -------------------------------1984 ------------------------- ----------------------- 7

1987 ------------------------------------------------- 
1.

The costs of this bill fall within budget function 750.6. Basis of estimate: Because rno substantive change in law wouldoccur until August 1984, no additional costs will be incurred until fiscalyear 1985. CBO assumes that, beginning in fiscal year 1985, somepolitical jurisdictions will ask the district court to release them fromthe preclearance requirement. For the purposes of this estimate, it wasassumed that 400 jurisdictions would meet the requirements set forthin the bill by fiscal year 1985 and would request release. CBO estimatesthat the Department of Justice would require an additional 40 posi-tions beginning in fiscal year 1985 to handle the cases arising from the

fjurisdictions seeking release frcost $1.6 million in 1985, withom preelearance. Theeer estimated to
The estimate of outlaw's s b small jnereass there.tre dJustice Department activities asked on historical spending.7. Estimate comparison : Nonea8. Previous CBO estimate Onan estimate on H.R. 3112, a biln ptember. 14, 1981 CB 0 pe1965 to extend the effects of lto amend the Voting prepared

as ordered reported by the tai visions, and for ohs Act of
191 Th ti as simla Hose Committe on the Jud' ier purposes,

1981. ThatS 1992, and the esiciary, July 31,identical. WasiiatoS %,onteudierppo9. Estimate prepared by: Ste costs are
10. Estimate approved by:

C. G. Nt:corO
Assist4. -(For James L.Blu

XIII. REGULATORYfo ug1n a)
IMPACT EVALUATIONIn compliance with rule 29.5 of the StOndinnthe Committee finds that no -ihfca rni Rules iat Seneby that subsection will result fr the enac to impact as efin

XIV. CHANGES IN EXISTING LAIV MADE B THE BILLAS REPORTED

Changes in existing law made by the billfollows (existing law p t , as reported, are shown asbrackets, new matter is printed . e Ontted is enclosed in as
change is proposed is shownte in italic, existing law in Whic

winroman) : glainwchoVOTING RIGHTS ACT OF 1965
AN ACT To enforce the fifteenth amendment to the oStates, and for other totheContt of the UniteBe it enacted by the Se er purpoes e e Unite

bknwaste voton account of race or color prsnaweof thebe known as the "Voting Rights Act of 1965" or m contravention of

TITLE I-VOTING RIGHTS
arc. 2 o voting qualification or pr

lcard Pati( , roc'd ure shall imposed r applied , by r Stae olsuivsion to deny or abridge PP any
thted States to vote on acount of ra e r gt of any citizen of thethe guarantees set forth in section or color,0o n nation of(a) No voting halicati or4(f) (2).1 ri, contrive
p iceorprocedure 8hall b rere euite to voti n or sta
pratice or ancer poeed or ara by naniarren a thene thic reffults in a deb ny or t abridecont ofteright of any mitizen of the United dtaes ni o ac-ge~on f race or color, orin contraventj o tartee voet fourthit Section 4 (1) (Q)1 ase provided in subsectof (b). mte ,e ot I
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Src. 4. (a) To assure that the right of citizens of the United States
to vote is not denied or abridged on account of race or color, no citizen
shall be denied the right to vote in any Federal, State, or local election
because of his failure to comply with any test or device in any State
with respect to which the determinations have been made under thefirst two sentences of subsection (b) or in any political subdivision withres ect to which such determinations have been made as a separate unit.un ess the United States District Court for the District of Columbia inan action for a declaratory judgment brought by such State or sub-

division against the United States has determined that no such test ordevice has been used during the [seventeen) nineteen years preceding
the filing of the action for the purpose or with the effect of denying orabridging the right to vote on account of race or color: Provided, 1hatno such declaratory judgment shall issue with respect to any plaintifffor a period of [seventeen] nineteen years after the entry of a finaljudgment of any court of the United States, other than the denial of adeclaratory judgment under this section? whether entered prior to orafter the enactment of this Act, determining that denials or abridge.ments of the right to vote on account of race or color through the useof such tests or devices have occurred anywhere in the territory of suchplaintiff. No citizen shall be denied the right to vote in any Federal,State, or local election because of his failure to comply with any testdevice in any State with respect to which the determinations have beenmade under the third sentence of subsection (b) of this section or inany political subdivision with respect to which such determinationshave en made a separate unit, unless the United States District Courtfor the District of Columbia in an action for a declaratory judgmentbrought by such State or subdivision against the United States hasdetermined that no such test or device has been used during the tenyears preceding the filing of the action for the purpose or with theeffect of denying or abridging the right to vote on account of race orcolor, or in contravention of the guarantees set forth in section 4(f) (2):Provided, That no such declaratory judgment shall issue with respectto any plaintiff for a period of ten years after the entry of a final judg-ment of any court of the United States, other than the denial of adeclaratory judgment under this section, whether entered prior to orafter the enactment of this paragraph, determining that denials or

traventiion of the right to vot on ctior colorounhcontraentonof guarantees set forth in section 4(f) (2)lo through thne
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(b) A violation of subection (a) is establihed if, based on ie
totality of circumstances, it is shown that the political processes leading
to nomination or election in the state or political subdiision are not
egually open to partici tion by members of a class of citizens protected
by subsection (a) in that its members have less opportunity than othic.
members of the electorate to participate in the political process and to
elect representatives of their choice. The extent to which members of
a protected class have been elected to office in the State or political
subdivision is one "circumstance" which may be considered, provided
that nothing in this section establishes a right to have members of a
protected class elected in numbers egual to their proportion in te
population,

use of tests or devices have occurred anywhere in the territoplaintiff.
* ry o such

Src. 4 .' (a) (1) To assure that the rihStates to vote is not denied or a bridged go of citizens onono citizen shall be denied the right to vote n account of e orUr
ricm y Federal 

Sae 
n

ccal election because of his failure to yope i any te or devicein any State with respect to which the determ winhe e, State, or
under the Arst two sent of sbschtion detrmiatio hav been oradecdivision of such State (as suh (b) or ion he made
determinations were mad subdivision existed any P litical sub-
determinatn were not made ith respect to t e date Such

ton wee nt mde itresec touh'State), though 8useparate unit, or in any political subdi vision such subdivision a chunh determinations have been made as a with respect to whchUnited States District Court for the District anit, nt. fo laratory gu ebrte t Co u less the
gainst the United Stateshudgent brought by such State or subdiv an

a iforued drmgthe asinetenined that no such test or'on 
teproerwihheeeasrcdngheli 

device
has be en used during tha nineteen ea r ene din thet n iin fhaction for the purpose or with the effect of denysuh es or dvcgbrighter tocein vote oncinoscrie htaa vote on account of race or eor n dying or abridged T the

declaratory judgment shall issue with respect to ny That no
p e rio d o f n in e te e n y e a r s a fte r th e e t r y p o afi n a f a n y
-out d f .e United States, other than theof a denial utof a dl r a

acgment of der this section, whether entered o to o aratoy
et of this Act, determining that denial prior r aftr yt h

eiceto vote on account of race or color through the use abrmests or the
devices have occurred anywhere in the uerof such test erthue adeclarator jugen n the territory of such pltsso
of ises ae right to, voteany under sectionN citizen shall beofiisfahure to com ly withanFedrl State, or local election beauespect to which the deterinttest or device in any State because
sentence o suctie of this secthave been made under the thirdsentence of subsection is nation o naysiicludvaw tate (assuch subdivision exion on t iadi

nt e to such t ,thj th such dete rmina-
wi hres S a e ,t o g ri n ect to o c sdv eon 's a sep ara te u n t

i any political subdivision with s ch suh a etermia-ions have been made as a separate respect to which such dte rnidistrict Court for the District of Colunit un the United rma-
cr uget by such StateorsbiiinaantheUtdS yudgentbrought bysc ttumbia mn action for a decae.hates has determined that no such tet sub division aganseUhe eeyears preceding the filing of th o hs pnsed o

he effect of denying or a~bridging duheatinforithr color, or in cotravernbring the right to vote on account of race2): Provided That no such e f n 4(f)aspect t any in r d aratory judgment shall issue with?alc jugto any litfcortapo ofth niten years a fter the entry of aa decnaratory judgment of th ted States, other than the denial* a eclratry udgentunder this section, whether entered Prior
or after the enactment of this parection, ht deniasents of the r graph, determining that deniar
are mae e right to vote on account of race or colorThe~g a 8, mentmd by subsection (b) of the enrat section of 011s Act became eeorcne

?
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contravention of the guarantees set forth in section 4(f) (2) through
the use of tests or device, have occurred anywhere in the territory of
such plaintiff] issues a declaratory judgment under this section. A
declaratory/ judgment under this sectom shalisue only if such court
determines that during the ten ears preceding the filing of the action,

and during the pendency of suhcin
(A) on such test or device has been used within such State or

political subdivision for the purpose or with the effect of denying

or abridging the right to vote on account of race or color or (in

the case of a State or subdivision seeking a declaratory judg-

ment under the second sentence of this subsection) in contraven.

tion of the guarantees of subsection (f) (2);
(B) no final 'udgment of any court of the United States, other

than the denial of declaratory judgment under this section, has

determined that denials or abridgements of the right to vote on

account of race or color have occurred anywhere in the territory

of such State or political subdivision or (in the case of a State
subdivision seeking a declaratory judgment under the second

sentence of this subsection) that denim a or abridgements of the
right to vote in contravention of the guarantees of subsection

(f) (2) have occurred anywhere in the territory of such State or
subdivision and no consent decree, settlement, or agreement has
been. entered into resdting in any abandonment of a voting prac-

tice challenged on such grounds; and no declaratory judgment
under this section shall be entered during the pendency of an
action alleging such denials or abridgements of the right to vote;

(C) no Federal examiners under this Act have been assigned
to such State or political subdivision;

(D) such State or political subdivision and all governmental
units within its territory have complied with section 5 of this
Act, including compliance with the requirement that no change
covered by section 5 has been enforced without preclearance
under section 5, and have repealed all changes covered by section
5 to which the Attorney General has successfully objected or as to
which the United States District Court for the District of Colum-
bia has denied a declaratory judgment;

(E) the Attorney General has not interposed any objection
(that has not been overturned by a final judgment of a court)
and no declaratory judgment has been denied under section 5,
with respect to any submission by or on behalf of the plaintiff or
any governmental unit within its territory under section 6; and
no such submissions or declaratory judgment actions are pend-
ing; and

(F) such State or political subdivision and all governmental
units within its territory-

(i) have eliminated voting procedures and methods of else-
tmon which inhibit or dilute equal access to the electoral
process;

(ii) have engaged in constructive efforts to eliminate in-
timidation and harassment of persons exercising rights pro.tected under this Act; and
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(iii) have engaged in other constructive efforts, such asexpanded opportunity for convenient registraturn a-nd votingJ f or every person of voting age and the appontfl5 7  fmnity persons as election offcials'throu hout the juo ~t~rand at all stages of the election and the jrisdiction
(2) o assist the court in determining whetr to oratoryf judgment under this subsection, the plaintiff shall present evidenceI fmiut participatin, including evidence of the levels o iatgroup registration and voting, changes in such levels of minority

dreprites etwen mnorty- ags insuc leelsover time, a-ndparties between mnoritygroup and non-minority-group partici.pat wn.
(3) No declaratory judgment shall issue under this subsection withrespect to such State or political subdivision if such plainti and got-eremental units within its territory have diyuh p intiadgoi.ten years before the date the judgment hve, during the pero beginningtenyeas bfor th dae te udgment is issued, engaged in violationsof any provision of the Constitution or laws of the United States orany State or political subdivision with respect to discrimination invoting on account of race or color or (in the case of a State or mbdivi-sion seeking a declaratory judgment under the second sentence of thissubsection) in contravention of the guarantees of subsectionunless the plaintiff establishes that any such violation (f) ()

were promptly corrected, and were not r uch wt were trivial
(4) The State or political subdivision bringing such action shallpublicize the intended commencement and any Prouosed aettlenatof such action in the media serving such State or political subdivisionand in appropriate United States pos ofSttes orAn iclsbdvointervene at any stage in such act t of)?ces. A ny aggrieved party may

(5) An action pursuant to this subsection shall be heard and deter-mined by a court of three judges in accordance with the pndideof section 2284 of title 28 of the United States Cod td provisionsshall lie to the Supreme Court. The court shall e an any appealof ay atio pusuat t thi ' e cout sallretain jurisdictionof any action pursuant to this subsection for five years after judg-ment and shall reopen the action upon motion o the Attorney Generalalleging that a test or device has been used for the purpose or with theeffect of denying or abridging the right to vote on account of race orcolor, or in contravention of the guarantees set forth in section (4)(f) (2).] ten years after judgment and shall reopen the action uponaction the Attorney General or any aggrieved person alleging thatconduct ocs cured which had that conduct occurred during th ten-eanr periods referred to in this subsection, would have precluded thisuance of a declaratory judgment under this subsection. d[If the Attorney General determines that he has no reason to be-lieve that any suc test or device has been used during the nineteenpreceding the filing of an action under the second sentence of thissubsection for the purpose or with the effect of denying or abridgingthe right to vote on account of racorolhesalonntoteentry of such judgment. ce or color, he shall consent to the
[If the Attorney General determines that he has no reason to be-lieve that any such test or device has been used during the ten yearspreceding the filing of an action under the secd rnthe tsubsection for the purpose or with the effect of don, sentence of thisthe right to vote on account of race or color, or in or iongro contravention of
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the guarantees set forth in section 4(f) (2) he shall consent to the
entry of such judgment.]

(6) If, after two years from the date of the fling of a declarutory
-udgment under this subsection, no date has been set for a hearing
in such action, and that delay has not been the result of an avoidable
delay on the part of counsel for any party, the chief judge of the
United States JDistrict Curt for the D~istrict of Columbia may re.
quest the Judicial Council for the Circuit of the District of Columbia
to provide the necessary judicial resources to expedite any acting,
filed under this section. If such resources are unavailable within the
circuit, the chief judge shall fle a certificate of necessity in accordance
with section 292(d) of title ~8 of the United States Code.

(7) The Congress shall reconsider the provisions of this section at
the end of the 15 year period following the effective date of the amend.
ments made by this Act.

(8) The provisions of this section shall expire at the end of the 25
year period following the effective date of the amendments made by
this Act.

. * * *

TITLE II-SUPPLEMENTAL PROVISIONS

BILINGUAL ELECTION REQUIREMENs

Sxc. 203. (a) The Congress finds that, through the use of various
practices and procedures, citizens of language minorities have beet
effectively excluded from participation in the electoral process. Among
other factors, the denial of the right to vote of such minority group
citizens is ordinarily directly related to the unequal educational oppor
tunities afforded them, resulting in high illiteracy and low voting par.
ticipation. The Congress declares that, in order to enforce the
guarantees of the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments to the United
States Constitution, it is necessary to eliminate such discrimination br
prohibiting these practices, and by prescribing other remedial device

(b) Prior to August 6, [1985] 1992, no State or political subdivision
shall provide registration or voting notices, forms instruction, assist.
ance, or other materials or information relating to the electoral process,
including ballots, only in the English language if the Director of the
Census determines (i) that more than 5 percent of the citizens of vot
ing age of such State or political subdivision are members of a single
language minority and (ii) that the illiteracy rate of such persons as a
group is higher than the national illiteracy rate: Provided, That the
prohibitions of this subsection shall not apply in any political subdi-
vision which has less than five percent voting age citizens of each lan-
guage minority which comprises over five percent of the statewide
population of voting age citizens. For purposes of this subsection, il
iteracy means the failure to complete the fifth primary grade. The de-

terminations of the Director of the Census under this subsection shat:
be effective upon publication in the Federal Register and shall not be
subject to review in any court.

* * * * * *

I

I

SEC. 28. Any voter who requires assistance t
hl buness, tlt rsaiit ora re o vote by, reason of

linnsdiesabilit o' inability to read or write may be given assietance by a person of the voter's choice, other than tha voter's employer
or agent of that employer, or officer or agent of the voter's union y
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF SENATOR STROM THURMOND

I support the right to vote. I support the unhindered access by every
eligible citizen to the ballot box. My vote in the Committee to repor
S. 1992 reflects by commitment to this ideal.

It has been my concern that the change in Section 2 of the Act might
not provide enough protection against mandated systems of proper.
tional representation. This concern is embodied in the views of Senator
Hatch relative to Section 2, and I join in those views in so far as they
reflect myuncertainty. However, the responses of Senator Dole to

questions on that subject have given me some confidence that his
amendment to Section 2 is intended to respond to the charge that pro.
portional representation will result from this legislation.

Notwithstanding the mitigation of my concerns, relative to Section
2, through colloquies and legislative history, and despite the fact that
the bail-out now contains a cap (although 25 ears seems unbearably
long), I find the bail-out provisions of the bill, which are identical to
those passed by the House, to be objectionable and unfair. For those
jurisdictions which have been covered for so long a time, some for
17 Years, a reasonable bail-out is necessary. To this end, I shall seek
and support improvements on the floor. It is only fair and just that
those jurisdictions that have abided by the law and the Constitution
for reasonable periods of time ought to be able to bail-out.

The bail-out contained in S. 1992, for the most part, inserts new cri.
teria into bail-out. New concepts and schemes, never before faced by
covered jurisdictions for bail-out purposes, have been introduced b.
this legislation. As a result, I foresee the generation of massive litiga-
tion to establish definitions and guidelines for bail-out. I note that
the discussion of these new elements found in the report of the Sub-
committee on the Constitution to the full Judiciary Committee reflect
many of my concerns, and I adopt that portion as my views.

BArL-OUT CRITERIA

Of the various proposals dealing with a release mechanism from the
act, all generally tend to establish criteria which must be met before
a covered jurisdiction can escape or bailout from section 5 coverage.
During the course of the hearings, many witnesses cited the need for a
bailout, noting that such a goal is not only desirable but appropriate.'

Historically, the test for bail-out has always been that for a speci.
fied number of years, the petitioning jurisdiction had not used a test
or device "for the purpose or with the effect of denying or abridging
the right to vote on account of race or color." Although the original
period of coverage was for five years past 1965, voting rights legislation
in 1970 and 1975 aggregated this period to seventeen years. Accord.

See e.g, Senate Hearings, January 27, 1982. Attorney General of the United states
Willam French smith; January 28, i982. U.s. Representative Henry Hyde; February L
1982, Susan McManus. Professor, University of Houston: February 31. 1982. Robert Brtn-
son, City Attorney, Rome Georgia; Mrch I, 1982. Assistant Attorney General of the
United 1tate Wiliam~ Bradford Reynolds.
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ingly, absent congressional action, those juriesered in 1965 would have an opportunity afresdictions originally cov-tion the U.S. District Court for the District of t olubia fto peati-
from section 5 coverage. Successful petition o would remain
tn tars jurisdiction of the District Cou-t for period fiveai

The o . to begin its analysis of bail-out criteria withthe provisions of H{.R. 3112. Thsbill extends the present Act until1984, and thereafter utilizes a ten- period for assessing the pro-posed new bail-out criteria:
A declaratory judgment under this section shall issue onlyif such court determines that during the ten years preceonliythe filing of the action, and during the tendency of sucaction [the following elements have been satisfied] n:

Thereafter, the bill sets out a series of elements, each of which isnecessary in order to accomplish a successful n release.
Element 1.-No such test or device has been used withinsuch State or political subdivision for the purpose or with theeffect of denying or abridging the right to vote on account ofrace or color or (in the case of a State or subdivision seeking adeclaratory judgment under the second sentence of this sub-section) in contravention of the guarantees of subsection (f)(2).

The use of "no test or device" has been the sole element for theduration of the Act, and as was noted by Assistant Attorney GeneralReynolds a ". . . large number of jurisdictions would be able to meetthat test at this stage."
Element 2.-No final judgment of any court of the UnitedStates, other than the denial of declaratory judgment underthis section, has determined that denials or abridgement ofthe right to vote on account of race or color have occurredanywhere in the territory of such State or political subdivisionor (in the case of a State or subdivision seeking a declaratoryjudgment under the second sentence of this subsection) thatdenials or abridgements of the right to vote in contraventionof the guarantees of subsection (f) (2) have occurred any-where in the territory of such State or subdivision and noconsent decree, settlement, or agreement has been entered intoresulting in any abandonment of a voting practice changedon such grounds; and no declaratoryjgmeat underengedsection shall be entered during the penency of an action com-menced before the filing of an action under this section and

alleging such denials or abridgements of the right to vote.
iSeution 4(a) 1o f sg 1e973(t) cTeenically speaking, there is currently abaiot~olso ntprenAt apart from the requirement that a "testmydevice' be avoided for a eriod of years. Thi provision in section 4(peeout if the Jurisdiction csa demonstrate that the test or device, was never utitized for

a d~crminatory purpose. In the 17 years of the Act, nine oiti cat subdivision) rar~so'jde the South) iave been released from, thirag prunininechcsthe Attorney General consen te unear e r lyt matt lull tin to jugment. No bait i ahcr 'test or devic edged litigation. Po deal subdivision t whichtoi not demerate that,teat able o-bae was never utilized for a discrininaworhi canner prior to 9 5 have notI-eta able to ball-out mince then. Cf. commsonwealth of Virg sf, v. United tt.,38Fl;~p, ia16 (1974) ,amlrmed 420 U.S. 90i (i1975) (State of virghlnia could not ball-out4 tte ahowing tha tet or deis oe)tr s6P
o g d t "e used for discrim inator, purpose b causeryofdai se 00 'ptlam must have afced voting practices of black ciies.)Willia Brard iyoltds 1, 1982, Assistant Attorney General of the United states

-
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This section basically establishes three types of bars to bail-out:
judicial findings of discrimination concerning the right to vote; con.
sent decrees entered into by which voting practices have been aban.
doned i and pending actions alleging denials of the right to vote.

A violation of the "final judgment" aspect would[ obviously con.
stitute strong evidence that the jurisdiction has not abided y the
principles upon which the act is founded and has not acted in
faith Acord to Assistant Attorney General Reynolds, some 17
risdictions would be precluded from bail-out solely as a result of t.A
factor, although he does not view it as being "an onerous require.

merit."'With regard to the "consent decree" ban, the subcommittee believes
that to preclude bail-out for a jurisdiction, solely because it has en.
tered into a consent decree, settlement, or agreement resulting in any
abandonment of a challenged voting practice without more is incoe.
sistent with established practices and prudent legal principles. It i;
sound public policy that litigation should be avoided where possible;
yet, the inclusion of consent decrees as a bar to bail-out can only ea.
gender prolonged litigation that will only detract from the long-teri
goals of the act. As Assistant Attorney General Reynolds state,(

. . . clearly the preference is to settle cases and to try to ob-
tain consent decrees and that is a way to resolve these litiga-
tions if we can. [Element 2]seems to me to sound like it might
be a disincentive to jurisdictions to enter that kind of ar-
rangernt.'

The bar relating to pendency of actions-alleging denials of the right
to vote is also of concern to the subcommittee. Clearly, litigious partriF
could preclude a jurisdiction from a bail-out without any local control!
whatsoever. Moreover, this provision ignores the existing "probation.
ary" period after bail-out.

Element3.-No Federal examiners under this Act have been
assigned to such State or political subdivision.

This element would preclude bail-out if, during the previous tn.
year period, either the Attorney General or a Court, had ordered the
appointment of Federal examiners. Inasmuch as the use of Federal
examiners entails, "displacing the discretionary functions of local
voter registration officials," e it is by its very nature an extraordinaryuse of power beyond local control. There is no appeal nor review of
the decision of the Attorney General. Moreover, the subcommitte
must agree with Assistant Attorney General Reynolds in his assess.
ment that it is unclear what this requirement is designed to address'

Id.
'Id. Reynolds observed: "Federal examiners are a..igned to jurisdictions, in canetion with the registration process and litig eigile voters. If that Is all It pertains toIthit there are a limited number of ounti that would be affected. But, on the tthand, also Federal examiners are assigned to different countries in conjunction with su4lng in several of the Federal observers on request to observe different elections. It inas ment of Federal examiners for that purpose were to be Included as an element wildwould prevent bail out, there would be a large number of counties under that partictIereQuietert ad It is not clear from the language or the House report exactly what bi
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The subcommittee acknowledges that in the ears immediately afterfuh . H8 Ac, the use of examiners for regite 0 yearmmeial aftersful. However, since 1975, examiners ce purposes was suc-
erat have been utilized to list voters in only two e Attorney Gen-It should be noted that since August 17 countries.ehowever, has certified 82 countries as 197e , the Attornew Generalhas been necessary in order simply to provide Fc rl but thiobservers may be directed only to countries in which toerer afor
The subcommittee believes that this element s totally beyond thecontrol of the covered jurisdictions co leei toftrat nyn-hcentive to bail-out. This is especially true whe t frustrate an inent of examiners could be made only to furthers noted, the assign.ive g heih appointmentof observers u mo another administer.irregularities tor election which

Element 4.-Such State or Political subdivision andgovernmental units within its territory ha alldsection 5 of this Act, including com i ae led wih-ment that no change covered omphan withe ur
without preclearance under section on 5 has been enforced
changes covered b section 5 to which the have repealed all

as successfully o jected or as to which the Unit General
District Court for the District of Colmbia has denied adeclaratory judgmnent.

This requirement would bar bail-out if an -ozn aor procedure were implemented in the ten-y ear lao racticesclearance. Needless to say, the subcommitt rperi without pre-ty covered jurisdictions' comply - recognize the neces-Ion nwihpreclearance. Yet, it isconceivable that, inasmuch as the bailout of threter itisis tied to the lesser some minor change could reter jurisdiction
otituted without precearance..Moving the office of the uave been in-

from one floor to another might bea xape ev restrsuc
an omission would preclude the count xa well Neverthe se sbail-out. As an attorney with the Voting well as the state fromment has noted: g section of the Justice Depart-

Complete compliance with theppractically irpsibi two rep clearance requirement -sFist n oatte in two respects, i
Fiet no matter how many changes an official submits tothe Attorney General, a student of section 5 can alws to

probate judge always submits changs in the location ofof tab s and booths at one to subm t the earrangemen
[ poling lce.Second, no matter how well an e ec oain advance of an election, therewill aaystratorsptat

must e i l ented before they can be precleared. For ex-oa urnse down the night before the elec-
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The subcommittee feels that such an action should absolutely pre.
elude bail-out and, this requirement should not be so stringent as to
foreclose bail-out for inadvertence.

Element 5.-The Attorney General has not interposed
any objection (that has not been overturned by a final judg-
ment of a court) and no declaratory judgment has been
denied under section 5, with respect to any submission by
or on behalf of the plaintiff or any governmental unit within
its territory under section 5; and no such submissions or
declaratory judgment actions are pending.

This element would bar bail-out if there has been any objection to a
submission for preclearance. In the practice of section 5 pre-clearance,
it is common for the Attorney General to interpose an objection to a
voting change simply because there is not enough information on hand
for the affirmative decision to be made that the proposal "does not have
the purpose and will not have the effect" of discrimination in voting.According , an objection by the Attorney General does not per se in-
dicate bad faith on the part of the submitting jurisdiction. Moreover,
it is not uncommon for an objection to be withdrawn." Assistant
Attorney General Reynolds noted that of the 695 objections that had
been interposed:

Some are far more important but this [section] does not
differentiate."

The subcommittee acknowledges that the "no objection" specification
is founded upon a general basis of assuring compliance but notes that
the inability to examine the history of a covered jurisdiction's submis-
sions might preclude bail-out due to a trivial proposed change or one
that was abandoned.

Element 6.-Such State or political subdivision and all
governmental units within its territory-

(i) have eliminated voting procedures and methods of elec-
tion which inhibit or dilute equal access to the electoral

(ii) have engaged in constructive efforts to eliminate in-timidation and harassment of persons exercising rights pro-tected under this Act: and
(iii) have engaged in other constructive efforts, such as ex-panded opportunity for convenient registration and votingfor every person of voting age and the appointment of mi-nority persons as election officials throughout the jurisdictionand at all stages of the election and registration process.

The criteria of this section would require a 'urisdiction seeking bail-out to rove that it and all of its political subdivisions have eliminatedmethods which "dilute equal access" to the electoral process, have en-gaged in "constructive efforts" to end intimidation and harassment ofpersons "exercising rights protected" under the Act, and have engagedin 'other constructive efforts" in registration and voting for "every"voting age person and in appointing minorities to election posts. Itis totally unclear what a "constructive effort" would be in any of these
wUH 5,e. eH earnings, January 27, 1982. Attorney general of the United StatesLse sopra note 19A

94-548 a - 2 -7
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netisardesalthoughdi sdffcl

ers nt ditis difficult for this subcommittee to believe that
t te "affirmative to be employed as anything other than a vehicle
to promote affirmative action' principles of civil rights of the votingprocess.

.As Assistant Attorney General Reynolds noted this element, "wouldintroduce a whole new feature that had not been in the Act at the timethese jurisdictions were covered and require an additional elementof roof other than simply requirin a 10-year period of compliancewit the Act." " This section, ideeu raiser peio s complincbail-out criteria not only as to the subantis new questions regardingtoproe requirements but also as

ghe setistant Attorney General indicated his concern when he sug-gested that "what one means by inhibit or dilute . . . would be subjectto a great deal of litigation." " e further expressed his apprehension
As to the constructive efforts requirements:

This is a requirement which does go well beyond existinglaw. It is also well to remember in terms of the bail-out thatthe House bill calls for counties to show not only that thaycan meet these requirements but also all political sub-unitswithin the counties and therefore e - for bail-outpurposes, about mammoth litigation that wil demonstratethat "constructive efforts" have been made by all of thesepolitical subdivisions within the county as well as the countyand that they have done whatever is necessary to insure thereis no inhibition or dilution of minority votee

The subcommittee believes that the introduction of these new ele-
bents will not aid in overcoming past discrimination even if they canbe interpreted. The subcommittee does believe that they will generate
considerable litigation of an uncertain outcome. A reasonable bail-out
is the goal of the subcommittee, and when this element is weighed with
that goal, the subcommittee must resolve that such reasonableness islost, I agrees with Assistant Attorney General Reynolds' comment onthe obvious results of such an enactment:

It g ' beyond determining a violation of the Act or the
Constitution and would require in each bail-out suit full-blown litigation as to whether or not the conduct of themethods of election had either a purpose or effect of .t.discouraging minority participation. ha is a very complexkind of litigation to go through in a bail-out.i

"lid.

t rd.



ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH
OF UTAH

Whatever my difficulties with the proposed amendments to the Vot.
ing Rights Act-and they are considerable-I have supported final
passage of the immediate measure. I have done so because I believe
that the basic Voting Rights Act has made an immeasurable con-
tribution toward ensuring for all American citizens regardless of
race or color, the most fundamental guarantees of the Fifteenth
Amendment to the Constitution. It has effectively secured for increas-
ing numbers of citizens the most fundamental of civil rights in a free
society-the right to participate in the selection of one's elected repre-

sentatives.
Having said that, I can merely repeat what I have consistently said

during the debate on the proposed amendments to section 2 of theVoting Rights Act: these amendments, in my view, will effect an in-calculable transformation in the purposes and objectives of the VotingRights Act. Their impact may, over the long run, be es profound-
from both a constitutional and a public policy perspective-as that ofany single piece of legislation in the history of the nation. There isno doubt, in my mind, that this legislation will come eventually tobe viewed as a watershed measure, of far greater importance thanever the original Voting Rights Act-and of a far less salutorycharacter.

The objectives of these amendments are vastly different than thoseof the original Act. In place of the traditional focus upon equal acceaato registration and the ballot, the amendments would focus upon equaloutcome in the electoral process. Instead of aiming ultimately at thenonoonsideration of race in the electoral process as did the originalAct the amendments would make race the over-riding factor inpublic decisions in this area. Instead of directing its protectionstoward the individual citizen as did the original Act-and as doesthe Constitution-the amendments would make racial and ethnicgrouPe the basic unit of protection. Instead of reinforcing the greatconstitutional principle of equal protection as did the original Act, theamendments would substitute a totally alien principle of equal results.I will not elaborate further at this point upon my fundamentalconcerns with either the amendments to section 2 or to section 6 (re-lating to bail-out from preclearance by covered urisdictions) becauseI am content to incorporate in their entirety the views recently ex-pressed by he Subcommittee on the Constitution on which I serveas Chairman. Following nine extensive days of hearings on the VotingRights Act, the subcommittee voted to recommend a simple ten-yearextension of the current Act. These recommendations were rejectedby the full Judiciary Committee and the provisions of S.1992 (identi-cal to the bousenapprove measure) were substituted with an amend.meat offered by the Senator from Kansas (Mr. Dole). Despite this

(94)
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amendment, I believe that the subcommittee's analysis of the Housemeasure remains a valid and accurate one for the immediate measure.Because it has been characterized by some as a "compromise" how.ever, I would like to add some additional remarks on this amendment.In what seems to be the euphoria generate by the proposed "comnpromise , virtually ensuring the swift enactment of this measure, Imust reluctantly state that I believe that the Emperor has no clothes.The proposed compromise is not a compromise at all; its impact is not
likely to be one whit different than the unamended House measure.'As much asit is tempting to embrace this langage and claim a par-tial victory in my own efforts to overturn the House legislation, I can-
not in good conscience do this. As Pyrrhus said many centuries ago,-Another such victory over the Romans and we are undone." Thosewho have shared, in any respect, my concerns about u dne To
the new results test may look appreciatively upon the politi ca
being afforded us by the present compromise; I would hope, however,that none would delude themselves into believing that it representsanything more substantial than that.

SECTIoN 2 "CoMPoMrsE"

The proposed amendment to section 2 contains two provisions. Thefirst provision is identical to the present House amendment to section2 discussed in the accompanying subcommittee report. It reads,
(a No voting qualification or prerequisite to voting or

standard, practice, or procedure shall be imposed or apied
by any State or political subdivision in a manner which re-sults in a denial or abridgement to the right of any citizen of
the United States to vote on account of race or color, or in
contravention of thn guarantees set forth in section 4(f) (2),as provided in subsection (b).

Ior all of the reasons outlined in the subcommittee report. I believethis provision to be dangerously misconceived. e
The question then is whether or not the second provision-a newdisclaimer of proportional representationwould mitigate any ofthese difficulties and improve upon the House disclaimer provision.It reads,

(b) A violation of subsection (a) is established if, based on
the totality of circumstances, it is shown that the politicalprocesses leading to nomination or election in the State orpolitical subdivision are not equally open to participation by
members of a class of citizens protected by subsection (a) in
that its members have less opportunity than other members of
the electorate to participate in the political process and to
elect representatives of their choice. The extent to which
members of a protected class have been elected to office in the
State or political subdivision is one "circumstance" which

rIn this view. I am ined by uneapected allies. See, e.g., washington Poest, May 1982p . D- 1 (Joseph Ra* b o f the Leadership Conferen ce on Cli Bights, It wa s no i om-promise at alL. We got everything we wanted." See also Washington Post. 3fa 21. 182.Wal Stet~ounal My 6982 Se aio om ttHuman Eenits, tay ismtte ai95i -d substitute language which is faithful to the original inen,ment as passed in the House and included In S. i972 as introduced of the section 2 amend.& See especially section V1 of the suhcommittee reot
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may be considered, provided that nothing in this section es-
tablishes a right to have members of a protected class elected
in numbers equal to their proportion in the population.

This new disclaimer, in my view will be little different in effect from
the purported disclaimer in the douse measure discussed in the sub-
committee report.3 Both provisions fail to overcome the clear and
inevitable mandate for proportional representation established in sub-
section (a); any differences between the House and Senate disclaimers
provisions are largely cosmetic.

I will focus very briefly on the difference in language between these
provisions and then rest upon the analysis in the subcommittee report
as an expression of my views.

The compromise" disclaimer refers to violations being established
on the basis of the "totality of circumstances". This, I gather, is sup-
posed to be helpful language. It is not. There is little question that,under either a results or an Intent test a court would look to the "total-
ity of circumstances". The difference is that under the intent standard,
unlike under the results standard, there is some ultimate core value
against which to evaluate this "totality". Under the intent standard,the totality of evidence is placed before the court which must ulti-
mately ask itself whether or not such evidence raises an inference of
intent or purpose to discriminate. Under the results standard, there is
no comparable and workable threshold question for the court. As one
witness observed during subcommittee hearings.

Under the results test, once you have aggregated out those
factors: what do you have? Where are you? You know it is
the old thing we do in law school :you balance and you balance,but ultimately how do you balanceI What is the core value ?4

There is no core value under the results test other than election results.There is no core value that can lead anywhere other than toward pro-portional representation by race and ethnic group. There is no ultimateor threshold question that a court must ask under the results test thatwill lead in any other direction. In short, it isnot the soope of the evi-dence--- "totality of circumstances" or otherwise- that is at issuein this debate, but rather the standard of evidence, the test or criteriaby which such evidence is assessed and evaluated.
In this regard, it is instructive to recall the Supreme Court's sum-mary dismissal of the argument of the dissent by Justice Marshall inCity of Mobile that proportional representation was not the objectof the results test and that other factors would have to be identifiedas well. The Court stated,

The dissenting opinion seeks to disclaim [the proportionalreprentationJ description of its theory by suggestion that aclaim of vote dilution may require, in addition to proof ofelectoral defeat, some evidence of "historical or social factors"indicating that the group in question is without political in-fluence ... Putting to the side the evident fact that thesegauzy sociological considerations have no constitutional bas-s,it remains far from certain that they could, in any principled
a see section V1(b) of the suebommittee report.

ty se rings, February 11. 192. Professor James Bmumstein, vanderbilt Univer-
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manner, exclude the claims of any discrete political group that
happens for whatever reasons, to elect fewer of its candidatesthan arithmetic indicates it might. Indeed, the putative limitsare bound to prove illusory if the express putate imitstheir application would be as the dissent purpose informingthe "inequitable distribution of political influence to redress

The compromise " provision also purports to establish an explicitprohibition upon subsection (a) givg rise to a 'ghtional representation. This is not quite the case. t Mot ointedly, per.haps, there is nothing in the provision that addresses the issue ofproportional represenation as a remedy.
ere is little doubt that many proponents of the results test, in fact,are adamantly determined not to preclude the use of proportional rep-resentation as a basis for fashioning remedies for violations ofsection 2.o

More fundamentally, however, the purported "disclaimer" languagein the amended section 2 is illusory for other reasons as a protectionagainst proportional representation. It states,
. nothing in this section esalse -igtt aemmbers of a protected class elected in numberstequhave mem-

proportion in the population.
It is illusory because the precise "right" involved in the new section 2
is not to proportional representation per ee but to political processes
that are "equally open to participation by members of a class of citi-
zens protected by subsection (a)." The problem, in short, is that thisright is one that can be intelligently defined only in terms that partakelargely of proportional representation. This specific right-politialprocesses "equally open to participation"-is one violated where thereis a lack of proportional representation plus the existence of what havebeen referred to as "objective factors of discrimination. Such factorsare described in greater detail in the subcommittee report,' but themost significant of these factors is clearly the attlarge electoral system.

The at-1arge system is viewed by some in the civil rights community asan "objective factor of discrimination" because they believe that itserves as a "barrier" to minority electoral participation.Under the results test, the absence of proportional representationplus the existence of one or more "objective factors of discrimination",such as an at-large system of government, would constitute a section 2violation. In a technical sense it would not be the lack of proportionalrepresentation in and of itself that would consummate the violation
but rather the lack of proportional representation in combination withthe so-called objective "barrier" to minority participation. It would be

'aCty of Mobile '. Bolden 446 U.S. 76 f. 22.
rTu eltatno '' *Oaroponent. of the compromise to explicitly rejectprotoresantaton aa remedy raiseoncern t in particuar because of the statements of aris.uas such as Rtolando Riot. Legal Director, Sotws oe5dcto rjc.H escribes: "two stages of litigation that is the roen your Eucartin Ptethe rmedyprt .. once the factors in Zse- ad have been estabisihe then te courtsBe~ii.do require You go to aingie-member districts hut that is at the renmedy state." Senatethsmatter. axecuie sesasion. senate Conmmittee oneJudiciary May, 4Dole2 See also Bern,,'For a brief introduction tothe conceptaof ohjectiye tactota of discrimination", seeHouse Etpt. No. 97-22 ( at 80; Voters Education Project, "Barriers to Esfectie Paticipa.'See section VI(b) of the subcommittee report.
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largely irrelevant that there was no discriminatory motive behind the
at-large system, for example, or that there were legitimate, non-dis.
criminatory reasons for its establishment or maintenance.

Among lust a few additional "objective factors of discrimination"
or "barriers" to minority participation would be laws cancelling regis.
tration for failure to vote, residency requirements, special ballot re-quirements for independent or third-party candidates, staggered terms
of office, anti-single shot voting requirements, evidence of racial bloc
voting, a history of English-only ballots, numbered electoral po stsmajority vote requirements, and so forth. Each of these factors, when
they exist within a governmental system lacking proportional repre.sentation may allegedly explain the lack of proportional representa.
tion. In my view, the results test leads inexorably to proportional rep.resentation because it is the absence of proportional representation
that triggers the search for the "objective factors of discrimination inthe first place. The theory of the results test, again, is that such factorsallegedly explain why such an absence of proportional representationexists. Given the virtually unlimited array of such "objective factors",it is difficult to imagine an community (with or without proportional
representation) that would not contain at least several such factors' Inpractice, the results test, with or without the requirement that "objec-tive factors of discrimination" be identified, is effectively indistin-guishable from a pure test of proportional representation.

The root problem with the amended section 2 then is not with aninadequately strong disclaimer (although the present disclaimer isirrelevant and misleading); the root problem is with the results testitself. No disclaimer, however strong-and the immediate disclaimer isnot very strong, in any event, because of its failure to address propor-tional representation as a remedy-can overcome the inexorable andinevitable thrust of a results test, indeed of any test for uncovering"discrimination" other than an intent test.' If the concept of discrimi-
'TiTi s specially true when one recognizes that the operative premises of manyproponent of the reults teat is that proportional ruresentation by race or ethnicityought to be the natural state of electoral aair and that deviation@ from thi" norm arenecesearlly attibutable to Dome discriminatory policy or procedure. when such dleczimlna.ton Is not ready apparent, it i generally aesumed that it has imply taken a moresubtle form. oiven the lack of proportional representation. this theory effectively requrethat aome otherwise race-neutral or ethnlc-neutraj policy or Promotae be Identified asthe force reeponSible for it. absence. in other words, to ae a favorite term of resultsproponent teeIno "objectiv--way to determne whether"ornot a",oteta "objectivfactor of ttdiecrim eatlon is In fact, responelble for discriminauon other than to ascertainwther orntt leI propoDrtona representatioa It there is not Proportional represents.ton, thereleto prifidled hte, under the reuits test for demonstrtin r that a given"objective factor of discriminatn was not responslb e. To capture a flavor of the trueI breadth of how tece R"obective actor" may work it is instructive to note the statementemployment income level and living conditions arisingfrom rpan dich imlaoten todepress minority polltica participaion . . . where these conditions are shown and where
th evlo ac 1e paticeetn h aate.Anij' nenthe Aendel nf b po hh c Is depressed plaintiff need not proved anyfurhercaual exu bttgeea their disparate socio-economic status and the depressed level1t political Participation.Isince the ,uhladon of the Subcommittee report, the ace against the Intentteta

in ~Imposaible' one (see section VX(a) ~of the report) hasn td stree Feea or eiln i Ohsbeen further adrmlrtale8ee% Jf. l CIa nAcion aflT5-2 Pif(ent Dmeden nod)a aecto vo ef Scool (70"eeieO~era, Qv. Action No. 75-298-P (9. PiXt Ala 7p, .Br eard12 
T o 

remand from . Supreme Court folwnOt fXM ddo);er4sV.iykely e to calene it .an 11 8t l.1a~,Cl of the intent test are now morean donel rii Th wnoetaf llc ' tat rather than en -Impossible" one as theye.Te t irgm Case also maes lear tba htdta nett isrmnt rse hntedthatot eijnonIa, torocednr was originally established. but that eaharnofteFteoth Amendmifter 2.cio whether or not there was a discriminatory purpose In itsniod In tim e. if w a s a diDcrim iato ry pur po ee nbehin ati n f Its ee gss tz,.iol at so mee e

at 90 (J. Stevens concurring).

"ufered from.

nt and treat.and others."
would seem to
meat of Intent
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nation is going to be divorced entirely from thmotivation, then we are no loney fer. te concept of wrongfulbeen viewed as discrimino longer referring to what has traditionallybee viwedas iscimiation; we are referring then simn ly to the
notion of disparate impact. Disparate impact can ultimate lyoteonly in terms that are effectivey indistinguihac from those definedportional representation. Disparate impact is aot the equivalent ofdiscruination.

The attempt in the "compromise" to define the results test as onefocused upon political processes that are not "eul test ar-
ticipation' is tine rhetoric, but has been idlentifiedly then touprCourt in City of Mobile for what it is at heart. The C urt observed inresponse to a similar description of the results test by Justice Marshall

The dissenting opinion would discard fixed principles [oflaw] in favor of a judicial inventiveness that would ge fartoward making this Court a "nveisatw l go;fa

In short, the concept of a process "equally open to participation"
brings to the fore what is perhaps the major defect of the results test.
To the extent that it leads anywhere other than to pure proportionalrepresentation (and I do not believe that it does), the test provides
absolutely no intelligible guidance to courts in determining whether
or not a section 2 violation has been established or to communities
in determining whether or not their electoral structures and policiesare in conformity with the law.

What is an "equally open" political process? How can it be identi-fied in terms other than statistical or results-oriented analysis? Under
what circumstances is an "objective factor of discrimination" such
as an at-large system, a barrier to such an "open" process and when
is it not? What would a totally o en" political process look like?
How would a community effectively overcome evidence that their
elected representative bodies lacked proportional representation?

In my view, these questions can only be answered in terms either
of strain proportional representation analysis or in terms that to-
tally su itute for the rule of law an arbitrary case-by-case rule ofindiidual obie, AsJsice Stevens noted in his concurring opinion

The results standard cannot condemn every adverse impact
on one or more political groups without spawning more dilu-tion itigation than the judiciary can manage.1-

On the o ning day of hearings, I raised several factual situationswith my co leagues on the Committee: relating to Boston, Massacti-
1144 6 U..at 76. The Conmte, Rpr age that the cmromise language Is designedteao e removehiev Rgser 1 .? 75t (1ram) in Itenth mo leading not elm piy 

ea

setof the aubcommittne report. but is is no evena faithful ereilecciun ol' the fuilltest ax-Drecsed In White. The express req ulremeni of White, for examlta hr e"n
vidinue" discrimination ie avoided lke the pIe un bot the thatr thder be guage of the compromise. 412 o.S 7at 

' Whtwhere the term et'* fi US t 7, 74 7.5 780 787 The only frlace inWhtcourt's opinion that M~fetircs Pmroien I h in heA. -statement taken m theoe
an nunes. ,,--. .meiaai h ee~a~..,... .o oe

i
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setts; Cincinnati, Ohio; and Baltimore, Maryland. I asked repeatedly
how, given the circumstances in these communities, could a mayor or
councilman there assure themselves that a section 2 violation could not
be established. I have yet to hear an answer offering the slightest bit of
guidance." Each of these communities lacks proportional representa.
tion, each has erected a so-called "barrier" to minority participation in
the form of an at-large council system, and each possesses additional
"objective factors of discrimination" such as some history of do facto
school segregation. There are thousands of other communities across
the nation in similar circumstances as well.

I reiterate my question: how does a community, and how does a
court, know what is right and wrong under-the results standard? Hov
do they know enough to be able to comply with the law ? How do they
know which laws and procedures are valid, and under what circum-
stances, and which are invalidI How do we avoid having "discrimina
tion" boil down either to an absence of proportional representation or,
in the words of one witness, "I may not be able to define it, but I know
it when I see it." I".

There are other objections to the proposed section 2 "compromise",
but most are discussed thoroughly in the subcommittee report. I would
note, however, that in one important respect the provision is even more
objectionable than the House provision. It refers expressly to the
"right" of racial and selected ethnic groups to "elect representatives of
their choice". This is little more than a euphemistic reference to the
idea of a right in such groups to the establishment of safe and secure
political ghettoes so that they can be assured of some measure of pro-
portional representation. In this regard, I note the recent statement of
Georgia State Senator Julian Bond with reference to a redistricting
proposal in that State,

I want this cohesive black community to have an oppor-
tunity to elect a candidate of their c/ice. White people see
nothing wrong with having a 95% white district. Why cat't
we have a 69% black district? us

That ultimately is what this so-called right to "elect candidates of
one's choice" amounts to- the right to haveestablihed racially homo-
genous districts to ensure proportional representation through the

u The Committee Report quotes from a tangentially relevant Justice Department studyand assures us that Cincinnati, having been ivesti ted in the context of vote dilutionclaims, is not in violation of the law. Apart from the fact that such study far predatedthe development of either the House or Renate language it begs the basic question of whyCincinnati or any other community is not in violation o the aw. Apart from case-by-aseJudicial determinations (or in this case, case-by-case Justice Department investigations),a there any way that a community can conduct its electoral and governmental affairs toensure that such determinations or investigations will not find them in violation? Despitethe rhetoric about the "totality of circumstances", I do not see any principled way in whichwe can avoid the tendency under the new results test of requiring increasingly smallnumbers of "objective factors of discrimination" (along with the lack of proportions rep-resentation) to establish a violation.
'+ Senate Hearings, January 27, 1982, Benjamin Hooks, Executive Director, LeaderahipConference on Civil Rights. Although proponents of the results test like to describe it asan "objective" test, and describe it in the Committee Report as a "clear and straight for.ward teat", there is no serious explanation in the Report as far as how it is to be appliedThe moat telng comments in the Committee Retort are that the teat is to be deciphered interms of "the Court's overall judgment". Providing equal direction to communities attempt'in to understand the workings of the test are comments that the courts are to consider.iter al(a, "whether the policy underlying the state or political subdivision's use of suchvoting quaiication. perepueslte to voting, or standard, practice, or procedure is tenuous."v Ne Yok Tmes Ma g,1982, pg. 8-11-
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election of specific numbers of Black HAsian-American officeholders." , ispanic, Indian, Aleutian, and
Perhaps most importantly, the proposed "compromise" suffers fromthe defects of the House provision in that it attempts statutorily tooverturn the Supreme Court's decision in City of a oite interpretingthe Fifteeitth Amendment. It is altogether as unconstitutional, inny view, as the unamended House language.s Under our system ofgovernment, the Congress simply cannot overturn a constitutional'cision of the Supreme Court through a mere statute. The Courthas held that the Fifteenth Amendment requires a demonstration ofintentional or purposeful discrimination. To the extent that the VotingRights Act generally and section 2 specifically are predicated upon

this Amendment- and they are-there isno authority within Congressto reinterpret its requirements and to impose reater restrictions uponthe States in the conduct of their own affairs.a There is no powerwithin Congress to act outside the boundaries of the Fifteenth Amend-ment, as interpreted by the Court, at least so long as the Federalgovernment remains a government of delegated powers.
sC'rIoN i "COMPROMISE"

The sum of the "compromise" with respect to the establishment of
bail-out procedures consists of a twenty-five year extension of the
preclearance requirement rather than-an in-perpetuity extension." No
changes were made in the substantive bail-out criteria which remain
unreasonable and largely unattainable ones, in my view. Because theyare not likely to he satisfied by more than a handful of isolated com-
munities (largely outside the South), I continue to believe that a sim-
ple ten-year extension of the Act, including its preclearance provi-

th enator Maties ha " observed that the conmon interest of intent proponents is that
Witih al due re pect to my college I blivn that he (and many other proren o ftheresults test) err in confusing the concept of minority representation with minority infu-Iore See the discussion general to the subcommitt ee report at sections vI(c). If, in fact.
minority groups were concentrated That, In my view. Is the Inevitable eect of the ewtest. I would be delighted to concede to minority candidates these few districts andbe able to concentrate the attention, o my party solely umoynthe emaindist awould he delighted that I would not have to begi i o the rlcuainIngec districtIwiththedisavanage f mnoriy gou egin m political calculations in each districtwith the disadvantage of minority group menes dnproportionately inclined to vote forms opposition, whatever the intent of proponents of the results test. it will be their re-sults test that wiil iead to homogenous districts and homogenous" parties, not the intenttest

Ssee generally section yVII(b) of the subcommittesprioratlyutaese-planation of the Committee's rationale for determine ng that th rue immediate meure Inecessary to enforce the substantive provisIons of the ~oteatthea Fieth mede-ments, note the comments of the Committee Reot "Th nriteeha ncldeden tb tonenforce fully the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. It Is necessary that section 2 banelection procedures and practices which result in a denial or abridgement of the right tovote. In reaching this conclusion, we find (1) that the sifriculies faced by plaintiffs forcedto prove discriminatory intent through case-by-came adjudication create a substantial riskthat intentional discrimination tarred by the Fourteenth and juiteenth Amendments willgf undetected, uncorrected. and undeterred, unless the results coat proposed under section 2o adopted; and (2) that voting practices and procedures that have dcminatory resultsperpetdate the effects of past purposeful discrimination." To say that this rationale htsbeen constructed out of whoie cloth is to elevate it to To undesthatdthigh ratoean The Fourteenth Amendment which is also authority for section 2 to the extent that itcovers "language minorities" also requires proof of purposeful discrimination oe vBoidesn, 446 U.S. at 65-7; wanhhsngtons V. Das. 426 $Umro.eu dacrmiaton4M0.vuThe compromise also permits Congress to -reonsder ath prpoe4nw0.l~niteria after fifteen yars section 4(a) (7). This is noting more than what Congress is
already able to do fifteen 'year from now or at any point prior to that. It adds nothingsubstantive to the law,
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sions,.would have offered a more satisfactory approach.- As with
section 2 I wish to incorporate in their entirety the views expressed
in the subcommittee report with respect to sections 4 and 5."

Indeed, it fairly clear that the twenty-five year "concession" was
something that proponents of the House legislation might have done
on their own because of their (understandable) concern about the con.
stitutionality of the in-perpetuity extension. In my view, however, the
amended provision is as unconstitutional as the House provision for
all of the reasons stated in the subcommittee report."'

The constitutionality of sections 4 and 5 rest upon these sections es-
tablishing a temporary and exceptional remedy for problems of an ex-
ceptional character. While an in-perpetuity extension would clearly
violate this understanding on its face, it is disingenuous to suggest that
any extension for a time-certain, however long that period be, somehow
avoids this difficulty. The reality is that a twenty-five year extension
of preclearance represents a period five times longer than that es-
tablished in 1965-a time at which minority registration and votingrates in most covered States were a mniniscule traction of what theyare today. It represents an extension far exceeding in magnitude anyearlier extension (by three and a half times) at precisely that period
in time when it is becoming difficult to distinguish electoral condtions
in the covered jurisdictions from those in non-covered jurisdictions.-'
If the proposed bail-out is not ascertained to be a "reasonable" one, af-fording some realistic opportunities for escape from preclearance for
more than an isolated number of jurisdictions, I do not see how thereduction of the extension from in-perpetuity to twenty-five years
"saves" the amended sections 4 or 5. The twenty-five year period istotally disproportionate to any reasonable findings of voting discrimi-
nation still existing within the covered jurisdictions, as a result of
either the Senate or House hearings.

coxcrVsrox

The changes that will be wrought by the amended Voting RightsAct-particularly the amendments to section 2-will not emerge over-night. They will not be felt fully this year, or next year, or during theremaining term of any Member of this body. Over a period of years,however, perhaps only over a period of decades, the proposed amend-
"Although I do not expect more than a handful of jurisdictions to ban-out for many

""*n **r te new criteria, It should be em hasied tat the critical importance of the
oIn etion 2.The same extraordinary standards E hereto ot aienoposee e to

otoreduridicion an ony wth espct o coe~ea n lwsor tLrcedureay ppIe now beapplicable to oG jurisdictions throughout the country and to both changes to law or
pr*r*ureangd fre-elstge law oprocedure T* eImmediate measure marks the beginningth eof thee decline in ltong-term importance for sexton 5 adi the beginni ng of the ascendancyof section 2.

nsee especially section Ve of the subcommittee report whiie the committee Reportprovides an innovative and creative interpretation of many of the proposed bailoutcriteria. I do not believe that it squares with reality in at least several important instance.See, e.g.. "No one In the House or later in the Senate ever disputed these Slgures ti.e.2 percent of the counties in major covered States being ellib for a r cthiniedlo) c.. efg. 
baenaue uearngr Marhite2rAItetate bltegsates or C i i S ta t Bis' reador 192 . se Atorney General ofSae fo11vl 11hs ilam B adfrdRynolds - January 27. 1982 Attorneytenerai William Preach Smith. See also jurisdictions would be barred from hai.out ifthey have "enacted changes which were discriminatory and, therefore, objectionable undersection ' in fact, there i absolutely no requirement in the statute that such changesbe discriminatory, nmereiy that they be objected to. An erroneous objection to a non.

dsee minatory han efui yare bailout under the proposed law.
USeese gP, Chuts B and C of the sue bcommiot.teee reporL.
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ments will have a profound impact on what this Nation stands for.Each of us can speak all the platitudes we want about concern forcivil rights and minority rights, but let us make no mistake about it-both the purpose and the effect of the immediate measure will be toinject racial considerations into increasing numbers of electoral andpolitical decisions that formerly had nothing to do with race. Increas-ingly, we will be moving in the direction of providing compact andhomogeneous political ghettoes for minorities and conceding them their"share" of officeholders, rather than undertaking the more diircult
(but ultimately more fruitful) task of attempting to integrate theminto the electoral mainstream in this country by requiring them to

engage in negotiation and compromise, and to enter into electoralcoalitions, in order to build their influence. Minority representationin the most primitive sense may be enhanced by the proposed amend-ments; minority influence will suffer enormously.
The new Voting Rights Act will also enhance enormously the roleof the Federal judiciary in the State and municipal governmental

process. Race-neutral or ethnic-neutral decisions affecting countlessaspects of this process will suddenly be subject to new scrutiny by thecourts on the basis of whether such aspects are "tenuous" whether theycontribute to an "equal opportunity to participate", whether they permit protected minorities to "elect representatives of their choice', andso forth. As the Committee Report accurately states, the new section2 requires, above all, the application of "the court's overall judgment".There is, in fact, little more to the test than this.
Above all, the present measure plays havoc with traditional notionsof civil rights and discrimination, and distorts these concepts beyondall recognition. In the process, it can only contribute toward under-mining the virtually-realized consensus in this Nation in behalf ofequality and civil rights in their traditional form- equality of oppor-tunity and equality of access, not equality of result and equality ofoutcome. The historical evolution of this Nation away from the con-sideration of race in public policy decisions will be halted. The pres-ent amendments to the Voting Rights Act represent nothing less thana full retreat from the color-blind principles of law fostered byBrown v. Board of Education, the Civil Rights Act of 1964. and theori al Voting Rights Act itself.

would urge my colleagues to study this measure with great carewhile realizing that the political realities of this debate make it un-likely that final action will be determined by anything approximatinga careful consideration of the implications of this legislation. In thelikely event that this measure become law, I would urge the courts ofthis country to look critically at the constitutional implications ofthis legislation. While the courts, in my view, owe great deference tothe actions of this branch of the National government, they also owe
loyalty to the fundamental principles and institutions of the Consti-tution- including those of federalism, the separation of powers, andequal protection of the laws. Having been an active participant in the
legislative history surrounding this measure, I can only urge thecourts to recognize and appreciate the exceptional political circum-stances of this debate. Great principles of constitutional law, andpublic policy, are not normally decided by 389-24 vote margins unless
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such circumstances exist. A close examination of the documentary
history of this measure will, I believe, cast a great measure of doubt
upon the findings and conclusions of both this Committee Report and
that of the House of Representatives, from the perspective even of
that court least inclined to question the judgement of the Congress.e

t Although I believe strongly In the analysis presented in these views and in the sub.
committee report, I do recognize that the "compromise" amendment adopted in this
Committee adds at least a small element of confusion as to Congress' purpose with respect
to the new Voting Rights Act. In the event that I am wrong In my interpretation of the at
umendments-and I Lervently hope that I sm-a court which reviews this new language
should consider at teaet some of the following factors in attempting to make sense out
of this language:

(1) It does represent a change in language from the House provision, a change that
was necessitated by an effective deadlock in this committee on such language. Although I
do not personally view it this way, the new language was designed by its sponsor as a
compromise and was supported by a number of members of this Committee tn the samevein. See generally, Executlve Session, Committee on the Judiciary, April 27, 20 1b82;May 4, 1982; New York 'Times, May 4. 1982. yg. A-1; May 6, 1982, pg. A-U; 'Washing.ton Post. May 5, 1982, pg. A-5.

(2) The change in language clearly emerged as a result of concerns that the Houselanguage would promote the concept of proportional representation by race. This concern
existed despite a disclaimer in this regard to the House measure and despite language inthe House report precluding either a right to proportional representation or a right toproportional repesentation as a remedy. House Rep. No. 87-227 at 80. There is no otherway to interpret the new language than to recognise that it attempts to strengthen these
prohibitions.

() indeed, that aspect of the proposed language, i.e., prohibition on proportional rep.resentation, is probably the clearest aspect of what is generally confusing language. What.ever my own concerns about the success of this effort, there can be little doubt that It wasthe clear intent of a significant number of supporters of the new language to absolutelyand une ulvocably pre ude reportional representation. virtually everyone, on eitherside of this issue, alleged opposition to proportional representation
(4) The author of the compromise stated expressly that proportional representation wasnot precluded as a remedy in such language because it was "unnecessary" and that it wasa "well established legal principle that remedies must be commensurate with the viola.tion established". ELecutlve Session. May 4, 1982. This concept is reiterated in theCommittee Report.

(b) The Committee Report Is explicit in its rejection of the views of the Subcommitteeon the Constitution with respect to the Subcommittee's (and my own) Interpretation ofthe results test.
(8~ TeCommittee Report could not be mare explicit in its adoption of the standardof t a Supreme Court In White v. Begeter. It is this test that has repeatedly beenoffered In definition of the results standard by proponents of the tost during subcom.mi tee hearings and by Congressional proponents of the standard. There are significantdifferences with respect to this standard as evidence by the Sn arome Court's decision in1ty o1 Mobile. Indeed, there is absolutely no indication that uAile is not currently thelaw of the land never having been over-ruled by the Court in City of Mobile or in another decision. Insta ofe xFaotn oegnerally undis uteed legal sadMthe Committee a chosen tensr nadothe ao he eht case reped i s andareinclarities and ambiguities. In other words the Committee has chosen to adopt languewith a history-languga that has already been suffused with some meaning by theCounrt-rather than venture with language that was capable of standing on its own andtoq Interpreted de no001. To the extent that they have explicitly anchored this languageto Whte-tand that point is far clearer in the Committee debates on this isue than even

C the Committee Report-ourts are obliged to recognize this and to appreciate thatConess (fore bee nor worse) chose tncorortaute the case law of Wh le-.al of itecase lawin renderingrmeaning toothe new statutory language Gliethe Committee'sdecision to define the new test in terms of White the C mitte Report Ionreduced substantially in importance.eomiteRprionciys
(7n Despite the resultede language, many proponents of the new test continue to speakIn terms of "equal access'" to the elettorat process. As the author of the compromiser d drin consideration of the measure, "We are talking about access ... Ex.
(8) Proponents of the results test, ineuding the author of the compromise, haveconsistently emphasized (at least during Senate hearings, If not House hearings) thatthe results test re resented something signideantly different, ifnth Hees teshareta to section 5. Executive Sesaon, May4, d1982 Subcommittee Report, uentio
cuIn response to a question as far as whether a community with an at-large systemwould be found in violation of the new test if another community possessingidenticaloheracteristic, rseoept for the atlare system, was found not to be in violation, the authorcation of at state that, "It was not my Intent that that happen ;" The clear 1mpll.tanfof coat statement Is that the existence of an at-large system will not by itselftransform a lawful system Of government nlao an unlawful system of government.(10)e hile fate Hn deter~ith er ejected ,the idea of responsIveness of Dublicofficils as a factor n determitning the existen cetof dtsciminalon'ts , under its test. HouseRep. No. 97-227 at 80 ("The proposed amemn oi dscrhmiaton suner is ftos souchas responsiveness of elected officials to the ininonty community.' u)the Committee Reportexpressly recognises Its utility. The author of the promniy ), the stated duringCommittee consideration that the fact of "unresponsive eected O was a fact to
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For the sake of the Constitution and for the sake of preventing there-establisment of 'separate but equal' in this Nation, I fervently hopethat there will be those on the Court who will carry out this respopbility. Congress, I regret to say, has, in this instance, failed in its own.be considered by courts. Unlike the House test, it is clear that there Is not the hostlityto the consideration of "subjective" factors by the Senate. at e la no the hotfi n response to a question Concernin h it oamen ment upon legislative districting, see su cot eImpa eor the pro 23e com ahr oisethe amendment expressly indicated hia disagreent with the otattion that rhelhbor.goods characterized by large numbers of racial minorities were ontehow exempt or immunefrom normal efforts to secure artisan or ideological advantage through mcatler "errymarnderlng". The implication of this statement gcl advatage thtrog soalia''iorupon communities to maximize the influence of minor hut ito plytto treat themliaionThat is an ltuportant Implication. fairly(12) The amendment refers to its protections being extended to a "class of citizens pro-tected by subsection (a)". So far as I known tnr ten o "class of ctzens prosi ted out for protection under subsection w. there is no class " of citizen, that arelugVs Act, as C. codification of the fteenh A of the amedme. Section 2 of the votinin the area of voting to all Individual citizens. Even nothe exten that the amended section2 intends to separate Itself from the Fifteenth Avennt It fails to provide for explicitly"protected groupss. It is altogether unclear what tdment clti s to prvdfrexlctto mean, except that citizens of the United Staths case the the disclaimer Is intendedelectoral process and elect candidates of their choice. This I doubihtloey true and doubt.lezely a reasonable policy.It in because I do not believe that the proposed language In section 2 tracks the Intentof many of its proponents desnite their sincerity, aod because I do trot btlleve a retstest in any form can track such Intent. that I oppoe this teast. I do beoteve, however thata covrt interpreting this measure, which views matters diterently from mvelf. mto erwish in consider some or all of thtee factor.. The mattrse drrfeent cannotlf f-tbbe uznderstood without some appreciation of su lroelaied aehistory cantpoly
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The Committee on the Judiciary's Subcommittee on the Constitu-
tion, to which was referred S. 1992 to amend the Voting Rights Act
of 1965, to extend certain provisions of the Act, having considered the
same, reports favorably thereon with amendments and recommends to
the full Committee that the bill as amended do pass. The bill would
extend intact the Voting Rights Act for another period of ten years.

I. SUMMARY or IsUE

The forthcoming debate in the United States Senate on the Voting
Rights Act will focus upon one of the most important public policy
issues ever to be considered by this body. It is an issue with both pro.
found constitutional implications and profound practical conse-
quences. In summary, the issue is how this Nation will define "civil
rights" and "discrimination".

Both in popular parlance and within .judicial forums, the concept
of racial discrimination has always implied the maltreatment or dis-
parate treatment of individuals because of race or skin color. As the
Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution states, in part:

The eight of citizens of the United States to vote shall not
be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State
on account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.

In other words, discrimination has been viewed as a process by which
wrongful decisions were made-decisions reached at least in part be.
cause of the race or skin color of an individual.

This conception of discrimination has always been reflected in the
constitutional decisions of the judicial branch of our Nation. In
interpreting the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amend.
meant, for example, the Supreme Court has observed:

A law, neutral on its face and serving ends otherwise within
the power of government to pursue, is not invalid under the
Equal Protection Clause simply because it may affect a great-
er proportion of one race than of another.'

In other words, as the Court subsequently observed:
Proof of racially discriminatory intent or purpose is re-

quired to show a violation of the Equal Protection clause ...
official action will not be held unconstitutional solely because
it results in a racially disproportionate impact.'

Proof of discriminatory intent or purpose is the essence of a civilrights violation for the simple reason that there has never been an
obligation upon either public or private entities to conduct their affairs
in a manner designed to ensure racial balance or proportional repre-sentation by minorities in employment, housing, education, voting,and the like. The traditional obligation under civil rights laws hasbeen to conduct public or private affairs in a manner that does notinvolve disparate treatment of individuals because of race or skincolor.

What is being proposed in the context of the present Voting RightsAct debate is that Congress alter this traditional standard for identify-
a Web~qtoa,. aon,, 426 U.s. 229. 242 (17)
e 'Vllage o , 'Uon , gIat,. MetropogaiHeioulng Deveopoment Authorty, 429 U.S.262, 264-5 1iP77,.

J

ing discrimination, i.e. the "intent" standard, and substitute a new"results" standard. Rather than focusing upon the subtiut a newnation, the new standard would focus upon electoral results or out-come. The proposed amendment would-initiate a landmark transfor-mation in the principal goals and objectives of the Voting tsfor-It should be understood at the outset that proponents of the results test
are no longer talking about "discrim' tionrp they are simply talkingabout "disparate impact." These concepts hav a little to do with one
atherta
Rather than simply focusing upon those public actions that ob-structed or interfered with the access of minorities to the registrationand voting processes, the proposed results test would focus uponwhether or not minorities were successful in being elected to oface.would be identified on the basis of whether minorities

were proportionately represented (to their population) on electedlegislative bodies rather than upon the question of whether minorities
had been denied access to registration and the ballot because of theirrace or skin color.

Despite objections to the description of the results test as onefocused upon proportional representation for minorities, there is noother logical meaning to the new test. To speak of "discriminatoryresults" is to speak purely and simply of racial balance and racialquotas. The premise of the results test is that any disparity betweenminority population and minority representation evidences discrimi-nation. As t e Supreme Court observed in the recent City of Mob-lev. Bolden decision:
The theory of the dissenting opinion [proposing a "results"test] appears to be that every political group or at least everysuch group that is in the minority has a federal constitutionalright to elect candidates in proportion to its numbers ...The Equal Protection Clause does not require proportionalrepresentation as an imperative of political organizational

A art from the fact that the results test imports into the VotingRighta Act a theory of discrimination that is inconsistent with thetraditional understanding of discrimination, the public policy impactof the new test would be far-reaching. Under the results test, Federal
courts will be obliged to dismantle countless systems of State and localGovernment that are not designed to achieve proportional representa-
tion. isisprecisely what the plaintiffs attempted to secure in the
Moble case and, in fact, were successful in achieving in the lower
Federal courts. Despite the fact that there was no proof of discrimi-
natory purpose in the establishment of the electoral (at-large) system
in Mobile and despite the fact that there were clear and legitimate non-
discriminatory purposes to such a system, the lower court in Mobile
ordered a total revampment of the city's municipal system because it
had not achieved proportional representation.

The at-large system of election is the principal immediate target ofproponents of the results test.' Despite repeated challenges to the
8446 U.S. 55. 75-e (1980).
'O*euproai"ne mft vo rihsltgator. Mr. Armand Derrner of the Joint Center forPolitical Studies, andlormerly of the Law er Commttee ror Civil Rights Under Law

erAnd Inwould hope that maybe 'tentyear, from ow we would have learned andprogressed enough tsathtfrsome of the things that Section 5 has done we no

I
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propriety of st-large systems, the Supreme Court has consistently re-
3eoted the notion that the at-large system of election is inherently
discriminatory toward minorities.0 The court in Mobile has Observed
that literally thousands of municipalities and other local governmental
units throughout the Nation have adopted an at-large system."

To establish a results test in section 2 would be to place at-large
systems in constitutional jeopardy throughout the Nation, pa.rticu-
larly if jurisdictions with such electoral systems contained significant
numbers of minorities and lacked proportional representation on their
elected representative councils or legislatures. Legislative bodies
generally that lacked proportional representation of significant
minority g ups would be subject to close scrutiny by the Federal judi-
cia, under the proposed results test. To the extent that elec-
toral results become the focus of discrimination analysis, and indeed
define the existence or nonexistence of discrimination, it is difficult
to conceive how proportional representation by race can avoid being
established in the law as the standard for identifying discrimination
and, equally important, as the standard for ascertaining the effective-
ness of judicial civil rights remedies.

Beyond the fact, however, that the results test, in the view of the
subcommittee, will lead to a major transformation in the idea of dis-
crimination as well as to a sharp enhancement of the role of the Fed-
eral courts in the electoral process, the results test is an inappropri-
ate test for identifying discrimination for several other reasons.
First, the results test will substitute in the place of a clear and well-
understood rule of law that has developed under the intent standard, a
standard that is highly uncertain and confusing at best. The rule of
judges will effectively replace the rule of law that, up to now, has
existed in the area of voting rights. There is no guidance offered
to either the courts or to individual communities by the results test as
to which electoral structures and arrangements are valid and which
are invalid. Given the lack of proportional representation and the exist-
ence of any one of a countless number of "objective factors of dis-
crimination," it is difficult to see how a prima facie case (if not an
irrebuttable case) of discrimination would not be established.

Second, the results test is objectionable because it would move this
loner need it while for other things it might be time to pat in permanent bans. Forexample, we might want to put in permanent bans that bar at-large elections Dot onlyin the covered states hut perhaps 1.n the rest of the country~ as well. Hearings Before theHouse committee on Constitutional and Civl n a on th.e voting Rights ActErtension March 17, 1975 at 682.

Proressor O' urke has observed:
If the revision of Section 2 is not intended to invalidate nationwide at-large electionsin every city with a significant minority population. there is nevertheless nothing inthe lanuag of Section 2 to foreclose this development .Statement submitted to theSubcommittee on the Constitution by Timothy O'Ronrke, Professor. University ofVirglnia, March 8, 1082.

( 7ee, eW.oty of Moee. 0 den 446 U.S. 85 (1980); WAte v. Regeuter, 412 U.S. 755
.44. U.S. at 60. ppr atey .12ay or ( t)o-thir . of the s.ooo municipalities Inthe Nation, have adopted at-large s stems of election. The Municipal Yearbook. Interna-lioal City Managers Associatioo (1972). In addition, of the fifty largest school boardsin the United states, aproximatel two-thirds of those ue at-uarge election systems aswell. Block Voers V. Mcflonough, 565 F.2d 1. 2 n.2 (lest Cir. 1977). For general dIscussionof various methods of municipal election and the arguments for each, see . Banleld A ".wilson, City Politics 181 (1968)8 Jewell Local Systems of Representation: PoliticalConseguences and Judicial Choices, As Geo. *ash. L.Rev. 790 (19681 3. Seasongood. LocalGovernment in the United Slates (1938). The growth of the aiar e electoral systemoccurred during the early decadess. of the 20th century as a? Pr esslve-Insplred reform1i response to the corruption that had often been earaeterstie of municipal wardsystems. The theory was that more responsible moolclpsal actions would be taken if eachmember of the city council was responsible to the entire electorate rather than solely tohis own ward or district.

r
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Nation in the direction of increasingly overt policies of race-conscious.ness. This would mark a sharp departure from the constitutionaldevelopment of this Nation since the Reconstruction and since theclassic dissent by the elder Justice Harlan in Plesy v. Fergueon in1897 calling for a "colorblind" Constitution? This would mark a sharpretreat from the notions of discrimination established as the law of ourland in Brown v. Board of Education, the Civil Rights Actof 196urand indeed the Voting Rig ts Act itself.
If the results test is incorporated into the Voting Rights Act-andthen quite likely into other civil rights statutes as a result- thequestion of race will intrude constantly into decisions relating toe voting and electoral process. Racial gerrymandering and racialbloc voting will become normal occurrences, given legal and constitu-tional recognition and sanction by the Voting Rights Act. Increasing,rather than decreasing, focus upon race and ethnicity will take placein the course of otherwise routine voting and electoral decisions.The Voting Rights Act has proven the most successful civil rightssstatute in the history of the Nation because it has reflected the over-whelming consensus in this Nation that the most fundamental civilright of all citizens-the right to vote-must be preserved at what-ever cost and through whatever commitment required of the Fed-eral Government. Proponents of the House measure would 'eopardizethis consensus by effecting a radical transformation in the VotingRi hts Act from one designed to promote equal access to registrationan the ballot box into one designed to ensure equality of outcomeand equality of results. It is not a subtle transformation; rather it isone that would result in a total retreat from the original objective ofthe Voting Rights Act that considerations of race and ethnicity wouldsomeday be irrelevant in the electoral process. Under the House-

proposed amendments, there would be nothing more important.

II. HIsroRY oP SuncoMwzrrrzz Acrro,
The Subcommittee on the Constitution of the Senate Committee onthe Judiciary had referred to it during the 97th Congress five billsrelating to the Voting Rights Act: S. 53 (introduced by Senator

Hayakawa), S. 895 (introduced by Senator Mathias and Senator Ken-
nedy), S. 1761 (introduced by Senator Cochran), S. 1975 (introduced
by Senator Grassley), and S. 1992 (introduced by Senator Mathiasand Senator Kennedy). The latter bill was identical to legislation,
H.R. 3112, approved by the House of Representatives on October 5,1981.

As the first priority of the subcommittee during the 2d session of
the 97th Congress, the subcommittee held nine days of hearings onthe Voting Rights Act from January 27, 1982 through March 1, 1982.
Appearing before the subcommittee were the following witnesses: OnJanuary 27, the subcommittee took testimony from William French
Smith, the Attorney General of the United States; Professor Walter
Berns, American Enterpise Institute; Benjamin Hooks, ExecutiveDirector, NAACP; Vima Martinez, Executive Director, MexicanAmerican Legal Defense and Education Fund; Ruth Hinerfeld,

rPleey v. Ferguson, 183 U.S. 837, 559 (1898) (Harlan, J. dissenting).
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President, League of Women Voters; and U.S. Senator Charles
Mathias of Maryland.

On January 28, the Subcommittee heard U.S. Senator Thad
Cochran of Mississippi; Laughlin McDonald, Director of the Southern
Regional Office of the American Civil Liberties Union; U.S. Re pre-
sentative Henry Hyde of Illinois Professor Barr Gross, City College
of New York; Henry Marsh II11', the Mayor of Richmond, Virginia;
U.S. Representative Thomas Bliley of Virginia; and Pro essor
Edward Erler, National Humanities Center.

On February 1, the subcommittee heard U.S. Representative Cald-
well Butler of Virginia; Professor Susan McManus, University of
Houston; Joaquin Avila, Associate Counsel of the Mexican-American
Legal Defense and Education Fund; Steven Suitts, Executive Director
of the Southern Regional Council; and David Walbert, Attorney and
former Professor at Emory University.

On February 2, the su committee took testimony from Professor
John Bunzel, Hoover Institution at Stanford University; State Sena-
tor Henry Kirksey of Mississippi Professor Michael Levin, City
College of New York; Abigail Turner, Attorney; and Armand
Derfner, Joint Center for Political Studies.

On February 4, the subcommittee heard U.S. Senator S. L. Haya-
kawa of Califoria; Governor William Clements of Texas; U.S.
Representative James Sensenbrenner of Wisconsin; E. Freeman
Leverett, Attorney; Professor Norman Dorsen, New York University,
representing the American Civil Liberties Union; Joseph Rauh, Lead-
ership Conference on Civil Rights; and Rolando Rios, Legal Director
of the Southwest Voter Registration Project.

On February 11, the subcommittee heard Robert Brinson, At-
torney; Thomas McCain, Chairman Democratic Party of Edgefield
County, South Carolina; Arthur Flemming, Chairman of the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights and Frank Parker, Director of the Vot-
ing Rights Project, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights under Law.
-On February 12, the subcommittee heard Professor Henry Abra-

ham, University of Virginia; Julius Chambers, President, NAACP
Legal Defense Fund; Professor Donald Horowitz, Duke University;
Professor James Blumstein, Vanderbilt University; and Professor
Drew Days, Yale University.

On February 25, the subcommittee heard Irving Younger, Attor.
ney; Professor Archibald Cox, Harvard University, representing Com-
mon Cause; Professor George Cochran, University of Mississippi;
Nathan Dershowitz, American Jewish Congress; David Brink, Pres-
ident, American Bar Association; Arnoldo Torres, Executive Director,League of United Latin American Citizens; and Charles Coleman,
Attorney.

On March 1, the subcommittee heard from U.S. Representative
Harold Washington of Illinois; U.S. Representative John Conyers
of Michig n; U.S. Representative Walter Fauntroy of the District
of Columbia; and William Bradford Reynolds, Assistant Attorney
General of the United States for Civil Rights.

In addition, the subcommittee received a large number of written
statements from other interested individuals and organizations thatwill become part of the permanent record of these hearings. Senator
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Orrin G. Hatch of Utah, Chairman of the Subcommittee on the Con-stttochaired the hearings of the subcommittee.
On March 24, 1982, the Subcommittee on the Constitution met inexecutive Session to consider legislation to extend the Voting Rights

Act. e. 1992, introduced by Senators Mathias and Kennedy, was re-norted out of subcommittee by a unanimous 5-0 vote following theidoption of a group of five amendments offered e lcb eaoGrassley. The amendments were as follows: en bloc by Senator
Amendment 1

Strike everything in Section 1 from page 1, line 3 through page 8,line 14 and insert in lieu thereof, "That t Act may be cited as the"Voting Rights Act Amendments of 1982."
Amendment B

Strike everything in Section 2 frbm page 8, line 15 through page 8,line 22 and insert in lieu thereof-
Sac. 2. Section 4(a) of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 is

amended by-inRihsAto195s
1) striking out "seventeen" each time that it appearsand inserting in lieu thereof "twenty-seven"; and

(2) striking out "ten" each time that it appears andinserting in lieu thereof "seventeen".
Amendment 3

Striking everything in Section 4 from page 9, line 1 through page9,line 7-
Amendment 4

Strike everything in Section 5 from page 9, line 8 through page 9,line 10.
Amendment 6

Strike the description of the bill preceding the enactment clauseand substitute in lieu thereof: "To amend the Voting Rights Act of1965 to extend certain provisions for ten years."
The effect of the amendments was to transform S. 1992 into astraight ten-year extension of the Voting Rights Act, the longest suchextension in the Act's history. Voting in favor of final reportin ofthe bill as amended were Chairman Hatch and Subcommittee Mem-bers Thurmond, Grassley, DeConcini, and Leahy (by proxy). Becausethe House-approved legislation, H.R. 3112, has already been placeddirectly upon the Senate calendar contrary to normal parliamentary

practice, the subcommittee chose to prepare this report.

III. LzarsLvErvs EvoLrroN oF THE VoriNo RIGHrs Aar
The Fifteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution, rati-fied in 1870, states:

Sa,. 1. The right of citizens of the United States to vote
shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any
State on account of race, color, or previous condition of
servitude.
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Sac. 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce this arti-
cle by appropriate legislation.

Shortly after ratification, Congress enacted two laws pursuant to its
enforcement authority in the Fifteenth Amendment designed to out.
law activities interfering with the voting rights of the newly-freed
slaves. The Civil Rights Act of 1870' established Federal penalties
for interfering with voting in state and Federal elections for reasons
of race or co or discrimination while the Anti-Lynching (Ku Klux
Klan) Act of 18711 sought to penalize state actions which deprived
persons of their civil rights.

Despite these efforts, the progress of blacks in securing the protec-
tions of the Fifteenth Amendment was slow and erratic. The use of
poll taxes, literacy tests, morals requirements, racial gerrymandering,and outright intimidation and harassment continued largely un-checked until well into the 20th century. It was not until the late1950's that the Federal Government reiterated its constitutional com-
mitment to equality of voting rights by enacting new enforcement
legislation. Between 1957 and 1964, Congress enacted three statutesdesigned to enhance the ability of the Federal Government to challengediscriminatory election laws and procedures.

In 1957, Congress enacted civil rights legislation 10 which author.ized the Attorney General to initiate legal action on behalf of individ-uals denied the opportunity to register or vote on account of race orcolor. Most importantly, this enabled the aggrieved registrant or voterto shift the cost of the legal challenge to the Federal Government. Inaddition, the Civil Rights Act of 1957 established the United StatesCommission on Civil Rights and provided it with responsibility for in-vestigating and reporting on those procedures and devices used byjurisdictions in a discriminatory manner against racial minorities.In 1960, Congress again acted to strengthen the national govern.ment's commitment to full and fair voting rights through passage ofadditional legislation.". The Civil Rights Act of 1960 went significantlybeyond the earlier legislation by requiring the retention by local andstate officials of Federal election records for a period of 22 months andauthorized the Attorney General to inspect such records at his discre-tion. It also enabled Federal courts to identify "patterns and practices"of racial voting discrimination and to order on a class basis the regis-tration of quahfied persons of that race who had been victims of such a"pattern and practice". The Federal courts were authorized to appointvoting referees" who would be empowered to enter a jurisdiction andregister voters.
Finally, Congress enacted the Civil Rights Act of 19641" whichestablished landmark civil rights reforms in a wide number of areas.Title I of the Act prohibited local election officials from applying toapplicants for registration tests or standards different from those thathad been administered to those already registered to vote. It also estab-

eAct of May 81. 1870 (16 Stat. 140), amended by Act of February 28 1871 (16 StatThe eurviviA Statutes of this period are is U.se*2a 42 U.S.C. see181a), 188, 11 I8 Ii( Sat.1

Ac t of 1974 2 US sc.ci971).A Civil Eight, Act of 194,478 Stat. 241 (42 U.S.C. 2000 ).
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wished a presumption of literacy (although rebuttable) for potentialregistrants who had completed a 6th grade English-speaing school
education. In addition, the act established expedited procedures for

j u d c i a r e o l u i o n o f o ti g r ig h t s c a s e s .
A. vOTNo RIGKrr Acr OF 185

Despite this renewed commitment by the Federal Government to en-forcement of the guarantees of the Fifteenth Amendment, substantialregistration and voting disparities along racial lines continued to existin many jurisdictions. It was finally in response to the incontrovertibleevidence of continuing racial voting discrimination that Congress en-acted the single most important legislation in the Nation's historyrelating to voting rights-the Voting Rights Act of 1965. 'This Act marked a significant departure from earlier legislative en-actments in the same area in establishing primarily, for the first time,an administrative process aimed at eliminating voting discriminationEarlier legislation had primarily relied upon the judicial process forthe resolution of these problems. The major objectives of the new ad-ministrative procedures were to ensure expeditious resolution of al-leged voting rights difficulties and to avoid the often-cutnersomeprocess of judicial case-by-case decisionmaking.Perhaps the most important provision of the Voting Rights Act was
section 5 which required any state or political subdivision covered
under a formula prescribed in section 4 of the Act (designed to
clearly dictions with a history of voting discrimination) to "pre-
Jear any changes in voting laws or procedures with the United States
Justice Department. No sueh change could take effect without the per-
mission of the Department. Under section 5, the political subdivision
has the responsibility of showing that the proposed change "does nothave the purpose and will not have the effect of denying or abridgingthe right to vote on account of race or color."

"Covered" jurisdictions, i.e. those required to preclear with the Jus-
tice Department, included all states or political subdivisions which metthe two-part test of section 4:

(1) Such a state or subdivision must have employed a "test
or device as of November 1, 1964. Such a "test or device" wasdefined to include literacy tests, tests of morals or character,or tests requiring educational achievement or knowledge ofsome particular subject; and

(2) Such a state or political subdivision must have hadeither a voter registration rate of less than 50 percent of age-
eligible citizens on that date, or a voter turn-out rate of lessthan 50 percent during the 1964 election.

No part of the trigger formula in section 4 referred to racial or colordistinctions among either registrants or voters, or to racial or colorpopulations within a jurisdiction.

Jurisdictions covered by the trigger formula in the 1965 Act in-
eluded the entire States of Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,South Carolina, and Virginia, and counties in North Carolina, Idaho,Arizona, Alaska, and Hawaii.

3 voting Rights Act of 1968, 79 Stat. 487 (42 U.S.C. 1971, 1978 et. 'eq.).
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Covered jurisdictions were to be eligible for "bail-out" (or release)
from coverage after a five-year period during which they were re-
quired to preclear voting law changes and to temporarily abolish the
use of all 'tests or devices." In establishing such a time period, Con-
gress recognized that the remedy of preclearance was an extraordi-
nary one tat deviated sharply from traditional notions of federalism
and state sovereignty over state electoral processes."

Other important provisions of the 1965 Act included:
Section 2, a statutory codification of the Fifteenth Amendmenr,

restated the general proibitions of that Amendment against the "de-
nial or abridgement of voting rights "on account of" race or color.

Section 6 authorized the Attorney General to send Federal ex-
aminers to list voters for registration in any covered county from
which he received twenty or more written complaints of denial of vot-
ing rigts or whenever he believed on his own that such an action
would necessary.

Section 8 authorized the Attorney General to send election observers
to any political subdivision to which an examiner had been earlier sent.

Section 10 prohibited the use of poll taxes in state elections.1s
Section 11 established various criminal offenses with respect to

failure to register voters, or count votes intimidating or threatening
voters, providing false registration iaormation, and voting more
than once.

Section 12 established criminal offenses with respect to altering
ballots or voting records, and conspiring to interfere with voting

r is important to em hie that the Voting Rights Act, of 1965

is a permanent statute t is not in need of periodic extension. The
only temporal provision in the law is the applicability of the pre-
clearance and certain other requirements to covered jurisdictions.
By the terms of the 1965 Act, such extraordinary remedies were to be
applied for a five-year period after which time Congress presumed
the residual effects of earlier discrimination were likely to be suffi-
ciently attenuated, and the covered jurisdictions would be allowed to
seek bail-out,

B, 1970 AMZNDMEN'

In 1970, however, upon reviewing the impact of the Voting Rights
Act Congress concluded that, while significant progress had been
mace with respect to voting rights, there was need for an additional
extension of the preclearance period for covered jurisdictions. Such
jurisdictions, thus, were required to continue to preclear voting law
changes for an additional five-year period as Congress redefined the
basic bail-out requirement. Instead of covered jurisdictions being re-
quired to maintain "clean hands" for a five-year period as provided
or in the original 1965 Act, this requirement was changed to ten-
u One high-rankin offcial of the Justice Department has said of the Act that it "repre-sauts a substantial departure from ... ordinary concepts of our federal system." Hearingsen Vouna ightsAct. .tension Before Senate judiciaryy Subcommittee on Constitutional

tghett, StCnge t session. J. Stanley Pattinger. Assistant Attorney General of
UThe TweatEorth Amendment to the Constitution had earlier been ratified In 1954outlawing poll taxes in Federal elections, The Supreme court held In 2986 htsaepltaxes violated the Equal Protection clause of the. Fourteenth Amendment~ Harp~erv. 'Vrteta State Beard of alotloass, 88 U3.S. 6e2 (1966). r
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years. "Clean hands" simply meant the avoidance by the jurisdiction
ofI pr bed the basice for the requisite period

In o iude the 98 coverage formula was amended by updating
if to include the 1968 elections as well as the 1964 elections. As a result
of this change in the trigger formula, counties in Wyoming, Cali-
fornia, Arizona Alaska, and New York were covered, as well as
eclitical subdivisions in Connecticut, New Hampshire, Maine, andassachusetts. The 1970 amendments to the Act also extended nation-
wide the five year ban on the use of "tests or devices" as defined by the
Act and sought to establish a mini mum voting age of 18 in Federal and
state elections. Section 202 abolished residency requirements in Fed-eral elections.

C. 197r AXNDSEN'rs

In 1975, Congress again reviewed the progress achieved under the1965 Act and the 1970 amendments and concluded once more that itwas necessary to redefine the bail-out requirements for covered juris-dictions. Such jurisdictions were on the verge of satisfying their ten.-year obligation of preclearance and the avoidance of voting "tests ordevices". In the 1975 amendments to the Voting Rights Act, Congressredefined the bail-out formula to require seventeen years of "cleanhands". Jurisdictions covered under the 1965 formula could not hopeto bail-out prior to 1982 under the amended formula.
In addition, Congress once again amended and updated the basiccoverage formula in section 4 to include the 1972 election as well asthe 1964 and the 1968 elections. Most significantly, however, Congresschose to redefine the meaning of what constituted a wrongful "test or

device". Such a "test or device" was newly defined to include the
use of English-only election materials or ballots in jurisdictions
where a single "language-minority" r comprised more than 5 per-cent of the voting-age population, ffniaddition to statesaled cvered, preclearance as required of those states or political cov-
sions which, in 1972, had (a) less than 50 percent voter registration
or voter turn-out; (b) employed English-only election materials or
ballots; and (c) had a "language-minority" population of more than
5 percent. Such "language-minorities" were defined to include Amer-ican Indians, Asian Americans, Alaskan Natives, and persons of
Spanish heritage.21

Included under the 1975 coverage formula were, in addition to those
states covered by the 1965 and 1970 provisions, the states of Texas,
Arizona, and Alaska, and counties in California, Colorado, Florida,
Michigan, North Carolina, and South Dakota. In addition to the sig-nificant expansion in the concept of what constituted a wrongful "test
or device" to encompass the use of English-only materials. Congress
also established other requirements relatin to bilingualism. In section
203 of the Act, Congress required bilingual ballots and bilingual elec-

down as urncnstltutional this orovision Insofar no it aatemitedototset requirements forstate elections ("the 18 year old vote provisions of the Act are constitutional and enforce-able Insofar as they pertain to federal elections and unconstitutional and unenforceable
Insofar as they pertain to state and local elections"). Id. at 118. rTh Twenty-Sxth Amend-
ment was ratified in 1971 overturning Oregon v. Mitchell In this regard and establishingat constitutional right in elibteen year oids to vote In alt elections,"Thre is no requirement that there be a showingr that such language minorities speakonly that language. They enay be entirely fluent In English. Department of Justice aexula-tion, 28 C.P.V Section 66.1 et seq. (1976), See infra note 288.



the atinalaveage" p ~~ 118tion materials and assistance in all jurisdictions in which there were
populations of "language minorities" greater than 5 percent and in

which the literacy rate among that "annuage minority 'was les than
the national average' aFir g th 197 amendments to th otinn

Rights Act made permanent the nationwide ban on literacy tests and

In re " nding dbate a major issue again will be whether or not
Con s wil redefine the bail-out standard when a number of juris.
dict coved the original1965 Act are on the verge of satisfying
the earlier standard, i.e. seventeen years of avoidance of the use of
"tests or devices". In the absence of action by Congress, the Voting
Rights Act will not "expire" as some have wrongly suggested:
Rather what will occur on August 6, 1982 is that a number of covered
jurisdictions will finally be permitted to apply to the District Court
for the District of Colubia for a declaratory judgment that they
have abided by their statutory obligations and ought to be permitted to
bail-out. None of the permanent provisions of the Votng Rights Act
will "expire", e.g. ban on literacy tests, poll taxes, and discriminatory
tests or devices; prohibitions upon certain residency requirements;
laws against harassment and intimidation in the voting process; pro-
tection of voting rights from denial or abridgement on account of race
or color; and so forth. Moreover the present law requires any state or
subdivision that has been granted bail-out to remain within the District
Court's jurisdiction for an additional five-year "probationary"
period.

IV. JrmcuL Evotnon OF THE VoTING RIGHTS Acr

A. THE ORIGINAL OBJECTIVE

The Voting Rights Act of 1965 was designed by Congress to "banish
the blight of racial discrimination in "T"The racial discrimina-
tion to which the Act was directed entailed methods and tactics used
to disqualify blacks from registering and voting in Federal and state
elections."' As discussed previously the Act was the fourth modern
legislative attempt at ensuring the rights of disenfranchised Southern
blacks, and has proven highly effective.

The emphasis in the original Voting Rights Act was upon equal
electoral access through facilitating registration and securing the
ballot. As Roy Wilkins, representing the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights, stated in 1965 in testimony before this committee:

The history of the struge for the right to participate in
Federal, state and local elections goes back to the period of
Reconstruction.... In too many areas of the Nation, Negroes
are still being registered one by one and only after long liti-
gation. We must transform this retail litigation method of
registration into a wholesale administration procedure reg-
istering all who seek to exercise their democratic birthright.'1

> Section 208(b) coverage extends to approximately 880 jurisdictions in 29 statesn South Carolinsa v. Katsenach, 888 U.S. 501.8308 (196(5).
M For a history of events which led to enactment, and discussions of the orignnai pur-poe fthe Ac es.. -76 g' 89 89th .o 1st Se... 5-16: 5 . Rep.No16,pL.8a f t es. 8-o ouh 0 oNnN v. s-. 888 U . 08.25 (1. .statement of R wilkins, Executive Director. NAAUP. and Chairman LeadershipConference on Civ i Hearings Before the Senate Committee on the Yudiciary, onthe voting Rights Act, 59th Congress, 1st Session (1965) at 1005-07.
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Professor Gross described the original objectives of the Act asfollows:

The purpose of the Act was precisely and only to increasethe number of black registered voters. In the 1960's andearlier, to those who fought for it, equality meant equality
of opportunity-in this case, the opportunity to vote."l

Professor Bunzel was in firm agreement:
Originally, the Voting Ri hts Act was clear that it wasdirected to remedying disenfranchisement.

This original conrssional objective of massive registration and
enfranchisement of lacks has been substantially transformed since
1965. The present debate reflects this transformation since it focuses
upon claims to equal electoral "results," maximum political "effective-
ness," and "diluted" votes. The evolution of the 1.95 Act is in large
part attributable to a number of important judicial decisions.

The legislation was challenged shortly after its enactment in Sout
Carolina v. Katzenbach," wherein the Supreme Court upheld the
challenged provisions of the Act as constitutionally permissiblemethods of protecting the right to register and vote. Although ac-
knowledging that the preclearance provisions of section 5 "may have
been an uncommon exercise of congressional power," " Chief Justice
Warren, speaking for the Court, stated that "exceptional conditions
can justify legis ative measures not otherwise a propriate." Thus,
the preclearance provisions were upheld "under the compulsion of ...
unique circumstances "which Congress had found from its own evi-dentiary investigation to exist in the covered jurisdictions.- From this
rather limited holding based upon "exceptional conditions" and"unique circumstances' then extant in the covered urisdictions, thereevolved a series of cases through which the Court identified additionalobjectives under the Act's preclearance provisions.

The principal case in the judicial evolution of the Voting Rights
Act was the Court's 1969 decision in Allen v. State Board of Fdec-
tion." In an opinion by Chief Justice Warren. the Court held that the
Act's preclearance provisions were applicable not only to new laws
which might tend to deny blacks their right to register and vote, but
to "any state enactment which altered the election law of a covered
state in even a minor way." " In Allen, the changes in state laws did

Is Hearings on the Voting R~Ighta Act Extension Before the 'Senate Judiciary Subcommnit-
tee on the Constitution. 97th Conres 2d Session (1982) (hereafter .Senate hearings")January 28, 1982, Barry Gross, i rcfessor. City college of New York.*Senate Hearings Fhreuary 2, 1982, John Buns). Senior Fellow, Hoover Institution.Stanford University.888ss U.S. 8o (19).

Id. at 884.soe d. In hi dissent as to the constitutionaUty of Seection 5 in South Carolina v. Katre,..Each, Justice Btack noted :
One of the rost basei premises upon which our structure of government wasfounded vwas that the Federal Government s to have certain sp ecific and limitedpowers and no others, and all other power was to he reserved either "to the Statesrest ectiveld. toethe people." certainly if allttheeprovisions of ourtConstitution

whchlm t power of the Federal Government and reserve other power to theStates are to mean anything, they mean at least that the States have power topass laws and amend their constitutions without first sending their oew Is hun-dreds of miles away to beg federal authorities to approve then.
,8S8 U.S. at 859. (Footnote omitted.)
" Id. at 385.

*;893 U.S. 544 (1989).UId. at 566. (Emphasa supplied.)
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not relate to the process by which voters were registered and had their
ballots counted, but to such things as a change from single-member
districts to at-large voting in the election of county supervisors, chang.
ing of a particular office from elective to appointive, and changes in
qualification procedures of independent candidates." Under the broad
construction accorded section 5 by the Allen court, covered states must
preclear all laws which may affect the electoral process in any way. As
will be noted, the Allen decision effected a substantial transformation
of the Voting Rights Act."2 The breadth of the scope accorded the Act
by Allen served as the catalyst for further expansion of Federal con-
trol over electoral changes in covered jurisdictions.

IL N~EW OBJEC'rZv.

In the 1971 decision of Perkins v. Matthews," a divided Supreme
Court held that annexations were subject to preclearance and reiter-
ated its Allen holding that a change to at-large elections was also cov-
ered. The Court further expanded the scope of preclearance require-
ments to include legislative reapportionments in Georgia v. United
States." All such actions were required to be submitted to the Justice
Department for approval.

The far-ranging implications of this expansion were evidenced in
two important cases which followed. In City of Petersburg v. United
States,"0 the City of Petersburg, Virginia had annexed an area that
had been under consideration for nearly 5 years. The annexation was
supported by both black and white citizens and involved an area log.
ically suitable for annexation for tax and other reasons. The effect of
the annexation, however, was to reduce the black population from 55
percent to 46 percent. When the annexation was submitted for preclear-
ance, the District Court held that it was not racially inspired, but
nevertheless found that the annexation would have the effect of de-
creasing minority voting influence. Because of this the Court ap-
proved the annexation only on condition that Petersburg change to
ward elections so that blacks would be insured of representation 'rea-
sonably equivalent to their political strength in the enlarged com-
munity." The Court specifically noted that the mere fact that blacks
made up a smaller percentage of the city after the annexation did not
amount to a violation of the Act, so long as the court-imposed system

UId. at 550-52.
n In the Ailen case, Justice Harlan, dissenting in part, observed:

. the Court has now construed 5 5 to require a revolutionary Innovation inAmerican government that goes far beyond that which was accomplished by { 4.The fourth section of the Act had the profoundly important purpose of permittingthe Negro people to gain access to the voting booths of the South once and for all.But the action taken by Congress in 4 proceeded on the premise that once Negroeshad gained free access to the ballot box, state governments would then be suitablyresponsive to tbeir voice, and federal intervention would not be justified. In moving
agait "test. and eves" in 14, Congress moved only against those techniques o tt pvrmta h or o ell{5 oei o tep orsrcuta evente egroe frm vo ada ongres dd not atept to restruture
sphere of federal Intervention beyond that contemplated by { 4, despite the fact thatthe two provisions were designed simply to Interlock, ~. a the5.C4t1 Us 379 (1971). 8.8UB ta556

"b e1 to 526 (1978). in Georgia, the Court held that the Attorney General couldobJect to a preclearance submission even though he could not determine that a changebad the purpose or effect of denying or abridg the rih o etemin ther wordnge
it held that the Attorney Oeneral could validly plee the burdento of proof on there crbhitting risdiction that a change did not have such a purpose or ofet
962. (1971. See note 6 i( 3). affirmed per curdamp out opnon) 410 U.S.

the Ciaty eichmon v.b icta oehst422 U 5. 358. 370 (1975), wherein the Court,.thranysh a tfMajority opinion by JTustlce white,2explned Its per curi m hereanc in Oityaf Petersburg T. United States, 410 U.S. 962 (197d).

of ward elections insured blacks of safe districts. Thus, the ideal of pro-
portionality in representation was introduced, although only in thecontext of covered jurisdictions.

This precursor to "proportional representation" was followed bythe Supreme Court's 1975 decision in City of Richmond v. UnitedStaten.' The annexation in City of Richmond reduced the black popu-lation in Richmond from 52 percent to 42 percent. The Court reversedthe lower court's disapproval of. Richmond's preclearance applicationand remanded the case for reconsideration in light of its exlanatithat the City of Petersburg decision was intended to "affordf[blacks]representation reasonably equivalent to their political strength." asThe concept of proportional representation was a ain involved inUnited Jewtsk Organization v. Carey," which related to the AttorneyGeneral's rejection of a 1972 legislative redistricting by New York asit applied to Brooklyn, a covered 'urisdiction under the Act. The At-torney General originally ruled 'tat there were an insufficient num-ber of election districts with minority populations large enough forminority candidates to likely prevail. The Attorney General indicatedthata minority population of 65 percent was necessary to create a safeminority seat.*0 In a new plan adopted in 1974, the Legislature met the
objections of the Attorney General, but in so doing, divided a co-munity of Hasidic Jews which had previously resided in a single dis-trict. The Attorney General approved the plan, but members of theHasidic community objected claiming that they themselves had beenthe victims of discrimination.

The Supreme Court rejected their claim. Although unable to agreeon an opinion, seven members of the Court did agree that NewYork's use of racial criteria in revisin the reapportionment pwla inorder to obtain the Attorney Generals approval under the VotingRights Act did not violate the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendment'ghta of the Hasidic Jews,
The preceding line of cases, all the progeny of Allen v State Board

of Elections," constituted a major judicial expansion of the Act's

UId. a. 870. For ?further illustrations of theproportional repcesentation principleat work, see zimmer v. Mcretithen, 485 F.2d 1297 (5th CIrcutt) (1973) ("a court may In itsdiscretion opt for a multi-member plan which enhances the opportunity for partelpa-don in the political processes")l: and Jtirkeey v. Board of Supervisors a) Hind. Counsty,
safe seats outof eive were created for the county's 40 te pan wb a overturned also entity o
Port Arthur v. United States, 517 F.Supp. 987 (D.D.C. 1981) nfra note 30 nd cco

"5U.S. 144 (197?).- Nathan Dershowit, of the America Jewish cnrs a escribed the product of the UJO cae as follows: "The williamsbo she Congress of Brookynhas been tortuously gerrymandered in an attempt to ensure the election of minority groupmembers." Dershowitz, "Tam ering with the voting nights Act." Congress Monthly. May1981, at 9. He describes the result further as "the InsCitutionalization of ethnicrepresentation."
n As Professor George C. Cochran of the University of Mississippi Law School testified:

eortunty to a ect the candidate of their own choice the District Court for theDitrict of Columbia isiImplementing what seems to be 61h percent voting districts forcovered jurisdictions, that is. a 65 percent level of minority population In a givendistrict viewed by that court as one which will "give blacks an opportunIty to electa candfdat of their choice." ..-. But the 65 percent rule, which is becoming more
an mor dcomor nIsetion asnes is something that had it beginning sa gean en ted Jewish Orgoniztios s and Is now being carried oer into a poe in waterpretation of section 5 as to whether or not a given political subdivision's votin~scenario has the effect of denying minorities an opportunity to elect a candidate otheir own choice . . . In the UJo case, the 65 percent rule came from a phone

call from an unknown staff member at the Voting Rights section of the Department of
Justice to attorneys representing the Stats of New York. Senate Hearings, February 25,
1982.One witness referred to a case in which the Justice Department required that a 70 per-cent minority district be created before it would agree to preclear a single-member district-i lan. Snate rings, February 4, 1982, E. Freeman Leverett, attorney, Elberton, Ga.

89 ..54(1969).

i
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origa focus upon facilitating registration and securing the ballot,,
AslProfessor Thernstrom has written:

The traditional concern of civil rights advocates had been
access to the ballot... [These expansions] assume a Federally
guaranteed right to maximum political effectivenesa. Nowa-
days local electoral arrangements are expected to conform to
Federal executive and judicial guidelines established to maxi-
mize the political strength of racial and ethnic minorities,
not merely to provide equal electoral opportunity."

More recent expansion of section 5 occurred in two 1978 decisions.
In United States v. Board of Commissioners of Sheffield," the Court
held that section 5 applied to political subdivisions within a covered
jurisdiction which have any ifluence over any aspect of the electoral
process, whether or not they conduct voter registration." Sheffield was
required to pre-clear its electoral change from a commissioner to a
mayor-council form of government. BheJ ld reaffirmed the drift away
from the original focus of the Voting Rights Act of equal access to
the registration. and voting process to focus upon the electoral process
itself. In Dou herty County Board of Education v. White,"6 the Court
held that a school board rule requiring all employees to take unpaid
leaves of absence while campaining for elective office was subject to
preclearance under section 5. Thus, the Court held that the Voting
Rights Act reached changes made by political subdivisions that neither
conducted voter registration nor even conducted elections.

o. SEoTION 5 v. sxoroN 2

The transformation which had taken place in section 5 was con-
firmed by the Court in City of Rome v. United States," wherein the
Court held that although electoral changes in Rome, Georgia, were
enacted without discriminatory purpose, they were nevertheless pro-
hibited under section 5 of the Act because of their discriminatory
effect. Thus, the Court affirmed that the standard of conduct in cov-
ered jurisdictions seeking jpreclearance pursuant to section 5 may be
measured exclusively by the effects of a change." The evolution of
section 5 was fundamentally complete-having been largely trans.
formed from a provision focused upon access to registration and the

OBeer v. Gained States, 425 U.S. 1s0 (1976) Involved the rejection by the AttorneyGeneral and District Court of a reapportionment pian submitted by the city of NewOrleans, because the plan would not cave produced black representation on the citycouncil proportional to black population In the city. The supreme Court reversed, hldidg
of r acal inrtie wi h resuc tteheW seletveztrl o n t he

irnh I.at 14L efcie
"Thernetmom "The Odd Evolution of the voting Rights Act." 05 The Public Interet49,t 50E9?t. e generaty this article for a discussion of the judicial evolution or the

4 4 8. 110 (1978).
. "Compare Section 14'c (2) of the act7 which provide,:TC e term Subdivision' shall mean any county or pariab except thatwhere. re tra n for voting is not conducted underthe Supervision o' a county orparish, the term shan include any other subdivision of a State which conductsreiatration for voting

"489 U.S. 8(1978B
"446 U.S. 18 (198. 

aid. neSf the acting ights Act Timen for Re iostiuio," n Whawl nm Burn(:Th
Beetin 5 of the voting Rights .Act: ATim'e for n i 110n,' 69 Sy . .4 (1086cran
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ballot to one focused upon the electoral process itself. In the narrowcontext of section 5 the 'effects" test was constitutional a

irce a temia application of the "effects" standard by the
Strict of Columbia District Court can be found in City of Port
Arthur v. United State, an annexation case in which the courtstated:

The conclusion reached by this Court is that none of theelectoral systems proposed by plaintiff Port Arthur affordsthe black citizens of the City the requisite op ortunity to
achieve representation commensurate with their voting
sreh of the enlarged community. Blacks comprise 40.56

percent of the total post-expansion population, and we esti-
mate that they constitute 85 percent o the voting-age popu-lation. [None of the proposed schemes] offer the black com-munity a reasonable possibility of obtaining representation
which would reflect political power of that magnitude.o"

This transformation from a focus upon access to the ballot to a focusupon the electoral process itself, and proportional representation forcovered jurisdictions under section 5 would also have occurred inthe context of section 2 but for the case of City of Mobile v. Boldeii.In Mobile, however, the Court reaffirmed original understandings ofsection 2 and the Fifteenth Amendment. Moil involved a class ao-tion on behalf of all black citizens of the Alabama city wherein plain-tiffs alleged that the city's practice of electing commissioners through
an at-lar e system unfairly "diluted" minority voting strengh in vio-lation of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. The districtcourt," although finding that blacks in the city registered and voted
without hinderance, nonetheless ageed with plaintiffs and held that

mobile's at-large elections operated unlawfully with respect to blacks.
The Fifth Circuit affirmed," but on appeal, the Supreme Court re-versed and remanded. The plurality opinion stated:

The Fifteenth Amendment does not entail the right to have
Negro candidates elected ... That Amendment prohibits only
purposefully discriminatory denial or abridgement by gov-ernment of the freedom to vote "on account of race, color, or
previous condition of servitude." Having found that Negroesin Mobile "register and vote without hinderance," the DistrictCourt and Court of Appeals were in error in believing thatthe appellant invaded the protection of that Amendment
in the present case."

Thus the Court reaffirmed that purposeful discrimination is requiredfor te Fifteenth Amendment to be violated and that, since section
g"The Court relied on Bouth Carolina v. Katzenbach and recalled the determinations byCnnsvees which undergIrded the preeearance requirement. As with that case, Row.'s up-hoingof the constitutionality of the "effects" test in Section 5 was a highly limited oneIn this me amt. Id. at 17.

Id. ati 1 101 (DD.C.1981).
M42 F:.s.4 .D.Au 1978).

571 F.2 i88 1978).
"446 U.S. at 65.
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2 of the Act was a codification of that Amendment, the "intent" test
ap lied in all actions under that section. °

The proponents of the House amendment to section 2 would over-
turn the Court's decision in the MobiZe case by eliminating the re-
quirement of proof of intentional discrimination and simply require
proof of discriminatory "results." The change would facilitate a
transformation of section 2 from its original focus to new and dis-
turbing objectives of proportionality in representation.

In summary, the subcommittee believes that section 5 of the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 has undergone a significant judicial evolution. The
original purpose was to provide racial minorities with access to the
ballot. In the intervening years the focus has changed to the entire
electoral process. As Professor Prier testified:

In more recent years ... emphasis has shifted from the
issue of equal access to the ballot for racial minorities to the
issue of equal results. The issue is no longer typically con-
ceived of in terms of "the right to vote, but n terms of
"the right to an effective vote"; no longer in terms of "disfran-
chisement" but in terms of "dilution." The old assumption
that equal access to the ballot would ineluctably lead to
political power for minorities has given way to the proposi-
tion that the political process must produce something more
than equal access. The new demand is that the political
process, regardless of equal access, must be made to yield
equal results."

The proposal to change section 2 seeks to begin this same process
for that section. Indeed, proponents of the House amendment rarely
speak of "the right to vote" any more. Instead, such phrases as "equal
political participation," "equal opportunity in the political process,""the fair right to vote," and "meaningful participation" are used?
This subcommittee views with concern any proposal to institute such
a new focus in section 2 and to bring to this section concepts of pro.
portional representation that have been developed in other sections
on limited constitutional grounds.

V. AcION nT HousE OF REPWmtrrrAT VS

During the Senate hearings, great emphasis has been placed on the
substantial vote in the House of Representatives in support of final
passage of H.R. 3112, the House-version of the Voting Rights Act
extension. As Senator Metzenbaum remarked on the opening day of
hearings:

I have difficulty understanding why the Administration is
not on the side of the overwhelming majority of the House ...

40d. at eO-6i. Justice Stewart noted: ,it ti apparent that the language of 12 no morethan elaborate upon that of the rifteenth Amenment and the sparse legislative history
ae ertat twas ntndo hav n eff."7e no dlftt from that of te FiftetA endmmntseLf." There was no apparent disagreement twithtthi finding from any othe

mebro h ourta
' senate Hearings, Januar.y 28, 1982. Edward Erler, Profer, NainlHmneCent The hearings were unpublishea at the time of this report and available only intranscript form.

LAW; lanuary 28.1 182, aghlin MczDonald Director.°Southern Regional omie., AmericanCivil iberties Union. See also H.R. Rep. No. 97-227, 81 (1951).
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Final passage in the House of Representatives of H.R. 3112 wasachieved on October 5, 1981 by a vote of 389-24 with substantial ma-jorities of both parties in support of such passage.It is only because of the continued emphasis upon the House actionthat this subcommittee believes that brief mention ought to be mudsof the circumstances of such action. While such scrutiny may not bea common part of Senate consideration, neither is the recurrent argu-ment that the magnitude of the House vote somehow casts doubt upon
the merits of the arguments of Senators who are in opposition to theHouse position.

H.R. 3112, as approved by the House of Representatives, would
amend section 2 of the Voting Rights Act to establish a "results" test
for identifying voting discrimination in place of the present "intent"
standard. In addition, it would make permanent the pre-clearance pro-visions of section 5 for those jurisdictions subject to coverage under
the coverage formula in section 4. It would, however, create a new and
complex bail-out procedure for such jurisdictions which would becomeeffective in 1984.

What this subcommittee finds particularly noteworthy in the legis-lative history of H.R. 3112 in the House is the virtually total lack ofopportunity for individuals opposed to these changes in the law totestify before the House Judiciary Committee. On an issue of themagnitude of the Voting Rights Act, with the highly controversialchanges proposed by the House measure, it is remarkable that so littleopportunity to participate was afforded those individuals who ques-tioned the House amendments.
During the 18 days of hearings that took place in the House on theextension of the Voting Rights Act, the Judiciary Committee heard166 witnesses testify on this issue. Of these, only 13 expressed anyreservations about the House measure and some of these were of arelatively trivial nature. It is the view of this subcommittee thatsuch a gross imbalance on a measure of this importance cannot be at-tributed solely to an inability to identify individuals who possessedconcerns about the House bill. There has been no shortage of interestedindividuals who have testified from this perspective during the Senatehearings.
Of the small handful of witnesses who did testify in the Housewith reservations about H.R. 8112, it is interesting to note the remarksof Mr. Colom, a black attorney from Mississippi. In response to aquestion from Representative Hyde asking whether or not he hadbeen subject to pressure not to testify, he observed:

It stopped being pressure and started being intimidationat some point. Apparently someone called most of my col-leagues in Mississippi and I found my friends, my blackfriends in the Republican Party, calling me up asking if Iwas coming up here to testify against the Voting Rights Act... my father who's co-chairman of the Democratic Party
in one county said that he had never heard such vicious things
about his son. aa

* Hearing on Extension of the v oting Rights Act by adthe wouse Judiciary Subcommit-tee on Constitutional and Civll Rl is (Hereinafter "House Hearins",Jn2,19,Wilbur Colon, Esq., Part III, at 2107-0,. g',Jn 91

|
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Why in view of the fact that all of the civil rights groupsnow are on the side of the 389 members of the htgou2 p
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Similar allegations have been made about other potential witnesses
who might have opposed the House bill.".

What is perhaps most remarkable about the House legislative proc.
ess on H.R. 8112 is that not one of the 156 witnesses who testified ex-
pressed any substantial difficulties with the proposed amendment to
section 2 of the Voting Rights Act. Indeed, but a single day of the 18
days of hearings was even devoted to this issue with al three witnesses
testifying on that date indicating full support for the proposed
amendment " Given 1) the attention devoted to this issue during
the Senate hearings; (2) the agreement by both sides of the impor-
tance of the issue; " (8) the primary concern for this issue by the ad-
ministration; and (4) the obvious importance of the section 2 change
for civil rights law generally, it is surprising that the House amen.
meant to section 2 could have been given such slight attention during
18 days of House hearings.

Serious concern about the character of House debate was later ex-
pressed before the subcommittee by members of the House itself. As
Representative Butler observed in testimony before the subcommittee:

The most significant change approved by the House [sec-
tion 2] went through largely unnoticed . .. while the impor-
tance and potential impact of this basic change cannot be
underestimated, the failure of the House to consider it care-
fully cannot be overstated."

As Representative Hyde, a leading proponent of extension of the
Voting Rights Act, also observed before this subcommittee:

The Voting Rights Act is a very complex piece of legisla-
tion which has been merchandised in extraordinarily complex
terms. By the time it reached the floor, suggestions that alter-
nate views should be considered were quickly met with harsh
charges that any deviation whatsoever from what was pushed
through the full Judiciary Committee merely reflected "code
words for not extending the Act." This intimidating style of
lobbying had the ironic effect, although clearly intended, of
limiting serious debate and creating a wave of apprehension
among those who might have sincerely questioned some of
the bill's language. No one wishes to be the target of racist
characterizations and the final House vote reflected more of
an overwhelming statement of support for the principle rep-
resented by the Act than it did concurrence with each and
every sentence or concept it contains."

Given the environment of the House consideration of H.R. 8112,
this subcommittee is not persuaded that special deference ought to be
accorded the outcome of that consideration. This subcommittee has
endeavored to provide a fair opportunity for all responsible views to
be heard. It is the obligation of the United States Senate, the "world's

ae< e, e.g. 'Senate Hearin, Janne y 28, 1982 U.S. Representative Henry Hyde;" Boozel.
"oting Itjits Hardball" il St. Journal, I areh 19. 1952; Brmelow, "Uneivil Act'
Barronse, January 25, 1982.

"House Hearings, June 24. 1981. Testifying in sgaprt of the amendment to Section 2
were James Biackeher, David Walbert. and Armand Derfoer, Part III at 2029-e5.

" An example of a witness favoring the House amendment, to section 2 who neverthe
less recognized the importance of the proposed change i. vima Martinez, Executive Di-
rector, Aterican.Amnerican Legal Defense end Education Fund January 27 1982.

"Senate Hearings, February 1, 1982. U.S. Representative i. Caldweu butler.
0Senate Hearings, January 28, 1982. U.S. Representative Hanry Hyde.
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most deliberative legislative body" to see that a diff
of debate occurs within its own chambers, rent environment

VI. SzeCnroN 2 or -ra ACr

1
Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act is a codification of the FifteenthAmendment and, like that amendment, forbids discrimination With

respect to voting rights. Section 2 states:
No voting qualifications or prerequisites to voting, orstandard practice, or iedure shall posed or appliedby any gtate or political subdivision to deny or abridge theright to vote on account of race or color.

Section 2 is a permanent provision of the Voting Rights Act anddoes not expire ts year, or any year. It applies to both changes invoting laws and procedures, as well as existing laws and procedures,and it appes in both covered jurisdictions and non-covered jurisdic-tions." For the past seventeen years, section 2 has stood as a basic andion-controversial provision to ensure that an discriminatory votinglaw or procedure could be successfully challenged and voided.

A. I rTENT v. nzsUrs

Given the success of the Voting Rights Act and the fact thatsection 2 is a permanent provision of the law, what is the presentcontroversy concerning section 2? The current issue concerning sec-tion 2 is the question of what must be shown in order to establisha violation of the section. In other words, the fundamental issue isthe one of how civil rights violations will be identified. Inherent in thisissue are the very definitions of "civil rights" and "discrimination." 'r

The Supreme Court addressed this critical issue in City of Mobile v.Bolden. In this decision, the Court held that section 2 was intendedto codify the Fifteenth Amendment " and then held that a claim under
the Amendment required proof that the voting law or procedure inquestion must have been established or maintained To because of adiscriminatory intent or purpose. As the Court observed:

While other of the Court's Fifteenth Amendment decisions
have dealt with different issues, none has questioned thenecessity of showing purposeful discrimination in order to
show a Fifteenth Amendment violation.i

It follows then that proof of a claim under section 2 entails therequirement of showing discriminatory intent or purpose.

oIn covered jurisdictions under section 5. It is necessary to preear only changes tovoting qualifications, prerpetstes to voting, or standards, p ractices, or poedures withrespect to voting different airo those in efect in the juri'dictions on the dates In whichthe trigger formulae were applicable.'atiwic
a On the centrality of intent analysis to civil rights law generally, see Senate Hearing,February 2. 1982, Michael Levin, Professor, City College of New York.s440 U.S. 55 (1980).

"There was no disagreement on this point among the Justces. In addition, the CarterAdministration justice Department, in filing its brief for appellee in Mob ie, described Sec-tion 2 as a "reartculation of the Fifteenth Amendment. Brief of the United States asAmieus Curtls at 84, pity of Mobile v. Bolde, 448 U.S. 55 (1980).
"Much of the confusion regarding the intent controversy has, in part, been due to thefailure by some 'to acknowled~s that a discriminatory purpose, msy also be proven by a

showing that a law hae been 'maintained" or "operated" or such a purpose not simply
that it was originally enacted for this purpose. See, e.g., Whitcomb r. Chavie, 103 U.S. 124
149 (1979) ;'white v. Regeater, 412 U.S. 755. 780 (1978).

n 4 U.S. at 8s.
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The Court's equation of section 2 with the Fifteenth Amendment
was based on a review and analysis of legislative history;

Section 2 was an uncontroversial provision in the Voting
Rights Act whose other provisions engendered protracted
dispute. The House reprt on the bill simply recited that
section 2 "grants a right to be free from enactment or en-
forcement of voting qualifications or practices which deny or
abridge the right to vote on account of race or color." H.R.
Report No. 89-489 at 23 (1965) - S. Report No. 89-162, part 3,
at 19-20 (1965). The view that this section simply restated the
prohibitions already contained in the Fifteenth Amendment
was ex ressed without contradiction during the Senate hear-
ings.Senator Dirksen indicated at one point that all States
whether or not covered by the preclearance provisions o?
section 5 of the proposed legislation were prohibited from
discriminating against Negro voters by section 2 which he
termed "almost a re hrasing of the Fifteenth Amendment."
Attorney General Ratzenbach agreed. Senate Hearings, part
1, at 208 (1965)."-

Until the present debate, there has been virtually no disagree-
ment with the proposition that section 2 has always been intended to
codify the Fifteenth Amendment.

Controversy concerning the Mobis decision, and the intent test
required under Mobile, stems from the contentions that the decision
was contrary to the original intention of Congress," contrary to prior
law," and establishes a test for identifying discrimination which is
difficult, if not impossible, to satisfy." Since these arguments serve
as the foundation for the case that Mobile ought to be overturned, they
merit careful consideration.

Congresionantl wet
The first arg ent raised by proponents of a results test in section

2 in place of the existing intent test, is that such a test would be more
consistent with the original intention of the Voting Rights Act. 0 This
subcommittee strongly rejects this contention and believes that the
Supreme Court properly interpreted the original intent of Congress
with respect to section 2. The subcommittee notes, for example, that
Congress chose specifically to use the concept of a results or effects
test in other parts of the Act. In sections 4 and 5 of the Act, Congress
established an explicit although highly limited use of this test. The
fact that such language was omitted from section 2 is conspicuous and
telling. If Congress had intended to use a results-or effects test in
section 2, they had already demonstrated that they were quite ca-
able of drafting such a provision. Congress chose pointedly not to
o this.
II Id. At SL
" See e~g., Senate Hearings. February 4. 1882 U.S B epresetatlvs James Sensenbreoner;

February 11 1982 Frank Parker, Director, voting Rights Protect, Iawyers Committee
for Civi PU to Under Law.

^ see e.g., Senate Hearings, February 1. 1982. David Walbert, attorney and former Pro.feesor, Emory University school of Law; February 25, 1982, Archibad Cox, Professor,Harvard University Law school representing Common Cause.
"see eg. Senate Hearings antry 281982. Laughlin McDonald Director, Southern

Jegionsa Offce. American, Civil Lihertiee 'Union; february 4. 1982, 'U.S. BeprsentatIve
James sensenbrenner.

"See S na te Hearings, February 1 1982, Steven Snitta, Executive Director, South-
erm BekaoSi BU=Cot, uunv DrcirLdub
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The unusual standard in sections 4 and 5 was a clear function ofthe extraordinary objectives of those sections." In those provision,Congress was addressing selected regions of the county with respectto which there had been identified histories of discrimination andhistories of efforts to circumvent Federal anti-discrimination initia-tives. It was only as a result of these findings that Congress was evenconstitutionally empowered to enact these sections." Specifically, itwas a function of the fact that the provisions in sections 4 and l weredesigned to be remedial and temporary in nature that the Court sus-tained their constitutional validity."e
Great emphasis has been placed upon a single remark of AttorneyGeneral Katzenbach during the course of Senate hearings to evidencethat an effects test was originally intended by Congress in section 2.The Attorney General, according to the argument made clear that asection 2 violation could be established "if [an action's] purpose oreffect" was to deny or abridge the right to vote." Quite apart from thefact that a single chance remark by an individual does not constitute aconclusive legislative history, the Katzenbach statement can be usedwith equal strength by proponents of maintaining the present intenttest. In response to a question by Senator Fong abut whether or not

restricted registration hours by a jurisdiction would be the kind of"procedure" encompassed by section 2 that would permit a suit, the
Attorney General responded, I would suppose that you could if it
had tmat purpose."' He subsequently proceeded to make another
statement alluding to both purpose and effect in a context suggesting
confusion bet een section 2 and section 5. The Attorney Generals
statement is a wholly isolated remark in the midst of thousands ofpaes v of hearings and floor debate; to the extent that it is treated asish e of the issue, it can equally be relied upon by either side."esubcommittee considers the fact that Congress chsnotouilize language in section 2 that it expressly used n seions 4 an i e,"effects) to be far more persuasive of original congressional intent,as well as the fact that the concept of an effects standard was discussed
thoroughly in the context of sections 4 and 5 but not at all in thecontext of section 2.

"South Corolna V. Kotsbeoch, 88 U.s. 80 19). The Court oted at 384 Thesuet'hspends new votin reta"a en scrun y federal authorities tat dterme
"axercni e c n p$# "= oeas Suth 'Carolia " t*ni,7b the Cour

has recognized that exeepttonai conditono can ustfy legiaslautve measures not otherwiseappropriate."
whchetsupa not 7n't See aoi, o Rbad v. Untred Store. 446 U.S. 158 (19801 inwhith it a agannoted "tha Congre had the authority tor eate state a endlocal'ruing through the provisions ot the voting Bight Act" 170-le ad that the 1975extenion. "was pinly a cottt.onal method of enforcing the riiteenth Amendment,"I. at 182

*senat. Hearings. February 129 182 dscusslon between U.S. Senator Charles Mathiasand Drew Days. ProfesorH Yale School of Law. regarding Attorney General Katzenbech's
testmon inte 19hearins aot DeB or a tent of the voting Rights Act.ta185 Senate hearings 2 aeB. iatrenbach, Attorney General of the UnitedStates, March 25, 1985, at 191-2.

Katieanbach agreed with Seator Dlrksen In hissseessmentof Secton 2 as al ost a relphrasing of the 15th Amendment." It Is also worth noting that Katzenbach was discussingthe Act in terms of Its original objlectives-equal access to registration ad theustingThe ndicial evolution that later occurred. see supra Section ll clearly trannsfrmed theAnt nto one focused upon the electoral process itself. Katoenbach did not allude to tuheissues as annexations, election systems, distracting and apportionment issues and the likeHe could not have foreseen the marked metamorphosis of the Voting rights At in his 1985testimony.
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Prior lao
In response to the second argument of proponents of the results test

that Mobile effected a significant change in prior law, the subcommit-
tee would note again the remarks of the Supreme Court in Mobile:

[None of the Court's Fifteen Amendment decisions] has
questioned the necessity of showing purposeful discrimination
in order to show a Fifteenth Amendment violations

There is absolutely no Court decision that results proponents can
point to that holds that proof of discriminatory purpose or intent is
not required either in establishing a Fifteenth Amendment violation
or a section 2 violation.

In this regard, proponents rely almost exclusively on a 1973 Su-
preme Court decision, White v. Regeeter." In that case, the Court up-held a challenge to an at-large voting system for members of the Texas
House of Representatives in several Texas counties.

White is a rather tenuous foundation for the far-reaching changespresently being proposed in section 2 for a number of reasons: First,White was neither a Fifteenth Amendment nor a section 2 case; it wasa Fourteenth Amendment case. It is strange that proponents shouldrely upon it to suggest that the Mobile interpretation of the FifteenthAmendment was mistaken. Second, if that is not enough to discreditthe authority of White with respect to the Mobile issue, it should benoted that nowhere in White did the Court even use the term "results".If that is the case, it is difficult to understand how the term "results"in section 2 is expected to triggr the application of the White case.Third, even as a Fourteenth Amendment decision, the White caseinvolved a requirement of intentional or purposeful discrimination.As the Court in Mobile observed about the argument that White
represented a different test for discrimination:

[In White], the Court relied upon evidence in the recordthat included a long history of official discrimination againstminorities as well as indifference to their needs and interests
on the part of white election officials . . . White v. Reeater isthus consistent with the basic equal protection principle thatthe invidious quality of a law claimed to be racially discim-

p ory must ultimately be traced to a racially discriminatory

Finally, and perhaps even more compelling is that Justice Whitewho dissented in Mobile and who wrote the White opinion agreed thatit was consistent with the intent or purpose requirement. Justice Whitedie with the Court's opinion because he believed that the plain-tiffs had satisfied the intent or purpose standard in Mobile, not becausehe disagreed with the standard itself. He observed in dissent:
""4p7B. at 6e.

755 (1978).use U.S. at 69. see also Rove. v. srer*, b
4 

FSup- 704 (.D. Ter. 1972) which dis-Cuat sefoe eth the ting it hakre u1 Oin as and sexar counties (Texas)that was before the Court in WJise v. Repe. ter. Graves was armed by the Supreme Courtin White v. Repeater. There can be little doubt thatte was frdthe supreme cour~urpose at work in these counties oth alofthee wistrc soubsfnis dcinarovfttioinie~~rat on't*ttnothe ba of the ppistriet Cunt's nij nnthe ae otin trent tetd aney ad the po5tical droces nea~m lae& hit, te Courtipoilnted out at 754iteat multmme .. 75(17 d cide 
~eal

thei voting Utrength invdiius ml inphoela .c ut of th political processpoema an
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The Court's decision cannot be understood to flow ftu ec nituse in rbiahm ton v. Davis that the t Equal Protection Clauise orinlyrpto seuEven though Mobile's Negyrosefmuit diimnaion ro-
vote without hindrance, community may register and
City Commissioners ma violate t e e ection of
teenth Amendments if it is used Purposefull to excludeNegroes from the political proc pu eseu belde
the findings of the DistricCourt am ease believe that
of purposeful discrimination in violation of the Fourteenthand Fi often endments, I respectfully dissent

A am, it is important to emphasize that even in dissent, JusticeW ite, the author of the White opinion, ateve m the uticethe case was consistent with the intenton rewith the Court quireme. t
The subcommittee would add that, if the results test is nothingmore than the standard set down by t1 Court in White vi Reoeater,it is unclear why it is necessary to change he present law since Mobiledid not overrule White or any earlier Court decision. If the resultstest is consistent with White, then it should continue to be consistenteven after Mobile. Both White and Mobile are in effect today.If, despite all, proponents of the t e r isteiect oaythat Mobile altered the White law results et persist in their viewcumbent upon them to demonstrate wt at the very least, it is in-It is not enough to suggest that we o t precisely the White law walaw that was interpreted by a clear ught to rely for guidance upon antay mainerpted maer majority of the Court in a totallycontrary manner to the manner in which results proponents would

like to interpret it. Until such proponents can explain the results test,this subcommittee can conclude nothing else than that adoption of thetest will lead into totally uncharted judicial waters.
The history of Supreme Court decisions is totally consistent on thefoundational requirement that constitutional civil rights violations

require proof of discriminatory intent or purpose. However, the Courthas sometimes been less than explicit on this point only because it wasnot until the growth of "affirmative action" concepts of civil rights inthe late 1960's and early 1970's that anyone believed that "disgrihina-
tion" meant anything other than wrongful treatment of an individual
because of race or color. It has only been with the development of "af-firmative action" that anyone has relied upon statistical and results-oriented evidence to conelusively satisfy constitutional and statutory
civil rights provisions. In any event there is absolutely no Court de-cision before or after Mobile in which anything less than purpose hasbeen required to establish a violation of section 2, the FifteenthAmendment, or any other Reconstruction ame hdmente F

t f5act 94, th-8 eti what e~ diretIng The rimary difference between Justicen White's finding and tht of Juai ndisc the fact that Justice white uthat
not.They did of di nsagree nn thc ofdsrm try purose, w ieJusire ¢ t. .. ,..,
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Intent standard
The final criticism of the Mobile decision is that it establishes a

requirement for identifying discrimination that is "impossible" or
"extremely difficult" to satisfy." This criticism greatly overstates the
degree of difficulty of this test as well as the uniqueness of the test.

First, the subcommittee would observe that the intent or purse
standard has never proven "impossible" in a variety of other ITha1
contexts. In the criminal law for example, not only is there normally
an intent requirement but suci a state of mind must be proven "beyond
a reasonable doubt". In the context of civil rights violations it is only
necessary that an inference of intent be raised "by a preponderance of
the evidence", a vastly less stringent requirement.

In addition, the intent standard has traditionally been the stand-
ard for evidencing discrimination not only in the context of the Fif-
teenth Amendment, but also in the context of the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Thirteenth Amendment,
and school busin cases. In Washington v. Davis, for example the
Supreme Court observed (in an opinion written by Justice White):

The central purpose of the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment is the prevention of official conduct
discriminating on the basis of race . our cases have not
embraced the proposition that a law or other official act,without regard to whether it reflects a racially discriminatory
purpose, is unconstitutional solely because it has a racially
disproportionate impact. .. a law establishing a racially neu-
tral qualification is not racially discriminatory and does not
deny equal protection of the laws simply because a greater
proportion of Negroes fail to qualify than members of other
racial or ethnic groups."

In a subsequent decision, the Court reaffirmed this standard (astandard which has never been contradicted in an decision of the
Court under the civil rights amendments to the Zonstitution). In
Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Authority, it observed:

Proof of racially discriminatory intent is required to show
a violation of the Pqual Protection Clause .. . the holding inDavia reaffirmed a principle well established in a variety ofcontexts e.g. Keyes v. School District No. 1 418 U.S. 189, 208schools) Wright v. Rockefeller 376 U.S. 52, 56-7 (election
.stricting) ; A ns v. Texas 825 U.S. 398, 403-04 (jury selec-

tion).... The finding that a decision carried a discriminatoryultimate effect" is without independent constitutional sig-nificance.e*
"s.e eupra note 75.
M*428 U.s. 228, 289. 245 (1976). A footnote In Washsingtons disapproving several lowercourt decisIons did not Include any voting cases. Id. at note 12. The requirement of dlscrm-nator Dmurploee far antedated Waeshington v. Dans, however. See, eig., Flck Wo V. Hopins,118 I..866(1886) ("~Thoufniete w telfb f on its faeadIm-lli appearanceyet l It s. applied and admiitered b public authorit with an evaeae rnd an unequalso at practically to make ons and Illegal Tiscrimination between persons insimilircumsc... the denl of equal Justice Is still within the prohibition ofthe ConstitutIon.") ; nowdien V, Hughtes 821 73.8.1, 8 (1944) ("The unlawful administra-tios by etate omcers of a state Statute fair on Its face resulting in its uce"ual appucst'on tothose who are entitled to be treated alike Is not a denial of equal protection unless there teshown to be present in it an ^lement of intentional 0- purposefsul discrimtnatiors') Therequirement of Intent or purpose as a fundamental element of civil rights law Is as oldas the development of such law. Itself.

28rlae92, 265, 271f (i97171. See also .Vessphla V. Greess, 451 US. 10 (interpreting 4 sod o Ttl42, a codliation orthe Thlrieenth Amendment, to require purposeful dlscriminaton.)

e
f
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Still more recently, the Court agan reviewed the meaning and pur-poses of the Fourteenth Amendment and the Equal Pr-teclon Clausein Personnel A dministrator of Mas an t .v eelean In that de-cision, the Court stated:

Even if a neutral law has a disprofect upon a racial minority it is unconstitutional under theEqual Protection Clause only if that impact can be traced to adiscriminatory purpose. ., the settled rule is that the Four-teenth Amendment requires equal laws not equal results . -The Court has also stated expressly that the intent standard is theappropriate standard for identifying discrimination in the area ofschool segregation. In Keyes v. fSCymg distri No n1, the Court notedDe jure segregation requires a current condition of segrega-tion resulting from intentional State actiond, th oferega-tiating factor between de jure and so-cald de segrega-tion .. is purpose or intent to discrimination.*3 erega-
In addition to the fact that intent or purpose is not an extraordinarytest for discrimination, and the fact that it is proven every dayofweek in thousands of courtrooms around the country o f thenal and civil litigation, it must also be observed thatit has imt

proven an "impossible" test in the context of several major votingrights decisions that have been handed down under section 2 and the
Fifteenth Amendment since the Mobile decision. In the recent cases of
McMiiafn v. Escambia Countys" and Lodge v. Buxton the Fifth
Circuit found no insurmountable difficulties in identifying i
discrimination under the intent standard. g

In short, there is absolutely no need whatsoever under the intent
test to find a "smoking "of evidence or to "mind read" or todiscern the intentions of "og-dead legislators",". as is often alleged.
It is this misunderstanding of the intent standard that is undoubt-

"442 U.. 280 (1979).
e442 U.S. at 272 273 The Feene ease Is also important In e i upon the Ideaof "discriminatory purpose." t "'t *e'ereadoratin pnh

Dliescrwuf*ee"" rpod Imples or e rvd:n In nt a v or intent as aware.
particular course of action at least In art "because of" not merey"I-ni f "i. sadverse cmnseuences upon an Identifiable ruse lo442 1L5U~. at 2,8,nt2anwhc Cthe Court ejects the notion of intent

or purpose b ain tnoneymo2 s.o the notion o tof the disparate impactof aen action, wt ileatth same time recogati this factor as aim te ed are imae
have a relevant bearingtt. Ige: senate earin, ebruarr ,*12, a

Senator earngy Cebruagy of oeewenYork.,,Sea 8 .2a-12a's. toh 1881)
689 F.-d 138 5th CIr.19 ).

o , hl e c o u r t s h a e r a rh se d h e p o in t t h a t t h r o u g h o u t o u r a l h i a
ort rs a era r o exam the motives of legislator, a they do

tot emphasis Is that trough e story the courts h kIon theo a sta do identity dscrmiation There are few. If any. cases prior to
isesillioss V. Ldg2g loot, 864 U.S. 889 (1960) In whirh the Supreme coort struck down astatute which %,.a no. delcr~mlna~ory on it ae t was in Osmlto and In dictum InLs18tercouty V NothaptonCoutycoad 

o Electios, 36 U.S. 48 (199) that the
Court first begato suggest that a statute hol e struck down because of discriminatory
otenr even though there was no discrimination on the face of a statute. See also Paler v.
rhoespaon. 403 U.S. 217 (1971). This, then. represented a elgnlfiranst advance for civiltgbpanif.Practices that had earlier been beyond attack because _courts could notvotive couldlbs demonstrated. Proponents of the effects test now want to take this developmetI' one re,- further. They want co strike down statutes that are not discriminatory onthir face even where no Intent to discriminate has heen demonstrated. This Is not a rover.eception to that standard wh chlpermits mtive to taint an Otherwise acceptahle practice.
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edl responsible for much of the suggestion that it is an unusually dif-
ficult test.

The subcommittee would like to note, moreover, that it is not per.
suaded that an appropriate standard should be fashioned on the
basis of what best facilitates successful legal actions against states and
municipalities. If that is the sole (or even the primary) objective of
a legal system, then Congress might want equally to reconsider
expediting criminal prosecutions by eliminating the "beyond a rea.
sonable doubt" requirement in such ceses. In developing an appro-
priate evidentiary and substantive standard, our society has chosen to
consider values such as fairness and due process as well which, not
infrequently, will conflict with the value of maximizing successful
prosecution or litigation rates.

To describe the intent test as one requiring direct evidence of a
"smoking gun" or admissions of racial prejudice and bigotry is to
misconceive the test. In fact, as the Supreme Court observed in Wah.-
ington v. Davit :

Necessarily an invidious discriminatory purpose may often
be inferred from the totality of the relevant facts, including
the fact, if it is true, that the law bears more heavily on one
race than another."7

In ArlingtonHeights,the Court stated:
Determining whether invidious discriminatory purpose

was a motivating factor demands a sensitive inquiry into
such circumstantial and direct evidence of intent as may be
available."

Among the specific factors that may be looked to by the courts in
evidencing discrimination, according to Arlington Heightg, are the
historical background of an action, departures from normal proce-
dural sequence, legislative or administrative history, the disparate
impact of an action upon a minority, and the like." As the Court
noted, these are only a few of the circumstances that could properly
be the subject of an inquiry under the intent test."*.

~426 U.S. 229, 242 (19761.
M429 U.S. 22' 20e (177).
r d. at 268-08.l aeet e.g., Simon, "Raciall Prejudiced Government Action: A Motivation Theo ofthe Conastitnlonas Ban Against Racial Discrimination.- 1 San Diego Law Rev. 1041 (1973)at 1098 where the author discusses additional types of evidence from which the cr-cumstantial inference of institutional motivation may be drawn:

(1) overtly racial rules or regulations that may (a) be eymptomatie of preju-dice, (b) single out a minority racial gro or groups for clear disadvantage, or(c) have neithr of these racial characteristIcs, or share one or the other to sumeincomplete extent: (2) evidence that the action significantly disadvantages a mim.ber or members of a minority racial group relative to others within the relevantponniaton; (8) an explanation of the Purportedl innocent goals of the challengedao that ia sufficently contextually peculiar to warrant disbelief. (4) evidencethat the action's Purportedly innocent goals could have been accomplised by rea-sonably available alternative means rith a sign iicatly less racially diepro-portionate effect; (6) Judicial or admin isative decisions that assign race as oneof the grounds of dcison; (6) an institutional admission, as for example a pream.his of legislation racially neutral on its face that recites a racial purpose or anadmission by counsel representing the Institution that took the challenged notion :(7) evidence of a contextual peculiarity in the process that led to the challengedaction, as. for example, the omission of a required or customary hearing I;(evidence that the epecIic membership Institution has previously been found to haveengaged in racially prejudiced actions: (9) evidence of a social-poltical backgroundor context suggestive of racial prejudice: (101 evidence of the dnta and argumentswhether by outsiders or members, presented to the institution during the infor-mation-gathering and deliberative processes that led to the action.La . o eraly Ely. "Legislative and Administrative Motivation In constitutonala5 (197t1u nrest. "In Defense of the AntD gec-lmination Princlp le". 90 Harvard Law Rtev. 1 (1976) : Goodman. "De Facto School Desegregation: A Con-sttotlonal and Empirical Analysis', 60 California Law Rev. 275 (1972).

In short, it is expected that i body will weigh the "totalityof circumstances," whatever iciealbd ilwihte"oaiwhether or not a n infer suce circumstances may be, in evaluating
raiedthe sra infnieence of purposeful discrimination has been
ue bThe c infinite array of circumstantial evidence commonlyused tionshe courts to identify criminal violations, in the absence ofo ions oalso always been available to prove civil rights

Professor Younger, one of the Nation's foremost authorities on thelaw of evidence, testified before this subcommittee and concluded:Opposition to the intent test has been practical. To enactit, the argument goes, is to make it difficult or even impossible
to prove a violation. A practical objection to be sure but onewhich suggests to me that its makers lack practical expeence.in the conduct of litiation. Spend a few hours in anycriminal court in the land What is the stuff on trial? Al.most always, a question of intent.. n In nearly all criminal
litigation and in much civil litigation, a party must prove theother party's intent. So far as I know, except for the matterbefore this subcommittee, there has been no serious conten-tion that it is an unduly difficult or impossible thing to do.On the contrary, the courts have worked up several rules toguide juries in ferreting out intent. Intent may be inferredrom what X said for example but what X said does notconclude the inquiry: a jury may find that X's intention wasthe opposite of what was said. Or X's intent may be inferredfrom all the circumstances of his behaviour... Nowhere doesthe law of evidence require a "smoking gun" in the form of
someones express acknowledgement of the offending intent:
and nowhere has the administration of justice been impeded
by the nearly universal absence of such a smoking gun . . .
Lawyers an& judges are familiar with the intent test andjuries have no particular trouble applying it.so2

The subcommittee concludes that proving intent is not >easy"--
it should not be easy for a Federal court judge to make findingsthat will result in the dismantlement of a structure of municipal self.government-but neither is it so difficult that it poses an insurmount.
able standard in section 2 cases. It is a standard that the Nation hasalways lived with in the area of civil rights, as well as other areas ofthe law, and it has often been satisfied in litigation. Most importantly,
it is the fight standard in the sense that neither an individual nor acommunity ought to be in violation of civil rights statutes, and oughtnot be considered guilty of discrimination, in the absence of intent or

rat See. eg., Appellant's Reply Brief. Frank R_ Parker. Lawyers' Committee for CivilRights Under Law. Kintsey v. City o) Jackson. No. 81-4058 (5th cir. 1981)~ at 10:The absence of a -smoking gun' in the 1908 legislative history doe n)t, contrary todefendants' argument, negate the evidence of discriminatory purpose . . and thuscircumstantial evidence is highly probative.Moreover, the brief cited as evidence of discriminatory purpose-
p (a) tha atenspreeption tha bcksedehe a nolit'ai threat throughout thisperiod: t(hIthat atlarge votingtwas viewedwby at least onetlegislative leader whosupported this legislation as a purposeful device to prevent black political earticpation: (ci the inevitable and foreseeal-le consequences of thib leaiation was to excludeblack representasion: (dl in fact. It he had this effect in Jackson: and (t remarksby single legislators which. together with other sminportve evidence of discriminatory

Intent. "have provided a arm basis for findings of invidious purpose In cases within
this Crn i rnt."tf Senate Hearines. February 25. 1982. Irving Younger, Williams and Connolly. FormerProfessor. Cornell University School of Law.

i
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purpose to discriminate. To speak of "discrimination", in any other
terms-to treat it as equivalent to a showing of disparate impact-
is to transform the meaning of the concept beyond all recognition and
to embark upon a course of conduct with consequences that may be at
substantial variance with the traditional purposes of the Voting
Rights Act and of the Constitution itself.
Rule of lain

The subcommittee also believes that maintenance of the present
intent test is critical if the law in section 2 is to provide any meaning-
ful guidance to states and municipalities in the conduct of their affairs.
As subcommittee Chairman Hatch remarked during the hearings:

The more I think about it the more convinced that I am
that the real distinction between the intent standard and the
results standard is even greater than the issue of proportional
representation. The real issue is whether or not we are going
to define civil rights in this country by a clear, determinable
standard-through the rule of law, as it were-or by a stand-
ard that literally no one can articulate.1t'

The fundamental observation is that the results test has absolutely
no coherent or understandable meaning beyond the simple notion of
proportional representation by race, however vehemently its propo-
nents deny this. Ultimately, the results test brings to the law either
an inflexible standard of proportional representation or, in the
words of Benjamin Hooks of the NAACP (in describing discrimina-
tion under the results test):

Like the Supreme Court Justice said about pornography, "I
may not be able to define it but I know it when I see it." ose

In the final analysis, that is precisely what discrimination boils
down to under the results test because there is no ultimate standardfor identifying discrimination, short of proportional representation.

Under the intent test, for example, judges or juries evaluate the to-
tality of circumstances on the basis of whether or not such circum-
stances raise an inference of intent to discriminate. In other words,once they have been exposed to the full array of relevant evidence re-lating to an allegedly discriminatory action, the ultimate or threshold
question is, "Does this evidence add up to an inference of intent to dis-criminate B" That is the standard by which evidence is evaluated in or-der to determine whether or not such evidence rises to a level sufficient
to establish a violation.

Under the results test, however, there is no comparable question.
Once the evidence is before the court-whether it be the totality of thecircumstances or any other defined class of evidence-there is no logi-cal threshold question by which the court can assess such evidence,short of whether or not there is proportional representation for minor-ities. As Professor Blumstein observed on this matter:

The thing you must do under the intent standard is to drawa bottom line ... Basically, is the rationale ultimately a
sSenate Hearings, JTanuary 28. 19A2. opening statement. T7.5. senator Orrin 0. Hatch'Senate Hearing. January 27. 1982. Benjamin L. Hooks, Executive Director. NationalAssociation for the Advancement of Colored Peopl,is

portnityundr th-e- - -- -- sweuicaceo on a comparisonopportunity underna the tin" ."ean nd the opportunity that wouldder eror moeatraie.ihe alternatives need not be limitedthne irtm. trn' tur, of gerneennotr h1euretizeof

bod", then e iit to vern*ent si tederationof profor-
.renth tortec n oofcnon as the 

model sainat which the crrent system could be acu.ubmitted to thP Subcommittee on the Constitution by Timothy
ri in"ollr said ain 2. t"r*h it.Timotorut Andm oble ra~rind a eting the results test proposed by Justiceith Amendment ad Section 2.ahali's dissentingr opinion would discord these fixed Drincinica (ofjudicial Inventiveness that would go far toward making thi our-... We are not free to do so. 448 coSurt 78
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sham or a pretext or is ita legitimate neutral rationale? Thatis under the intent standard and that is a fact finding decision
in the judge or the jury - . Under the results standard itseems to me that you do not have to draw the bottom line. Youjust have to aggregate out a series of factors and the problemis, once ou have aggre ted out those factors: what do youhave? Where are you? You know, it is the old thing we do inlaw school: you balance and you balance but ultimately howdo you balance? What is the core value? b0l

There is no "core value" under the results test except for the valueof equal electoral results for defined minority groups, or proportionalrepresentation. There is no other ultimate or threshold criterion bywhich a fact-finder can evaluate the evidence before it.While there have been a number of attempts to define such an ulti-mate, evaluative standard, more probing inquiry into the meaning ofthese standards during subcommittee hearings invariably degeneratedinto either increasing explicit references to the numerical and sta-tistidal comparisons tat are the tools of proportional representation!
quota analysis or else the wholly uninstructive statements of the sort
that you know discrimination when you see it." e

The implications of this are not merely academic. In the absenceof such standards, the results test affords virtually no guidance what-soever to communities in evaluating the le alit and constitutionality
of their governmental arrangements (if they lack proportional rep-
resentation) and it affords no guidance to courts in deciding suits(if there is a lack of proportional representation) it?7Given the lack of proportional representation, as well as the exist-ence of a single one of the countless "objective factors of discri mina-tion," the subcommittee believes not only that a prima face ase ofdiscrimination would be established under the results test but that anirrebuttable case would be established. What response could a com-munity that is being sued raise to overcome this evidence? Neither thefact that there was an absence of discriminatory purpose nor the factthat there were legitimate, non-discriminatory reasons for particular

'senate Hearings, February i2. 182, James F. Biumstein, Professor. Vanderbilt Uni-verait Schxool of Law. Scin e n ote ic h tojudg t he a ctiole n e mic a rte, er e a s h a t tseata

this standard 5 C.B. 130 (1978i. When existing laws are evaluated howeveras op9oted aolesh to changes in the lawas they would be under the Section 2 results teat. therepossillty of a alnlar standard to that suggested In Beer. In ahort there Isnostabsort of comparing actual repreentatnn rms,4 _,.



governmental structures or institutions, would seem to be satisfactory.
These were certainly not satisfactory to either plaintiffs or the lower
courts in the Mobile case. What other evidence or what other response
would be appropriate to rebut the evidence described here? So long
as there is no standard for evaluating evidence, there can be no
standard for introducing evidence. The standard that would be fash-i
ioned would necessarily be fashioned on a case-by-case basis. By neces-
sity the results test would substitute the arbitrary discretion of judges
in place of the relatively certain rule of law established under the
intent test.

The confusion introduced by the results test is illustrated somewhat
by the near-total disagreement as far as one of the most basic questions
involved in the analysis: Does the "results" test proposed in section 2
mean the same thing as the "effects" test in section 5 ? Despite the
fundamental importance of this matter, there has been disagreement
among witness after witness on this. Representative Sensenbrenner,
one of the architects of the results test in the House, testified before
this subcommittee and stated:

I think that we are splitting hairs in attempting to see a
significant difference in a results test or an effects test.

10e
Mr. Chambers, representing the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, on

the other hand, totally disclaimed this meaning:
Question: What is the relationship between the results test

in section 2 and the effects test in section 5?
Chambers: They are not the same test...
Question: In other words, the experience of the courts with

section 5 would not be relevant in determining how section 2
is likely to be interpreted?

Chambers: That is correct.110

Ms. Martinez representing the Mexican-American Legal Defense
and Education Fund, however, stated:

The continuing vitality of section 2 depends upon an
amendment passed by the House that would permit udicial
findings of section 2 violations upon proof of the dsrim-
inatory effects or results of voting practices."

Professor Cox found himself in disagreement on this point when
he observed:

If you mean the effects test as intepreted by the courts with
regard to section 5, I think that is considerably different
from the results test in section 2.1"'

During the course of both the House and Senate hearings on
the Voting Rights Act, approximately half of the witnesses who dis-
cussed this issue claimed that the results test in section 2 was similar
or identical to the effects test in section 5, and hence that the judicial

w Senate Hearings. February 4, 1982, U.S. Representative James Sensenbrenner.D Senate Hearings, February 12, 1982, Jonus L. Chambers, President, NAACP LegalDefense Fond. Inc.
=Senate Hearings, January 27 1982 vima Martinez, Erecutive Director, MexicanAmerican Lena Defense and Educational F

t
und.vSenate Hearings, February 25. 1982, Archibald Cox, Professor, Harvard Universityschool of Law, representing Common Cause.
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history of interpretation under section 5 was relevant; the o r halargued that it meant something substantially or totally disaster alGiven the inherent uncertainty abo tantialts tot issimlars
it is highly instructive to the subcommittee that so much contplaceconfusion could exist on a question as basic as the relationship ntuithe section 2 results test and the sections effects testIn summary, the subcommittee believes that it would be a gravemistake for Congress to overturn the decision of the Supreme Courtin City of Mobile v. Boldwn. Such an action would effect a major trans-formation in the law of section 2 and would overturn a workable andsettled test for identifying discrimination The results test in section 2would bring to the Voting Rights Act an entirely new concept ofcivil rights that would create confusion in the law and, likely, leavethousands of communities across the country vulnerablely, j alrestructuring, able to judicial

B. PROPORTOAL RrrE5sNTATrON By IACE
Perhaps the most important and disturbing issue brought to theattention of the subcommittee during the hearings was the issueof whether the proposed change in sear2 gs was thwould lead to widespread court-ordered of the Votin ts Act

"rportional representa-tion." Put simply, proportional representation refers to a plan of gov-ernment which adopts the racial or ethnic group as the primary unit ofpolitical representation and apportions seats in electoral bodies unit accord.ing to the comparative numerical strength of these groups." The con-cept of proportional representation has been experimented with oftenaccompanied by substantial social division and turoilin a handfulof nations around the world.1" There seems to be general agreementthat the framers of our Federal Government rejected official recogni-tion of interest groups as a basis for representation and instead chosethe individual d the primary unit of government."e Hence, the sub-committee is deeply concerned with this issue since the proposedchange in section 2 could have the consequence of bringing about a sub-stantial change in the fundamental organization of American politicalsociety.
"'On occasion, there were rndfeecso pno mntestimony before theaHouse andtheSenate See, eg stestlmony othe e eta in theirYale school of Law, Senate Hearings, February 12, 1982: Hofs DrearDnys, Profeor,i91 Henry marsh, mayor, Richmond, Vir,,na, Sa Hearings, Ja' 28House Hearinx&, May'20. 19s1. gna eaeHa nay8 92to wat *-,worth ong that there seems to be at east some semantlal differences astowa proportional renresentatlon" means see. e.g., Senate Hearings, January 27;1982. Benjamin Hooks, Eeentive Director N ("I think there Is a g dierencebetween proportional re'resentatin" sodePrenta hiial," tofeaoale enc
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Results and proportionality/
The analysis of this issue begins with the language of the proposed

change in section 2. Existing section 2 provides that:

No voting qualification or prerequisitive to voting, or
standard, practice, or procedure shall be imposed or applied

by any State or political subdivision to deny or abridge the

right of any citizen of the United States to vote on account
of rac or color or in contravention of the guarantees set forth

in section 4(f) (2).st

The House amendment eliminates the words "to deny or abridge"
and substitutes the words in a manner which results in a denial r

abridgement of." The House Committee report explains that:

H.R. 8112 will amend Section 2 of the Act to make clear
that proof of discriminatory purpose or intent is not required
in cases brought under the provision."

8

Under the current language, as construed by the Supreme Court in
the Mobt2e case, a violation of section 2 requires proof of discrimina-
tory purpose or intent. The House bill changes the gravamen of the
claim to roof of a disparate electoral result. This change in the very
essence of the claim filed under section 2 necessarily changes the re-
medial options of courts upon proof of a section 2 violation. In the
present situation, a court can provide an adequate remedy merely by
declaring the purposefully discriminatory action void since the es-
sence of the statutory claim is a right to freedom from wrongfully
motivated official action. However, under the proposed change in
section 2, the right established is to a particular result and so, inevit-
ably, much more will be required to provide an adequate remedy. The
obligations of judges will require use of their equity powers to struc-
ture electoral systems to provide a result that will be responsive to
the new right.1n' Otherwise, the new right would be without an ef-
fective remedy, a state of affairs which is logically and legally un-
acceptable.

Thus launched in search of a remedy involving results. the subcom-
mittee believes that courts would have to solve the problem of meas-
uring that remedy by distributional concepts of equity which are in-
distinguishable from the concept of proportionality. The numerical
contribution of the group to the age-eligble voter group will almost
certainly dictate an entitlement to office in similar proportion.it* It is
the opinion of the subcommittee that if the substantive nature of a sec-

ulSection 4(f) (2) includes within the category of groups protected under the Voting
Rlgbtos Act "language minority' gronps. Such 'language minorities, are defined to in-
clude American Indians, Aiaskan Natives, Asian Americans, and those of Spanish heritage.
Section 14(c) (2 .m sH.R. Rep.. oc. 97-227 at 29 (1981).'" The significance of this distinction was noted by Mr. Rios who described "tio stages

of iigtation, that is, the proving your case part and then the remedy part" He testifiedfurther that "once the factors delineated in Zimmner and White have been established
then the courts do reqnire that you go to single-member districts but that Is at the
reed eta ." Senate Hearings, February 4, 1882, Rolando Rios, Legal Director, South.
west voter Registration Education Project

F For further discussion of the conept of racial "entitlements", see Senate Hearings,
February 12, 1982. James Blumatelo, Professor, Vanderhilt Universityp school of Law.
Proesaor Bomatein tnstified that the proxsced change in section 2. if iheoretIcally tasedat all implies "an underlying tbe-ry of so're affirmative. race-hosed entitlements." Loter
in his testimony, he characterized this theory as follows: "Basically, it changes the notion
from a fair shake to a fair hbare, a piece of the action, based upon racial entitlements.
and that is what iend objectIonable."

1
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tion 2 claim is changed to proof of a particular electoral result, theobligation of judges to furnish adequate remedies according to basic
principles of equity will lead to widespread establishme t of pro-
portional representation.

Virtuallythe same conclusion was stated by numerous witnesses who
speared fore the subcommittee. Attorney General Smith told the

[Under the new test] any voting law or procedu in thecountry which produces election results thatraildur mfr ro
the population's make-up in a particular community would bevulnerable to legal challenge .. ,if carried to its logicalconclusion, roprtional representation or quotas would bethe end result3 ?

Assistant Attorney General Reynolds testified:
A very real prospect is that this amendment could well leadon to the use of quotas in the electoral re ... We are

deeply concerned that this language will be construed to re-
uire governmental units to present compelling justification
or any voting system which does not lead to proportional
representation p n

Professor Horowitz testified that under the results test:
What the courts are going to have to do is to look at theproportion of minority voters in a given locality and look atthe proportion of minority representatives in a given locality.That is where they will begin their inquiry; that is verylikely where they will end their inquiry, and when they dothat, we will have ethnic or racial proportionality,1s

Professor Bishop has written the subcommittee:
It seems to me that the intent of the amendment is toensure that blacks or members of other minority groups areensured proportional representation If, for example, blacks

are 20 per cent of the population of a state, Hispanics 15per cent, and Indians 2 per cent, then at least 20 per cent ofthe members of the legislature must be black, 15 per centHispanic, and 2 per cent Indian."'
Professor Abraham has stated:

Only those who live in a dream world can fail to perceivethe basic purpose and thrust and inevitable result of the new
section 2: It is to establish a pattern of proportional rep.presentation, now based upon race-but who is to say, sir?-
perhaps at a later moment in time upon gender, or religion,
or nationality, or even age."

A similar conclusion-that the concept of proportional representa-
tion of race is the inevitable result of the change in section 2-was
rSen t earnings, January 27, 1982, Attorney General of the United States williama eaeHearings.ac .18'lSenate Hearings, March 1, 1982, Assistant Attorney General of the United StatesWnIllsm Bradford Rs'ynntds.
=Senate Hearings February 12, 1982, Donald Horowitz, Professor, Duke University

HaLe' from Josp Bishp.a Jr.. Professor. Yale School of Law, to Senator Orrin G.Hth. enhairman. SenFeb udiary suhcommittee on the Constitution. January 21. 198.
gil.For other selected quotes on Setion 2ean proporilnal representation, see Attach-ment B.
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reached by a large number of additional witnesses and observers. (See
Attachment B.)
The disclaimer provision

pro onents of the House change in section 2 have argued that the

amendment would not result in proportional representation, and gen-
erally relied on the "disclaimer' sentence which was added to section
2 as a part of the House bill. 1' Since this is the chief argument con-

trary to the conclusion of the subcommittee, the likely effect of this pro-
vision merits careful attention. Again, the analysis begins with the

language of the provision:
The fact that members of a minority group have not been

elected in numbers equal to the group's proportion of th;

population shall not, rn and of itself, constitute a vioation

of this section. (Emphasis added.)

The House report comments on this change as follows:

The proposed amendment does not create a right of pro-
portional representation. Thus, the fact that members of
a racial or language minority group have not been elected
in numbers equal t.o the group's proportion of the popula-
tion does not, in itself constitute a violation of the section
although such proof, along with the objective factors, would
be highly relevant. Neither does it create a right to pro-
portional representation as a remedy."0t

This report language is frequently cited as explaining the protection
afforded by the disclaimer language of the House amendment."E
Analysis of the House report language shows that it is a misleading
and irrelevant comment on the likely effect of the statutory reference
to proportionality. Moreover, the subcommittee notes that courts
would look first to the language of section 2 itself in resolving con-
cerns about proportional representation and would only consult legis-
lative history if the statutory language were found to be ambiguous.

The House Report reference to no right of proportional represen-
tation" is highly misleading because, as explained above, the change in
section 2 actually creates a new claim to non-disparate election results
among racial groups. t The inevitability of proportional representa-

-S se, et, Senate Hearings. February 25, 1982, Archibald Cox. Professor, iitrvard
University Law school, representing common Cause: February 25, 1982. David Briut,
President, American Bar Association ; February 4. 1982, U.S. Itepresentative James eusen-
brenner.I" H.R. Rlep. No. 97-227 at 80 (1981).

brThe Sureme Court in Mobi e was confronted with a similar disclaimer of proportional
representation by Justice Marshall in his eiesent. In response. the Court observed.

The dissenting opinion seeks to disclaim this description of its theory [results test]
by suggesring that a claim of vote dilution may require. in addition to roof of elec-
toral defeat, some evidence of "historical and social' factors indicating that the group
in question is without political influence ... Putting to the side the evident fact these
gauzy sociological coneiderations have no constitutional basis, it remains far from
certain that they cottid. in any principled manner. exclude the claims of any discrete
political ground that happens for whatever reason to elect fewer of its candidates than
arithmetic indicates it might. Indeed, the nutative limits are bound to prove illusory
if the eznress purpose informing their apnlication would be. as the dissent asumes, to
redress the ineoultable distribution of political influence, 446 U.s. 75, n.22.in As Professor Gross observed:

The Constitution sneaks only of individuals. There are many theories of nolifical
representation ... hnt only nne of these is enated in the Coneiltution. Senate Hear.
ings. January 2A. 19A2. Barry Gross. Professor. City College of New York.

The concept of a "dilute-" vote. a concept mueh admired among pronnnents of the resnltstest. is one that han meaning onlt In the context of interest groups. The Enoa Protection
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment as well as the Fifteenth Amendment extend their
protections expressly to individuals, not to groups.

tion is introduced by the necessity of f a.to respond to the new claim The statement n athe House rem,"Nth er does it create a right to proport a representation as a reo-edy is baically irrelevant to theredictd~ repeeatina arm
proportional representation since there i no ruge consequence ofsequence is prohibited by the disclaimer. In suggestion that this con-portional representation may not be a mdandaor rds, thouh r

this t o ry nothing s ggests that it is a prohibited remedy.The subcommittee believes that the second sentence of the report
sentua n thelevata r ay be an accurate observation, but is es-oirrelevant one. The disclaimer provision will have virtual-no practical significance in preventing the ultimate imposition ofproportional representation. In short, the disclaimer merely adds thenecessity of proving, as an element of the now section 2 claim, one ormore obIective factors of discrimination that purport to explain orilluminate the failure to elect in numbers equal to the group's ortion of the population. The subcommittee finds this addition totally
ilusory as a bar to proportional representation since the courts and
already identied sent in the context of section 5 and elsewhere havealbviainde toavn g mny such factors that one or more would bevi to fully establish a section 2 claim in virtually any politicalAubdivision ptia an identifiable minority group.

A partial list of these objective factors "1* gleaned fromvarious sources, includes (1) some history of discrimination. "1 (2)at-large voting s ems or multi-member districts; na (3) some his-
faiure to vote;" sesin (4) cancellation of registration forFreo(5) residency requirements for voters; ()puas. m the perspective of the proponents of the results teat, an "objective factor ofdiscrimination" is an electoral Practice or te e rtst a rier tominority Participation in the pOitical Proces atr r d eneraijy fcroodecisions of federal couts 5.Teefctr rbrei eetvsbmitted O ho or aitent of Justiceta prer reoefHui Re 1-p-2o a h ,teso D t the ee eins raed oheSe~anStieguenaneou. sources. .e'eoo,

thi, y"n*n.. H.R. Rep. No. 97-227, 7th Con-,lt sess. 8-31 g981 thereafter in
!i~e utiveirectoreNtZt.en e-.earings, January 27. istaEl-- at n
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cial requirements for independent or third-party candidates; as (7)
off-year elections; "' (8) substantial candidate cost requirements; 31%

(9) staggered terms of office; " (10) high economic costs associated
with registration; l" (11) disparity in voter registration by race;'"
(12) history of lack of proportional representation; 2/ (18) disparity
in literacy rates by race; "' (14) evidence of racial bloc voting;'"
(15) history of En lish-only ballots; "1 (16) history of poll taxes; "*
(17) disparity in distribution of services by race; "1 (18) numbered
electoral posts; "s1(19) prohibitionson single-shot voting; "I and (20)
ma ority vote requirements."'

Such "objective factors of discrimination" largely consist of elec-
toral procedures or mechanisms that purportedly pose barriers to full
participation by minorities in the electoral process. Given the exist-
ence of one or more of these factors with the lack of proportional
representation, the new test in section 2 operates on the premise that
the existence of the "objective factor" explains the lack of propor-
tional representation. Thus, in a technical sense, the disclaimer would

' See, e.g.. Allen v. Sate Board of Efcettone, 893 U.s. 544. 570 (1969).fT he Justico Department has objected. for example. to special elections in preclearancesubmissions on six occasions, senate Hearings, March 1. 1982, William Bradford Reynolds(Attachment -2). It mlht similarly e argued that "off-year" elections tend to result indisproportionately low voter torn-out among minorittie.see, e.g., Senate Hearings January 27. 1982. Benjamin L. Hook.; Voter EducationProject Report. "Barriers" at R (March 1981). The Justice Department has objected tofilin fees in Section 5 submissions; e.g. Ocilla, Georgia fling fees for aldermen or mayor10-7-7 ) ' Albany, Georia in * fee (12-7-78 : Senate Hearing., March 1; 1982, williamBradford Reynolds (Attachments D3-1 and D-2).an see, e.g., senate Hearings, January 27. 1982. Benjamin L Hooks. The Jnetice De.partment has objected to staggered terms in Section 5 preclearance submisaions on nnmer-one occasions: e.g., Phenix rity. Alabama (12-12-75) : St. Helena PArish, Louisiana (3-7-72) : Newnan. Georgia (6-10-Y5) ; Reidsviile. North Carolina (8-3-79) : oretna. virginia(9-27-79) Senate Bearings, March 1, 1982, william Bradford Reynolds (Attachments
D3-1 and Dl-2)."5 See, e.g., Senate Hearings, January 27. 1982. Benjamin Hooks-"Whether the pollingplaces are acceesible to the conmunities -here the minorities reside. snd times convenientfor the voters". The Justice Department has objected to polling place changes contairedin Section 5 preclearance submissions: e.g., Sumter County. Alabama (10-17-80); New.port News. Virginia (5-17-74) : New York Cit . New York (9-3-74) : Senate HearingsMarch 1. 1982. william Bradford Reynolds (Attachnments D-1 and 1-2).u".ee. e.g.. Votin Rihs Act of 1905, 14(b), 42 U.S.C I1973b(b). See SoutA Coro-lno v. sot"er.bBch, 888 U.S. 801 (190.)us0 See. e.g., House Report at 80.41: City sf Mobile v. Bolde, 446 U.S. 55 (1980)cityj 01 Romea v. tVisited Staesa 440 17.R. 11R6 (19180).Ui 'ee. e.g., Voting Rights A of 1965, 14(a), 42 U.S.C. I1978b(a); Gaoeon County v.United Staicn, 880 U.S. 285 (1969).0m See, e.g., House Report at 80-81: City of Monle v. Bolden., 446 U.S. 55 (19801 ;City of Rome v. United States. 446 7.S. 158 (1990). Senate Hearings. Jan. 27. 1982,Benjamin L. Hooks: Voter Education Project Report. "Barriers" at 5 (March, 1981)."5 See e.g., voting Rights Act of 1965. 1 208, 42 U.S.C. 1 1978(n) (b (f). The Justice De-nartment has objected to "English-only ballots" in Yuba County (n-21-761 and MontereyCounty, Californla (1-4-77). Senate Hearings, March 1, 1982, William Bradford Reyn-olds (Attachment D-21.
' See, e.g., Voting Rights Act of 1965. I 10, 42 U.S.C. I 1978h." See, e.g.. Cif of Rome v. United States, 446 Tn.5. 156 (1980) : Lodes v. Bufton, 639F.2d 1858 (5th Cir 1981) ; Senate Hearings, Jan. 27. 1992. Benjamin Honks.' See, e.g.. House Report at 80-81. The Justice Department has consistently objectedto "numbered electoral posts" in Section 5 nreelerance submissions: e.g., Birmingham,Alabama (7-9-71): the Rtares of GeorAfa (7- -A1i. ro"ieiena (4-90-78), Missinpi.(9-10-71). North Carolina (9-27-71), South Carolina (6-80-72): and Texas City, Texas(8-10-76). Senate Hearings. March 1. 1982. William Bradford Reynolds (Attachments.Dl-1 and D-2) : Senate Hearings. Jan. 27, 1982. Reniamin Books.US See. e.g.. House Report at 11)-Ri. The .Tustire Department has on amn'sion obf."ted to'single-shot nrohitinns" in Section 5 preclearance submisslons: e.., Talladesa. Alabama(7-81-71) : Sumter Coty. (Ala.) Democratic ExeeUtive Committee (10-29-74). SenateHearings. March 1. 1992. William Bradford Reynolds. (Attachments 1-11: City of Romev. Utad States. 446 U.S. 150. 154 n.19 O19R1 : 7.s. Commission an Civil Rights. "TheVoting Rights Act: Ten Years After" pp. 206-207 (1975) ; Senate Hearings. Jan. 27, 1982.Benisonin Hook~s.

,'mBee. e.g.. Rouse Report at 80-RI. The .Tustice Department has rontinel- objected tomajorityy votA reaoiremente" in Section 1 preclearnre ernhmisslong: e.g.. Pke Cnunty.
(8-11- 5): State of Mlinel ni (1n-11-79); r-rorIle. N.C (4-7-SrO e Pock Hill. ' (12-12-75) : Domes (Tx) Independent Sobool District (S-12-71). Senate Hesrin-e. Me-I 19 2William Bradford Reynolds (Attachments, D-1 and D-2). See Senate Hearings.A~n. 27. 1982. Benjamin Hooks.
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be satisfied. It wold not be the absence of pr rational represents
tion in and of itself thot beul thefastnce ofpd tthe violation but rather the "objective fat the isposite eleentaofthe asenc of - bjecive actor". The e en o
the absence of proportional representation anda bstence of both
ber of "objective facts o action ecauseof "objective factor"would consummate a section 2 violation.Bcueo the limitles numn-beol "besstiallyfeors of discrimination;, the disclaimer provisionsignificant minority nullified. Effectively, any jurisdiction with atignificn runafoty population that lacked proportional renewitation would run afoulof the results test. Identifying a further s a-

he fat of discrimination" would be largely mechancal and
The analysis of the subcommittee of the likely sdisclaimer sentence, in fact, accords it more wei t ificanc of theseveral opponents of the change, who ape beihan suggested by

mittee. Their views are not rejected, but are recn before the subcom-
poistant Support to the conclusion of the subcommittee g im-
Assistant Attorney General Reynolds testified, for example, thatthe disclaimer would only operate to prevent a violation of section 2where an electoral system had, in fact ailed o ev

portional representation and the intended rsultwa to achieve d rosole.y becatiSe the right wnsenoteexerciseminority candidate sought office : This rease'- for example, where none General Reynolds to conclude that r oni led Assistant Attor.Be eerorioa. Utmost situations a failuetfieve proportional representation by ituef would be sufficient oof a section 2 violation: proof
In the archetypal case-whero minoritybaced can-didates unsuccessfully seek office under electoral systems, suchas at-large systems, that haven't been neatly designed toproduce proportional representation-'roporto elec-toral results would lead to invalidation of the system undersection 2, and, in turn, to a Fnea court order restructuringthe challenged government Systemrr i

Professor Younger testified that the disclaimer is likely to be whol-ly ineffective because it is "simply incoherent." 1s lie observed:
If the draftsmen of proposed section 2 wished to see to itthat the racial makeup of an elected body would not be takenas evidence of a violation, they have failed to say so in theirmoving sentence. If enacted, that saving sentene will either

be rewritten by the courts or ignored, in either event dishonor.ing Congress' responsibility to write the Nation's laws.on
Professor Berns testified that the be ignoredand stated: sclaimermightsimply

Whatever Congress' intention in making this disclaimer,the courts are likely to treat it the way they treated a similardisclaimer in the Civil Rights Act of 1964. There Congresssaid specifically that nothing in Title VII of that Act should
14 Bnadr Hearings March 1, 1982, Assistant Attorney General of the United States wii.10 Id.od

Prt r, Cor inge erty 25 8 Irving Younger, williams and Connally, Former
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be interpreted to require employers "to grant preferential

treatment" to any person or group because of race, color, sex,
or national origin, not even to correct "an imbalance which

may exist with respect to the total number of percentage of
persons of any race etc. employed by any employer. Clear

enough one would think, but the Supreme Court paid it no

heed. 'o read this as written, said Justice Brennan in the

Weber case, would bring about an end completely at variance
with the statute, by which he meant the purpose of the Court.

Congress' disclaimer should be taken with a grain of salt. 15'

By whatever theory one prefers, the disclaimer is little more than
a rhetorical smokescreen that poses utterly no barrier to the develop.
meant of proportional representation mandated by the preceding lan-
guage in the new results test.

To summarize once more, the disclaimer provision is meaningless as
a barrier to proportional representation because: (a) it is absolutely
silent in addressing the remedies, as opposed to the substantive viola-
tion, required by the results test; (b) even with respect to the sub.
stantive violation, the language taken at its face value simply requires
the identification of an additional "objective factor of discrimination,"
one or more of which will exist in most jurisdictions throughout the
country; (c) the provision can equally be interpreted to place an ab-
solute obligation upon a jurisdiction to establish governmental struck.
tures consistent with proportional representation, offering protection
to such jurisdictions only to the extent that minority groups them-
selves have been derelict in taking advantage of such a structure as,
for example, when they fail to offer a candidate; (d) the provision
from a purely technical point of view is inherently illogical and inter-
nally inconsistent since by the terms of section 2 only "voting practices
or procedures" can be violations not, by definition, the racial make-up
of an elected body; and (e) the provision, even if it meant what its
proponents argue it means, is uncomfortably close in language to dis.
claimers in earlier legislation that has been effectively ignored by the
courts.

Proportional representation as public policy
The conclusion of the subcommittee that proportional representa-

tion is the inevitable result of the proposed change in section 2, not-
withstanding the disclaimer, leads the inquiry to whether the adop-
tion of such a system would be advisable policy. On this point, the
testimony was virtually unanimous in conclusion: Proportional rep.
presentation is contrary to our political tradition and ought not to be
accepted as a general part of our system of government at any level..'
Professor Berns, for example, indicated that the Framers considered

Sm Bern, "Voteg Rights and Wrongs" Commentarv. March 19R2 at 8d. "Weber- refersto * .e"d ateeirorkers of Ameria v. Weber. 448 U. . 198 (1979). The disclaimer is 1."lusory in y'et other genie tn that It does nothing more than restate what is already pre-ent taw. Whitcomb V. Chavis, 408 U.S. 124. 149. (1971) :White V. Regetter. 412 r!S. 75a.765 (1978) :Ol oft at obite v. Boldena 446 0.8. 55. 66 (1980) : Lodge v. Burton. 59 F. 2d1858. 1862 (5th C1. 1981), stay granted sub nom Rogers Y. Lodge. 489 U.B. 948 (978).
In that sense, it does not address at alt the Impact and Implications of that part of
Section 2 that is being changed-the resnits test. The very fact that Congress will have
changed the standard of Section 2 evidences an obvious Intent on the part of Congress to
chance current lair.

- See e.g.. Senate Hearings. February 4, 1982. Norman Dorsen. Professor. New York
Univeralty School of Law. representing the American Civ-il liberties Union: "I would beagaiet proportional represention. I think that people are entitled to vote 11nder a fair
And eonetltutnal sa-stem and that pronortdonal representation has not been our system.Senate Hearings. February 12, 1982. Julius Chambers. President, NAACP Legal Defense
Fund. Inc.
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the very question the subcommittee has addre andre'e anysystem of representation based on interest groups a test ed
Representative government does not imply t

representation or any version of it that is ikely to enhance
bloc voting by discrete groups. The Framers of the Con-stitution referred to such groups as "factions," and they didtheir best to minimize their influence." . .

Whereas the Anti-Federalists called for small districts andtherefore, many representatives, the Framers called for (andgot) larger districts and fewer representatives. They did soasa means of encompassing within each district ' a greatervariety of parties and interests," thus freeing the elected rep-resentatives from an excessive dependence on the unrefinedand narrow views that are likely to be expressed by particular
groups of their constituents e p

The testimony of Professor Erler sounded the same theme :Nothing could be more alien to the American politicaltradition than the idea of proportional erentation. Pro-portional representation makes it im re for the repre-sentative process to find a common ground that transcendsfactionalized interests. Every modern government based onthe proportional system is highly franented and unstable
The genius of the American system is t at i euires factionsand interests to take an enlarged view of their own welfare, tosee, as it were, their own interests through the filter of thecommon good. In the American system, because of its fluidelectoral alignments, a representative must rep ot flinterests that elect him, but those who vote against ho onlyThat is to say, he must represent the common interest ratherthan any particular or narrow interest. This is the genius of adiverse country whose very electoral institutionsparticu
larly the political party structure--militat against the idea
of proportional representation Proportional representation
brings narrow, particularized interests to the fore and under-mines the necessity of compromise in the interest of the com-mon good lea

The subcommittee adopts these views and believes that propor-tional representation ought to be rejected as undesirable public policytotally apart from the constitutional difficulties that it raises, and theracial consciousness that it fosters. Since it has concluded that theproposed change in section 2 will inevitably lead to the proportionalrepresentation and that the disclaimer language will not prevent thisresult, the subcommittee necessarily and firnly concludes that theHouse amendment to section 2 should be rejectelby this body.

C. RACIAL IMPLICATIONS

In addition to the serious questions inherent in adopting any legisla-tion which recognizes interest groups as a primary unit of political
m pH eayruntg,. Janicaia senate earnings. January 27, 1982. Walter Berne, Resident Scholar, American Enter-

renate Hearings, January 28, 1982. Edward Erler, Professor National Humanities
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representation, it must be taken into account that the particular group
immediately involved is defined solely on racial grounds. The subcom-
mittee believes special caution is appropriate when the enactment of
any race-based classification is contemplated and rigorous analysis of
potential undesirable social consequences must be undertaken.

The first problem encountered is simply one of definition. Legislation
which tends to establish representation based on racial group neces-
sarily poses the question of how persons shall be assigned to or excluded
from that group for political purposes. Recent history in this and other
nations suggests that the resolution of such a question can be demean.
ing and ultimately dehumanizing for those involved. All too often the
task of racial classification in and of itself has resulted in social tur-
moil. At a minimum, the issue of classification would heighten race-
consciousness and contribute to race-polarization. As Professor Van
Alstyne put it, the proposed change in section 2 will inevitably: "com-
pel the worst tendencies toward race-based allegiances and divi-
sions." l" This predicted result is in sharp conflict with the admoni-
tions of the elder Justice Harlan who wrote in Plesy:

There is no caste here. Our Constitution is colorblind, and
neither knows nor tolerates classes among citizens. . . . The
law rewards man as man, and takes no account of his surround-
ings or of his color when his civil rights are guaranteed by the
supreme law of the land are involved -"*

More recently Justice Stevens called the very attempt to define
qualifying racial characteristics:

repugnant to our constitutional ideals . . . If the nationalgovernment is to make a serious effort to define racial classes
by criteria that can be administered objectively, it must study
precedents such as the First Regulation to the Reichs Citizen-
ship Law of November 14,1935 . . .6

Thus the subcommittee finds that the race-based assignment of citi-
zens to political groups is a potentially disruptive task which appears
to be contrary to the Nation's most enlightened concepts of individual
dignity and civil rights.

The second problem involves doubtful assumptions which are neces-
sary to support a race-based system of representation. The acceptance
of a racial group as a political unit implies, for one thing, that race
is the predominant determinant of political preference. Yet, there is
considerable evidence that black political figures can win substantial
support from white voters, and. similarly, that white candidates can
win the votes of black citizens. Attorney General Smith described the
evidence. He referred to the implication that blacks will only vote for
black candidates and whites only for white candidates and said:

That, of course, is not true. One of the best examples of that
is the City of Los Angeles, where a black mayor of course was
elected with many white votes."'

m Letter from william Van Aintyvne. Professor, Duke University School of Law, visitingProfessor. University of californIa Seool of Law. to George cochran. Professor. Universityof eMia tipp school of aw. February 16, 1982; submitted to the senate Subcommittee onthe Constitution. February 25, I82.' Peney v. Perg~son. 163 U.5. 587. 559 (1897) (dissentInar opinIon by Harlan. J.).se u .)ove T. KMutnIck, 448 U.S. 448, 584 n. 5 (1980) (dissenting opinion by
steven. 3.).wS senate Hearings, January 27, 1982, Attorney General of the United states WilliamFrench Smith.
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Similarly, a race-based system implies that the decisions of electedofecials are predominantly determined by racial classification Pro-fessor Berns questioned this assumption in his testimony:I estion whether a black can be fairly represented onlyby a lack and not, for example, by a Peter Rodino or that awhite can be fairly represented only by a white and not, forexample, Edward Brooke.y a
In other words, there is no evidence that racial bloc voting is inevit-able and reason to doubt that fair representation depends on racialidentity. Legislation which assumes the contract de f hn tcedetrimental consequence of establishing acoa ay itself have the

noneexited orwasmerl d'g rcia poariy i voing wherenone existed, or was merely episodic, and of establishing race as anaccepted factor in the decision-making of elected officials,
Finally, any assumption that a race-based system will enhance thepolitical influence of minorities is open to considerable debate. Profes-sor Erler testified that it is not always clear that the interests of racialminorities will be best served by a proportional system:

It may only allow the racial minority to become isolated.The interests of minorities are best served when narrow racialissues are subsumed within a larger political context whererace does not define Political interests. The overwhelmingpurpose of the Voting Rights Act was to create these con-ditions, and probably no finer example of legislation servingthe common interest can be found But transftming the Vot-ing Rights Act into a vehicle of proportional representatation
based upon race will undermine the ground of the commongood upon which it rests. Such a transformation will go fartowards precluding the possibility of ever creating a common
interest or common ground that transcends racial class con-siderations.o'"

Professor McManus recalled an instance where politically articu-late blacks argued strongly against proportional representation:One faction of blacks, led by several state representatives,the three black Houston Cit Council members, argued forspreading influence among three commissioners rather th anhaving a single black 'figurehead' commissioner. State Repre-sentative Craig Washington, spokesperson for the group,pointed out that three votes are needed to accomplish any-thing substantive. "As long as we have 25 percent of the votem any one district we are going to be the balance of power.For that reason it is better for the black community to havevoting impact on three commissioners than to be lumped to-gether in one precinct and elect a black to sit at the tableand watch the papers fly up and down," he said. Washington

I senate H January 27. 1982. WaIter erne, Resident Scholar. American Enter.
W senate Hearings. February 12. i, Edward Brier. Professor, National HumanitiesCone. Even Justice Brennan, certainly no ngZpoflent of affirmative action Ootloar ot civiloht. has remarked that efforts to achieve rroportlonal renresenaction could be used as ation bu~, to ere gac 'eosp.. 'therby frustratina Its roentialy ccsuld e sa'.t coalition building along racial linen." Unted Jish organization V. COaey, 430 U.s. 144172.4. (1978)..
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argued that packing all the blacks in one district was "not in
the best long-term interests of the community'"

The City Attorney for Rome, Georgia, Mr. Brinson similarly ob-
served:

While the proposed amendment to section 2 may be per-
ceived as an effort to achieve proportional representation
aimed at aiding a group's participation in the political proc.
esses, in reality it may very wel frustrate the group's po-
tentially successful efforts at coalition building across racial
lines. The requirement of a quota of racial political success
would tend strongly to stigmatize minorities, departmental-
ize the electorate, reinforce any arguable bloc voting syn-
drome, and prevent minority members from exercising in-
fluence on the political system beyond the bounds of their
quota.

1m
A third problem relates to the perpetuation of segregated residen-

tial patterns. Since our electoral system is established within geo-
graphic parameters, the prescription of race-based proportional rep-
resentation means that minority group members will indirectly be
encouraged to reside in the same areas in order to remain in the race-
based political group. A political premium would be put on segre-
gated neighborhoods. Professor Berns used the term "ghettoization" to
scribe this process. "If we are going to ghetto-ize, which in a sense

is what we are doing, with respect to some groups, why not do it for
all groups i" 1" Professor McManus emphasized in her testimony
that administrative practices in the context of section 5 seemed to en-
courage such segregation:

A premium is put on identifying racially homogeneous pre-
cincts and using that as the test, and it seems to me the bottom-
line inference is that racial polarization, or having people in
racially-se egated precincts, is the optimal solution or the
ideal, which I find very hard to accept as a citizen.1e"

The subcommittee rejects the premise that proportional rep-
resentation systems in fact enhance minority influence (as opposed
to minority representation). Even, however, to the extent that this
were a valid premise, it would be valid only with respect to highly
segregated minority groups. Indeed, proportional representation sys-
tems would place a premium upon the maintenance of such segrega-
tion. For to the extent that a minority group succeeded in integrating
itself on a geographical basis, it would coricomitantly lose the "bene-
fits" of a ward-system of voting. Such a system would "benefit" minori-

Ia Senate Hearings, February 1, 1982. Susan McManus, Professor University of Houstor..The subcommittee draws a sharp distinction between aggregate infuence of the minoritycommunity generally and the influence of individual minority representatives. while theinduence of an individual minority representative may wel Ihe enhanced b an overwhelm.ingly concentrated minority district, it is questionable whether or not minority influencegenerally is enhanced by such districts as opposed, for example, to greater dispersal ofbignificant minority population among a greater number of districts. istinction, thus.must he drawn between minority influence sond minority rsnresentstion.m Senate Hearings, February it. 1982 Robert Brinson, City Attorney, Rome. Georgia.'s Snate Hearings, January 27, 198, Valter Berns, Resident scholar, American Enter-
s Senate Hearings, February 1. 1982. Susan McManus, Professor. University of Houston.
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ties only insofar as residential segregation were maintained for suchgroups.
SThus, analysis suggests tht aceproposed change in section 2 in-dolves a distasteful question of racial classification involves severaldoubehav and sm mp about the relationship between race and polit-

contrary to prudent public foliage patterns of segregation that aresequences argue stropnl agaicy. Tese likely undesirable social cone y against proposed change in section 2.
D. XPAor OF REsUrS rEST

Assistant Attorney General Reynolds emphasized in his testimonybefore the subcommittee that the proposed change in section 2 wouldapply tlationwuide, would apply to eateding laws and would be a per-manent provision of the Act. These observations cogently establish theparameters for assessing the practical impact of the proposed changein section 2.1pr
Every political subdivision in the United States would be liable tohave its electoral practices and procedures evaluated by the proposed results test of section 2. It is important to emphasize at theoutset that for purposes of section 2, the term "political subdivi-sion" encompasses all governmental units, including city and countycouncils, school boards, judicial districts, utility districts, as well asstate legislatures. All practices and procedures in use on the effectivedate of the change in the law would be subject to the new test, as wellas any subsequently adopted changes in practices or procedures. Fur.themore, since the provision would be permanent a political subdivi-sion which was not in violation of section 2 on the effective date of theprolsd amendment, and which made no changes in its electoral sys-tem, could at some subseunt date find itself in violation of section 2because of new local conditions which may not now be contemplatedand which may beyond the effective control of the subdivision noWithin these general and far reaching parameters,I it appears thatany political subdivision which has a significant racial or language

Willam Bradford Ryolds. 1, 1982, Assistant Attorney General of the United States
on Section 5 of the voting Rigts Act, of course, applies only to proposed changes Intn2practiaes and procedures ctdoes not apps to practices and procedures in effect atsection 2 are of critical importance for covered auysdiction s well as non-overedJurisdictions. pJurisdicangona
th One witness remarks are eloquent in capturing a sense of the Potential breadth ofthe amendments to Section 2:

and wiu ''tt~nt say that the ef'e f teaed bedho
at In ul paees od validity of Pogiticam bodies and the 7:2:*1 e ree utionay

st tes in a e parts of the a ia in e mndm ent to Seca n 2 wti !]! i ky avg~s ovemence (1 It lDreclude an;;maaninnfui an neat o reorganatis 1n areas having a minority ppulatior their m(2u irove r amenta
largenvoting in y a here any racial, co or. or un age minority found at-ment for n,fnle .. tate laws governing ouaa iflea sirt n. . a .,, . ..
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minority population and which has not achieved proportional repre.

sensation by race or language group would be in jeopardy of a sec.

tion 2 violation under the proposed results test. If any one or more

of a number of additional "objective factors of discrimination" were

present, a violation is likely and court-ordered restructuring of the

electoral system almost certain to follow.
The probable nature of such an order is illustrated by the action of

the District Court in the Mobile case.2" At the time the action was

brought, the City of Mobile, Alabama had a City Commission form

of government which had been established in 1911. Three Commis-

sioners elected at large exercised legislative, executive and administra-
tive power in the city. One of the Commissioners was designated mayor,
although no particular duties were specified. The judgment of the Dis-
trict Court disestablished the City Commission and a new form of

municipal government was substituted consisting of a-Mayor and a

nine member City Council with members elected from nine single mem-

ber wards or districts. The fact that Mobile had not established its

system for discriminatory purposes, as well as the fact that clear, non-
racial justification existed for the at-large system was considered large-
ly irrelevant by the lower court. Thus, virtually none of the original
governmental system remained after dismantling by the District Court.
The conflict between the District Court's Mobile decision and funda-
mental notions of democratic self-government is obvious. Particularly
noteworthy is the District Court's finding that blacks registered and
voted in the city without hindrance. Notwithstanding this finding,
however, the Federal court disestablished the governmental system
chosen by the citizens of Mobile, thereby substituting its own judgment
for that of the people.

The purpose of this section is to explore the far-reaching implica-
tions of overturning the Mobile decision. Research conducted by the
subcommittee suggests that in a large number of states there exists
some combination of a lack of proportional representation in the state
legislature or other governmental bodies and at least one additional
"objective factor of discrimination" which might well trigger, under
the results test, Federal court-ordered restructuring of those electoral
systems where the critical combination occurs.

The subcommittee has endeavored to consult the best avail-
able sources. It should be noted that information of this kind
is subject to change. The objective of the subcommittee in
presenting this information is only to illustrate the potential
impact of a results test.

State legislatures
There appears to be a lack of proportional representation in one or

both houses of the state legislatures in the following states with sig.
nificant minority populations:I' Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkan

'"The House Report on H.R. 8112 refers to these as being "objective factors of dis-
crimination". H.R. Rep. No. 97-227. The Voter Education Project describes these as
"hasrriers to minority participation." Hudlin and Brimab. The voter Education Report:
Barriers to E'ective Participation in Eleetnral Politics (March 191).

"Y 428 F. sunp. 894 (S.D. Alabama, 1976), alarmed 571 F.2d 238 (5th Cir. 1978),
reversed. 446 U.S. 55 (1980)." This determination was mada by reference to: United states Bureau of the Census.
1980 Census of Population end Housing, Advanee Reot. Publication Nos, 80-V-1-50
(current as of April. 1980) : pointt Center for Political31tdies . "National Roster of Black
Elected Officials." VOL. 4 (19721-Vol. 10 (1980) : United States Commission on Civil
Rights. The Voting Richts Act: Unfulfilled Goals (Sept. 1981), and telephonic Inquiries to
appropriate state officials.

sas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Geora,
Kansas, Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Flord, oassaciu-setts, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, Ne w xi, ar ad ssc NorthCarolina, Ol ahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island South Carolina,South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, and Vir nia.

In addition, there appear to be additional "Objective factors of dis-crimination" present in virtually every one of these states. For ex-ample, according to the United States Commissi on Civil Rights,
every state liste has some definite history of discriminationg' Thisoften has been exemplified in the existence of segregated or "dual"school systems.ie In addition, the Council of State Governments has
reporte that Alaska, Arizona,.Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Flor-ida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucy, Louisiana Maryland, NewJersey, New Mexico, New York, North arolina, Oklahoma, Pennsyl-
vania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee and
Virginia provide for the cancellation of registration for failure to vote,a typical "objective factor of discrimination." aTu

The Council has also reported that Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Cali-fornia, Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Mississippi, New Jersey, NewYork. North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas,and Utah establish a minimum residence requirement before elections,another typical objective factor of discrimination." 1" Further, ac-cording to the Council such states as Alaska, Arkansas, California,
Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri,New Mexico, Oldahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Tes, and Utahhave established staggered electoral terms for members of the StateSenate, still another objective factor of discrimination" SttFrom the foregoing, the subcommittee concludes that there is adistinct possibility of court-ordered restructuring with regard to thes stem of electing members to at least thirt-two state legislatures

e results test is adopted for section 2."*0 (See chart A.?
The subcommittee emphasizes that the three or four 'objective fac-tors of discrimination" discussed above are by no means exhaustiveof the possibilities. Additional factors which might serve as a basisfor court-ordered changes of systems for electing members of state

115 United States commission on clvii Rigt.TeUfnsdBuiesTeyYar
late.n. A Report to the U & Com o ivil Rights 6 by it~ldvlsry Committees (Sept.1977). See supra note iai. IsbfyoeSte

Id. See also, The National Institute of Education. School DesegegaState and Federal Judicial and Administrative Actlvltyy and Suppleent (Dec Ie 978)(.s. Commission on Civil Rights, Dese egation of the Nation's Public Schools: A Status
186"7 (1979) ; U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Racial Isolation in the Public Schools
oTh anCouncil of State Government T hit Bok of the states (1980-81). The number

of97) eespant e.oofadays requiredlvaries from statemto state. States whichesimply require that a toter beea"realdent" were not included In this list. See supra note 15"Id. States have been Included above which hav ny suh185. ioSm sae
provide for cancellation for failure to vote in the last general election, whi e others providetr cancellation for failure to vote within a specified number of years or in a specifiedember of elections. see supra noto 184.
councilil of stats Governments, Reapportionment Information Service. State Profiles(maer. 2982). See supra note 239. sboiMme winse hn2e baugetes ta te committee eraggerates the pact of thee amendments ton ection 2 because "T'here are very few of us whohave the reources andthose of tst who can only do so many cases. I do not think that people ought to be that
eaflthat ever jurisdiction Is going to be challenged about everytin oegta"Senate Henings. January 27. 1982. vilma Martines. Executive Director z -lcamnAercialegal Defense and Education Fund. Even if this is true, it is less than'eomfo"en canthro Inoplace of a rule of law precluding legal action against countless mun citstitrughout the Nation, the results test would substitute a rule in which actions wer

ignidraton the baste of the legal resources of various "public interest'' litigating
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legislatures which have not achieved proportional representation in.
elude: disparity in literacy rates by race, evidence of racial bloc vot
ing, a history of English-only ballots, disparity in distribution of
services by race, numbered electoral posts, prohibitions on single-shot
voting, majority vote requirements, significant candidate cost require.
ments, special requirements for independent or third party candidates,
off-year elections, and the like.

CHART A-STATES LACKING PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION IN ONE OR BOTH HOUSES OF THE STATE
LEGISLATURE AND PRESENCE OF "OBJECTIVE FACTORS OF DISCRIMINATION"

Cancell~Ion of MInimum
nelatratlon residence Staeozred terre

States lacking proportional represetation In Some hIstory of for faIlure reguirement for membnnr of
one or both houses of the State leailature discrimin on to vote be ra election state Segsl

Alabama .................. ........ X ........Alabkam.....--..........................-- X X X
:::: ::::::::: : :::::: ..........._ ...... ..- ......

Arkna -...........---.....-------------- X X ----- **---*- X
Ar ::::::::::::::::::::::::::- x x------ - xCalifornia..- .............. ----..... X .. .... . X X

Coorado-..:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: X X-- ~:-::- X --------XConraCUL.-...------------------------------------------- -------- XDelaware--:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::X x ------- -Florida -------------------- -.-.. X X _. .-. X
a:r::: :.::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . .X X ...... ..----. ............" :Il ::no:s:::::::::::::::::::::::: ....-.... :::X X XIndiana .-......-..................--- x ...X X X X

Kenssuc-----------.------..----.----- X ------------------------- X

Ken :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..... X .... _.. .. : -
Louisiana X X ..Maryland. ..:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-- -----Maaaachuaetta--------------------.... X _ ......-...... _ .....----
M 'ul ::lp:l : : : : : :: - - --... X ............... : : :MourL-'-s"'':::::::::::::::::::::X::::::::- ------ ~ XN .w:J ::e r..y--.--.-.-.--.....-....x X XNew Mexico---------------------.....X X ....-. XNew York-----------------------...... X X X
North Cart.a T f n e tc hm pt--------------------X X XOklahoma. x----- -..-. -. X X--------------X
RhodeAIsland AlaX XSouth Carolina --------of-Anchr .------------ This--- X of p r .t r.South Daoet combmed--------- -w -argevotinpra Xas we...a. ev.Tenneosee----------------------......XX X X

Uth- - - ----- .X . .. X XV~InIL - --------------- X X ----- .. _----- ...

Note: The praceoce toea State of e particular objectivee factor of discrimination" In Indicated by an "X" In the ucron the rn . lie s the name of the Stale. The Informetion rented la the chart l t the Uame as pr .Sented above in theteat and the sources are the same as nated above. The chart should be viewed uo merely another way of deptctlea ILsInformallon, and should ha conaidered In fiht of the text and related notes, In particular it should be heofe imnd the!only a aemplhrg of the "objective factors of diacrlmlnstlonar sraet forth In the chart

Illustrative of the municipalities in jeopardy of court-ordered
change under the new results test are the following:

Anchorage, Alaska
The city of Anchorage has an assembly composed of eleven mem-

bers, all of whom are elected at-large. There are no minority members
in the assembly, but minorities comprise approximately 15 percent of
the population of Anchorage. This lack of proportional representa-
tion, when combined with the at-large voting practice, as well as evi-
dence of segregation in the local schools (according to the U.S. Com-
mission on Civil Rights) might well result in extensive judicial restruc-
turing of the Anchorage system.

1
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Baltimore, Md.

The City Council of Baltimore is composed of 18 members, threeelected from each of six districts. There are six 'nnority members ofthe 18 members on the Council, or 33.3 percent of the membership.However, minorities comprise 56.2 percent of the Baltimore popula-tion. Other factors in Baltimore include a history of mscrminationand dual school systems (according to the 'U.S. Commis ion
Rights), and the existence of filing fees for some city o cbination O ctrsnBatorre ouriktom ct offices. The com-
btion of factors incaBaltimoreswoyuld likely result in restructuringthe Baltimore City electoral process by court regorder.e

Birmingham, Ala.
The Birmingham City Council has nine at-large seats, two of whichare occupied by members of a minority group (22.2 percent). Minori-ties comprise 56 percent of Birmingm pop en This lack ofproportionality, when assessed in light of the history of discrimina-tion and segregated schools (according to the U.S. Commission onCivil Rights and the courts), as well as the at-large voting practiceleads to the conclusion that the Birmingham City Council would likelybe restructured by court-order.

Boston, Mass.
The Boston City Council is composed of nine members elected at-large. One council member is a member of a minority group (11.1 per-cent). Minorities comprise 30 percent of the population of Boston.

This lack of proportional representation, when assessed in light ofthe at-large voting practice, a history of dual school systems as wellas a history of discrimination in Boston (according to the U.S. Com-mission on Civil Rights) would likely result in judicially ordered re-organization of the system for electing the Boston City Council.

Cincinnati, Ohio
The Cincinnati City Council is composed of nine members electedat-large. One member of the council is a member of a minority group

(11.1 percent). The minority population of Cincinnati is at least 33percent. This lack of proportionality and the at-large electoral prac-tice, when weighed in light of the history of segregated schools inCicinati, (according to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights), willikely resulting restructuring of the system for electing members ofthe City Council.
Dover, Del.

The City Council of Dover is comprised of eight members electedat-large. One is a member of a minority group (12.5 percent) Minori-ties comprise 31.5 percent of Dover's population. This lack of pro-portional representation, when combined with the at-large voting
Ot2! Deleat Jolo Douass ora Baltimore. chairman of the Marrlandac aece'. Te-

d*u'ing effraIdetdlsarco easp atce thaIt tmere Laea tethallenge the state red strictig plan in Marylanod because Baltimore which Is 55hnl.ckill have only fonr out of nine districts or 44% with majority black populations. Washing-ton Post. January 14. 1882. at Bl.
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practice, might well result in extensive judicial restructuring of

ers ,systemovr - Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Fort Lauderdale has a City Council composed of four members, all

of whom are elected at-large. There are no minorities on the council,

whereas the minority population of Fort Lauderdale is 22.4 percent.

This lack of proportionality in the City Council coupled with the at.

large system would likely result incourt-ordered restructuring of the

electoral system of the City Council.

New York, N.Y.

The City Council of New York City has 48 members. Thirty-three
members are elected from single-member districts, and two members
are elected at-large from each of five boroughs. Of the 43 members

of the Council, eight are members of a minority group. All minority
members are elected from single-member districts, and all borough at-

large representatives are white. Thus, the percentage of minorities on

the City Council is 18.6 percent whereas the percentage of minorities
in New York City is approximately 40 percent. The lack of propor-
tional representation by race on the New York City Council, when

combined with the at-rge voting practice, and the history of dis-

crimination in New York City including the history of dual school
systems (according to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights) would
render the New York City Council election system subject to court-

ordered restructuring. -a
Norfolk, Va-.

The Norfolk City Council is composed of seven members elected
at-large One is a member of a minority group (14 percent), whereas
approximately 39 percent of the population is comprised of minorities.
This lack of proportional representation by race on the City Council,
when viewed in conjunction with the at-large voting practice, leads to
the conclusion that the electoral system for the City Council of Nor-
folk would undergo reconstruction by court-order.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Pittsburgh City Council has nine at-large seats, one of which is

occupied by a member of a minority group (11.1 percent). Minorities
comprise 25.3 percent of the Pittsburgh population. This lack of pro-
portional representation, when combined with the at-large voting prac-
tice and history of segregated schools (according to the U.S. Commis-
sion on Civil Rights, and the courts), might well result in extensive
judicial restructuring of Pittsburgh's system.

San Diego, Calif.

Members of the City Council of San Diego are elected at-large. One
of the eight Council members is a member of a minority group (12.5
percent) whereas minorities comprise approximately 24 percent of

94-548 0 - 62 - 11
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the population of San Diego. This lack of proportional representation
when combined with the at-large voting practice as well as history of
segregated schools (according to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights)
might, well result in extensive judicial restructuring of San Diego's
system of electing members of the City Council.

Savannah, Ga.

The City Council of Savannah has eight members, two elected at-
large and six by district. Two are members of a minority group,
whereas 50 percent of the population of Savannah is comprised of
minorities. When combined with the other factors in Savannah such
as the history of segregated schools (according to the courts), it be-
comes apparent the system for electing the City Council of Savannah
will likely be changed by court-order if the results test is established
in section 2.

Waterbury, Conn.

The City of Waterbury, Connecticut is governed by a Board of Al-
dermen. The Board consists of 15 members, all of whom are elected on
an at-large basis. There is one minority on the Board, whereas there
is a minority population of 16.5 percent in Waterbury. This lack of
proportional representation by race, when combined with the at-large
voting practice and history of segregated schools (according to the
courts), would likely result in a court-ordered restructuring of the sys-
tem for selecting the Board of Aldermen of Waterbury.

These examples are but a few illustrations of literally thousands of
electoral systems across the country which may undergo massive jud-
icial restructuring should the proposed results test be adopted." The
information presented has dealt with state legislatures and municipal-
ities, but other political subdivisions such as school boards and utility
districts would be subject to the same judicial scrutiny should the new
standard be adopted.

The subcommittee is well aware that proponents of the results
test consider this discussion of the impact of section 2 to exaggerate
the situation considerably. In response, the subcommittee would make
the following general observations: First, the burden of proof in
this case rests with those who would seek to alter the law, not those
who would defend it. Second, the subcommittee does not believe that
proponents of the results test have been convincing in explaining how
the test would work in a manner other than that described in this
section. In short, where in the text of H.R. 3112 or elsewhere is there
anything which precludes a section 2 violation in the circumstances
described in states and municipalities in this section? Indeed, the
results test would seem to demand a violation in these circumstances.
Finally, the subcommittee is utterly confounded as to what kind of
evidence could be submitted to a court by a defendant-jurisdiction in
order to overcome the lack of proportional representation. What
evidence would rebut evidence of lack of proportional representation
(and the existence of an additional "objective" factor of discrimina-

,,- In his testimony. Assistant Attorney General Reynolds specifically described difi-
enlties in Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania; Hartford. Connecticut: wilmington. Delaware; and
Kansas City. Kansas. Senate Hearings. March 1. 1952.
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tion) f The subcommittee has yet to hear a convincing response. In
Mobile for example, the absence of discriminatory purpose on the
part oi the city, as well as the existence of legitimate, non-discrimina.
tory reasons behind their challenged electoral structure (at-large
system) was considered insufficient to overcome the lack of propor-
tional representation. Repeatedly, the subcommittee has been "reas.
sured" that such concerns are not well founded because a court would

- consider the "totality of circumstances". As noted in section VI(a),
this begs the basic question: What is the standard for evaluating any
evidence, including the "totality of circumstances", under the results
test i What is the ultimate standard by which the court assesses what-
ever evidence is before it? Apart from the standard of proportional
representation, this subcommittee sees no such standard.

VII. SwrzoN 5 or THE Acr

On April 22, 1980, the Supreme Court revisited the issue of the
constitutionality of the Voting Rights Act and reached the same con-
clusion that it had some fourteen years earlier in South Carolina v.
Katsenbach.1" In City of Rome v. United Stateu?" the Court ad-
dressed the question, as it had been posited by the City of Rome,
Georgia, in an attempt to seek release from the section 5 preclearance
requirements of the Act.

In finding that the Act was indeed a constitutional and an appro-
priate congressional activity pursuant to the dictates of section 2 of
the Fifteenth Amendment the Court, through Justice Marshall, spe-
cifically examined the applicability of section 5 since the 1975 amend.
ments to the Act. Citing extensively from House and Senate reports,
it was noted that although gains had been made by blacks in the
covered jurisdictions:

Congress found that a seven-year extension of the Act was
necessary to preserve the "limited and fragile" achievements
of the Act and to promote further amelioration of voting dis-
crimination."5 '

Accordingly, the Court concluded that, predicated upon congres-
sional findings of fact. its legislative actions had a sound constitutional
basis. The Court stated:

When viewed in this light, Congress' considered determi-
nation that at least another seven years of statutory remedies
were necessary to counter the perpetuation of 95 years of
voting discrimination is both unsurprising and unassailable.
The extension of the Act, then, was plainly a constitutional
method of enforcing the Fifteenth Amendment. 1 11

It in well-settled, then, that Congress can through its powers derived
from section 2 of the Fifteenth Amendment, enact legislation to
remedy identifiable voting discrimination when founded upon suffi-
cient factual findings.

J,88 U.. 801(196.

311 445 .U at 183
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A. OPERATION Or PRECLEARANCE

In addition to an examination of the constitutionality of preclear-ance, the subcommittee believes that a review of the operation of pre.clearance as it presently apples is necessary in order to assess the Act.
A jurisdiction seeking to preclear a voting change under section 5has e burden of showing the United States District Court for theDistrict of Columbia or the Attorney General that the voting changesubmitted for review "does not have the purpose and will not have the

effect" of denying or abridging "the voting rights of a covered minor-ity. Since few of the covered jurisdictions have used judicial preclear-ance, most experience has involved the Department of Justice, which,for example, received 7,300 submission in 1980. ro
Although the Department of Justice has issued no guidelines or

regulations .regarding the "effects" test of section 5,18' an apparentpattern of the application of the standard has emerged from the ex-perience of jurisdictions covered by the preclearance mechanism of
the Act. No longer is the objective equal access in re gistration and vot-
ing, but rather a structuring of election systems that translates intomethods of maximizing the representation of minorities by membersof their own group. The policy of the Department ostensibly isfounded upon the language in section 5, which applies to "any voting
qualification or prerequisite to voting, or standard practice or proce-dure with respect to voting" that is different from that in effect on thedate used to determine coverage pursuant to section 4(b) fnaIn evaluating certain submissions, such as reapportionment or re-districting plans, as well as annexations, the Department "a lies the
legal standards that have been developed by the courts." 8 Yet, therehave been few suits for judicial preclearance-a total of 25 since1975.110 The pertinent cases have created a system of law which hasnot always provided clear guidance.n1

B. CONTINUED cOVERAGE AND BAIT.-OUT

The subcommittee also concerned itself, with an inquiry aimed ata determination of the continuing nature of the "exceptional condi-tions" within the covered jurisdictions."12 The subcommittee finds thatsuch a determination is necessary in order to insure that any furthercontinuation of coverage comports with constitutional principles.
However, nearly every witness acknowledged some need for the con-

'senate Hearings. March 1.1982. Assistant Attorney General of the United States wi-11am Bradford Reynolds Attachmnent at in.
"' LNeero AsistnAt* ore* General.of the United States william Bradford Rtenoldto U-S. Senator Orrin G. Hatch. January 8, 1982. (Hereinafter referred to as ReynoldsJanuary letter.)

mThose dates are November 1. 1984; November 1. 1963; and November 1. 1972. or elsethe Presidential election dates In those years.
, ,Lent*er of Asistant Attorney General willianm Bradford Reynolds to U.S. SenatorOrrin oHatch. February 2. - 198' ' (ereinafter referred to as Reynolds February letter.)liee also Reynolds' January letter supra note 187.
39 See supra note 288 at 145-6.m See generally supra Section IV

Ssoush carolna v. Kaorensbch, a83 U.S. 302. at 334. Regardinx preclearance. the Court
nt e'n eThn ay utve bent an uncommon exercise of congressional power uth Careo-lin contends, but the Crt has reconixed that exceonal conditions ran justify leuiltirs measures not otherwise appropriate."



C. BAI-OUT carrERIA IN HOUSE LZGIsLATION

Of the various proposals dealing with a release mechanism from the
act, all generally tend to establish criteria which must be met before
a covered jurisdiction can escape or bailout from section 5 coverage,
During the course of the hearings, many witnesses cited the need for a
bailout, noting that such a goal is not only desirable but appropriate.,"Historically the test for bail-out has always been that for a speci-
fied number oi years, the petitioning jurisdiction had not used a test
or device "for the purpose or with the effect of denying or abrid '
the right to vote on account of race or color." Although the orig
periodof coverage was for five years past 1965, voting rights legislation
m 1970 and 1975 aggregated this period to seventeen years. Accord-
ingly, absent congressional action, those jurisdictions originally cov-
ered in 1985 would have an opportunity after August 6, 1982, to peti-
tion the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia for release
from section 5 coverage. Successful petitions, however, would remain
within the jurisdiction of the District Court for a period of five addi-
tional years.','

The subcommittee chose to be gin its analysis of bail-out criteria with
the provisions of H.R. 8112, This bill extends the present Act until

InSee e.g.. Senate Hearings, January 27, 1982, Attorney General of the United StatesWiinam French Smith - Benjamin L Hooks, Executive Director, National Association forthe Advancement of dolored People January 28. 11382, Laughun McDonald, Director,
dj February 1, 1982 U.S. ep resentative X. Caldweil Btiler; February 2 1982, Abi-galTrer Attorney chile, Alabama; February t, 1982, William P. Clement, Governorof Tenas - bruar '1, 1982 Dr. Arthur Femming, Chairman. United States Commissionon Clvii kghta; Feheuary 1 ,1982, Drew flays Profeasor. Yale School of Law."miSee g.dSnte Hearig Janary 27 D 2 Ao~rney enrlothUied SateWILLIAM rench Smith; Ruth J Hinp rfeid, Prant, Lege nof wofmae votrs of theUnited States- Jae a 281982 U.S. Its resentative HonryR. Hyde; U.S. RepresentativeThomas J. Bii8ey; eruary 4, 1982. E Teeman Loeverett, Attorney, Elberton, Georgia;

L je voting Rights Act: U ntulill Ga edjehaesCmmission on Civi Rights'at 40-44 (1981 . See also chart B Infra. 'C
wS800 e.g.. Senate Hearing. January 27 192. Attorney General of the United StatesWilliam French Smith; January 28. 182, U.S. Representative Henry Hye: February 1.1982, Saan McManus Professor, University of Houston; February 1ii* 192 nobert Brin:son. City Attorney ome, Georilia; March 1. 1982, Assistant Attorney General of theUnited states {Willa Bradford Reynolds.(sec~tio 4 a) [42 U.S.C. Sec. 1978b a) J.Teehnldally speaking, there isa urnlbalM-out p.,a on of sorts In te prent Act apat fromsthe re nirement that a "t
uI the jurisdiction can demonstrte that the test or device" was never utlised fora discriminatory p rose. In the 17 years of the Act, nine political subdivisions (primarilyoutside the Son th) have been releaued from coverage under this provielon. in each cusethe Attorney General consenting to d But. No hil-out petition has ever prevailedas a result of fuil-Seded litigtion. Poiitcal subdivisions which could not demonstratethat a "teat or device' was never utilized for a discriminatory manner print to 19655have not been able to bailout since then. cf. 0ommwassearth eo rgta V. United oaes38 F. Sup 181 (19ge41, afirmed 420 U.S. 901 (1978 (State o renia could nottaut despite shof a that' or devce" never used for di e rimnatory purposbe-cause histoey of dual school system must have affected voting practices of black citisens.)

J
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tinuanoe of section 5 coverage.'" Still, there was an acknowledment
by many witnesses that progress has been made and that the conditions
existent in 1982 are not those of 1965,1970, or 1975'"

Accordingly, the subcommittee recognizes that although the need
for coverage may continue, it notes that great strides have been made
by minorities in the electoral process in the covered jurisdictions. More.
over, it appears that the historic abuses of 1965 are clearly not as wide.
spread as they were found to be by previous Congresses. An examine.
tion of minority registration figures illustrates an example of increased
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1984 a l-eraftr utilizes a ten-year period for assessing the pro-
A declaratory judgment under this section shall issue onlyif such court determines that during the ten years precede inythe filing of the action, and during the tendency ofcaction [the following elements have been satisfied:

Thereafter, the bill sets out a series of elements enecessary in order to accomplish a successful eleae ach of which is
Element 1.-No such test or device has been used withinsuch State or political subdivision for the purpose or with theeffect of denyin or abridging the right to vote on account ofrace or color or (in the case of a State or subdivision seeking adeclaratory judgment under the second sentence of this sub-section) in contravention of the guarantee of subsection (f)(2).

The use of "no test or device" has been the sole element for theduration of the Act, and as was noted by Assistant Attorney GeneralReynolds a " , large number of jurisdictions would be able to meotthat test at this stage." o su ab
Element £.-No final judgment of any court of the UnitedStates, other than the denial of declaratory judgment underthis section, has determined that denials or abridgements ofthe right to vote on account of race or color have occurredanywhere in the territory of such State or political subdivision

or (in the case of a State or subdivision seeking a declaratory
judgment under the second sentence of this subsection) thatdenials or abridgements of the right to vote in contraventionof the guarantees of subsection (f) (2) have occurred any-where in the territory of such State or subdivision and noconsent decree, settlement, or agreement has been entered intoresulting in any abandonment of a voting practice challengedon such grounds; and no declaratory judgment under thissection shall be entered during the pendency of an action com-menced before the filing of an action under this section and
alleging such denials or abridgements of the right to vote.

This section basically establishes three types of bars to bail-out:judicial findings of discrimination concerning the right to vote; con-sent decrees entered into by which voting practices have been aban-doned i and pending actions alleging denials of the right to vote.
A violation of the "final judgment" aspect would obviously con-stitute strong evidence that the jurisdiction has not abided by theprinciples upon which the act is founded and has not acted in goeodfaith. According to Assistant Attorney General Reynolds, some 1 'u-risdictions would be precluded from bail-out solely as a result of thisfactor, although he does not view it as being "an onerous require-ment."155
With regard to the "consent decree" ban, the subcommittee believesthat to preclude bail-out for a jurisdiction, solely because it has en-tered into a consent decree, settlement, or agreement resulting in any

WsSenate Hearingse March 1, 1982, Assistant Attorney General of the United StatesWilijam Bradford Reynolds.
'" Id.
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abandonment of a challenged voting practice without mom is incon-
sistent with established practices and prudent leal principles. It is
sound public policy that litigation should be avoided where possible;
yet, the inclusion of consent decrees as a bar to bail-out can only en-
gender prolonged litigation that will only detract from the long-term
goals of the act. As Assistant Attorney General Reynolds stated,

. clearly the preference is to settle cases and to try to ob-

tain consent decrees and that is a way to resolve these litiga-
tions if we can. [Element 21 seems to me to sound like it might
be a disinentive to jurisdictions to enter that kind of ar-

rangement. no

The bar relating to pendency of actions all 'ng denials of the right
to vote is also of concern to the subcommittee. Clearly, litigious parties
could preclude a jurisdiction from a bail-out without any local control
whatsoever. Moreover, this provision ignores the existing "probation.

ary" period after bail-out.
Element 3.-No Federal examiners under this Act have been

assigned to such State or political subdivision.

This element would preclude bail-out if, during the previous ten-
year period, either the Attorney General or a Court, had ordered the
appointment of Federal examiners. Inasmuch as the use of Federal
examiners entails, "displacing the discretionary functions of local
voter registration officials,"2i1 it is by its very nature an extraordinary
use of power beyond local control. There is no appeal nor review of
the decision of the Attorney General. Moreover, the subcommittee
must agree with Assistant Attorney General Reynolds in his assess-
ment that it is unclear what this requirement is designed to address.ltl

The subcommittee acknowledges that in the years immediately
after the 1965 Act, the use of examiners for registration purposes
was successful. However, since 1975, examiners certified by the At-
torney General have been utilized to list voters in only two counties.' t

It should be noted that since August 1975, the Attorney General,
however, has certified 32 counties as "examiner counties," 2o' but this
has been necessary in order simply to provide Federal observers, for
observers may be directed only to counties in which there are exam-
iners serving.

20 0
The subcommittee believes that this element is totally beyond the

control of the covered Jurisdictions and could serve to frustrate any in-
centive to bail-out. This is especially true when, as noted, the assign-
ment of examiners could be made only to further another administra-
tive goal-the appointment of observers to monitor elections-which
does not even imply voting irregularities.

5Urd.

mId. Revnolds observed: "Federal examiners are assigned to jurisdictions, in connec-
tion with the registration process and listing eligible voters. If that is all it pertains to. I
think there are a limited number of counties that would be affected. But, on the other hand,
also Federal examiners are assigned to ditferent countries in conjunction with sending in
several of the Federal observers on request to observe different elections. If the assignment
of Federal examiners for that purpose were to be Included as an element which would
prevent ball out, there would be a large number of counties under that particular require.ment and it is not clear from the language or the House report eal" what to Intendedthere."

a Id.

l
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Element 4.-Such State or political subdivisiongovernmental units within its terrior h v son~ andtalsection 5 of this Act, includin comrya e cmiith w tment that no change covered by section 5 has been enforcewithout preclearance under section 5, and have repealed all
changes covered by section 5 to which the Attorney Generalhas successfully objected or as to which the United StatesDistrict Court for the District of Columbia has denied adeclaratory judgment.

This requirement would bar bail-out if any voting law practices,or procedure were implemented in the ten-year period without prie-rlearance. Needless to say, the subcommitea recognizes the pe-
sity of covered jurisdictions' complying with preclearance. Yet, it iscon ivable that, esmuch as the bail-out of the greater jurisdictionstiued t lesser some minor change could well have been in.stituted without preclearance. Moving the office of the county registrarfrom one floor to another might be an example. Nevertheless, suchan omission would preclude the county as well as the state frombail-out. As an attorney with the Voting Section s the Justice Depart-ment has noted:

Complete compliance with the preclearance requirement ispractically impossible in two respects.First, no matter how many changes an official submits tothe Attorney General, a student of section 5 can always findanother change that has not been submitted. For example, aprobate judge always submits changes in the location ofpolling places, but he neglects to submit the rearrangementof tables and booths at one polling p lace.
Second, no matter how well an election administrator plansin advance of an election, there will always be changes thatmust be implemened before they can be preclearedn For ex-

ample, a polling place burns down the night before the elec-tiofl'0c
The subcommittee feels that such an action should not absolutely
preclude bail-out and, this requirement should not be so stringent asto foreclose bail-out for inadvertence.

Element 5. The Attorney General has not interposed
any objection (that has not been overturned by a final judg-
ment of a court) and no declaratory judgment has been
denied under section 5, with respect to any submission byor on behalf of the plaintiff or any governmental unit withinits territory under section 5; and no such submissions ordeclaratory judgment actions are pending.

This element would bar bail-out if there has been any objection
to a submission for preclearance. In the practice of section 5 pre-clearance, it is common for the Attorney General to interpose anobjection to a voting change simply because there is not enough in-formation on hand for the affirmative decision to be made that the
proposal "does not have the purpose and will not have the effect" of

- David H. Hunter. "section 5 of the voting tights Act of 1955: Problems and roal-bilies." prepared remarks for delivery at the Annual Meeting of the American PoliticalScience Association (iSS0).
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discrimination in voting. Accordingly, an objection by the Attorney
General does not per se indicate bad faith on the part of the sub-

ntting jurisdiction. Moreover, it is not uncommon for an objection

to be withdrawn.**' Assistant Attorney General Reynolds noted that

of the 695 objections that had been interposed:

Some are far more important but this [section) does not

differentiate.'",
The subcommittee acknowledges that the "no objection" specifica-

tion is founded upon a general basis of assuring compliance but notes
thattheinailiy toexainethehistry f acovredjurisdiction's

thatmiheinaigto prec e bail-out tdue o a trivial proposed change
submiussons migh prc e

or one that was abandoned.

Element 6.-Such State or political subdivision and all

governmental units within its territory-
(i) have eliminated voting procedures and methods of elec-

tion which inhibit or dilute equal access to the electoral

(ii, hve ngaedin constructive efforts to eliminate in-

timiationan arassment of persons exercising rights pro-
tected under this Act i and

(iii) have engaged in other constructive efforts, such as ex-

pandd opportunity for convenient registration and voting
for every person of voting age and the appointment of mi-

nority persons as election officials throughout the jurisdiction

and at all stages of the election and registration process.

The criteria of this section would require a jurisdiction seeking bail-

out top rove that it and all of its political subdivisions have eliminated

methods which "dilute equal access" to the electoral process, have en-

gaged in "constructive efforts" to end intimidation and harassment of

persons "exercising rights protected" under the Act, and have engaged
in "other constructive efforts" in registration and voting for "every"
voting age person and in appointing minorities to election posts. It

is-totally unclear what a "constructive effort" would be in any of these

regards although it is difficult for this subcommittee to believe that

this term is intended to be employed as anything other than a vehicle

to promote "affirmative action" principles of civil rights to the voting
process.

As Assistant Attorney General Reynolds noted. this element, "would

introduce a whole new feature that had not been in the Act at the time

these jurisdictions were covered and require an additional element

of proof other than simply requiring a 10-year period of compliance

with the Act."*** This section, indeed, raises new questions regarding

bail-out criteria not only as to the substantive requirements but also as

to proof.
The Assistant Attorney General indicated his concern when he sug-

gested that "what one means by inhibit or dilute ... would

subject to a great deal of litigation."
210 He further expressed his ap-

prehension as to the constructive efforts requirements:

fr-see Senate-Hearing, January 27. 1982, Attorney General of the United States
Wulian nch:Smti.

** oupra note 198.

as Q,
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This is a requirement which does go well beyond existing
law. It is also well to remember in terms of the bail-out that
the House bill calls for counties to show not only that they
can meet these requirements but also all political sub-units
within the counties and therefore you are talking, for bail-out
purposes, about mammoth litigation that will demonstrate
that "constructive efforts" have been made by all of these
political subdivisions within the county as well as the county
and that they have done whatever is necessary to insure there
is no inhibition or dilution of minority vote. 1

The subcommittee believes that the introduction of these new ele-
ments will not aid in overcoming past discrimination even if they can
be interpreted. The subcommittee does believe that they will generate
considerable litigation of an uncertain outcome. A reasonable bail-out
is the goal of the subcommittee, and when this element is weighed with
that goal, the subcommittee must resolve that such reasonableness is
lost. It agrees with Assistant Attorney General Reynolds' comment on
the obvious results of such an enactment:

It &oes beyond determining a violation of the Act or the

Constitution and would require in each bail-out suit full-

blown litigation as to whether or not the conduct of the
methods of election had either a purpose or effect of ... dis-
couraging minority participation. Tat is a very complex
kind of litigation to go through in a bail-out."'

The process of bail-out may become largely irrelevant if the pro-
posed change in section 2 is adopted. Jurisdictions that may be suc-
cessful in seeking bail-out would be subject to suits under section 2
by local plaintiffs dissatisfied with 'bail-out and would be required to
relitigate the issue under the similar standard incorporated in the
House version of section 2.

VIII. CoNsTrrcenon1.rrr or HoUsE Lzoisnrro-

Completely apart from the public policy merits of the House-pro-
posed amendments to the Voting Rights Act, the subcommittee be-
lieves that there are serious constitutional concerns about those
changes. It is conceivable that the House-amendments could render
substantial parts of the Voting Rights Act constitutionally invalid.

A. SECrION 5

The first concern relates to the "in perpetuity" extension of the pre-
clearance obligations in section 5 of the Voting Rights Act. Unlike
earlier "extensions" of the preclearance obligation which have been
for limited periods, the House legislation would make this obliga-
tion permanent. Rather than only having to maintain "clean-hands"
for a five-year period or a seven-year period (i.e. avoided the use of
a prohibited "test or device" for that time), H.R. 3112 would impose
a permanent obligation upon a covered state to secure the permission

inId.on it



While recognizing the intrusions upon traditional concepts of fed-
eralism by the Votmg Rights Act, the Court upheld the pre-clearance
procedure as a purely remedial measure premised upon the enforce-
meat authority of Congress under section 2 of the Fifteenth Amend.
menL' 14

It is difficult for this subcommittee to understand how such circum-
scribed authority in Congress can justify a permanent extension of
this "uncommon exercise" of legislative power. If the justification for
the Voting Rights Act is the existence of "exceptional" circumstances
in the covered jurisdictions (primarily in the South) as stated by the
Court in Katrenbach, and reiterated more recently in City of Rome v.
United Statea,ca by what authority is Congress able to enact legisla-
tion requiring permanent pre-clearance I "Exceptional" circumstances,
by very definition, cannot exist in perpetuity. The proposed House bill
attempts to institutionalize an extraordinary relationship between the
states and Congress-one upheld by the Court only to the extent that
Congress concluded that that "exceptional" circumstances obtained in
certain pasts of the country. As Attorney General William French
Smith remarked:

The Supreme Court in sustaining the Act took special care
to note the temporary nature of the special provisions.10

In the view of the subcommittee, reasonable individuals can differ
with respect to whether or not "exceptional" conditions continue to
exist within covered jurisdictions with regard to the status of voting
rights and, hence, whether or not a further temporary extension of the
preclearance obligation can be justified. It is extremely difficult, how-
ever for the subcommittee to conclude that such conditions require
a permanent re-ordering of the federal structure of our government.

M. Hinerfeld, representing the League of Women Voters, for exam-
ple, testified that:

The extraordinary conditions that existed at the time of
Katwback, of course, are not the conditions that exist today
and I think that we are all grateful for that fact.21

ass U.B. 801, 894 (1960).

I .S . 1ns.8 (19801a Senate Hearings, January 27, 1982, Attorner General of the United states William
reb Smith,

OSal Hearings, January 27, 1983. Ruth mnereld, President, League of Women
voters.

.1-
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of the Justice Department for proposed changes in election laws and
procedures.

The constitutional foundation of the Voting Rights Act rested in
large part upon its temporary and remedial nature. While recognizing
that the Act was an "uncommon exercise of congressional power", the
Supreme Court in South Carolina v. Katsenback nevertheless con-
cluded that:

exceptional circumstances can justify legislative measures
not otherwise appropriate.'"
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While such figures are not conclusive, it is interesting to note thatregistration rates for minority voters in such covered states as Ala-
bama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina exceed the average
national minority registration rate.

CHART P-REPORTED REGISTRATION FOR STATES, BY RACE
[in prcanI
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Minority registration, since the passage of the Voting Rights Act
has risen substantially in every covered state. (chart C) In Mississippi,
for example, it has risen from 6.7 percent in 1984 to 72.2 percent in
1980, significantly surpassing minority registration rates in such non-
covered jurisdictions as New York (46.5 percent), New Jersey (48.9
percent), and Kansas (40.3 percent).



CHART C-VOTER REGISTRATION IN 2t SOUTHERN STATES, BY RACE: 1360 TO 1976
[in thouunds, excpt 9encent
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Again, it is important to emphasize that such data is not presentedto suggest that no extension of the preclearance obligation is war-ranted. Few would argue that all traces of the discriminatory his-tory that existed in some of these covered jurisdictions has beeneradicated by the passage of years since the ori nal Voting RightsAct. What they o suggest, however-quite clearly to the Sub-oommittee-is that substantial progress has been made in these juris-dictions in the past 17 years with regard to voting rights. Howevermany more years of pre-clearance are necessary, there should properlycome a tune when this "exceptional" remedy will no longer be neces.

Mr. Leverett testified that the extension of section 5 in perpetuitywould raise serious constitutional questions:
Making it permanent, as H.R. 3112 purports to do, subjectha pr dure that is so stringent that I thinkhardly any political subdivision could ever satisfy it, doesraxse serious questions because the Act was justified on thebasis of the emergency that existed and the fact that therewas such a great disparity in the number of minorities thatwere registered. Well, the predicate of that no longer exists.Minority registration has become quite substantial since thattime."'a

The subcommittee agrees that indeed serious constitutional ques-tions are presented by the proposal to extend section 5 in perpetuity.
To proponents of H.R. 3112 who would argue that new bail-out pro-visions mitigate the permanent nature of the new preclearance obliga-tion, the subcommittee responds that this would be the case only ifthe bail-out were reasonably designed to afford an opportunity forrelease from preclearance by those jurisdictions within which "ex-eptional" circumstances no Ionier existed. The subcommittee be-lieves strongly that such is not the case. As discussed in more detailabove,11s it is our view that the bailout in H.R. 3112 is wholly un-reasonable and affords merely an illusory opportunity to be releasedfrom coverage.

eorpla. to eariangs, Frebruary 4, 1082, E. Freeman Leverelt. Attorney. Elberton.ISo generolly aoon section vII.
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The other major constitutional problem arising from Housemeasure relates to the proposed change in section2hfrom the H s
a results test for the present intent standard for idehich sbtingTesubciatommite tifymg voting

The subcommittee notes as a preliminary consideration that thiswould overturn the ruling of the Supreme Court in th City oieh I oledment deiin 22 nerpreting both section 2 nd th Fifteenth Amendment (upon which section 2 is Predicatedj) to require afinding of purposeful or intentional discrimination It is a s eu a

ter for Conte to attempt to over-rule the Supreme Csuserioustmat-larly when that action relates to a constitutional interpCrto bartcu
Court. As former Attorney General Bell has inereta fon bxtpe

My view, based on long experience in goverent and outis that the Supreme Court should not be overruledby Con-gress except for the most compelling and extraordinarcir-cumstances . . . To overrule the Mobile decision by statutewould be an extremely dagerous course of action under ourform of yoenmn dane
aoSulrtnle apart from the public policy implications of overturning

a Supreme urt decision, there are im on t
w h e t h e r o r n o t C n g r s h a t e o t u t a u e t io n r e l t n u n e rtake such an action. geshsteCntttoaauorytond-Although awybencsirda rsecion 2 ftheVoigihtAchas cosided a restment of the Fift enh Am tas
to the Constitution, it is, of course, true that Congress may choose toamend section 2 to achieve some other purpose. In other words, thesubcommittee recognizes that section 2 need not be maintained indefi-
nitely as the statutory embodiment of the Fifteenth Amendment.To the extent, however, that the Supreme Court has construedthe Fifteenth Amendment to require some demonstration of pur-poseful discrimination in order to establish a constitutional violation,and to the extent that section 2 is enacted by Congress under the
Snate Hearin rch 1. 1982. Assistant Attorney Oeneral of the United state.Wilia Bradford Reyno rood

T en U 9 r e o , the o se reort ean fail to grasp that Section 2

rwaltrn sumitte d make o t of th l sr s i n82 .2 c. . astland. -Armative vot.
tateoeney G e o the tnate S ie n he Constitution by or2i2n Bell,fomrAttorney General ofthe Uniteni State, March 4, 1982

189In this respect, the sub -
Attorney General R committee notes the obs

Ryolds in response to aq Clestion about the likel
hood of jurisdictions bailingout nee a

Our assessment is that there are ve e measure
tions that would be able to bail ou over fe if any, jurisdic.erablo period of time.210 , uofcvrgefor a consid-

No evidence of any kind has been shared with the subcothat would contradict this assessment of thed reasonableness, otHouse bail-out. This is a critical matter snethe veisty of the roposed amendments--and indeed of ry cntiution.
uponsuchan afirmt. t.e preclearance

provision itself-rests upon such anl fftiv finding. ittiomtive finding.
B' 8FXoo 2
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constitutional authority of the Fifteenth Amendment, the subcom-
mittee does not believe that Congress is empowered to legislate out-
side the parameters set by the Court, indeed by the Constitution.

Section 2 of the Fifteenth Amendment provides:

Congress shall enforce the provisions of this Article by ap-
propriate legislation.

Congress, however, is not empowered here or anywhere else in theConstitution to "define" or to "interpret" the provisions of the Fif-
teenth Amendment, but simply to "enforce" those substantive constitu-tional guarantees already in existence. To allow Congress to interpretthe substantive limits of the Fifteenth Amendment in a more expansivemanner (or indeed in a disparate manner) than the Court is to sharplyalter the apportionment of powers under our constitutional system of

separated powers.
It is also to enlarge substantially the authority of the Federal Gov-ernment at the expense of the state governments since it must berecognized that the Fifteenth Amendment fundamentally involves arestraint upon the authorit of state governments and a conferral ofauthority upon the Federal Government. To permit Congress itselfto define the nature of this authority, in contravention of the SupremeCourt, is to involve Congress in a judicial function totally outside its

proper purview.2'"
The enactment of a results test in section 2 would be equally im-proper to the extent that its proponents purported to employ theFourteenth Amendment as its constitutional predicate. As with theFifteenth Amendment, the Supreme Court has repeatedly made clearthat it is necessary to prove some discriminatory motive or purpose inorder to establish a constitutional violation under the Equal Protec-tion Clause.='"

While proponents of the new results test argue that selected Su-preme Court decisions exist to justify the expansive exercise of Con-gressional authority proposed here Z" this subcommittee rejects thesearguments No Court decision approaches the proposition being ad-vocated hero that Congress may strike down on a nationwide basis anentire class of laws that are not unconstitutional and that involve sofundamentally the rights of republican self-government guaranteedto each state under Article IV, section 4 of the Constitution.
It must be emphasized again that what Cone is purporting to doin section 2 is vastly different than what it did in the original otingRights Act in 1965. In South Carolina v. Katzenbach, the Court recog-nized extraordinary remedial powers in Congress under section 2 ofthe Fifteenth Amendment."' Katzenback did not authorize Congrssto revise the nation's election laws as it saw fit. Rather, the Court theremade clear that the remedial power being employed by Congress in

if the "on account of" race or color language in the Fifteenth Amendment is broadenugcomit tondelot o the imtatuts or y results test under its authority, thiefheubconmito wonders about the im ilations for th proposed Equal Ri hts Amendment to
y the Constitution (a'Ecuaioy of right under tho law shall not be denied or abridgedbthe United States or by any State on account of see.") Compare also the Nntetad Twenty-Birth amendments. Nntet

Mletrpoitan Rsodgfltopsge a Authority. 429 UsB ilg 252 (1977);ito asachuietts vFeeney, 442 U.S. 258 (1979); Mobile v. Boldent 448 U.S. 55 (1980).112 see e0)., Katsenbac o884Ule ltt U.S. 041 (1986): Orgon v. Mitchell. 400 U.S.
a"S888 U.S. at 584.Ro .tnedtte,48..iS(10.
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the original Act was foundedtive constitutional violating upon the actual existence of afollowing a detaild ion 'requiring some renene on substan
tons in the covered juries tio storyof coat u oa nback

SCief 
Justice Warren concludedUnder these oiroutimttan r nclearly been violated.2" (em hthe Fifteenth AmendmWhileatzenb (emphasis added) ent has

nary powers employed bater City o/ Rome held at the extraordi.remedial character, and tCores in section 5 hte extrardidures established in secti erefor e Justified the extword tof Scesthat the proposed chan ion 5, there is absolutely raordmary proce-ci used con2ge in section 2 involves a simmred seer
cise. Because section 2 applies in scope to the ar remedial thee
sathe necessity of demonstrating that the entire Nation, therestances found by the Katzenbac~ court o exte xcpinljurisdictions in fact .aznaAcu- e -ceptional"~ Circum-er definition the permeated the entire Nation ( in the covered

suc afindin ) e onept of exceptionality though again itsThcerenhas een . wuld seemn to prec ude
or Senate hearin no such evidence offered durin ioutside the covered deed,_ the subject of votn either the Househearin gs h urdcthe has en vi discrimination
hearings in each chamber Indeed as the stronestignored during
House measure themselves argued, a ropose advocates of the
tend preclearance nationally was 'a -ased f amendment to ex-
record exlised to justify this string bea ure ata

During one exch t ent constitute caue ent.2a
Civil Rights C g, Dr. Flemming, the D 4oa requirementReport of nssi on pledged that rector of the U.S.
tained no information whatsoever otnits viola g 1981ered 'urisdictions "a Inthtoev ab on a outside the cov-posile for Conge the total absence of such evidence, it is i-poi e forha n gress to seriously contend that the er nene, ati on.mwide change proposed in the standard for identifyingncitl nihtsviolations is a "remedial" effort. As a result there can be little doubtthat such a change is outside the legislative authoria t
short, it cl the view of this subcommittee that the roy of Congress. In
policy.i i y unconstitutional, as well asproposed change ins e o v e r y u c n t t t o im p ru d e n t p u b licMoreover, a retroactive results test of the sort eHouse amendments to section 2 (the test wontepltedsin g
electoral structures swell as chaes in those stud apply to existing
been approved by theCourt even with regard to jurisdictionss with a

'we ee, e.g., remarks of U.S Representativ James 
tenoenbnesnresentaUve Pe e od io at 8 887 ; .. Lv R represent ke y r at Sirens. Ren

ber o i81, Congre a onal Record. .R r eoen t Lcd. at n 507 : ;.s. Rep-198 Tevoting Rights Act: U~n'igiadatn78Oco
n. he). Ful filed Coals. United States co m is on on Civil RightsC vil Righas risn February 25, 1982, Dr. Arthur Fleming, Chaiman United Stgts
" T e S u b c o m m i t t e e w o u ld a ls o o b s e r v e t h a t m a n i o f t h a e c n t t t o S ta e sraised in tecn xtof Section2h v also be the toecntttinlfseovrtrnth S rin Curhsareo dsln rs s 

pben raged in the cotx flgsaintIs purpon toritrpret aconstitut o na~poinI o tann oesre Court through a simple statute neal e~. 
Cotmoybo-br Br eaigB e o e t h e s e p a r a t i o n o f P o w e r S u b c o m i e e . , J uyt l n e 1 1 8 t h e A d t o f 3 a t h e oOfU&Senator Orrin 0. 8aeCommittee Print of the Subcommitte Poer itlns 

&v5,87hCnewsltBlga.o
97thCongess.1st ess~n. te th Sepratinwo
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pervasive history of constitutional violations. In South Carolina v.
Xatzenbach, the prospective nature of the section 5 process (applicable
only to chanlgea in voting laws and procedures) was essential to the
Court's determination of constitutionality."' This was closely related
to findings by Congress that governments in certain areas of the
country were erecting new barriers to minority participation in the
electoral process even faster than they could be dismantled by
the courts. Thus, even with regard to covered jurisdictions, the Court
has never upheld a legislative enactment that would apply the extraor-
dinary test of section 5 to existing state and local laws and pro-
cedures.

One other general observation must not be overlooked. In its efforts
to enact changes in the Voting Rights Act that would lead to an effec-
tive reversal of Mobile, the House invites the Federal judiciary to
strike down an unidentified (and unidentifiable) number of election
laws, some of recent vintage and some reaching back over centuries.
The connection which any of these laws may have with actual viola.
tions of the Fifteenth Amendment, past, present, or future, is left
entirely to speculation. Without a far more clearly demonstrated con-
nection, it can only be concluded that the proposed amendment exceeds
the power of Congress under section 2 of the Fifteenth Amendment,
whatever one's constitutional theories are about the enforcement role
of Congress under the Reconstruction Amendments and however inno-
vative and creative one is in justifying exercises of Congressional
legislative authority.

Finally, there is a strong feeling among some of the members of
the subcommittee that the proposed change in section 2 is unconstitu-
tional for one further reason. In short, the results test by focusing leg-
islative and judicial scrutiny so intensely upon considerations of race
and color, completely apart from acts of purposeful discrimination, is
offensive to the basic color-blind objectives of the Constitution gen-
erally and of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments specifically.
As Professor Van Alstyne has observed:

The amendment must invariably operate ... to create ra-
cially defined wards throughout much of the nation and to
compel the worst tendencies toward race-based allegiances and
divisions.'*

The kinds of racial calculations required, for example, by the Justice
Department in the events leading up to the case of United Jewish Or-
ganizationa v. Carey "' is but an illustration of the depth of the racial
consciousness injected into legislative decision-makg by a results or
effects test for discrimination." Under the proposed change in section
2, this kind of racially-preoccupied decisionmaeing process would be-
come the norm. Rather than pointing our nation in the direction of a

388 U.S. at 834.
sBee sepia note 159.
Am'680 U.8. 144 (1976).- Inutrative of this heightened racial consciousness t. the rather remarkable observa-tion of former Assistant Attorney Genoral Days that minority identifiable neighborhoodssane would be Immune to gerrymandering even if such gerrymandering wet. indisputablyens incontrovertibly related to partisan or ideological factor.. Apparently with respect tosnch neighborhoods, the results teat In section 2 would impose a constitutional oblugatonupon ate legislature to naximise the Impact and influence of soch neighborhoods, a re-makably peivilaged status accorded no other geagraphical nietghborhood. See Senateeaig, February 12 1982. Drew Days, rofessor Yale School of Law. See also remarksof Juliu Chambers, president, NAACP Legal1 Defense Fuind, Inc. on the same day, inwhich a similar conclusion was rehed. CL. Meb(Ie. veBodens, 440 U.S. 65, 8a (concurringepinlon by Justioe Btevens).

,IsThe Subcommittee on the Constitution recomittee on the Judiciary a ten- ear excmmends to the full Com-
provisions of the Voting Rights Act witension of amendment Tspoularepresent the longest extension of theseovisiondmnt. hisooulofthe Voting Rights Act. In particular the prbco in the history ofommend the retention of the intent sthe s mmiteof he would new rec-
sults standard adopted in the Housetapproved measure, and the ex-tension of the preclearance proced-re to covered ursdiathons forperiod of ten years, rather than the permanent extension theseprovisions adopted in the House-approv e measure s While there issubstantial sentiment on the subcovmitted in favor of the develop-ment of a "reasonable" bail-out mechanism for jurisdiction that havecomported themselves in a non-discriinatory manner for a sustainedperiod of time, the subcommittee has not proposed a bail-out pro.vision at this time because of the substantial disagreement existing asto the constitution of a "reasonable" bail-out provision. Apart fromits conclusion that the House- approved measure contains a whollyunreasonable bail-out, the subcommittee is not opposed to the developmeant of a fair bail-out mechanism at some subsequent stage of thelegislative process. Under no circumstances, however, does it believethat the preclearance procedure should be made permanent.Apart from the section 2 issue and the bail-out issue, several othermatters of controversy were raised before the subcommittee. While

there is sympathy among a number of members of the subcommittee
for changes in law in these areas, it has nevertheless recommended that
present law be maintained intact in order not to upset the consensus
in behalf of that law.

One of these matters is the question of the continuing requirementunder section 203(b) of the Act that certain jurisdictions be required
LU This recommencation eomport. witthreomnaosmdebmayldri

tor dthe cil e o el during the House hearings Benjamin Hooks. Executive Dire-wer sof r the etecefo example.W his Act tte single mostie vealgilond dafted In the latw w
dcdes . . .itI haye not seen any change. that were anthin bgrate chnesher cagsw

sae ,- it wuld be et to extend it in its present form. house Hearnor change.
1981, at 65, 60. 8d,8.G y Wa

tre Director8 Sut hern Christian Leadeershp Conference; Ruben ouia*. NationalPreei-dent. Lead e of United L~ain Am~erican Citizens ; Vernon Jordan, Executive Director, UrbanLge(i t ain't broke don't 8ix it") ; Coretta Scott Kting; Lane Kirkland, President,

94-648 0 - 82 - 12
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"color-blind" society in which racial considerationsvant-as was the purpose of the original Voting bcm irposed amendment to section 2 would in Rights Act-the pro.the opposite direction. Considerations ove tlis nation in preciseomnipresent and dominant. In the view of the dubcomw, this iinconsistent with either the purpose or the spiritomte th.emand Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitutionr of the FourteentIn conclusion, the subcommittee believes that the ouse.amendments to the Voting Rights Act run substantially afoul of theprovisions of the Constitution. On those groun alnially sou terejected. ds alone, they should be

IX. O ND O AND SECON--SECON ANAIY
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to provide bilingual registration and election materials."ar Senator
Hayakawa testified against retaining this section. He cited various
instances of the costs .mandated by this provision noting that, in
1980, -for example, the State of California spent $1.2 million on bi-
lingual election materials. 5' Other witnesses urged the retention of
this provision, as did the Administration.m0

Another matter raised by several witnesses related to venue
in preclearance and bail-out suits. Venue in such cases is currently re.
stricted to the' U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia.
Former Attorney General Griffin Bell noted, for example, with respect
to such restricted venue:

It is a departure from the equal protection of the law and
a disparagement which stigmatizes judges in the regions
covered by the Act to require that-relief be sought only from
judges in the District of Columbia.""

Other witnesses, however, argued in behalf of retention of the
present venue provisions.'"1

The final matter raised by some witnesses during the hearings
related to whether or not a political subdivision of a state should
permitted to bail-out as a separate unit, apart from a covered state it-
self. In a recent Supreme Court decision 13 section 4 of the Act was
construed to require that a political jurisdiction within a state be per-
mitted to bail-out only as part of a general state bail-out. Again, the
subcommittee chose to retain current law.

Changes in existing law made by the bill, as reported, are shown
.as.follows: existing law proposed to be omitted is enclosed in black
brackets, new matter is printed in italics, and existing law with re-
spect to which no change is proposed is shown in roman.

VoTNo RIGHTS Aor oF 1965

PUBLIC LAW 89-110, 79 STAT 437
AN ACT To enforce the Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United

States, and for other purposes
* * * * * * *

-rw see aupra note 117.
"Senator Hayakawa also observed that the Bureau of the Census Identifies minority

population groups by surname.
* ow that does not necessarily mean that the individual with a. Spanish surname ora Japanese surname cannot read, write, and speak English. some hare been rootedhere for generations and know only dnglis. aowhre in the triggering mechanismis a person-s ability to aeak En glb addressed. Nowhere does the Act require that abilingual ballot he furnished only if the voter cannot use the Enlis languae what.ever hi surname may be. Senate Hearings, February 4, 1982, U.S. Senator s. 1.

ayakawa.e alsdo oonse Hearings, June 28, 1981, Mary Estil Buchanan, Secretary of State,Colorado.Meee, e.g., Senate Hearings, January 27. 1982, Vilma Martinez, Executive Director,Mezican-Amerlcan Legal Defense and Education Fund: February 25, 1952, Arnoldo Torres,Executive Director, League of United Latin American Citisens February 4, 1982, williamClement, Governor of Texas.5 4
Letter to the Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution from Grifmn Bell. formerAttorney General of the United States, March 4, 1982. See also Senate Hearings. Janu-ary 28,1982, U.S. Senator Thad Cochran.see, e.g., senate Hearings, January 27, 1982, Beniamin Hooks, Executive Director.NAACP; February 11. 1982. Dr. Arthur Fleming. Chairman, U.S. Commission on CivilEights ("I think that Congress wa. wise In the begnning to decide that there were certainCssuse that could be more appropriately decided by a court here in the District ofColnmbis.")a ouy of Rome v. United Stater, 446 U.S. 16. 167 (1980). A related question i.. ofcourse, whether or not a state can bail-out independenUy of ay Dolitical Jurisdictions

countie wer also able tomeet theibailt standard. he logic ea ai dlcalt thunderstand ine. by the some line of reasoning, those states in which only a handful of countiesare covered, e.g. California, New York, Massachusetts, should be covered as states byvirtue of that fact.

Szo. 4. (a) To assure that the right of citizens of the United Statesto vote is not denied or abridged on account of race or color, no citizenshall be denied the right to vote in any Federal, State, or local electionbecause of his failure to comply with any test or device in any Statewith respect to which the determinations have been made under thefirst two sentences of subsection (b) or in any political subdivisionwith respect to which such determinationshave been made as a separateunit, ess the United States District Court for the District of Co-lumbia in an action for a declaratory judgment brought by such Statoor subdivision against the United .tates has deterouged that no suchtest or device has been used during the seventeen miev tayeven yearspreceding the filing of the action for the purpose or with the effect of
pr or abridging the right to vote on account of race or color:Provided, That no such declaratory judgment shall issue with respectto any plaintiff for a rriod of [seventeen] twenty-seven years afterthe entry of a final ;udgment of any court of the United States, otherthan the deni of a declaratory judgment under this section, whetherentered prior to or after the enactment of this Act, determining thatdenials or abridgments of the right to vote on account of race orcolor through the use of such tests or devices have occurred anywherein the territory of such plaintiff. No citizen shall be denied the rightto vote in any Federal, State, or local election because of his failureto comply with any test or device in any State with respect to whichthe determinations have been made under the third sentence of sub-section (b) of this section or in any political subdivision with respectto which such determinations have been made as a separate unit,unless the United States District Court for the District of Columbiain an action for a declaratory judgment brought by such State or sub-division against the United States has determined that no such testor device has been used during the [ten] seventeen years precedingthe fling of the action for the purpose or with the effect of denyingor abridging the right to vote on account of race or color, or in con-travention of the guarantees set forth in section 4(f) (2): Provided,That no such declaratory jud ent shall issue with respect to anyplaintiff for a period of [ten] seventeen years after the entry of a

die ud ent of any court of the United States, other than theof a declaratory judgment under this section, whether en-
tered rior to or after the enactment of this paragraph, determining
that enia or abridgments of the right to vote on account of raceor color, or in contravention of the guarantees set forth in section 4(f) (2) through the use of tests or devices have occurred anywhere inthe territory of such plaintiff.

An action pursuant to this subsection shall be heard and determined
by a court of three judges in accordance with the provisions of section2284 of title 28 of the United States Code and any appeal shall lie to
the Supreme Court. The court shall retain jurisdiction of any action
pursuant to this subsection for five years after judgment and shall re-
open the action upon motion of the Attorney General alleging that a
test or device has en used for the purpose or with the effect of deny-ing or abridging the right to vote on account of race or color, or incontravention of the guarantees set forth in section 4(f) (2).If the Attorney General determines that he has no reason to believethat any such test or device has been used during the [seventeen]
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twenty-seven years preceding the filing of an action under the first
sentence of this subsection for the purpose or with the effect of denying
or abridging the right to vote on account of race or color, he shall con-.
sent to the entry of such judgment.

If the Attorney General determines that he has no reason to believe

that any such test or device has been used during the [ten] seventeen
years preceding the filing of an action under the second sentence of
this subsection for the purpose or with the effect of denying or abridg-
ing the right to vote on account of race or color, or in contravention of

the guarantees set forth in section 4(f)(2) he shall be consent to the
entry of such judgment.

* * * * * * *.
SEC. 203. (a) The Congress finds that, through the use of various

practices and procedures, citizens of language minorities have been
effectively excluded from participation in the electoral process.
Among other factors, the denial of the right to vote of such minor-
ity group citizens is ordinarily directly related to the unequal edu-
cational opportunities afforded them, resulting in high illiteracy and
low voting participation. The Congress declares that, in order to en-
force the guarantees of the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments to
the United States Constitution, it is necessary. to eliminate such dis-
crimination by prohibiting these practices and by prescribing other
remedial devices.

(b) Prior to August 6 [1985] 1992, no State or political subdivision
shall provide registration or voting notices, forms, instruction, assist-
ance, or other materials or information relating to the electoral proc-
ess, including ballots, only in the English language if the Director of
the Census determines (i) that more than 5 percent of the citizens of
voting age of such State or political subdivision are members of a
single language minority and (ii) that the illiteracy rate of such
persons as a group is higher than the national illiteracy rate: Provided,
That the pro hbitions of this subsection shall not apply in any politi-
cal subdivision which has less than five percent voting age citizens of
each language minority which comprises over five percent of the state-
wide population of voting age citizens. For purposes of this subsec-
tion, illiteracy means the failure to complete the fifth primary grade.
The determinations of the Director of the Census under this subsection
shall be effective upon publication in the Federal Register and shall
not be subject to review in any court.

X. CoNCLusIoN

For the foregoing reasons, the Committee on the Judiciary's Sub-
committee on the Constitution recommends the enactment of the sub-
ject bill extending intact the Voting Rights Act of 1905.

XI. COST ESTATE .

Pursuant to section 252(a) of the Legislative Reorganization Act
of 1970 (Public Law 91-510), the subcommittee estimates that there
wlIR be minimal costs to the-Federal Go ernment resultinglrom the
passage of this legislation.

I___

ATTACHMENT A

QUEnONs AND ANswm: IN'E- v Rzaur
The Voting Rights Act debate will focus upon a proposed changeinto cometthat involves one of the most important constitutional issuestondamen beforesuoress in many years. Involved in this debate arefundamental issues involving the naure of American representativedemocracy, federalism, civil rights, and the separation of powers. Thefollowing are questions and answ e pera to this proposedchange. It is not a simple issue.
Wat is the major isse involved in the present Voting Rights Actdebate?
The most controversial issue is whether or not to change the standardin section 2 by which violations of voting rights are identified from thepresent "intent" standard to a "results' standard. There is virtuallyno opposition to extending the provisions of the Act or maintainingintact the basic protections and guarantees of the Act.
Who is proposing to change the sectionE standard?
Although the popular perception of the issue involved in the Vot-ing Rights Act debate is whether or not civil rights advocates are go-ing to e able to preserve the present Voting Rights Act, the section 2issue involves a major change in the law proposed by some in thecivil rights community. Few are urging any retrenchment of existingprotections in the Voting Rights Act. The issue rather is whether ornot expanded notions of civil rights will be incorporated into the law.What is section 2?

Section 2 is the statutory codification of the 15th Amendment to theConstitution. The 15th Amendment provides that the right of citizensto vote shall not be denied or abridged "on account of' race or color.There has been virtually no debate over section 2 in the past becauseof its noncontroversial objectives.
Does section 9 apply only to "covered" jurisdictions?
No. Because it is a codification of the 15th Amendment, it appliesto all jurisdictions across the country, whether or not they are a"coverd jurisdiction that is required to "pre-clear" change in v-inlaws and procedures with the usice Department under section 5 othe Act.
What is the relationsip between section 2 and section$?
Virtually none. Section 5 requires jurisdiction with a history ofdiscrimination to "preclear" all proposed changes in their voting laws

and procedures with the Justice Department. Section 2 restates the15th Amendment and a plies to all jurisdictions; it is not limitedeither, as is section 5, to ca es in voting laws or procedures. Existinglaws and procedures would a subject to section 2 scrutiny as well as
changes in these laws and procedures.

(177)
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What is the present law with respect to section 21
The law with respect to the standard for identifying section 2 (or

15th Amendment) violations has always been an intent standard. As
the Supreme Court reaffirmed in a decision in 1980, "That Amendment
prohibits only purposefully discriminatory denial or abridgement by
government of the freedom to vote on account of race or color." Mobitle
v. Bolden 446 U.S. 55.

Did the Mobile case enact any changes in existing laws?
No. The language in both the 15th Amendment and section 2

proscribes the denial of voting rights "on account of" race or color.
This has always been interpreted to require purposeful discrimination.
Indeed, there is no other kind of discrimination as the term has tradi-
tionally been understood. Until the Mobile case, it was simply not at
issue that the 15th Amendment and section 2 required some demonstra-
tion of discriminatory purpose. There is no decision of the Court either
prior to or since Mobile that has ever required anything other than an
"intent" standard for the 15th Amendment or section 2.

Haven't the Supreme Court utilized a results test prior to the
Mobile decision?

No. The Supreme Court has never utilized a results (or an "effects"
test) for identifying 15th Amendment violations. While proponents
often refer to the decision of the Court in White v. Re ester 412 U.S.
755 to argue the contrary, this is simply not the case. White was not a
section 2 case and it was not a 15th Amendment case-it was a 14th
Amendment case. Further, White required discriminatory purpose
even under the 14th Amendment. That White required purse
was reiterated by the Court in Mobile and, indeed, it was reiterated byJustice White in dissent in Mobile. Justice White was the author of the
White v. Regester opinion. The term results appears nowhere in White
v. Regester. There is no other court decision either utilizing a results
test under section 2 or the Fifteenth Amendment.

What is the standard for the 14th amendment's egual protection
clause?

The intent standard has always applied to the 14th amendment
as well. In Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Authority, the Supreme
Court stated "Proof of a racially discriminatory intent or purpose is
required to show a violation of the equal protection clause of the 14th
amendment." 429 U.S. 253 (1977). This has been reiterated in a num-
ber of other decisions, Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229 (1976);Massachusetts v. Feeney, 442 U.S. 256 (1979). In addition, the Courthas always been careful to emphasize the distinction between de factoand de jure discrimination in the area of school busing. Only de jure(or purposeful) discrimination has ever been a basis for school busingorders. Keyes v. Denver, 413 U.S.189 (1978).

What precisely is the "intent" standard?
The intent standard simply requires that a judicial fact-finderevaluate all the evidence available to himself on the basis of whetheror not it demonstrates some intent or purpose or motivation on thepart of the defendant to act in a discriminatory manner. It is the tradi-tional test for identifying discrimination.

Does it require express confession of intent to discii,
5No more than a criminal trial requires express confessions ofIt simply requires that a judge or rury be ables conle basi.of all the evidence availab e to it, including eru.etonl den whatever kind, that some discrimin g i circumstantial evidesne ofthe part of the defendant. Several ry m tent or pcases ic itednno iculty finding purpose l dis cases since eo ae sgun" or express confessions of intent. mmation without a "smoking

Then it does not require "mind"intent" standard have auggested-
Absolutely not. "Intent" is proven without "mindedingtosands of times every day of the week in criminal and civil trials acothe country. Indeed, in criminal trials existence of intent must beproven "beyond a reasonable doubt." In the civil rights are, the nor-mal test is that intent be proven merely "by a preponderance of theevidence."

How can the intent of long-dead legislators be deterrrined under thepresent test?
This has never been necessary under the 15th amendment. It is ir-relevant what the intent may have been of "long-dead" legislatos if

the allege discriminatory action is being maintained wrongfully by
What hind of evidence can be used to dem te "iAgain, literally any kind of evidence can be istes?irement..As the Supreme Court noted in the Arlin to Hiyts re-etermig whether invidious discriminatory pgo es was a mast,vatin factor demands a sensitive inquiry purposes was a mtialand irect evidence as may be availableU to such 25, 266 circumstantialspecific considerations that it mentions are the historical backing theof an action, the sequence of events leading to a decision the existnceof departures from normal procedures, legislative history, the impactof a decision upon minority groups, etc.

Do you mean that the actual impact or efects of anminority groups can be considered under the intent test? p
Yes. Unlike a results or effects-oriented test, however, it is notdispositive of a voting rights violation in and of itself, and it cannoteffectively shift burdens of proof in and of itself. It is simply evidenceof whatever force it communicates to the factfinder.
Why are some proposing to substitute a new "results" test in sec-

Ostensibly, it is argued that voting rights violations are more dif-ficult toprove under an intent standard than they would be under aresults standard.

How important should that consideration be?
Completely apart from the fact that the Voting Rights Act hasbeen an effective tool for combating voting discrimination underthe present standard, it is debatable whether or not an appropriatestandard should be fashioned on the basis of what facilitates success-
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I

ful prosecutions. Elimination of the "beyond a reasonable doubt"standard in criminal cases, for example, would certainly facilitatecriminal convictions. The Nation has chosen not to do this becausethere are competing values, e.g. fairness and due process.What es wrong with the results standard?
First of all, it is totally unclear what the "results" standard issupposed to represent. It is a standard totally unknown to presentlaw. To the extent that its legislative history is relevant, and to theextent that it is designed to resemble an effects test, the mainobjection is that it would establish as a standard for identifying sec-tion 2 violations a "proportional representation by race" standard.What is meant by "proportional representation by race"?The "proportional representation by race" standard is one thatevaluates electoral actions on the basis of whether or not they con-tribute to representation in a State legislature or a City Council or aCounty Commission or a School Board for-racial and ethnic groupsm proportion to their numbers in the population.

What is wrong with "proportional representation by race"?It is a concept totally inconsistent with the traditional notion ofAmerican representative government wherein elected officials rep.resent individual citizens not racial or ethnic u or blocs. In ad-dition, as the Court observed in Mobile, the Constitution "does not re-quire Propotional representation as an imperative of political orga-nization.' As Madison observed in the Federalist No. 10, a major ob-ective of the drafters of the Constitution was to limit the influence of'factions" in the electoral process.
Compare then the intent and the results tests?The intent test allows courts to consider the totality of evidencesurz-ounding an alleged discriminatory action and then requires suchevidence to be evaluated on the basis of whether or not it r-aises aninference of purpose or motivation to discriminate. The results test,however, would focus analysis upon whether or not minority groupswere re rsented proportionately or whether or not some change invoting aw or procedure would contribute toward that result.What does the term "discriminatory results" mean?It means nothing more than is meant by the concept of racialbalance or racial quotas. Under the results standard, actions wouldbe judged, pure and simple, on color-consciousrd Tistotally at odds with everythin thatcotor Consegiound s. This is

towards since the Reconstruction A amendments, Brown vm Board ofE'ducat ion, and the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The term "discriminatoryresults" is Orwellian in the sense that it radically transforms the con-cept of discrimination from a process or a means to an end into aresult or end in itself. The results test would outlaw actions with adisparate impact; this has vrtuall thingto do with the notion
eIn't he 'proportional representation by race" description an ex-

T r de s o it h o aYes, but the results test is an extreme test. It is based upon JusticeThus-good Marshall's dissent in the Mobile case which was described
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by the Court as follows: "cThe theorn fti isn pno
pears to be that every 'Political go up a dissenting opinion

didtes in the minority hs a federal constitutionaleasry such group

dthes inl proportion to its numbers"~The rius t p o inedcan
p od new "resulttest, admits hatuse Reporth inec can

Propotonal presentation "wouldbe highly re vant the absenem
But doesn't tihe proposed new sect ion, 2la ng~ e p e ysaeta

proportional representation is not e expressly state that
There is, in fact, a disclaimer proviini asoecee.I tae,"h 

of sorts. htmmeso It is clever butitis a smokescreen. It sae prvi mbeosrs of a
have not been elected in m bears equal to thers proaortion ofthe population shall not, in and of itself, constitute asection." 

violation of this
Wy is th language a "smokescreen"?
The key, of course, is the "in and of itself" lantice Marshall Bought to deflect the "propInMo e u-

race" description of his rest the prop onal representation by
Consider the response of the Court, "Te di enatsimiar disclaeet
disclaim this description of its theory by thgion seeks to
vote dilution may require, in addition to pro mgta a claim of
evidence of 'historical and social facto pd he coai

t is without political influence Putti cato th a s the o me n

er th es uz soilgca osdruii,~ ha aonefac that t ,.ot 
ei the ev idnbasis, it remain s arto ces i hat y otumanner, exclude the claims of an cte

ny 
group that happens for

ihateve an to elctifyeeo then candidates than arithmetic in-
icesu t t t ine the Putative limits are bound to hirove
illsoryi the esuss informing their application woude

ical influence'." estoredress the 'inequitable 
ditb ofpot

What addiibuionao epidnceat.Erpan further?In short, the point is that there will always be an additional scin-tillae of evidence to satisfy the "in and of itself language. hp cu ly true since there is no standard n" "acial polarevidence except for the results standard pos whi ts 
eudge 

anys ha ye ere with evidence o the lack of pro-
podrthna refresetatwn' woul sice to complete a section 2 violaio

nie,-te d aul tlestsre

Among the additional bits of objectivev" evidence towhcteHouse Report refers are a "history of disrimjnatio , "racially polar-thit vtig (sic), at-large elections, majority vote requirements, pro-hiiin nsnl-htvtnadnmee 

mn ot.fators 
that have ben considered relevant in the past in evauatingsubmisions by "covered" jurisdictions under section 5 of the Votingonly ballotads, aat railrgsrtomaurs 

itr fEgihldistributie 
of services hny sagrdlcoa in racially de- be neighbor.hoostagerefdaelectorl terms, some history of discrimination, theexisten vofg ;dual co systems in the past, impediments to thirdpart voing,~eedeny requirement, redistricting plans which fail
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to "maximize" minority influence, numbers of minority registrationofficials, re-registration or registration purging requirements, eco-nomic costs associated with registration, etc., etc.
These factors have been used before.?
Yes. In virtually every case, they have been used by the Justice De-partment (or by the courts) to ascertain the existence of discriminationin "covered" jurisdictions. It is a matter of one's imagination to comeup with additional factors that could be used by creative or innovativecourts or bureaucrats to satisfy the "objective' factor requirement ofthe "results" test (in addition to the absence of proportional repre-sentation). Bear in mind again that the purpose or motivation behindsuch voting devices or arrangements would be irrelevant.

Summarize again the signifcance of these "objective" factors?
The significance is simple-where there is a State legislature or acity council or a county commission or a school board which doesnot reflect racial proportions within the relevant population, thatjurisdiction will be vulnerable to prosecution under section 2. Itis vir-tually inconceivable that the "in and of itself" language will not besatisled by one or more "objective" factors existing in nearly anyjurisdiction in the country. The existence of these factors, in conjunc-tion with the absence of proportional representation, would representan automatic trigger in evidencing a section 2 violation. As the Mobilecourt observed, the disclaimer is "illusory".

But wouldn't you look to the totality of the circumstances?
Even if you did, there would be no judicial standard for evaluationother then proportional representation. The notion of looking to thetotality of circumstances is meaningful only iri the context of somelarger state-of-mind standard, such as intent. It is a meaningless no-tion in the context of a result-oriented standard. After surveying theevidence under the present standard the courts ask themselves, Doesthis evidence raise an inference of intentP" Under the proposed newstandard, given the absence of proportional representation and theexistence of some "objective", factor, a prima facie (if not an irrebut-table) case has been established. There is no need for further inquiriesby the court. There is no ultimate, threshold question for the courts.Where would the burden of proof lie under the "renulta" test?Given the absence of proportional representation and the existenceof some "objective" factor, the effective burden of proof would beupon the defendant community. Indeed, it is unclear what kind of evi-dence, if any, would suffice to overcome such evidence. In Mobile, forexample, the absence of discriminatory purpose and the existence oflegitimate, non-discriminatory reasons for the at-large system ofmunicipal elections was.not considered relevant evidence by either theplaintiffs or the lower Federal courts.

Putting aside the abstract principle for the moment, what is themajor objective of those attempting to overrule "Mobile" and substi-tute a "result," test in section 2hThe immediate purpose is to allow a direct assault upon the major-ity of municipalities in the country which have adopted at-large sys-

I.

183teams of elections for citthe precise issue in Mobr&councibe and county commiss
suits test argue that at-la as a matter of fact. Prop - was

minorities who would be eeetions tend to d of the re-
tire us to o fice on a district or ward voting elect n "th ie iarns

adopted by the cty. a at-large m u pal. m o r
Do at-large systems of voting dmn es,
Completely apart from the fact that at-large votin fomn

governments was instituted b m any v th .1920's in response to unusual instance conununities in tho s andate so f go vrnn t, the e so ut e f crruption with n 9a w a dthee i no evidence tat a l sa pted t hirimin ae against minorities. T. tha at-large votinated tha miybacsc nrte That is, unless themei-sent whites and oly a n repre blacks, nles the preisp aic
Po l scentt at th reati n b a d r ane
omiorties. create political ghettoes" . thispanec
is enhanced by the creation of a s ta tce, bor influence
elect a black person thanpercent lack ward (that may

e n an by three 30-pernt black wards (that mayeach elect white persons all of whom will be dnfthanmby the black community). l nlecdsignificantly
con ti y ith the proposition that at l eFirst, it turns the traditional objectva of the -

equal access to the electoral process-n its ead. ti hts Ac tmobile, "this right to equal participation in the electo t re oesnnot protect any political group, forove a eur
S c n ,it enc u r e s ho e e d~ d, f o lco~o el w eSarcndthan e at tuiorPolitical isolation ao p
r t e th n havi n g to enter into electoral ectoral defeat."ri

candidates favor l to their interests ward.only elecallow minorities the more comfort-ble, ut pla u ti s uen to

cityate ais of thfe, aaci pa goernmentadted h

ioidentifible 
districts. Third, it tends torylace a premium upon minorities remaining m p y raler iTothe extent that integration occurs, ward egapial egtdto esut n popotinalreresentation. 

boumvtn rz wa y refer-ring toMbl,"oiia rusd o aea needn constitu-tional claim t ersnain
What would be the impact of a constitution or statutor ieposribng at-large municipal electionsoJ uThe impact would be profound. In Mobile, the plaintiffs sought tostrike down the entire form of municipal governnt adoptdb thecity on the basis of the at-large fo r of ct o ni l ci n h o rstated, "D espite repeated attacks ciy co n i ee ton hn( o rltive districts the Court pomultimember (atlarge) egis-stitution," Ii Mobile were over- tt d atat they are not uncon.of the more than two-thirds of the 18000 muni cip ral s tnt re witry that have adopted this form of government, would be placed iserious jeopardy.
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What will be the impact of the results test upon redistricting andreapportionment
Redistricting and reapportionment actions also will be judged on thebasis of proportional representation analysis. As Dr. W. F. Gibson,the President of the South Carolina NAACP, recently observed aboutproposed legislative redistricting in that State, "Unless we see a re-districting plan that has the possibility of blacks having the probabilityof being elected in proportion to this population, we will push hard fora new plan," Similarly, the Reverend Jesse Jackson has stated, "Blacscomprise one-third of South Carolina's population and they deserveone-third of its representation." Former Assistant Attorney Generalfor Civil Rights Drew Days has conceded that minority groups alonewill be argly immune to partisan or ideological gerrymandering onthe grounds of "vote dilution".

What is "vote dilution"?
The concept of "vote dilution" is one that has been res nsible fortransforming other provisions of the Voting Rights Act rep. section5) from those designed to ensure equal access by minorities to theregistration and voting processes into those designed to ensure equalelectoral outcome. The right to register and vote has been significantlytransformed in recent years into the right to cast an "effective" voteand the right of racial or ethnic groups not to have their collectivevote "diluted". See, e.g., Thernstrom, "The Odd Evolution of theVoting Rights Act", 55 The Public Interest 49. Determining whetheror not a vote is "effective" or "diluted" is generally determined simplyby proportional representation analysis.

Are there other constitutional issues involved with section 27Yes. Given that the Supreme Court has intereted the 15thAmendment to uire a demonstration of purposeful discriminationin order to establish a constitutional violation, and given that theVoting Rights Act is predicated upon the 15th Amendment, ther areserious constitutional questions involved as to whether or not Con-gress in section 2 can re-interpret the parameters of the 15th Amend-ment b sim ple statute. Similar constitutional questions are involvedin pe n e orts by the Congress to statutorily overturn the SupremeCourt's abortion decision in Roe v. Wade. As former Attorney Gen-eral Griffin BEll has observed, "To overrule the Mobile decision bystatute would be an extremely dangerous course of action under ourform of government."
What is the position of the administration on the section 2 issue?The administration and the Justice Department are strongly onrecord as favoring retention of the intent standard in section 2. presi-dent Reagan has expressed his concern that the results standardmay lead to the establishment of racial quotas in the electoral processPress Conference, December 17, 1981. Attorney General Willim.French Smith has expressed similar concerns.

Summarize the section 2 issue?
The debate over whether or not to overturn the Supreme Court'sdecision in Mobile v. Bolden, and establish a results test for.iden-
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tfying voting discrimination in plc o h
prsidel the single most impratcn itopreset intent test, is

considered the 7th Congres. Involved in th a be
fundamental iu involve the nature of Americ csontroversy aredemocracy, federalism, h division of Power c and civil rishts. Byredefining the notion of "civil rights" and nth econtext of voting rights, the d "ults" amentenotransform the objective of the Act from ndmnce 
noeul eut n h lcorlpoetenbllt-o 

oreuldination can lead nowhere but to pss A resu test for discrim-tion by race, standard of proprtional represent,
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ATTACHMENT B

SrLEcTED QUoTEs ON SECTIoN 2 AND PROPOR'rONAr'
REPIiusENTATIoN

"The theory of the dissenting opinion ["results" test] ... appears to
be that every political group or at least every such group that is in theminority has a federal constitutional right to elect candidates in pro-portion to its members ... The Equal Protection Clause does not re-
quire proportional representation as an imperative of political organi-
zation."-U.S. Supreme Court, Mobile v. Bolden (1980)"The fact that members of a racial or language minority group have
not been elected in numbers equal to the group's proportion of the
population . . . would be highly relevant [under the proposed amend-
ment.]"-House Report 97-227 (Voting Rights Act)

"[Under the new test] any voting law or procedure in the country
which produces election results that fail to mirror the population
make-up in a particular community would be vulnerable to legal chal-
lenge . .. if carried to its logical conclusion, proportional representa-
tion or quotas would be the end result."-U.S. Attorney General Wil-liam French Smith

"To overrule the Mobile decision by statute would be an extremelydangerous course of action under our form of government."-Former
U.S. Attorney General Griffin Bell

"A very real pros pect is that this amendment could well lead us tothe use of quotas in the electoral process ... We are deeply concerned
that this language will be construed to require governmental units to
present compelling justification for any voting system which does not
lead to proportion representation."-Asst. Attorney General (Civil
Rights) William Bradford Reynolds

"Blacks comprise one-third of South Carolina's population and theydeserve one-third of its representation."-Rev. Jesse Jackson, Colum-
bia State, October 25, 1981

"The amendment must invariably operate ... to create racially de-fined wards throughout much of the nation and to compel the worst
tendencies toward race-based allegiances and divisions."-Prof. Wil-
liam Van Alstyne, Univ. of Calif School of Law

"The logical terminal point of those challenges [to Mobile] is thatelection districts must be drawn to give proportional representation to
minorities. -Washington Post, April 28,1980

"It seems to me that the intent of the amendment is to ensure thatblacks or members of other minority groups are ensured proportional
representation. If, for example, blacks are 20 percent of the popula-tion of a State, Hispanics 15 percent, and Indians 2 percent, then atleast 20 percent of the members of the legislature must be black, 15 per-cent Hispanic and 2 percent Indian."-Prof. Joseph Bishop, Yale Law

School

(186)

"The amendment is intended to reverse the Su Csion in Mob ... if adopted, thirs authe Fee Courts d e-uire States to change their laws to ensure Federal courts toielected in proportion to their numbersur tt minorities be
rent does not unply proportional representatio,-Dr. Wi go vern.

American Enterprise Institute on r alter flerat,"Unless we see a redistricting plan that hathhaving the probability of being elected in the Possibility of blackstion in South Carolina, we will ush portion to this PopulaGibson, President, South Carolina NAa r a new plan."-Dr W. F.
"Only those who live in a dream world can fail to perceive the basicthrust and purpose and inevitable result of the new section 2: it is toestablish a pattern of proportional representation now bas orace-perhaps at a later moment in time u ion, now based uponnationality.' -Prof. Henry Abraham, Uni gender or religion or
"I may state unequivocal y fr the NA d Virgia

Conference on Civil Rights that we are not sekn for the Leadership
presentation and r e there is a big different bewproportional rep.reprsenatin an reresntaton n te ncoetween proportionalnnrtyJ population."- Benjamin the population in proportion tomAi ty Hooks, Executive Director,

"What the courts are going to have to do under the new t
look at the proportion of minority voters in a 'ven locality entest okat the proportion of minority representatives. Tat is where they willgin eir inquiry and that is very likely t e will end theirnquitz e have ethnic or racial Proportionality.- nd
Horowitz, Duke University Law School

It would be difficult to imagine a political entity containingasig
niiat minrity pulation that was not rep en pcotoga s
that would not be in violation of the new section.". Drof Edward

"['er aresul Hestanities Center w
stvarious woraes d wuld require] dividing the community into theto provide each with nie groups the law happens to cover and the

arty 15, 1982 aall Street Journal, Janu-

Equal access does not mean equal results- - [Under the a
meant proportionate results have become the test of discrimination
Dr. Joh Bunzel, Hoover Institution (Stanford University)

"The very language of the amendment proposed for Section 2 i-ports proportional representation into the Act where it did not existbefore."Prof Barry Gross, City College of New York
"By making heer numerical outcome 'highly relevant' as to the

legality of a procedure, the House bill moves to replace the outcome of
the voting as the final arbiter by another standard -proportionalityThis of N potent with democracy."-Prof. Michael Levin, CityColp fNe ok

nme proof [of discrimination under the amended section 2] is the
number of people who get elected."-U.S. Rep. Robert Garcia (NewYork)
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF SENATOR PAUL LAXALT

Though I have concerns about several provisions of S. 1992 as re-
ported by the Judiciary Committee, these Views will be limited to the
changes to section 2 of the Voting Rights Act. The modifications made
by the Judiciary Committee in the provisions of S. 1992 amending
section 2 of the Voting Rights Act were circumscribed by a combina-
tion of what most members considered to be politically possible, in the
context of Committee action, with extraordinarily sophisticated issues
of law. The two variations of amendments to section 2-that is, S. 1992as originally introduced and the House bill, H.R. 3112, on the onehand, and s. 1992 as reported by the Judiciary Committee on theother-have only one purpose, to overturn the Supreme Court's in-terpretation of the 15th Amendment to the Constitution as expressedin the recent case of Mobile v. Bolden, 446 U.S. 55 (1980). Any simplestatement to the contrary notwithstanding, the statements of thesponsors of H.R. 8112 and S. 1992, the hearing records, the debate

in the Judiciary Committee, and the bulk of this Report, all clearlyshow that the perceived impact of Mobile v. Bolden was the provoca-tion for changing the language of section 2 and overturning Mobile v.Bolden was the undisuised goal of the changes adopted.I voted for these changes knowing this to be the case. However, Ido not share the understanding of the Mobile case expressed in thisReport. The so-called "intent" standard articulated in Mobile wasneither an unprecedented departure from previous law or from Con-
,s' understanding of that law, nor was it some new, unusuallyhigh threshold for successfully challenging voting discrimination
based on race.

Furthermore, I believe that the language for section 2 passed by theHouse, (the results" standard) not only was unwarranted, but wouldunavoidably "result" in proportional representation by race, merelya variant-and an equally contemptible variant,-of the bigotry towhich minority citizens have been subjected. Such a statute would be,
in my view, unconstitutional. I reach this conclusion not becauseCongress may not act on an interpretation of the Constitution differ-ent from one espoused by the Supreme Court, for Congress clearlymay; but because this result of mandated proportional representationis itself an unconstitutional abridgment of the right to vote, in thewords of the 15th Amendment, "on account of race."

Thus, I voted for the language ultimately adopted by the JudiciaryCommittee because I felt it was an improvement over the Houselanguage, and because this language was the only proposal availablewhich had a chance to nass the Committee. Furthermore, since I sup-port an extension of those provisions of the Voting Rights Act de-signed to have a temporary application, I was favorably disposedtoward any reasonable improvement in the House language whichwoul low an extension to move forward in the legislative process.
(188)

94-548 0 - 82 - 13

However, due to the seriousness of my objections to the Houseversion, a mere cosmetic change in the House langua would not havesjustified my support for what ultimately became the Judiciary Cornmittee's language. This language, proposed by Senatore Dole,aymy concerns not only because of its explicit language disavowing aright to proportional representation, but also because upon close study,it responds to a feeling I have had for some time concerning the debateover this legislation. Quite simply, the choice before us was not limitedto the "intent" test versus the "results" test. Senator Dole's proposal,now the language of S.1992 as reported by the Judiciary Committee,ingeniously, an admittedly with some complexity, establishes a stand-ard for voting rights discrimination which can be fairly said to be athird alternative between the "intent" and "results" poles.
THE AiPAF.N'T AMBIoUITY OF THE LANGUAGE ADOPrED

"When observed exclusively from an "intent" test perspective or from
a "results" test perspective, the approach taken by the Judiciary Com.
mittee for section 2 is ambiguous, at best. The language of subsection
(a) alone combines words classicly evidencing a "results" test andothers suggesting more of an "intent" orientation. The subsection
speaks of a voting practice which "results" in a denial of the right tovote (obviously, the "results" test), but "on account of" race, color, etc.(suggesting purpose, or at the very least the conscious targeting of avoting practice).

If one looks at the Committee's consideration of this provision more
broadly, but again rigorously trying to pigeonhole the ultimate prod-
uct as an "intent" or "results" test, the confusion is compounded. The
Dole proposal was advanced as a codification of the analytical style of
White v. Repeater, 412 U.S. 775 (1973). (I say "analytical style" be-
cause, since White was a 14th Amendment Equal Protection Clausecase, and not a Voting Rights Act or 15th Amendment case, it would be
inappropriate to say that the language adopted by the Committee
codifies the rule of White v. Repeater.) The proponents explained that
White was not an "intent case, but employed a reasonable analysis not
tending to the extremes feared by those who objected to a straight
results" approach.

White may indeed not be an "intent" case in the sense that the Court
did not clearly discuss discriminatory intent as a necessary element of
the case, but White is certainly not a straight "results" case either. The
White Court was quite clear in its affirmation of the lower court's
holding:

The District Court apparently paid due heed to Whitcombv. Chavia, supra, did not hold that every racial or political
group has a constitutional right to be represented in the state
legislature, but did, from it own special vantage point, con-clude that the multimember district, as designed and operatedin Bexar County, invidiously excluded Mexican-Americans
from effective participation in political life, specifically in theelection of representatives to the Texas House of Repre-sentatives. On the record before us, we are not inclined tooverturn these findings, representing as they do a blend of
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history and an intensely local appraisal of the design and im-
pact of the Bexar County multimember district in the light
of past and present reality, political and otherwise. Id. at
769-70 (emphasis added).

This combination of "design" and "impact" or "operation" may in
the view of some fall short of the "intent" standard employed in
Mobile v. Bolden. Yet obviously the analysis of the White Court did
not turn solely on an evaluation of the impact of the voting ractice
involved, unencumbered by any examination of the purpose i.e., the
"design") of that practice.

In short, trying to understand what the language adopted by the
Committee means only in terms of the "intent or the "results" test
is bound to roduce frustration and little comprehension. What the
Committee did-and the only way this provision can be consistently
understood-is to develop, perhaps inadvertently, a third app roach,
which I, for want of a better formula, call the "objective design"
standard.

THE OBJECTIVE DESIGN SrANDARD

The standard embodied in the section 2 language reported by theJudiciary Committee follows the analysis of White v. Regeeter in thatit looks to the design and results of a voting practice to determine ifit violates the Voting Rights Act. The "design" element here is not,I believe, equivalent to the "intent" test as it has been characterized bythose favoring the "results" test. That is, a discriminatory design isnot a function of the actual subjective intent of the decisionmakerswho put the particular challenged voting practice in place.
Rather, this standard inextricably links "design" and "results" inan effort to formulate a relatively objective, uniform test for unlawfuldiscrimination in voting matters. In the words of subsection (b) ofsection 2, it looks to the "totality of circumstances" surrounding avoting practice, including the impact of that practice, to determineif a reasonable observer could conclude that the practice results in thedenial or abridgment of the right to vote "on account of" race.This standard can be understood by an analogy to the familiar"reasonable man" standard by which tort law evaluates negligence.The following quotation from the classic treaties by WilliamProsser,Handbook of the Law of Torte, serves to illustrate this point:

The whole theory of negligence presupposes some uniformstandard of behavior. Yet the infinite variety of situationswhich may arise makes it impossible to fix definite rules inadvance for all conceivable human conduct. The utmost thatcan be done is to devise something in the nature of a formula,the application of which in each particular case must be leftto the jury, or to the court. The standard of conduct which thecommunity demands must be an external and objective one,rather than the individual judgment, good or bad, of the par-ticular actor;. and it must be, so far as possible, the same forall persons, since the law can have no favorites. At the sametime, it must make proper allowance for the risk apparent to

So to th th .So, too, the theory that some voting qualificat n -
discriminator presuposes that there are voting ualfi tio whiusaenot i'nv :mh discriminatory an thatlhere catbena unirstandard for invidiousness. "Ds an htthr a e' nfror ulawul. y dfinDnrxmation,~ by itself, is not in-vidous or unlawful.umesy d icmnao,>"ye aui
votin g or fo r a license efinition, any "qualification " w he h formS r a license to practice medicine, "discriminates r between
people. For example, our voting laws "discriminate" against non-citizens insofar as being a citizen as a qualification for voting.
critical question is whether a particular qualification is held to beinvidious, and therefore unlawful.

The race of a citizen is one characteristic which we hold to be aninvidious qualification for access to the ballot box. Race is an in-vidious characteristic in this situation because under our morality andlaw it demonstrates nothing of relevance regarding whether a citizenshould be allowed to cast a ballot or not. In the words of ProfessorHadley Arkes of Amherst:

No moral inference can be made about a man merely from
bsis oFhis race. We cannot say, therefore, merely on the
tatis he dace, that any man deserves benefits or disabilities;that he deserves to pay higher taxes or to receive reparations.The standard for determining whether this invidious qualificationhas been used to establish a voting practice, and therefore whetherthe practice is unlawful, must, borrowing the words of Prosser, "bean external and objective one, rather than [depend on] the individual

ud ment, good or bad, of the particular actor." What is establishedy is revision of section 2 is a standard of objective design or purpose, meaning that a court confronted with a voting rights claim willnot look to the particular subjective intent of the decisionmaker in-volved. Rather, a court will subject the "totality of circumstances"surrounding a challenged voting practice to the more uniform andobjective query: "What could have been the primary purpose of ahypothetical, reasonable man in putting such a practice into opera-tioni" Consequently, if a court concludes that a reasonable manwould have had an invidiously discriminatory design in establishinga particular voting qualification, the actual defendant could not inter-pose a defense that the whole scheme was accidental.Yet because invidious discrimination, under the terms of the VotingRights Act, at its core is based on some sense of purpose or designto discriminate against certain citizens on account of their race ormembership in certain language minorities-he objective standardto be employed cannot look merely to the ieact of a particular voting
qualification. Even if one uses the "results terminology employed in. e body of this Report, section 2 of the Voting Rights Act concernsitself only with "results"-unequal access to the ba ot box-imposedon citizens by virtue of their race or membership in certain language

r
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groups, the only characteristics by which citizens can be classified as

a minority" for purpoes of the Voting Rights Act. Indeed, as this

Report observes, uSection 2 protects the right of minority voters to be

free from election practices procedures or methods, which deny them

the rame opportunity to participate in the political process as other

cities enjoy." (Emphasis added.) Paradoxically then, even a "re-

eults" characterization of this section 2 standar cannot avoid the

deign element at the root of this standard: section 2 remedies voting
practices or qualifications discriminating among citizens because of

their race or membership in certain language groups, not voting prac-

tices or qualifications discriminating between citizens because they are
Democrats or Republicans, or are urban dwellers or suburbanites, or
because of any ot er characteristic, whether that other characteristic

is invidious or not. The Voting Rights Act-including this new lan-
guage for section 2-attacks the invidious use of the characteristics of

guce and certain ethnic origins, and these characteristics alone; to dis-

criminate between voters in their access to the ballot box.
In addition, giving some role to design in these matters is the only

way to give effect to the express intentions of the drafters of the sec-

tion 2 language adopted by the Committee: to codify the analysis of

l ite v. Regeater and to ensure that proportional representation does

not become a standard for Voting Rights Act violations. Further I

question the constitutionality of any statute intended to enforce tie
15th Amendment which does not incorporate some element of design.

Justice Stevens' separate opinion in the Moblde case, in which he

concurred in the judgment . comes close to articulating this objective
design standard. ile he does "not believe that it is appropriate to

focus on the subjective intent of the decisionmakers," 446 U. S. at-,
his preferred three-part standard for determining whether a chal-
lenged voting practice violates the law includes whether the practice
"was unsupported by any neutral justification and thus was either
totally irrational or entirely motivated by a desire to curtail the polit-
ical strength of the minority." Id. at -.

CONCLUSION

In sum, I believe this "objective design" standard is the only theory
f have seen which coherently binds the apparently inconsistent threads
of this new section 2 language. It accomplishes what the drafters of
this language say they want to accomplish, and prevents consequences
they say they wish to avoid. It is analogous to classic forms of legal
analysis in our jurisprudence. Finally, it is a logical general formula-
tion of the precedents in the voting rights area.

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF SENATOR ROBERT DOLE
The Committee Report is an accurate statement of the intent ofS...1992, as reported by the Committee. However I would like to add

a few further comments concerning the language of the substitute
amendment which I offered and the Committee adopted as it relates
to Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, and in particular, what I in-
tended that the substitute accomplish and why it was needed.

. MAINTAINO THE INTnsY THE ESULTs TzsT
In offering the substitute, I was guided by two objectives. First,it was imperative to make it unequivocally clear that plaintiffs mabase a vio ation of Section 2 on a owing of discriminatory "results',in which case roof of discriminatory intent or purpose would be

neither rein ' , nor relevant. I was convinced of the inappropriate
ness of an intent standard" as the sole means of establish a votingrights claim, as were the majority of my colleagues on the CommitteeAs explained more fully in the Committee Report, the basic problemwith test is that its focus is misplaced.If a voting practice or struc-ture operates today to exclude members of a minority group from a
fair opportunity to participate in the political process, the motivesbehind the actions of officials which took place decades before is ofthe most limited relevance. Further, it places an inordinate burden ofproof on plaintiffs, thus frustrating vigorous enforcement efforts. Italso causes divisiveness because it inevitably involves charges that thedecisions of officials were racially motivated. In short, from both apolicy and legal standpoint, exclusive reliance on the test is misguidedand would prevent eradication of the racial discrimination which, un-fortunately, still exists in the American electoral process.

ADDREssING THE PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION ISSUE

While convinced of the inappropriateness of the "intent standard",however I was also convinced that in order for this legislation to
garner te broad bipartisan support which it deserved, the codification
of the "results" test had to be accompanied by language which allevi-ated fears that the standard could be interpreted as granting a rightof proportional representation. During the hearings, this was a con-
cern expressed by many and oppose tion to the ts test was based
primarily on this fear. Yet, during the hearings a unanimous con-
sensus was established, among both the opponents and proponents of
the results test, that the test for Section 2 claims should note whether
members of a protected class have achieved proportional representa-
tion. It was generally agreed that the concept of certain identifiable
groups having a right to be elected in proportion to their voting po-
tential was repugnant to the democratic principles upon which our
society is ed. Citizens of all races are entitled to have an equal
chance of electing candidates of their choice, but if they are fairly
afforded that opportunity, and lose, the law should offer no redress.

(193)'1
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THE FORMULA FOR THE 0OPnoMISE

Accomplishment of these two key objectives-maintaining the in,
tegrity of the results test while at the same time alleviating fears about
proportional representation-was achieved by dividing Section 2 into
two now subsections. New subsection (a) retained the "results" lan-
guage of the House Bill, thus making clear that Congress rejected
the 'intent" standard as the sole means of establishing a violation
under Section 2. But new subsection (b) delineated with more spe-
cificity, the legal standards to be applied under the "results" test in
order to address the proportional representation issue.

As explained in the Committee Report, the new subsection codifies
the legal standard articulated in White v Regeater, a standard which
was first applied by the Supreme Court in Whitcomb v Chavia, and
which was subsequently applied in some 23 Federal Courts of Appeals
decisions. As expressed in the language of the subsection, the standard
is whether the political processes are equally "open" in that members
of a protected class have the same opportunity as others to participate
in the political process and to elect candidates of their choice. In other
words, the focus of the standard is on whether there is equal access to
the political process, not on whether members of a particular minority
group have achieved proportional elections results. The language of
the subsection explicitly rejects, as did White and its progeny, thenotion that members of a protected class have a right to be elected in
numbers equal to their proportion of the population. The extent to
which members of a protected class have been elected under the chal-
lenged practice or structure is just one factor, among the totality ofcircumstances to be considered, and is not dispositive.

Thus, by relying on the plain language of the substitute amendment,as well as the precedent which the amendment is designed to make
applicable, I am confident that the "results" test will not be construed
to require proportional representation. Such a construction would bepatently inconsistent with the express provisions of subsection (b).Further, the track record of cases decided under the White standard
irrefutably demonstrates that a right to proportional representation
was never deemed to exist under the standard, and, in fact, was con-
sistently disavowed by the courts.

THE REVISED SECTION 2 DOES NOT INCLUDE AN ELEMENT OF INTENT

It should be reemphasized that the "results" test contained in thesubstitute amendment in no way includes an element of discriminatoryurose. I am aware that some have sought to characterize the White
ol.ing as including an ultimate purpose requirement or a so-called"objective design" element. The implication of this characterization isthat because the substitute amendment codifies the White standard,the amendment also includes some requirement of discriminatory pur-pose. But in presenting my compromise before the Committee, ?ex-plicitly stated that "the supporters of this compromise believe that avoting practice or procedure which is discriminatory in result, shouldnot be allowed to stand, regardless of whether there exists a discrimi-natory purpose". Further, as the Committee Report spells out, inadopting the substitute amendment, the Committee has concluded thatthe White case made no findings and required no proof as to the moti-vation or purpose behind the challenged voting practice.

195
It should be noted that prior to the Commit markup on S 1992,numerous draft amendments were circulated to Committee mneberswhich were said to achieve, in various ways, some thirdecom mkind of standard, ostensibly combining both the "resultsrd

tests..One such suggestion was that defendants be peitted to rebut ashowig of discriminatory results by a showing of eme o rbt-natory purpose behind the challenged Votig of some nondiscrimi-Another su ion was that the results ting actice or structure
requirig p aintiffs to prove that the discriminatory t be viewed as
len ed voting practice was a reasonably foreseeable corequlo the chatsdesign. However, my colleagues and I who offered the su situtamendment remained convinced that Section 2 should only requireplaintifs to establish discriminatory "results" and rejected the notionfPurpose should be incorporated into the standard.

OTHER REVIsIONs MADE n- THE SVWT=T
The substitute retained the new bail-out criteria contained in thebill passed by the House, but placed a twenty-five year "tine capon the preclearance requirement. Unlike past extensions, the provisionsof new bail-out criteria will allow jurisdictions who have obeyed thelaw and accepted minority participation in the political process toexempt themselves from the preclearance requirement, instead of hav-

longer a "mere expiration dat ate. However, because there is nocritera as"mere exiten d many perceived the new bail-outcriteria as extending the social provisions of the Act in perpetuityThe time cap was include o ress this concern. As explained indetail in the Committee Report, the new bail-out is fair and achievableand I anticipate that the vast majority of covered jurisdictions willbe able to exempt themselves from the preclearance requirement longbefore the expiration of the twenty-five year period. However, if there
are some recalcitrant jurisdictions still subject to Section 5 aftertwenty-five years, their preclearance obligations will automaticallyterminate unless the Congress deems that a further extension isnecessary.

CONcLUsIoN
I believe that the Committee should be commended for the mannerin which it has handled the Voting Rights Act Amendments of 1982.Many aspects of this legislation were highly controversy Yet theCommittee was able to move the Bill exreditiously through the Com-mittee process, and report fair, and effective legislation which hascommanded overwhelming bipartisan support. Credit should go toSenator Hatch, whose Constitution Subcommittee held exhaustive,well-balanced hearings on this matter which were of great assistanceto Committee members in working with the complicated legal issuesinvolved. In addition, Chairman Thurmond should be applauded forthe leadership displayed throughout the Committee process. It shouldbe noted that of the three previous occasions when the Senate JudiciaryCommittee has had under consideration the Voting Rights Act, only

once was the Committee Chairman able to move the legislation out
of the Committee. The controversial history of vhe Voltin igotAct underscores the feat which Chairman Thurmond has accomplised.
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jII

SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF CHARLES E. GRASSLEY
ON THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT

I am leased with the measure reported by the Committee andam confident that it shall, be successful in eradicating the remainingvestiges of racial discrimination in voting. I express my views not totake issue with the body of the Report, but to reflect upon the patlby which this proposal was conceived. I shall confine my remarks tothe Section 2 issue.
Developing the Committee bill was not a simple undertaking. Theheartfelt problem in this instance was not one easily addressed bycold legalese. The compromise proposal eventually adopted by theCommittee reflects the complexities and subtleties of this problem.The key to understanding the congressional intent of the new Section2 language lies in an understanding of the essence of our solution asit developed.

Although there were hard-fought battles over the specific languageof this proposal, a consensus developed in this Committee that plainand simply, effective bars to the full and fair political participationby all citizens must be removed, whether those bars are intentionalor not; but that there be safeguards to guarantee that what we arebanning is actual discrimination in the political processes, not dis-proportionate electoral outcomes, per se.

OvERvIEw OF THE HOUSE AND SENATE PROCEEDINoS
The House of Representatives recognized the delicacy of the pro-posed change to a "results" test in Section 2. Critics of this changeraised the specter of proportional representation as the inevitable out-come of this change. While some have labeled this argument a "scarelhctic" the House recognized the real threat that proportional rep-resentation could be the terminal point of the change to a simple"results" test. The House acknowledged this very real possibility andsought to prevent this abhorration with the inclusion of the so-called"disclaimer" language. The disclaimer reads as follows:The fact that members of a minority group have not been electedin numbers equal to the group's proportion of the population shallnot, in and of Itself, constitute a violation of this section.The House thus recognized the distinction between a "dispropor-tionate" result and a "discriminatory" result. The House refrained,however, from expanding upon this distinction other than to rejecttle notion that these standards were somehow equivalent.In the Senate proceedings there arose some controversy over theMquisite evidence for establishing a violation under this new standard.sost notably there was disagreement over the significance of the

constitute atviolation of this section. l ogically, it was argued that

according to this lan gu I . d- t o t r stional iota of evidence o disei rporioae ut and ot h addilishment of a Section 2 violate nu n would suPpce fr the sab-P r o p o n e n t s o f t h e H o e t e- c l i ehh a ~ r e e a d .jfl of the "results" test pas n d ie thisadjudication. Rather, they gnd icative of the intended seta ndad of
would be directed to a senag tha nder a "results" tendard Courcumstances" of each individuve inquiry into the "totalitet the Co
courts would because. They further s todf the cr-WAite v. Regeter, 412 U.S. e reasoning tSu athat the
section Clause case. There s 5 73,a 14th men rem Court in
t e i nlase to .o err i no doubt that the am en ment oqual Pro

was designed to overturn he Supreme Court's inter Section 2
of the amendment claimed that this action U.S. 55 (19 tostandard, the "results" test as tisuatin White to proponents

nation caset as articulated in etor the origmal]
nationng discrm

WoaroAseeAs it became evident that there wastoof us focused our attention on the wsobe a c - sa "disproportionate result and a re o dis inguisheion bmny
was uncomfortable with the Ian gug imnato r " result. I for on
s pathetic to the desires of ou i the Housessedbl aoprohibitions of Section 2r c age thHostoensr .twattha thbproposal which the Hwere enforcable. I did not feel however,that the agam sa uliate house approved was an adequate guar,against an ultim ate mandate of pr p rio auereatti s hr e.-fore, I expressed my reservations wit tha prpesenation. Suboar.

mittee mark-u. I also indicated that I asrnot satisfied tpragmatic implications of the "intent" test and declared my intentions
of seeking some form of compromise. ed ite

In w ork in n t ie ing on this proposal, I acted o h ai s u pi n t aselcted minority groups should not be sbtet bainasumios ethatesion from effective Political participation; n either shouldthe s ecn-titled to constitutional protection from defeat at the polls. Thispremise is simply a functional restatement of the differentiation be-tween a "discriminatory" result and a "dio rtion e -was confident that some mechanism could rPprtionate" result. Ili in culd e mde i an uit be devised by which this
distinction could be made in an equitable and certain manner. I be-lieve that the compromise proposal which I co-sponsored and whichhas been approved by the Committee achieves this goal.

ANALYSIS ON SECIMoN 2

Briefly, the amendment substitutes a "results" test for the "intent"standard in the original Section 2. A new subsection (b) is createdwhich includes specific modify language taken directly from the
Supreme Court's White v. Regeter decision. Thus, the Committeehas created a new standard that codifies the analytical interpretationof voting discrimination as articulate in White vthe new language of Section 2 is the test utilized by the Supreme
Court in White, nothing more and nothing less.Bf substituting a 'results" test in Subsection (a) the proposalclarifies that proof of discriminatory purpose is no longer required
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for the establishment of a Section 2 violation. Should plaintiffs choose
to satisfy the "intent" standard they may do so.. The new standard
demands that plaintiffs show that, in accordance with the provisions
of Subsection (b), the challenged practice or procedure was imposed
or applied in a manner which results in a denial or abridgement of
the right to vote on account of race or color. The establishment of a
violation-proving a discriminatory result-is thus contingent uponsatisfaction of the provisions of Subsection (b).

Subsection (b) directs the courts to consider the "totality of the
circumstances" in adjudicating each individual case. In evaluatingthese cases the Court should conduct a thorough inquiry into the rele.
vant circumstances and objective factors of each case. Later in this
section it is stipulated that "disproportional representation" is onlyone "circumstance" which may be considered. Other objective factors
which the Court may find relevant are adequately outlined in the
Committee Report.

It is further stipulated in Subsection (b) that a violation is estab.
lished if, based on the Court's inquiry into the totality of the circum-
stances, it is shown that "the political processes leading to nomination
or election in the state or political subdivision are not egually open toparticipation by members of a class of citizens protected by Subsection(a). "Not equally open" is thereafter defined by the clause "in that itsmembers have less opportunity than other members of the electorate toparticipate in the political process and to elect representatives of their

choice."
Therefore, in order to establish a violation by proof of a discrimina-tory result plaintiffs must demonstrate that the members of the mi-nority group have less opportunity than other members of the elec-torate to participate in the political process and to elect representativesof their choice.

wHAT IS TH NEW sTANDARn7

In determining the practical significance of these rather nebulousconcepts the Committee has ordered that the Courts rely upon theSupreme Court's application of this standard in White v. Regester. Inthat case the Court found that there existed functional bars to par-ticipation by both Black and Mexican-American citizens in the po-litical processes in Dallas and Bexar Counties. The Court found thatBlacks in Dallas County were effectively barred from slating can.didates in the Democratic party. In Bexar County the Court noted thatMexican-Americans suffered a cultural and language barrier thatmade participation in community processes extremely difficult. WAitep. 7$8.
The committee has sought to overcome these semantical difficultiesby embracing a practical standard articulated in the Supreme Courtdecision of White v. Regeater. The plain language of subsection (b)and the Supreme Court's analysis of the totality of the circumstancesin White lead me to the conclusion that the exclusive test in voting dis-crimination cases is whether there exists an effective bar to minoritycitizens' equal opportunity to participate in the political process. Inthe absence of such a bar a violation of Section 2 of the Voting RightsAct could not be established.
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PROOR'noNA2L RnPI1ZENTATONFinally, the amendment reads "noth tion establishesri ht to have members of a protected g intis sectoesaihtoter proportion in the population. ass electedin numbers equalmttee Report states "the t eciocAt several instances the Com-mitte po tates e Th Connte Repport also
tional representation for an "o creates no right to poostates that any concerns that ave bp .oThed Comie Reotarput to rest by the basic princi le ofe voiced about racial quotas acompensurate with the right that is been violate r dy must be

VI gttee ReTherefore, as there is no right toPrportiona repcourts are prohibited from imoi -rprioa presentation theremedy. In fact the Subcommittg proportional representationsclusion; "the minority joins the majority in recd the same conrepresentation as either an appropriate standard for compiling withthe Act or as a proper method of remedying adjudicatedviolain withSubcomnittee Report p. 8. e

ONCLUSIONIn conclusion, I am wholly satisfied with the bill as reported bthe Committee and I concur with the interpr btion of thisthe Committee Report. I believe that ther re a pactionthCommittee is as certain and equitable as possible h
Regeaster Section 2 standard is a practical, effectiveand fairmechanism for eliinating all subtle and complex forms of invidiousdiscrimination in voting.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF SENATOR JEREMIAH DENTON

ON S. 1092

The Voting Rights Act of 1965 has proven to be a successful means
of ensuring the full participation of all citizens in the election process.
Moreover, I am pleased with the advances that the South, in particular,has made with respect to minority voter registration and participation
since the passage of the Act. It is evident that still more progress is
possible and that a reasonable extension of the preclearance provisions
of the Voting Rights Act is worthy of Senate consideration. There.
fore, I favored passage of the bill out of the Committee on the Judi-
ciary and may support the Act when it is presented in final form to the
Senate.

However, during full Committee consideration of the Voting RightsAct, I and others unsuccessfully opposed amendments to the original
Act which unacceptably altered the standard of proof in Section 2 andinstituted a so-called "bail-out" provision which would effectivelyprohibit most compliant jurisdictions from successfully removing
themselves from coverage under Sections 4 and 5 of the Act. AocorJ
ingly, I will support a number of amendments designed to rectify those
provisions when the bill is considered on the floor of the Senate.

I concur with the views expressed by Senator East and Senator
Hatch and would hope that members of the Senate examine those viewscarefully before accepting the changes that the Committee has made inthe original Voting Rights Act.
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1 A n true b Reesentative John Binh
tion oi at the Fourteenth amduendyent) t ctcoere Jonp Blnghath amnm nt.Uder the sponsorship or eao oh ol

Caoa howve te F te a boded to cver pivt e atiowth r ih t , u ner ot hi the Fo urte ent i an F ifteen th a cn actdnn .i5171. chi 99.1 iB tat. 433.DO U.B. 127 (1903). The Court struck down section b of the Act on!teenth ametndmnent did not authorize Congres, to prohibit private
nht to vote.

1894) 2 c. 15. 35 Stat. 1153 (1909). The surviving statutes of thisca. 241-242 (1878) (criminal) and 42 U.B.C. sees. 1971(a), 1983The debate, on te enactment and repeal.C. teeA. ar7(e) c1983,ettory History of the United States: Civil Rlght'443-548. 803-34
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MINORITY VIEWS OF SENATOR JOHN P. EAST

Fundamentalindeed radical-changes in the way our democracyworks will surely come about if Congress passes S. 1992. This measurewould not only extend the extraordinary requirements of the Voting
Rights Act of 1965, but would also place new, severe, and unconstitutional restraints on local governments throughout the country. Beforethe Senate acts on this bill members should take adequate time to con-
sider both the need to extend the Act and the wisdom of new changes
in the Act that place unparallelled power to alter the character oflocal and state government in the hands of the Federal Government

I. THE GENsAs ND HIsToRY OF THE VOTING RIoHTs ACT oF 1065
Congress has given too little consideration to the constitutionalbasis of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Much of the current discussionhas evidenced a confusion as to whether it is the fourteenth or thefifteenth amendment that gives Congress the authority to pass such alaw. Although the Equal Protection Clause frequently has been utilizedto protect the right to vote, the fifteenth amendment, declaring thatthe right to vote shall not be denied or abridgent, acun tatcolor, or previous condition of servitude," was originally intended toserve as the real workhorse of Negro su, rage.s Two months after theamendment was adopted, Congress, exercising its new enforcementpowers under section 2 of the Fifteenth Amenment2 passed the Entforcement Act of 1870.1 But this measure, which sought to prohibitboth state and private action interfering with voting rights, was larily unsuccessful. The Supreme Court struck down provisions of theaeaimed at private action," and Congress in 8 9 4 reoeld most of theremaining sections of the statute dealing with o cial action.ft
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Congress then withdrew from the field, and for the next sixty

years the task of eliminating racial qualifications in the franchise de-
volved principally on the Supreme Court. In carrying out this respon-
sibility, the Court assiduously thwarted state efforts, whether statu-
tory or administrative, to disenfranchise blacks, even reaching out
to strike down attempts by political organizations to exclude blacks
from voting in primary elections. Throughout this period, the Court's
discussion of Congress enforcement powers under the fifteenth amend-
ment was necessarily limited to the issue of whether Congress could
proscribe private action. The only remedial legislation passed by
Congress was the Force Act of 1871, designed to supplement the
Enforcement Act of 1870 by providing for the appointment of federal
officers to supervise elections of members of the House of Representa-
tives.' In Em Parte Siebold I the Supreme Court upheld the Force
Act as a proper exercise of Congress' powers under article I, section
4 (the "Times, Places and Manners Clause"), without reaching the
question of Congress' enforcement powers un er the fifteenth amend-
ment. In 1894, however, this measure was repealed.

The general theory thus adopted concerning Congress' power over
the electoral process indicated that Cong s could legislate under the
fifteenth amendment to protect the suffrage in all elections against
state interference based on race, color, or previous condition of servi-
tude,' whereas under article I, section 4, Congress could legislate
against public or private interference but only in federal elections.
Protection against private interference with the right to vote in state
elections was therefore thought to be beyond the scope of Congress'
powers.

Here matters stood when Congress reasserted its enforcement pow-ers in response ot the civil rights movement that erupted in the wake
of Brown v. Board of Education.1" The first in a series of remedial
statutes designed to assist in federal enforcement of fifteenth amend-
ment rights, the Civil Rights Act of 1957 " made it unlawful for anyperson, whether acting as a public official or privately, to interfere
with the right to vote in any election for federal officers. At the heart
of the Acts enforcement mechanism were provisions authorizing the
Attorney General to institute civil. suits for injunctions in aid of the
right to vote in state, territorial, district, municipal, or other territorial
subdivision elections, and to seek injunctive relief in the courts against
violations of civil rights protected under section 2 of the Ku Klux
Klan Act of 1871."2

This Act was followed by the Civil Rights Act of 1960, which againincreased the powers of the executive branch and strengthened exist-
ing procedures by authorizing the Attorney General to obtain a find-
ing; through the courts, of a' pattern or practice" of voter discrimina-
tion m any Jurisdiction. Upon the entering of such finding, which sig-

".Sce Tery v. Adoaa 345 U.S. 461 (1958) ; fimith V. .Attwrlght, 821 U.S. 849 (1944).v~h 99~ 16 Stat 481{ (1871). In elfect, lbs Act suppressed state electoral processes.
'J4se v. Bs sos 190 US.127 (1908) ; United States v. Reese, 92 U.s. 214 (1876).8547 1.5. 4R5t(19Ei4).U Pub. L. No. 85-415, 71 Stat. 84 (1957) (codified in scattered sections of 5, 28 $ad 42U.S.C. (1976)).y42 U.S.C. sees. 1971(b). (c) (1954). Section 2 of the Klan Aot is now 42 U.S.C. 1985(19761. rn addition, the 197 Act established a "temporary" United States Commison onChit Nigts (unbsegently extended on numerous ocoaslons to 1981) to investigate ciruIrights nations and make recommendations to the President and Congrs and providedfor an additional Assistant Attorney eeneral to direct a new civil igbt Division in theDepartment of Justice.
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nificantly removed the Of 'egro voting beyond a case.termination, all qualified blacks would t register to vby e court.appointed referees.s g t b sTitle I of the Civil Rihts Act of 1964b"svoting rights legislation y restricting the signaled a ne direction inin their determination of voter a ig the e raltiesstatutes, which forbade the discrinuatiations. Unlike th State lerqualification standards, the 1964 Act went beyond the realm of regula-tion to itos nationwide standards for literacy, the e ovaerea
fedmisra ino litete. T e t not only rohibited tec divalnof a
administration of literacy tests in federal elections, but also e whoa rebuttablee resume tihe " of literacy for any pr aecls ti absehad soler ed the bsixt grade in a school where the En
h a llye as the bai of instruction. an gg

hFinally, in the Voting Rights Act of 1965,1" Congres exceeded whathad previously been ogrdad as the limit of its authority under theEnforcement Clause of the fifteenth amendment. Grounded in part onsection 2 of the fourteenth amendment and article I section 4a o foostitet' Rimghts Act prohibited not only vaiu fore
intimidate ion in the el ectoral process, but also private acts of or
a miat o in Federal, State and local elections." Creating what areadmittedly "stringent new remedies for voter discrimination" theAct established Federal supervision over State voter qualification testsand State electoral processes "which in the thoroughness of its controlis reminiscent of the Reconstruction era." 1)While strengthening judi-cial remedies, the Act also provided for direct intervention throu ha variety of complex administrative remedies torovebeth imnmedi-ate and future impediments to minority oiia atcpto nrepresentation. Enacted in response oy politations in aon and

bamarotetind. mnseto demonstrations in elm -Abasn protesting discriminatory votig registration practices, the Ac
was on -. ally conceived as a temporary expedient to end almost a cen-aces o the p is."iTheabin regarding voter qualification tests andaccess to the polls.O The bill that was submitted to Congress by Presi-

U Pub. n- No. 88-449, 74 Stat. 8 16)(oildi ctee etoso 5242eu.s.c. 1978). The 1960 Act ao19authorized hei cateren sofedera voting
" r provided safeguards for the protection and inspection o, federal election

1Pub. I. No. 88-32, 78 Stat. 241 (18) (codified in scattered sections of 5. 28 6 42U.S.C. (178)).
"42 US. sc. 1971(a) (c) to (1964). .a4

i sa ShP-i 1 7 9-110,7 6 )t 1s 4(1985) (codifed at 42 U.S.C. see. 1971, i973 to
tIn in action eftia analysis of the Act, the House Judiciary Committee com-menedInanldpttn fu constitutional challenge, that((tgie power of Comupras to reach intimidation by private individuals In purely localfederal election rivfm tie section 4, and the implied Dower of Conress to rote

While Atic ,section and e impled power to Congress to prevent corrption t elec.
tions normally apply only to Federal elections, and section 11 applied to all elections, these
N o. eectt on as between Federal and purely local elections."e r aR epi

N . c .89 , "9t h o n s ~ e S e s -0-8 ( 9 6 )asoq* o e d n I B.f.* *t "S a u t r
niotrye o the UnttSat 182-3(170 emha added) upeCouts~notruedonth crihtinalt ofsetd n 1fheAc relating to private actions Inter.fern with voting iht nFeea Sae and local elections.

1 C. Rice, The Voting Rights Act of .leMi: Bome Dusenting Observations, 15 Kan. L. Rev.109. 18R (1986).
The historical settng of the Act Is discussed in II "Congressional Quarterly Service:888 U.S. at SOS-1i5 (1956) (discussing Cogresional and judical concera over tactceregular employed In the South to evade the Fifteenth amendment and prevent Negroesfront voting). For a discussion of earlier Federal effects to enforce Negro voting nights ass

Dertner, Racial Diaciminaion nd te Right to Vote, 26 Vand. L. Rev. 523 (1973) ;Dote,Pederel Protsctiono of Negro Voting Rights, 51 Va. L. Rev. i038 (1968).
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dent Lyndon Johnson on March 17,1965 provided that the Act'shouldremain in effect for ten years.a' Congress rejected this proposal infavor of a five-year period; but in 1970 Congress extended coverage ofthe Act for another live years and in 1975 extended it again for seven.2"With two important exceptions, most provisions of the Voting RightsAct are scheduled to "expire" in 1982.23
II. CovERED JURISDICTION AND THE Panoa&ARNcz RQUIREMENT
The most far-reaching portion of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 isthat contained in sections 4 and 5. This section gives the executivebranch the authority to set up the extensive system of regulation whichhas provided so many cries for a reasonable bailout.

A. OoMMRED JURISDICTIONS

Sections 4(a) and 4(b) establish an automatic formula or "trigger-.ing" mechanism whereby a State (or one of its local units of govern-ment from applying any. "test or device" 'l as a qualification for votingin any election if the State or local unit maintained any test or deviceon November 1, 1964 and if less than 50 percent of its votingagerdevulation was registered to vote or actually voted in the 1964 presidentialelection Amendments to the Act have extended the coverage formulaof section 4 to include jurisdictions that maintained a test or deviceon November 1, 1968 or 1972, and had less than a 50 percent turnout inthe 1968 or 1972 presidential elections.'' Direct judicial review of thefindings by the Attorney General which trigger the suspension of testsis barred."e
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B. SECTION 5: THE "PRECL A "

Once a state or one of its Politic subdivisions has been subjectedto the strictures of section 4 and Ft rohibited from applyinavtroral t, it may not thereafter make any a n g a voteraws unless the executive or judiia branches of the federal gov-ernment agree beforehand that such changes are nondiscriminatory.Section 5 of the Act stipulates that sa re non minteven enact a new l seek to oster local ory.
or preequiste tovotin any noting qualificationorPeroiiie ovoig [that is] different fromtainfreo

effect on -November 1 1964." without first gaining th t in f orAttorney General or the United States District Court in the Districtof Columbia The announced purpose of the sec ractreak the cyleofsub ti' ion 5 preclearanceprovision "was to fres hen od substitution of new discrimina-tory laws and procedures when old ones were struck down." Th
more immediate objective of this provision is to d "" Tlawyers in the Voting Sections o the Civil Rights Division of the
Justice De artment direct and continuous administrative rsionover the afected states and their political entities, and to avo theinconvenience of the judicial p recess . The enti ie s to s o t hi s
to give the federal government a veto over all new electoral laws ensacted by the covered jurisdictions whose P n oera lation standards have been frozen under sect in 4 oft voter ctqulific

Until 1971, section 5 was rarely employed to challen estate elec-toral changes owing in part to the Justice Departments preoccupa-tion with review of existing statutes and uncertainty as to the scope
145 Fed Re?. 18898 (1980). For a listing of the various Jurisdictin covered from

SUnited States missico on Civil the votin Riht Act: Te
n ea s k se .

1 
9 7 b (a ) ( 1 9 7 6 ). *T Y e

UAlst a B ubsequently died yet another bailoUJnited States o78td4(DC. flhr. 000iic( 1 S ys e -Sot ets , C .. ay 10 197 pu a d issal of the action).

42 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f mem..ses 178 188 420 U.B. 001
Include la s n ect n 8 8 e Act have extended this restrlction to

Votig igta Act: TeYars After." supra note 27 at 25.
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of section 5's coverage." No less uncertain at the time was the scope
of the Attorney General's authority under section 5. Seemingly a
delegation of unfettered discretion regarding procedures, standards
and administration, section 5 is silent with respect to the procedures
the Attorney General must follow in deciding whether to challenge
a state submission for an electoral change, what standards govern
the contents of these submissions, and what is meant by the sixty-day
provision of section 5 in which the Attorney General is to respond
to requests for his approval of electoral changes." Moreover, section 5
does not even authorize the Attorney General to promulgate any
regulations. Such regulations were nevertheless issued in 1971, sur-
viving constitutional attack in Georgia v. United States.'" "If these
regulations are reasonable and do not conflict with the Voting Rights
Act itself," declared Justice Stewart for the Court, "then 5 U.S. C.
section 301, which gives to '[tjhe head of an Executive Department'
the power to 'prescribe regulation for government of his depart.
ment' .. . is surely ample legislative authority for the regula-
tions." ae Reversing the burden of proof, which would ordinarily be
carried by the federal government, the Act and accompanying regula-
tions require the submitting jurisdiction to demonstrate to the satis-
faction of a three-judge District Court in Washington or the At-
torney General that its proposed change "does not have the purpose
and will not have the effect of denying or abridging the right to
vote on account of race or color." " The regulations candidly acknowl-
edge that "section 5 . . . imposes on the Attorney General what is
essentially a judicial function. Therefore, the burden of proof on
the submitting authority is the same in submitting changes to the
Attorney General as it would be in submitting changes to the Dis-
trict Court for the District of Columbia." " Should a state or one of
its political subdivisions fail to submit a formal request for a changeof its electoral laws, both the Attorney General and private parties a0
may bring suit to enjoin enforcement of the law. Following a request
for preclearance, the Attorney General has sixty days in which to
interpose an objection or allow the change to stand; and the voting
practices submitted become fully enforceable if the Attorney General
fails to make a timely objection.

The vagueness of this provision, inviting arbitrary discretion, hasproduced considerable confusion and controversy. Although the Act

dId. at 25, n. 53; MacCoon, "The Enforcement of the Preclearance Requirements ofSection 5 of the Voting Rights Act of 1905". 29 Cath. U.L. Rev. 107 (1979) :ace alsoPerk4ns v. Matthews, 400 U.S. 379, 393 n. 11 (1971).section 5 of the Act provides that a newly enacted electoral change may be enforcedif it is submitted to the Attorney General and he does not interpose an objection "withinsixty days after such submission, or upon good cause shown . .. neither an affirmativeindication by the Attorney General that no objection will be made, nor the Attorney Gen.eral's failure to oW ect . . . shall bar a subsequent action to enjoin enforcement of suchUatain.3r2.S.C. see. 1973c (1976). Does an objection suffce? may the Attorney
en b aX3 ( al ect in 5 submissions? eeoe ra v. United Bats, 4 11 U..

' Id. The Court cited r'stted Rltae v Morceed, 247 U1.S. 8117 (1018) and BSeith v.United Stales; 170 U.s. 372 (1897) as authority for this proposition. The regulations arecontained in s8 C.F.R. pt. 51, secs. 51.1-81.29 (1971); see also D. Hunter, 'Federal Re-view of voting Changes: Hlow to use section 5 of the voting Rights Act" (2d ed. 1975)"42 U.S.C. sec. i973c (1976). As of 3978. the alternative of seeing a declaratory judg-.ent without review by the Attorney fGeneral had been used only once. "Voting Rights Act:Ten Years Alter," eupra note 27, at 29.28 C.F.R. see,. 19 (1971).
Bee Allen V. State Bd. of Mections, 398 U.S.544 (1986).

states that a new State law may be enforced if "the Attornehas not interposed an objection within 60 days after such submitsion [] i.e., of a jurisdictions finth reysltesrouclae
by thie Attorne General provide thawing, the rgltospou eth tte ao sbmission is complete untilthe Attorney "melhsreceived all of the information that hedeemed essential in making a deciion.o The Act is silent as to theeffect of the sixty-day rule upon requests for reconsideration of anadverse ruling by the Attorney General, buo regulatidri s thethese requests shall also be decided with St pecify ta
ceipt." Neither the Act nor the wth sxydasoteirof the sixty-day rule to supplement re uts explain the application
City of Rome v. United i tates t hoewve s the dor r oid therAto r-ney General's interpretation o e t o held the Attor-ruled that the sixty-day period rommenlanew when the submttindjurisdiction supplies additional information on its own accord"In recognition of the Attorney General's key role-in the formulationof the Act," said Justice Brennan in United State v. r Sohed u Boaiof Commissionera, "this Court hanie Stat Seed Boaiinterpretations of . . as given great deference to his

It the Attorney General fails to make an objection the state mayenforce the change; but there is no certainty that the law will remainin effect, for section 5 of the Act contains this qualifier: "Neither anaffirmative indication by the Attorney General that no objection willbe made, nor the Attorney General's failure to object, nor a declara-tory judgment ... shall bar a subsequent action to enjoin enforcementof such... practice or procedure' Continuous administrative super-vision over the states and their local units of government is thus ex-pected under the Act, even if the courts break the cycle and rule againstthe Attorney General. The broad scope and massive burden of thisentire operation is reflected in the statistics compiled in the JusticeDepartment. The 1975 Senate Hearings on the extension on the Actrevealed that in the period between 1965 and 1974, the Attorney Gen-eral's staff processed more than 1,000 requests for voti changes eachyear." In 1979, a Justice Department official est' teo tha e epartment's staff of eleven section 5 analysts was processing from fiftyto seventy-five submissions per week--more than double the numberjust five years earlier.a t
These figures reflect a more than startling increase in section 5 liti-gation.- More fundamentally, the figures reveal the radical trans-

"42 U.S.C. see. 1978c (1976) (emphasis added)."28 C.P.R. sets. 51.8 51.10(a' .518 (1sa)."28 C.F.R. sec. 51.3?d) (197 (9"446 U.S. at 171.
w United States v. BheSield Bd. of Comm. 44442 U.S.C c 1 ) 35 U.s.s,c131 (1978).
"1975 Senate hearing, spra note 32. at 597; see also. United States v. Sheteld Bd. ofComt., 435 U.S. at 147 (Steven, J. dissenting).
CMacCRo, uD note 5 at i13 n.45. In addition. the Voting Rights Section of theCivil Rfights Dvion mat5tains i making list of interested parties who receive a weeklyouting ot Curro t secitou slmisnnal he procedure is designed to allow private partiesto monitor Pate and local government unit for compliance and to assist the JusticeDe artmenot in enforcement of the Act. Id. at 09 n-11. Also strengthening enforcementand encouraging litigation Is the 197 amendment to the Act which permits a court, at itsdiscretIon, to award attorney's fee to 5revalling parties in voting rights cases. 42 U.S.C.se.

1
978(e) (1978). Seearne"v. Saco .58F2 0,2 i.17)

Apprximte .80 of ~d 965and1977. 8.400 electoral requests were submitted.Approximately 7. Beo of these were made from 1971 to 1974. 1975 Benate Hearings. supronote 32., at 597. Be United States Y. Sheffield Bd. of Comm., 415 U.S. at 147 a. 8 (1978)(Stevens, J.. dissenting).
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formation of the Voting Rights Act that has taken place since 1970.1
When Justice Department officiala, led by Attorney General Nicholas
Katzenbach, appeared before Congress in 1965 to explain and defend
President Johnson's proposed bill to eliminate discriminatory voting
practices, they emphasized the limited scope of the Act. Its purpose,
the officials uniformly agreed, was simply to remove the barriers to
Negro voters registration. Those barriers, in fact, were the very
basis of the Selma demonstrations which prompted the Johnson
Administration to draft the bill. Appearing before a subcommittee of
the House Judiciary Committee, Assistant Attorney General Burke
Marshall, in response to a question by a member of the Committee,
flatly stated that, "[t]he problem that the bill was aimed at was the
problem of registration, Congressman. If there is a problem of another
sort, I would like to see it corrected, but that is not what we were try-
ing to deal with in the bill. 0 Before that same body, Attorney General
Katzenbach repeatedly emphasized that 't'he whole bill really is aimed
at getting people registered." "Our concern today," he said, "is to en-
large representative government. It is to solicit the consent of all the
governed. It is to increase the number of citizens who can vote." st

Ten years later, testifying as a private citizen before a Senate subcom.
mittee in support of the 1975 extension of the Act, Katzenbach miter-
ated his understanding of the original intent of the legislation:

The Voting Rights Act was originally designed to elimi-
inate two of the principal means of frustrating the 15th
Amendment rights guaranteed to all citizens: the use of oner-
ous, vague, and unfair tests and devices enacted for the pur-
pose of disfranchising blacks; and the discriminatory ad-
ministration of these and other kinds of registration devices.
The Voting Rights Act attempted to eliminate these racial
barriers, first by suspending all tests and devices in the cov-
ered States, and second, by providing for voter registration
in those States by Federal officials where necessary to insure
the fair administration of the registration system."

That the Justice Department's understanding of the purpose of the
legislation was shared by Members of Congress who participated i-t
the formation of the Voting Rights Act is abundantly evident from
a careful reading of Congressional debates and committee hearings
and reports. As Joseph Tydings (D-Md.) a member of the Senate
Judiciary Committee stated while leading debate on the Senate floor,the provisions for the suspension of literacy tests and the appointment
of federal examiners were "the heart of the bill." 03

The success of the Act in terms of registration was almost instan-
taneous, and by 1972 more than one million new black voters were

*see Thernstrom, "The odd Evolnlton of tae voting Rights Act," 55 Pub. Interest 49
mrin , on H.B. 5400 Before Uuboommittee No. 5 of the Houge Comumittee on theJudloyi .9th aog lt Sen e t 74 (98t19 here after ite as 1965 Howe

1985 House Hearings, supra note 50, at 21. wien asked "h ow tar down the politicaltcale" the term "political subdIvisions' went. Katsenbach repled: "I believe that the termHtleal subdiviuion' need in this bin is intended to cover the registration area and thatth e whole bill really aimed at getting pepl r1ite."
*1975 Senate Hearings, mupra note 22. t
« rr B. Schwarts, enpra note 17, at 1520.

1. The Need for aReasonable Bailout
If the goal of voter access to the polls and voter registration hasbeen achieved, what is the reason for extending the Act Win shouldthose states that complied with the law since 1965 not be given an op-portunity to regain full and equal ri hts with other stabe in aniopthat have never been subjected to the t? or ates in the Unionbroader opportunity should exist for it For at leas t two reasonsfollowed the letter and spirit of the law to terminate their coverageunder the special preclearance provisions of the Act and to regain theirequal and sovereign status within the Federal systemIn the first place creation of a realistic bailout would advance thecivil rights of minority citizens. A reasonable bailout with stringentyet achievable requirements would give political subdivisions the in-centive both to continue and to strengthen their compliance with thelaw. Because preclearance is so onerous and expensive, jurisdictionsgiven a genuine opportunity to escape would make painstaking effortto protect voting rights. To ensure that they did nt slacken in theirdiligence after the bailed out, all that would be necessary would bethe inclusion of an adequate probationary period. By contrast, a re-fusal to offer such a bailout will perpetuate the present state of affairsin which the major impetus to enforce the law comes not from the ju-risdiction itself but from the government and private citizens. To denyany realistic chance for bailout is to rely entirely on these negativeenforcement practices in achieving the goals of the Voting Rights Act.Secondly it was only because unique and extraordinary factors werepresent that the Supreme Court in South Carolina v. Katzenbach "held the original Voting Rights Act constitutional. Such a departure

from the historical tenets of federalism, according to the Court, waswarranted in that it was both "temporary" 0 and based on "exceptionalconditions [that] can justify legislative measures not otherwise appro-
SThe vtn ihsAt'

er~ttovrc en Ytears Ater supra noe 27 at 41. Between i9 an i972pecn oove blc p recent h lcs ac tl ince.asd. bt i~4.6ianire om2percent oer prcet of the blace ks of voting age. Id. at 43.
" H.R. Report of the U.S. Comnlelon on Civil nights.

" H.R. Rep. No. 97-227, 97th Cong., 1st Sees. 7.w 1981 Report euorn
5 a.R Up. o.96-227, upra, at 7.

" U.S. at asa.
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registered in the seven southern statesout the South blacks have registereds covered by the Act." "Throughwhites. In the 1980 Presidential election, fot atpates comparablevoter registration in the South was estimated to be 59r3 t ascompared to 66.2 percent for white voter registrat .3 reCommittee on the udiciar found that [ odeain n e Hascovered by the Act, more than half the eligible cianof the svtaage are registered, and in some states the number is even higher. Like-wise in Texas, registration among Hispanics has iherLthirds."e As government statistics clearly show the aed by two.voter registration, particularly in the South, is anciproblhem of blaci
original and only purpose of the 1965 has long been settled.or The

C.
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priate." a The Court upheld the preclearance provisions themselves
under the compulsion of ... unique circumstances"" which Con-

gress in its investigation had found to exist in the covered jurisdic-
tions." Congress, held the court, could justify coverage formula of the
Act because a rational relationship existed between the coverage for-
mula and the "evil" to which the act was addressed: discrimination in
voter registration."

These factors have now disappeared and little justification therefore
exists for continuing to impose the stringent preclearance requirements
on covered jurisdictions without offering some means of escape. The
census bureau reports that the 1980 registration rate for black voters
in Mississippi was 72.2% while the national average was 60.0%; and
that for Massachusetts it was only 48.6%." To subject some states to
the onerous preclearance requirements while other states with worse
records remain exempt violates not only the constitution but also com-
mon sense principles of fairness. Not on, have registration rates in
covered 'urisdictions improved dramati y, the other "evil" at which
the preclearance provisions were aimed, the literacy test, has disap-

red altogether: permanent provisions of the Voting Rights Act ban
iteracy tests nationwide and the original covered jurisdictions have
not used such tests for years.

The figures am ly demonstrate, as we have noted " that bailout
under the present law is a fraud and an illusion. Significantly, during
the general debate over H.R. 3112 on the floor of the House, Judiciary
Committee Chairman Peter Rodino admitted that "escape is virtually
impossible under current law,"" and observed that from the House
hearings, "it became clear that fairness dictate[s] that an avenue to
escape the preclearance requirement should be afforded those urisdic-
tions which have had a history of complying with the law.'"

2. The Genesis of the Proposed New Bauiout
Proponents of the new Voting Rights bill contend that the-bailout

language it contains offers a realistic means by which covered juris-
dictions can earn their freedom from administrative preclearance. In
reality the new test is as difficult, and perhaps more difficult, than the
old. Under the old test all a jurisdiction has to do after the expiration
of the statutory period is show that it had not used a proscribed test
or device for that period of time. As a result, absent congressional
action most jurisdictions originally covered in 1965 would have had
their first real opportunity this year to petition for release from sec-
tion 5 coverage. As the history of the proposed new bailout shows,
however the Civil Rights Industry has made a concerted effort to
ensure that no realistic bailout becomes available. Intimidated by
political pressures, members on the House side failed to provide the
kind of reasonable but stringent bailout that is necessary. Testifying

INld. at s54i
0s . at 880. -. ena
*subcommittee on Constitution to Senate Comm. on. the Judiciary, 97th 'Cong., 2d

Ses, Rport an the voting Rights Act 61 (Comm. Print 1982) [hereinafter Senate Sub-
eomniittee Print].

milee pp.er Hon. Peter w. Rodin, Jr. 0o0 reational Record October 2, 1951 at '$642.senate Hearings. statement of Hon. Henry 1. 9- de, a Member of Congress from
the State of ainols, January 28, 1982, hereinafter 19s2 Senate Hearings.
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before the Senate Subcommittee on theHenry Hyde of the House Judi Constitution, Representatiber of the Constitution Subcomary Committee aind RepantatveAccording to Representative Hyde te explained wha akn ?engetting witnesses to testify onthe House experienced difficulty in

I found a reluctance, sadly, among people who ought tocome forward to oppose some of these notiops, whoeut totestify. We were not inundated by r uest, a reluctance to
general and others to come forward and testify on the effectstest or other things.y e

Representative Hyde, in advocating his o-ginal bailout amendment,offered a trade-oft between proponents an o lot amendingthe section 5 preclearance requirements He roposednt of extending
ponents of extension not just an additional ten-yetrs ut an permanentextension. In return he sought to develop a workable bailout standard.Just a few hours before the full Judiciary Committee approved whatbecame the House language and sent it to the floor, however, thisbailout plan was successfully dismembered Said RepresentativeHyde:

Late in the evening of July 30, and in the early morninhours of July 3], our draft and the agreements which hadbeen reached up to that point, were stitched together and ap-pended to new language, some previously the subject ofheated debate during the negotiations and some merely theinspiration of the moment to form a new amendment which
two members of the minority were persuaded to sponsor.

Interested parties, according to Congressman Hyde, specificallydesigned the new language to make bailout impossible:
In my opinion, much of what was added then was unneces-sary and is designed principally to frustrate bailout andremove the incentive to change electoral practices, which I
had originally sought."

The Committee scurried to vote on the new amendments withoutadequate preparation according to Representative Hyde,
[C]opies of the amendment were unavailable to the Com-mittee membership for purposes of study until the moment itwas being debated before them. In fact, most Committeemembers, including at least one of the sponsors, were unawareof its content when we arrived at work on the morning of the31st~no emrnn o h

*Id.
fid Hyde then gave an example of what he meant His testimony of what happened

Mr. Hde .. wehad one witness, a black lawyer from Mississippi. who was goingtot te t accordance with the zedt geist. with the establishment on this and he was
Senator HATC. Harased by whoasimr. nda. Well. by poitleno t dan-res in hi state. Iren members of his famuy nledhi and ta "You'r note oin o optee and rtetiy against the votin RigtAct. and thisn'l aeionelkwn black latWrwhoasai very interesting witharrement, b7- was very disturbed by what I personally evaluate as"19s2 Senate Heari1 H.R. Rep. No. 7'g* aupra. at 5.
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The result, he said was no-longer a trade-off but a one-sided attempt
to ensure that no Jurisdiction ever escape preclearance:

The trade-off was a decent, workable bailout, and we ended
up with permanent preclearance, and a real tough, miserable,
almost impossible bailout, so we got the worst of both
worlds.'

Political pressure only intensified when H.R. 3112 reached the floor
of the House. Supporters of the new bill let it be known that any ques-
tioning of or deviation from its language constituted a punishable
lapse from orthodoxy, and would justify the vicious charge of racism:

By the time it reached the floor, suggestions that alternate
views should be considered were quickly met with harsh
charges that an deviation whatsoever from what was pushed
throu h the full Judiciary Committee merely reflected "code
word s) for not extending the [A]ct."

This intimidating style of lobbying had the ironic effect,
though clearly intended, of limiting serious debate and creat-
ing a wave of ap rehension among those who might have sin-
cerely questioned some of the bill's language.

No one wishes to be the target of racist characterization,
and the final vote reflected more of an overwhelming state-
ment of support for the principle represented by the Act than
it did concurrence with each and every sentence or concept
it contains."

b. Senate Examination of the House Bailout.-As they had done in
the House, lobbyists continued to exert an enormous amount of pres-
sure to ensure that no changes were made in their language. Senator
Hatch Chairman of the Constitution Subcommittee told Representa-
tive Hyde during Senate hearings that witnesses were again facing
a great deal of harassment:

Well, I know of some instances on this side where we've
asked people to testify, where they have expressed personally
to me harassment about testifying and, frankly, have not been
able to testify. I've been appalled by it, to be honest with
you."

This pressure, he concluded, would make it difficult ever to get a rea-
sonable bailout provision:

Well, I haven't meant to find fault, but I concluded early
in this research on this that it's going to be very difficult to
ever get a reasonable bailout provision, because there is more
heat than light in this matter, and there's an unwillingness on
the part of many members of Congress and, I might add, cer-
tainly many other influential people in our society to really
address that issue, even though it deserves it, as you're doing
right now.i"

"1982 Senate Hearings, supra.
" Senate Hearings, January 28, 1982.
"E d.
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Witness after witness testified about the need for a neout mechanism." From the evidence before it the new, rational bail-cluded that, under the House-approved lan g , con-Houe~aproed angagefewif any uriedcntons could ever bail out since the provisions of the Hany lre
wholly unreasonable: ouse bill a

To proponents of H.R. 3112 who would argueout provisions mitigate the perman ntur o tnew bail-
would be the caso if the bail-out ee responds thaet preto afford and -pportunity for rele er reasonab atthose jurisdictions within which "ease from preclearanc bno longer existed. The subcommi c ' instancessuch is not the case. As discussed in more detail above, it is ourview that the bail-out in H.R. 3112 is wholly unreasonable andaffords merely an illuso- y unre l andcoverage." ry OPportunity to be released from

ed the Subcommittee concluded that none of the evidence justi-Red the House bailout and that therefore none of the evidence justi-fied continued imposition of the preclearance requirement-
No evidence of any kind has been shared with the subcom-mittee that would contradict this assessment of the "reason-ableness" of the House bail-out. This is a critical matter sincethe very constitutionality of the proposed amendmentsandindeed of the preclearance provision itself.-rsts upon such anaffirmatice finding."u

Put very simply, the Subcommittee found that implementation of theHouse bailout would be unconstitutional a
3. An Impossible Bailout

Analysis of the proposed sorts the findingcommittee Armand erfnr bailout sup prt th nig of the Sub-ecofithe. oin enerfo r, Director of the Voting Law Policy Proj-oct of the Joint Center for Political Studies, has compared the new bail-out to a "screen" since each jrsito htbisotms etabttery of tests ju ion that balls out must meet a bat-
Two kinds of tests will face any covered jurisdiction that petitionsfor release from section 5 coverage. First are the ten-year eligibilitytests. Under these tests a jurisdiction must demonstrate that for 10years prior to filing a petition for bailout, and during the tendency ofthat petition

(1) it has not used a test or device with discriminatory purpose
or effect [4(a) (1) (A)];
(2) no Federal court has issued a final judgment determinin

that the jurisdiction denied or abridged voting rights [4(af(1) (B)];

m See e.g. Senate Hearings January 27. 1982. Attorney Oenerai of the United States
1982; susan Mcianus, Professor. University of HosnaieHnr;ye Februa192 1~rBrinson. City Attorney Roai Georgia: March 1. 1982 Aant orney Generaof the Uni ted States, wiiliamn Bradford Reynolds. 18,A~astAtre eeav Sen. Subcommite Print 52."Id. at 88.

M senate Hearings, February 2. 1982.
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(8) the jurisdiction has not entered into any consent decreesettlement, or agreement which results in abandonment of a chal.'lenged voting procedure (4(a) (1) (B)],(4) no one, fore the jurisdiction files an action seeking bail.out, commences an action alleging that denials or abridgementsof the right to vote have occurred anywhere in the jurisdiction
Fedeira er A Geeral nor a Court have si ed

(6) the ptitioning jurisdiction, and all juris actions within it,whether subject to state control or not, have complied with all thepreclearance provisions of Section 5 and have not enforced non-

.(7) The Attorney General has made no objections to a submis-sion for preclearance except those overturned by a court [4(a) (1)
( no court has denied declaratory judgment under Section 5with respect to a submission of a voting law change [4(a) (1)(E); and
9 no submissions or declaratory judgment actions under Sec.tion 5 are pending [4(a) (1) (E)].The second set of tests are criteria allegedly designed to aid a juris-diction in demonstrating it has taken positive or constructive steps-to end voting discrimination. Under these constructive-efforts testsjurisdictions must:

(i) have eliminated voting procedures and methods of electionwhich inhibit or dilute equal access to the electoral process;
(ii) have engaged in constructive efforts to eliminate intimida-tion and harassment of persons exercising rights protected underthis Act- and
(iii) have engaged in other constructive efforts, such asexpanded opportunity for convenient registration and voting forevery person of votng age and the appointment of minority per-sons as election officials throughout the jurisdiction and at allstages of the election and registration process.Man of these requirement guarantee that third parties or thefederal vernment will be able to block bailout arbitrarily and at will.Simply by paying the necessary fifteen dollar filing fee in time, anyperson wifling to bring a civil rights suit can keep a Jurisdiction underpreclearance for an indefinite period. Given the new, elastic standardsof the Dole-Kennedy-Matias bill, it will be most difficult for judgesto dismiss summarily even the most frivolous suits. Under the bill eAttorney General and the Department of Justice will gain broad dis-cretion to keep jurisdictions under Section 5. Particularly effectivein this respect will be the "no-objection" and "no-examiner" require-ments. Under the present Act the Attorney General has virtuallyunlimited discretion to object to a proposed voting law or to send inexaminers. Using these powers his abilit to bar bafout under the newlanguage would be virtually unlimited, and would invite politicalmanipulation. Since under the law, moreover, no appeal or review isavailable from a decision to send in examiners, he can not be held

e constructive-efforts" criteria are not particular a -d certain. Theydit t a jurisdiction on notice as to what it hr d to They
with the law. At best they give it onl ague hints as to he to comply
ance as to how far t ite direction it

mookto thav.he oritria omt effs or a jurisdicio no real guid-
look to the courts for that information. s to take. It must
in Other requirements of the new bailout do not vest broad discretionw any individual or organization. They will, nonetheless, serve teonwell as blocks to bailout, Several of the ten-year eligibility tests requireone hundred percent compliance with section five, a compliance that isn e x t t o i m p o s s i b l e a s a p r c i a m t e . U n r t h stion must have precleare pactl mhater.Udrhs tests a oursdic-

were enforced and it als have in voting procedures before they
Attorney General has successfully objected or as to which the UnitedStates District Court for the District of Columbia has denied a delar-

atr todgmn. Certainly, covered jurisdictions should comply withQi4 Tehnic,
7 as the Fao. rk i nt s o-,t. a cty nitical Iihdi "anee' an ohD

elt lif ng a de ,ahis deca i udFmnt action 1n the aitrict Court for the'n tonny enl atrh o a mtmm on tl~Q1 owrn aeABC1AATsl 
"brnetu fee tinder the Cvtil itixhi AtooaFe Act 42hu mnl St beore the ltnate s~hecommlttee on the on, ot weeIn 1MO deonsrated th rhlt1eaararMtr ht ntlaar tolee"Sr at -iaryj nv O'~"ilra for dlttn fpem sohntn i, ,, Ar

uotendi Mtenp~a' ~ Ctlfni"nn Hob' fniloRo, of the Comon LAWS'prri°
quoteti I t. Wfy. Helaot A Htator of Englsh rAw

1 !Lodon, 1824]; V. 503). asIa F. Hayk. The M-itoi, of 16ay 6,n.01(1$).lia~

'
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accountable for abuse of this author Thr of
aw where the unreviewable discretion of a sine anter areajof the

have such drastic consequences. Such broad disce onaised thel dis-tinct possibility that a futr tonyGnexaminers and observers future Attorney G everal might designate
tion from escaping precleara in order to preve h c desga

The second set of test, the conat Ciei lc ra
discretion to bar bailout in the Ferctive eftorts criteria, pla r

guage, curts These criteria are reconstruei inology su s "inhibitguae that courts will have
obstructive efforts" la iv Federal judges cute sse l bro" andthority to create new law re u r ngoe e s exctins to imp em fpolicies and practices not specified in the s ictions to imupehmet

vague language in a statute is a notorious dev sed by sucherninents. When one subject to a law irs dnevtie autwaheasodo to comply with it, he stands at a uncertain about what e a to
that the Principle of rule of law requires certhe gyvrnment Notingthe law, Sir M atthew H ale argued n a reply to the English, pilyi 

h r Th m s H b e wrte b- 67) a a ssticularand certain: (written acerho a m :o be o t 1 7 ) hat law s s ould be par-"-. T]o avoid thatgreat uncertainty in the application of
reason by particular persons to ainuy inte an o
to the end that men might not b particular instan; and souncertain reason of particular the unown arbitraryreason, that the wiser soroeen the pri ereason, ~ ~ ~ rn that then wie or fth ol have in all ageseagreed
upon some certain laws and rule wrd hve in a ags dtion of common justice, and these and methods of admin ra-tamn as could be well thought of." toba spriclradcr
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the law. Because bailout of a greater jurisdiction is tied to that the
lesser," however, a minor oversight or infraction, which even the most
diligent state or regional authorities might make, such as neglectingto get the approval of the Justice Department to move the office of a
county registrar from one floor to another, could block an entire state
under section 5 for ten more years. Significantly, David H. Hunter, an
attorney with the Voting Section of the Justice Department has em-
phasized how impossible total compliance with the preclearance re-
quirement is, not only because what constitutes a violation is still
unclear in many cases but also because of emergencies that arise at
election time:

Complete compliance with the preclearance requirement is
practically impossible in two respects.

First, no matter how many changes an official submits to
the Attorney General, a student of Section 5 can always find
another change that has not been submitted. For example, a
probate judge always submits changes in the location of poll-
ing places, but he neglects to submit the rearrangement of
tables and booths at one polling place.

Second, no matter how well an election administrator plans
in advance of an election, there will always be changes that
must be implemented before they can be precleared. For ex-
ample, a polling place burns down the night before the
election."

Statistics supplied to the Subcommittee on the Constitution byArmand Derfner " show that considering only four of the ten-yeareligibility factors, (no-judgment, no objection, no examiners no non-
submissions) a substantial portion of the deep South already would
already be barred from bailout: 45% of all counties in Alabama, 67%of those in Georgia 38% in Louisiana, and 78% of those in South
Carolina would be thus precluded. According to Derfner in fact, ofa total of 808 counties for which the Southern Regional Uouncil had
figures, only 24% would be eligible for bailout. Since, under the new
bail out language, no state could bailout as long as any political sub-
division in the state remained covered by Section 5, Alabama, Georgia,Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina, Texas and Virginia, what-
ever state-level action they may have taken, will all be precluded from
bailout. Even if all these statistics showed a large number of juris-
dictions now eligible for bailout, they offer small comfort. When the
smallest local violation of preclearance standards can block an entire
state or when third parties, the Justice Department, and the courts
also have broad discretion to intervene and prevent the bailout of anyjurisdiction, it becomes clear that a jurisdiction's probability of suc-
cessful bailout approaches zero.

P' Ih% argument for this position is that, if a whole state has to remain under Section 5,the state authorities will put pressure on a recalcitrant subdivision. Those who aree inthis fashion, aesoms too readi that state authorities will be able to exercise Detailedcontrol over local election procees.a David H. Honter "Secton 5of the Voting aights Act of 195: Problems and Posuibil-tie.B epared remarks for delivery at the Annual Meeting of the American Political
Stlatementaof Amend Derfer,, Director, Voting. Law Policy Project, Joint Center forPolitical Stadies. rvbroary 2. 1982.
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4. The New Bailout CritDifficult Cieria Are yangetlo

Difficulty of compliance, however, tis ithe bailout criteria. The major problem it the major problem withworks is unconstitutional ando e is that the way the bailtgress by the Fifteenth Amendm Toeynd the power granted Con-under the stringent requirements of sectifyl5 keeping a jurisdictionSout. Carohina v. Katzenibach, should hon 5,Congress, pursuant tminations. First, it should have shown hve made at least two deter-
and "unique circumstances" continue to ex c o nurisdictions-onditions and circumst nt.e ~ tin at leas soecoveredactive measures not otherwise m aces that justify legsdemonstrated that the bailout oersprational criteria etetify hegtinue to exnt ext ioinary circumstances and uni conditions con-t. tons apa r ar Jurisdiction,
tional gre mt i b en aith e ex optional condie iout ti a

and iscveryof $werose apliction then3eith ra enor the Senate has met its responsibility in e eir of these respectseIthe hearings a few scattered charges bef the House Judiciary Coi-tted o rassment and intimidation of minority citizens who at-tempted to re gsr were made, but there was no attempt by the coi-mittee to verity these accusations or to allow for rebuttal.,, Certainlythere is no indication that such denials of the right toregister peradthe entire South, a single state, or even a county. In fact, as notedearlier, registration rates are high in the South, equal to or exceedingthe national average." The great bulk of the testimony the Househeard concerned practices that allegedly cause "dilution of votingpower," practices such as at-large elections, high fees and bondingrequirements, shifts from elective to appointive office, full state votingrequirements, residency reqnrement, annexations, retrocessions, in-corporations, and apportionment o one has made any showing, ashowing required by South Carolina v. Katzenbach, that these prac-tices, w ch were not the object of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, weresomehow unique to covered jurisdictions. Before both the House andSenate the witnesses consciously restricted their testimony to coveredjurisdiction.es To justify Section 5 coverage of the South because ofalleged vote dilution, however, these witnesses should have shownthat covered jurisdictions are unique in the way they apply the ques-tioned practices. Otherwise no justification exists for the ppl teu-ment afforded covered and uncovered states.Assuming, however, for the sake of argument, that Congress didfind exceptional conditions to exist in some covered Cjurisdictio, itstill did not make a rational showing as to how the bailout criteriawill help in spotting those particular jurisdictions. As shown above,the new language was drafted in haste, the result of a last-minutepolitical bargain reached in the dead of night. Members of the housesimply had no adequate data before them as to how the new standards
Se See the discussion of South Carouna v. Katrenbach, supra at [p. 18 of draft]

gee H RN 9-227 supra, at 14.

sIfliuZ l s ivi it e s It whose report The voing Riphtt Ac-
UuIkdOL191 te ldy States that the Commission limited Its valuatlon tcurrentt status fmnrt ai ihsI uisitosCvrdb h pca provsosof the Voting (tghts AtoftI 19 covre ametenspcd..pro
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would work. The only Congressional examination of the new bailout
provisions was that of the Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution.
It sharply criticized the proposed criteria,*0 calling them "wholly
unreasonable." Neither branch of Congress has offered any explanation
as to how application of the new criteria will aid the government in
determining where abuses are taking place.

b. No rational jtutif cation exate for applying the new bailout
criteria.-A number of the new bailout standards have little if any
probative value. Falling afoul of one of these criteria by no means
indicates that a jurisdiction has violated the Fifteenth Amendment.
Even the standards which offer some aid in locating potential abuse
do not serve the ends of justice because the statute sets them forth not
as factors for a court to consider, but as absolute bars to bailout.

Among the most egregious examples in the statute of standards that
have little probative value is the unaccountable prohibition against
consent decrees and settlement agreements. Consent decrees do not
identify the wrongdoers in a particular dispute. Parties frequently en-
ter into such decrees voluntarily to avoid costly litigation. To dis-
courage their use is to deprive the government of a major tool for se-
curing prompt compliance with the Voting Rights Act. Almost cer-
tainly this new standard will have the side-effect of chilling efforts to
solve voting rights disputes informally and voluntarily. Rather than
have to wait another ten years to bailout, jurisdictions will have added
incentive to do battle in court.

Similar problems arise from the "no-objection" requirement. Sec-
tion (4) (a) (1) (E) of the Dole-Kennedy-Mathias bill requires a ju-
risdiction to show that "the Attorney General has not interposed any
objection (that has not been overturned by a final judgment of a
court)." The new bill precludes a court from considering why the At-
torney General objected to a proposed change. Entry of an objection,
however, standing by itself, offers no proof that actual discrimination
has taken place." Under Section 5 the Attorney General often inter-
poses an objection to a voting change simply because not enough infor-
mation is on hand for the affirmative showing that a proposal "does not
have the purpose and will not have the effect" of discrimination in
voting. It is not uncommon as well as for the Attorney General to
with raw an objection." Under the new bill, even an erroneous objec-
tion to a change that is non-discriminatory carries the same weight as
an objection that has sample justification: Even if a practice does not
actually violate the law or even if a political subdivision recognizes the
legitimacy of an objection and accedes immediately to the demands of
the Attorney General, the mere entering of an objection would still pre-
clude bailout for ten years.

Like the "no consent decree" requirement, the no-objection require-
ment is also counterproductive. It is never certain whether a given
change in voting law or practice will violate government standards.

"Sen. Subcommittee Hearing 54-59, 62-63.
fo At one place In Its report, the majority rephrase thia test as follows: r... theJurisdiction must show that It Is not . .. enacted changes which are discrimninatoryand, therefore, objectionable under Section 5." This summary of the test nakes actualdiscrimination, not the interposition of an objection the real criterion. Unfortunately.however, the statute itself does not require that changes be discriminatory; it requires

only that changes be objected to, not that they be objectionable.
rSenate Hearings, January 27, 1982, Attorney General of the United states william

French Smith.
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Under current law, moreover, little if any opportunity exists to clearchances in advance with the Department of Justice or ae alpresub ission consultations. Jurisdiction faced with uncehave f as tothe effect of new legislation can at least mae need chan s inlaw, however, because, if the Attorney General finds some gsiof their plan objectionable t do ind sub aspectplan. Now, under the Dole-Kennedy-Mathias billt submitarevfseda new plan is no longer a safe option. Uncertain about the effect ofproposed changes in their law and faced with a ble teear bafrom bailout if they make a mistake, man possible ten-year bar
avoid.makin even needed changes. If the nes and subdivisions will
effect many Jurisdictions will effectivel -nbe 1 out criteria go into
or the Department of Justice itself also gives them oppo Cortunitysubmit proposed changes for approval before the changpportuitto formal objection. The Dole-Kennedy-Mathia bianes are subjectno provision for such formal presubmission conultai however, makesof federal examiners, even more than the inter osin of an objec-tion, likewise gives no real indication that discrimination has occurred.Recent practice has been to designate counties as "examiner coun-ties" simply in order to send federal observers in since designation ofexaminers is a statutory prerequisite to sending in observers. 3 Thelanguage of the compromise bill does not clarify whether this kind ofexaminer designation would bar bailout."

I have already discussed at greater length a number of other cri-teria that will grant third-parties and vernment officials almost un-limited discretion to block bailout." The exercise of such discretion,standing by itself, tells us little as to whether unlawful discrimination
has actually occurred in a state or subdivision. When a third partyfiles suit alleging discrimination, it provides notice that a problemmight exist. For a third party to file suit, however, in no way estab-lishes that a problem does in fact exist. Anyone, for any reason, outof spite or envy or for political considerations, can file an action. Incriteria such as these we have not a genuine attempt to discern whetherexceptional conditions still exist in a covered jurisdiction as requiredby South Carolina v. Katzenbach. We have instead criteria designedto lock covered jurisdictions in permanently. The proposed bailoutis unconstitutional.

D. ADDITIONAL PROBLEMs wITH THE PRECLEARANCE PROvIsIONs AND TilE
BAIrArT

1. Venue
One of the basic aspects of a just trial is that there be some reason-able relationship between the facts to be determined and the locationof the court which will make those fact determinations. Under both

willa Bdard eyn arch 1, 1982, Assistant Attorney General of the United States" Id. Reynolds observed: 'Federal i
new th the rnegisetration process andelisting eligibleavotecs.I ittisall fit tiertains to. I ihinkthere are aimtdnmr eof contie tat wol e sieed Hut sdtethr hind onectorederal examiners are assigned to different counties in conjunction with sending In severalof the Federal observers on request to observe different elections. If the asienment ofbail out, there would be a large number of countie s nd ent hic requirement andit is not clear from the language or the House report exactly watis nten d t,-s Bee pp. to supra.ddthr.
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the Dole-Kennedy-Mathias bill and the existing law, however the U.S.District Court for the District of Columbia has sole jurisdiction tohear declaratory judgment actions for bailout under section 4 and liti-gation with respect to preclearance under section 5. The Dole-Ken.
nedy-Mathias bill would continue to impose upon counties and Statesthe tremendous expense and delay of bringing the required batteryof facts, lawyers, witnesses, and evidence to Washington. Local juris-dictions would continue to have to hire counsel licensed to litigate inthe District of Columbia. Restricting venue to the District of Co-lumbia would also make it much more difficult for an aggrieved
minority voter to take an active part in an action.

Those who support retaining venue only in the District of Columbiacontend that there is a need for uniform interpretation of the lawrelating to bailout. They suggest further that courts outside Wash-ington cannot be trusted to make unprejudiced decisions about votingrights cases. The record of civil rights cases in the 11th and 5th cir-cuits proves that this fear is groundless, courts in these jurisdictionshaving handed down many civil rights decisions that completely dis-
regarded contrary local sentiments.,"

While, therefore I applaud my colleagues for acknowledging theright of Congress to limit the jurisdiction of the District Courts bydenying them the power to try cases under sections 4 and 5, I believethat this attempt to concentrate all of the federal judicial power ina Single Court is an abuse of that power that is contrary to the basicprinciples of justice. The Congress should modify the Voting RightsAct So that it will afford litigants a trial in a location near the covered
jurisdiction.
R. Burden of Proof

Section 5 currently provides that a voting change by a covered juris-diction is treated as presumptively discriminatory and that the juris-diction must seek preclearance before it can enforce a change. Inaddition, in order to overcome the presumption of discrimination, ajurisdiction must prove the absence of discrimination. These twoaspects of section 5 violate commonsense principles of jurisprudence.
Congress should make preclearance litigation more consistent with all
other litigation under American law. A presumption of discrimination
violates the principle that parties are presumed innocent until proven
guilty. Requiring a covered jurisdiction to prove the absence of dis-
crnmination makes the covered jurisdiction anticipate all possible con-
tentions of discrimination by the Attorney General. This is an unrea-
sonable burden and an inefficient way of conducting litigation.

"The only case cited by the committee report in support of its contention that South-ern courts are based or incompetent In the area of voting rights has been completelydistorted throughout the debate over the Act. White the MesspI Legislature and theUnitled States District Court In Mississippi may have committed many mistakes In thelengthy litigation to bring the Legislature into complnce with the supreme Court's one-man-one-vote decisions, they were never found guilty of racial discrimination. The Sau-preme Court erpicity stated, "Cw)e do not reach the more particularized chalen a to
claims that the plan's apporioment of some districts impermissibly dilutes Negro votingstrength." nonsor v. P vh 481 U.. 407, 421 (1977). indeed, Justice Blackmon's col-currence, which was joined by the' Chief Justice. erpicty states. "I do not think theplan Improperly dilutes black voting strength lust because it fais to provide proportionalre presentation." Id., at 427-28 (Blackmun, 3. concurring) . Indeed, the only time theIsse, of discriminatIon was litigated to a conclusion, the State successfully carried theborden of providing to the District Courtifr the District of Columbia that it bad notbeen gollty of discrimination In either. purpose or effort United states. v. Mtarsuppi,444 II.S. 1090 (1980).

1. The Subcommittee on the Con titution funconstitutional
r In its report to the full committee, the Sttution rightly concluded, after exhaustive

proposed changes in Section 2, which we shisubstantially afoul of the provisions of theclusion was supported by an impressive ot
ars, representing a broad political spectrum.

I share the view of the Subcommittee on
witnesses that Congress lacks the authority
intent standard under Section 2 with ary
voting discrimination and commend Senat
of the Subcommittee ior their conscientiousthis important issue. The Subcommittee's

- understanding of our constitutional systemin the Senate to study it carefully in their
2. Voter access versus group representation

a. The fifteenth amendment and the Votn
tect voter access only-The issue is not, Of coicans shall have the right to vote, to particip
and to enjoy protection at the polling sttioi
that all Americans are entitled to such pol
tution guarantees all citizens, irrespective
to vote. That is the purpose and object of t

But the right to vote is all that the Fifte
tees. It provides merely that,

The right of citizens of the United Stat
denied or abridged by the United Stat
account of race, color, or previous condo

Unless the Committee chooses to ignore the
of these words, the right to vote means tha
to come forward and engage in the physic
marking a ballot and having it counted. Iti
denied access to the polling booth merely bec

'tept. of Subcommittee on the Constitution on S. 1
(April, 1982), p. 07.
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III. INCoRPORAToN OF A "RESULTS" TEST

VoTINo RoIEs
The Committee's endorsement of the sothias "compromise" raises three fundament

incorporation of a "results" test into sectitional; second, whether the proposed compr
access to the polls or whether it creates a
tion; and third, whether the "compromise"nationwide system of proportional represeresentation according to numbers.

A. CONSTrrUTIoNAL

NTO SECTioN 2 or TE 1965
Aor

-called Dole-Kennedy-Ma-
al issues: first, whether the
in 2 of the Act is constitu-
omise simply protects voter
right of group representa-
will require ilmposition of a
station, that is, group rep.

Iismm

found the new "reaulta" test

committee on the Consti-

hearings, that the House-

ll presently examine, "run
Constitution." 0? This con-
up of constitutional schol-

the Constitution and these
to supplement the present
rsults test for identifying
or Hatch and the members
and thorough attention to

Report reflects a profound, and I urge my colleagues
consideration of this issue.

ig Rights Act of 1965 pro-
urse. whether black Amer-
ate in the electoral process,
n. No one disputes the fact

itical liberty. The Consti-

hf race or color, the right

he Fifteenth Amendment.enth Amendment guaran-

es to vote shall not be
es or by any State on
lition of servitude.
lain and obvious meaning

t every citizen has a right
al act of voting-that is,
means that no one shall be
ause of race and color, and
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that all citizens shall have an egual opportunity to participate in the
electoral process.

In keepin with these principles, section 2 of the 1965 Act prohibitsthe States from using any racially discriminatory "voting ualifica-tinor prereuisite to voting, or standard, practice or procedure." Amthe originaldrafters and supporters of this provision repeatedly ex-plained in 1965, section 2 of the Act is nothing more than a restatementof the Fifteenth Amendment.$' It addrwese the problem of voter accessto the polling booth prior to and including the final act of voting, andreaffirms the basic principle that no citizen shall be excluded fromthe suffrage, in any State, by means of literacy tests or other votingqualifications, prerequisites, standards, practices, or procedures thatdiscriminate against a racial minority.
Like the Fifteenth Amendment, section 2 of the 1965 Act thereforeproclaims the right of every citizen to an equal opportunity to vote.Neither the Amendment nor section 2 of the Act explicitly or implied-ly asserts that the voter is entitled to any additional rights or privi-leges after his vote has been taken, or that the outcome or result ofthe election with respect to the success or failure of minority candi-dates bears an relation to an individual's right to vote. Nor is thereone scintilla of historical evidence that would even hint at the possi-bility that the framers and backers of the Fifteenth Amendment in.tended to grant any particular election result to a particular class orrace of voters. Indeed, they specifically considered and rejected aproposal that would have guaranteed a right of office to minority can-didates." Furthermore, if the effect or result of an election were deter-minative of whether the right to vote had been abridged, then surelythe Amendment would have been more carefully drafted to includelanguage protecting not only the right to vote, but the right to havethat vote weighed, or counted in a certain manner, or separated outfrom the other ballots according to race. But no such language ispresent in the Fifteenth Amendment. Why? Because the right to voteis individual right of equal access to the ballot, not the colof tirright of a particular minority to a certain share of elected oficialbafter each individual hau exercised his right to vote and gone home.b. City of Mobile v. Bolden.-In City of Mobile v. Bolden, 446U.S. 55 (1980), the Supreme Court held that section 2 of the 1965 Actwas simply a restatement of the Fifteenth Amendment, and that aviolation of the Amendment required proof that the voting law orpractice in question was based on discriminatory intt. At issue waswhether Mobile's at-large system of municipal elections, dating backto 1911, violated section 2 of the Act, the Fifteenth Amendment, orthe Fourteenth Amendment. Retracin the legislative history of sec-tion 2 of the Act, the Court asserted that section 2 merely rearmedthe prohibitions already contained in the Fifteenth Amendment andthat the Fifteenth Amendment itself prohibited only intentional dis-crimination. "Our decisions," said the Court, ".. . have made clear

"ne. t rme Court's disesion o' the 1erislative history of 12 In Mobile v.Eoldea, 446 U.S. an, 61(1980 , toc t "n.,";"dBe. W. Gillette, The tttt oe Po1ttos on the Poer o/ (th en Aeenaeet (1965) 1 . Mciiiellan, "Fieeji With the Constitution wh1. H.omeulfrn;The CeAeiat the 1doiQ Rights Act of 1965," 42 Ls. L. Het. 4841981);
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that action by a state that is racially neutral on its face viola theFifteenth Amendment only motivated bu a dic eimi olats t
446 U.S. at 62. Nor did the equal Protection Clause of the FpuroenAmendment, continued the Court, render Mobile's at-large electoralsystem unconstitutional. Citing Waakin fv Davi, 426 U.S. 229(1976, and a number of later cases, the Court affirmed the well-established rule that "only if there is purposeful discrimination canthere be a violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the FourteenthAmendment." 446 U.S. at 66. Accordingly, the Court rejected the claim
that political groups have an independent constitutional claim torepresentation, and ruled that Mobi e's at-large electoral system forcity commissioners did not unconstitutionally dilute the votingstrength of blacks or require the establishment of a ua torcouti
government that would guarantee the black population a -hare ofelected officeholders. The evidence showed that blacks in the City ofMobile registered and voted freely, without hindrance; and in theabsence of any intentional or purposeful discrimination re ardin
their right to vote there was no constitutional or statutory violationTurning finally to the "extreme" and "extra tuory viofatitice Marshall's dissent that every political minority has a constitu-tional right to elect candidates in proportion to its numbers, the Courtconcluded that the "right to equal participation in the electoral process

does not protect any 'political group,' however defined from electoraldefeat 446 U.S. at 77. Rejecting the claim "that tihe Constitutionsomehow guarantees proportional representation" 446 U.S. at 79, theConrt observed that "the dissenting opinion erroneously discovers theasserted entitlement to group representation within the 'one person,
one vote' principle of Reynod v. Sims and its progeny." 446 S. at78. An accurate reading of that decision leads to the conclusion, how-ever, that the Equal Protection Clause guarantees each voter the rightto have his vote counted eguldly, not disproportionately with those ofall other citizens; andas tne Court s B itobvious in the

Mobile system "that nobody's vote has been 'diluted' in the sense in
which that word was used in the Reynolds case." 446 U.S. at 78.

c. Conusion-Gdo otrepresentat is u aonstiton -n sum,the Constitution does not recognise the claim of any minority gopwhether it be racial, ethnic, us, litical, or hateinrt gupan inherent right to representation. This interpretation is entirelyconsistent with the wording of the Reconstruction Amendments andwith the views of those who framed and adopted them: Morcover,such an interpretation is in keeping with our democratic principlethat the majority governs, and with the views of our FoundingFathers. As Alexander Hamilton explained in Federalist #35,
The idea of an actual repr-entation of all classes of the
people by persons of each class is altogether visionary. Unlessit were expressly provided in the Constitution that each dif-
ferent occupation should send one or more members, the thingwould never take place in practice.Continuing, Hamilton warned that such a system-call it propor-tionalgroup, class or race representation-would endanger our basic
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It is said to be necessary that all olaises of citizens should
have some of their own number in the representative body in
order that their feelings and interests may be better under-
stood and attended to. But we have seen that this will never
happ~e under any arrangement that leaves the votes of the

peple free.
The Supreme Court's holding in the Bolden case, in my judgment,accords with Hamilton's views and is consistent with the basic political

and constitutional design of our government. Our systern of govern-
ment, at least so far, as known nothing of a right of "group" or
"class" representation in the exercise of the franchise. The goal of our
democratic republic has been that no person shall be denied the rightto register or to have his vote fairly counted because of his race orcolor. We have never undertaken to protect bloc power from dilution
at the polls-I am persuaded, therefore, that the Senate should rejectany "results" standard of proof for section 2 that would enshrine
the principle of group representation, a principle that is hostile to
our Constitution and the democratic principles of majority rule uponwhich it rests.

B- THE NEW EUMTs TP-VAGUE LANGUAGE OPEN TO OONFM0rING
INTERPrETATIONS

1. The genesis and content of the neo &aguage
The Bolden case stands for the proposition that the Fourteenth andFifteenth Amendments, as well as Section 2 of the 1965 Act, require

proof of discriminatory intent. In the face of this ruling, the House ofRepresentatives adopted H.R. 3112 which seeks to introduce a "re-suits" test under Section 2 of the Act. Under present law, section 2
provides that

no voting qualification or prerequisite to voting, or standard,practice, or procedure shall be imposed or applied by anystate or political subdivision to deny or abridge the right of
any citizen of the United States to vote on account of race or
color or in contravention of the guarantees set forth in section
4(f) (a).

The House eliminated the words "to deny or abridge" and substituted
the phrase "in a manner which results in a denial or abridgment of£"As the House Judiciary Committee explained in its report,' H.R 8112will amend section 2 of the Act to make clear that proof of discrimina-
tory purpose or intent is not required in cases brought under theprovision." 1" The undeniable purpose of this change was to overturn
the Bolden decision and to replace the Court's rule of interpretation
with one preferred by the House-a rule which the Court had alleged-ly endorsed in earlier decisions. "By amending section 2 of the Act,"states the House Judiciary Committee Report," Congress-intends torestore the pre-Bolden understanding of the proper legal standardwhich focuses on the result and consequences of an allegedly discrim-inatory voting or electoral practice rather than the intent or moti-vation behind 1t."

'u KE. EM Na 97-227 at 29 (1981).

2. Comes now a third version of Section 2 the De.Ke airdMathias "compromise" amendment which the nte Dolemittee incorporated into m. 1992. hic Senate Jud'c-Kenny-Act consists of two artsS amendment to section Com-
standard which the Courts to fola i sets out the principle or theparticular voting practice or procedure is "discriminatget(a no voting qualification, standard practice or procedure Un beapp ied "in a manner which result . , denial or abridgementa be
right to vote. Subsection a, it may thus be seen, duplicate exactly t hewording of the results test contained in the House bill, as 3112. TheReport of the Senate Judiciary Committee explains that the purposeof subsection 2(a) is to express

the intent of Congress in amending Section 2 that plaintiffs
do not need to prove discriminatory purpose or moti
either direct or indirect evidence, in order to establish a vio-lation ... Section 2 explicitly codifies a standard differentfrom the [Court's] interpretation of the former language ofSection 2 contained in the Supreme Court's Mobile pluralityopinion [emphasis supplied].

Like the amended version of Section 2 in the House bill, then, Subsec-tion 2a of S. 1992 seeks to reverse Bolden and to supplant theCourt's rule of interpretation with a different one.Subsection 2(b)-and here is the key language of the new "results"test-has been added to give the Courts a guidepot in applying thestandard set forth in Subsection 2(a). According to the Committee'sReport, this new subsection "delineates the legal analysis which Con-gress intends Courts to apply under the resultss test.' Specifically thesubsection codifies the test for discriminatory result laid down by theSupreme Court in White v. Register, and the language is taken directlyfrom that decision." Subsection 2 (b) instructs the Court that, in deter-
mining whether a particular qualification, standard, practice or pro-cedure rents in a denial or abridgement of the right to vote, it must
look to see whether, "based on the totality of circumstances," the vot-ing qualification or practice in question has been applied

in such manner that the political processes leading to nomina-tion or election in the state or political subdivision are notequally open to participation by members of a class of citizensprotected by Subsection (a) in that its members have less
opportuity than other members of the electorate to partici-
pate in the political process and to elect representaties oftheir choice. The extent to which members of a protected classhave been elected to office in the State or political subdivisionis one 'circumstance' which may be considered, provided that
nothing in this section shall establish a right in members of
a protected group to be elected in numbers equal to their pro-portion in the population [emphasis supplied].

This language, it should be noted, not only modifies the House Amend-nent to section 2, but also differs sharply from the "effects" test cur-rently m lace under Section 5 of the Act, which states simply thatelectoral changes involving a voting practice or procedure in order tosurvive preclearance, must not "have the purpose and will not have
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the efect of denying or abridging the right to vote on account of race
or color."

In our attempts to construe the new "results" test we are thus deal-
ing with at least three different standards--the "effects" test usedunder Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, the "results" testpassed by the House and the "results" test proposed by the Senate
Judiciary Committee. Are there meaningful distinctions between
these standards, and if so what are they ? In partial answer to this ques-tion, the Committee explains that, " b]y referring to the 'results' ofa challenged practice and by explicitly codifying the White standard,the amendment distinguishes the standard for proving a violation
under section 2 from the standard for determining whether a proposedchange has a discriminatory 'effect' under Section 5 of the Act.' Sen-ator Dole emphasized at the May 4 Judiciary Committee markup that
his compromise measure did not create an effects test:

The section 5 effects test is different from the results test
of White v. Regester. The House report as the Senator
[Hatch] indicated, was ambiguous as to whether the Whitetest or the section 5 effects test should apply. Thus, an added
benefit of the compromise [is] that it makes clear that the
White approach should apply by directly codifying languagefrom that decision in section 2.

In other words, the Committee has rejected the section 5 "effects" test,and with it, we must therefore conclude, all of the case law baggagethat goes with it. But the Committee has also failed to explain whythe section 5 test is unacceptable. One possible explanation is that thesection 5 test has produced the very result that the Committee hasdenounced throughout its Report-viz., a system of proportional rep-resentation in the covered jurisdictions. This may wel1 be the commit-tee's intent, as I shall discuss later, but the vague wording of the Com-mittee's amendment to section 2 leaves room, nevertheless, for thenationwide imposition of a system of proportional representation.Still, substituting the word "results" for 'effects" is either a mere cos-metic change or an attempt to create a new test with different
imphecations.

In further answer to the question of what the new "results" testmeans, it would stand to reason that the Committee has chosen not touse the "results" standard that the House created last fall. By amend-
ing the language of H.R. 3112 and offering a compromise bill, theCommittee has apparently a new test, unless, in this respect too, theamendment is merely cosmetic. Subsection 2(a), as we previouslynoted, repeats the flatly worded "results" test that the House adopted:Does the new language in Subsection 2(b) qualify and narrow theapplication of the results standard in Subsection 2(a), or simplyclarify it? The Committee claims that subsection 2(b is designedsimply to "spell out more specifically ... the standard ... To thisend, the Committee adopted substitute [additional?] language whichis faithful to the orignal intent of the Section 2 amendment as passedin the House ... " This may be the case, but the crucial factor is thatthe Committee did not adopt the same language as the House. Pro-ponents of the Dole-Kennedy-Mathias amendment, moreover, mar-
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keted their measure as a "compromise a compr that would makethe House "results" test more palatable to the mems hatod mmittee and would in some fashion ameliorate or embers of this Co
At an rete, it is still far from clear what the new compromise

means ie manage adopted by the Committee in Section 2b is takennot from the House bill but from White v. Register, language that hasa long history in Supreme Court jurisprudence. Any court must beguided by that history, not by the intent of the House as transmitted
through the pages of this Committee's Report.

When we examine the bill and its legislative history, however, wefind that four different interpretations or sets of interpretations areplausible: an interpretation based on an objective reading of the termsemployed in the amendment? the interpretation by the Supreme Courtof its own language (including the widely-criticized interpretation inMobile v. Bolden), the various interpretations advanced by the amend-ment's sponsors and supporters, and the interpretation contained in theSenate Judiciary Committee report. Which interpretation is the properone?
Taken at face value, without reference to any pre-existing judicial orlegislative inter retations, all that Section 2(b) may guarantee is voteraccess to the polls. Whether a particular voter does or does not havesuch access depends upon "the totality of the circumstances" tet-atest that is certain an implicit ingredient of numerous voting rightscaseston the books dealing with the question of voter access. It is a ques-

tho g the rht to vote and not the right of group represent
i or. ity of circumstances" serving as a general guide-line for detecting discrimination, the specific issue a court i hnew language must address is whether the electoral roce apopen to participation" by members of a protected class. "Openness toparticipation" is essentially the same thing as voter access to the elec-toral process. Participation," like "access," connotes activity, in asso-ciation with others, prior to and including the actual casting of a ballotor the pulling of a lever.

The Dole-Kennedy-Mathias compromise does not leave the definitionof openness to participation" to one's imagination, however. Havingset forth the openness requirement, the bill goes on to define opennessin such a way as to make clear that its focus of concern is not electionoutcome at all but unhindered access to the voting booth. The test iswhether the political process is equally, open to participation "in that,"or in the sense that, its members have less opportunity than other mem-bers of the electorate to participate in the political process and to electrepresentatives of their choice." (Emphasis supplied.) The only lan-
guage here that one could rationally view as guaranteeing a certain
election outcome or result that might allow for proportional represen-tation is the phrase "to elect representatives of their choice." An elec-tion outcome is, to be sure, the result of electoral participation, or theact of voting. But the conjunction which precedes the phrase "to elect
representatives of their choice" is "and," not "or." The use of this con-
junction is significant since the outcome of an election has no necessaryconnection with participation of individual voters in the electoral proc-ess. Just because a voter casts his vote a certain way and it is counteddoes not mean his chosen candidate will win. In terms of voter access
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and participation, the question is whether the voter had a chance tovote and have it counted, not whether the candidate of his choice
prevailed.

The Committee's use of the word "and" at this point suggests that itunderstands the difference between electoral participation and elec-
tion outcome. If the Committee had used the disjunctive "or" itwould have awarded the concept of electing representatives a statusindependent of the concept of voter participation. By using the "and,"
however, it has merely recognized that participation by citizens in theelectoral process is the mean our system uses to select officials andthat the outcome of an election can sometimes offer evidence of syste-matic flaws in the process of voting, flaws that deny voters the oppor-tunity to have their views registered.

Whether this interpretation of the Committee's language is reas-onable or correct, or whether it accurately reflects the intent of theCommittee, are questions that need not detain us. My point is that theCommitee's choice of wording in Subsection 2(b) is susceptible tovarying interpretations. The Committee Report sheds little light onthe intending meaning of much of this subsection and leaves muchto the imagination. Precisely how the courts will interpret these pro-visions is not entirel clear to me, and I fear that the Committee'scasual approach to legislative drafting will simply invite judicial
legislation.

These apprehensions are further ma 'fied by the Committee's ex-planation of the "objective factors" which the Courts are expectedto apply in their analysis of state and local voting practices. These"factors" aKpear not in the statute but in the Committee Report, andare lifted fom the opinion of a Vederal District Court, which theSupreme Court listed as findings in White v. Regeeter. Perhaps themost remarkable of these "factors" is the "extent to which membersof the minority group in the state or political subdivision bear theeffects of discrimination in such areas as education, employment andhealth, which hinder their ability to participate effectively in thepolitical process." In White, however, the Supreme Court simplynoted that the District Court had observed that a certain Mexican-American community in Texas "had long 'suffered from and con-tinues to suffer from, the results and effects of invidious discrimina-
tion and treatment in fields of education, employment, economics,health, politics, and others.'" 412 U.S. at 768 (emphasis supplied).
Why the Committee has now altered and excluded certain factors the
Report does not say. But in an accompanying footnote, citing Whiteas authority, the Committee brazenly asserts that, "the Courts haverecognized that disproportionate educational, employment income
level and li g conditions tend to operate to deny access to political
life ... where these factors are shown, and where the level of blackparticipation in politics is depressed, plaintiffs need not prove anyfurther casual nexus between their disparate socio-economic status andthe claimed denial of equal access." ow these socio-economic factorssquare with, and apparently supersede the "totality of circumstances"
standard is a mystery. In any event, the Committee seems to be con-
tending that proof of inadequate socio-economic standards, coupled

with depressed levels of minority voter participation, are enough toprove a violation of Section 2. Does the Committee mean that, whereminority group is poor and underrepresentedj that it will invariablywin a Section 2 suit? The Committee does not address that specificissue, but the manifest implications of its Report are truly alarming.
2. The express intentions of the amendment's supporters

From the foregoing analysis it would thus seem that the languageof the amendment is open to two conflicting interpretations: first, thatthe amendment seeks only to protect voter access and, second, thatit is designed to protect both voter access and group representation.The language of the amendment itself is ambivalent. The expressstatements of the supporters of the amendment and the Committeereport tend to support the first interpretation-viz., that the purposeof the amendment is simply to ensure free access to the polling booth.If that is the case, then a results test confined to matters of accessand participation would be consistent with the constitutional right tovote. Accordingly, the new results test would not focus on electionresults but on the existence of certain objectionable practices thatcompromise free access to the polling booths. If that is not the case,and the results test does apply to election outcome, then irreconcilablecontradiction exists between the text of the amendment and the state-ments of the amendment's proponents.
Sections 2(a) and 2(b, for example, refer explicitly to election"results" and the election of "representatives of their choice"- wordsand phrases dealing, on first examination, not with the right to vote,to participate in the electoral process, or with the right of equal accessto the ,polling booth, but with the separate and mutual exclusive

"right' of minority groups representation. Yet a textural analysis ofthe amendment to Section 2, as we have seen, upon closer examination,
suggests that the amendment is not clearly and unquestionably de-signed to yield a right of minority group representation.

This view that the amendment is limited to the protection of voteraccess and partici ation is strengthened and supported by languagecontained in the Committee Report, by statements of the framers andbackers of the amendment at Committee markup of S. 1992, and bythe disclaimer in the amendment asserting "that nothing in thissection establishes a right to have members o a protected class elected
in numbers equal to their proportion in the population."

The Committee Report, for example, repeatedly emphasizes that"the crucial question" is "whether minorities have equal access to theelectorial process." The Report asserts unequivocally that "the Com-mittee amended Section 2 to permit plaintiffs to prove violations-byshowing that minority voters were denied on equal chance to partici-
pate in the political process." It also states that, under the amend-
ment, plaintiffs must prove either discriminatory intent "or, alter-natively, must show that the challenged system or practice, in the
context of all the circumstances in the Jurisdiction in question, results
in minorities being denied equal access to the political process." Else-
where the Report claims that "Section 2 protects the right of minorityvoters to be free from election practices, procedures or methods
which deny them the same opportunity to participate in the political
process as other citizens enjoy.'
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Throughout the report the concepts of voter access and grouprepresenaon are generally distiguished. At one point, however, threport equates the two. "W ile the presence of minority elected officiais a recognized indicator of access to the process," asserts the R~eport,the results cases make clear that the mere combination of an at-largeelection and lack of proportional representation is not enough toinvalidate that election method." (Emphasis supplied) What, it maybe asked, is this supposed relationship between the presence of minorityelected officials and the right of access to the electoral procss?2 Theonly time the presence of minority elected officials is an indicator ofaccess to the process is when that same minority is actually a major-ity-which is nonsensical. The presence of minority elected officials isnot an indicator of access to the process; it is more likely to be anindicator of whether minority candidates are running at-large or insingle-member districts. The correlation between the voting agepopulation and the number of registered voters; or the percentage ofregistered voters who cast their ballot in an election; or the locationof polling stations: these are the real indicators of voter access tothe process. The distinctions between access and representation areclear enough. The question arises, however, whether the architects ofthe amendment to section 2 and of the Report clearly understand them.Of course, racial gerrymandering, which is the manipulation ofblack voting districts so as to prevent the concentration of blacks inany one district and prevent a majority fro electing the representative of its choice is, and should be uniconstitional. Million v. Light-foot, 364 U.S. 339 (1960). Proportional representation based on race,however, is the manipulation of black voting districts so as to guar-antee the concentration of blacks in one district and guarantee theminority election of the representative of its choice. In a sense then,proportional representation based on race is reverse racial gerry-mandering, or reverse discrimination. Both kinds of gerrymandergare inconsistent with the fundamental principle of American demo-cracy that the majority rules.Among the sponsors and supporters of the "compromise" amend-men we find universal ageent that the amendment is designedsimply to guarantee individual access, while at the same time preclud-ing the collective right of proportional representation. Senator Dole,the prime sponsor of the "compromise" anendemnt to section 2,stressed unequivocally during the course of Committee markup that"the issue tobe decided is whether members of a protected class enjoyequal access. I think that is the thrust of our compromise : equal access;whether it is open; equal access to the political process, not whetherthey have achieved proportional election results."And in summary of his opening statement, Senator Dole againemphasized that. "specifically, the compromise provides that the issueto be decided is whether political processes are equally open, thus plac-ingfocus on access to the process, not election results." Itis noteworthythat no supporter of the Dole "compromise" took issue with this inter-pretation of the meaning and purpose of the amendment.
C. THE MacLAuIM AND THE IssUE OF PROPORTIONAL REPREsENTATION

The question now arises whether the "com promise" de tosection 2 will require the judicial imposition of a nationwide systm of

i4

n Similarly, the disclaimer language n the "compromise" amendment
underscored the House's concern; and in an apparent effort to reassreS Senators that proportional represenation would not be implementedS under the Act, the Committee broadened the disclaimer as follows:* The extent to which members of a protected class have beenelected to office in the state or political subdivision is on "cir-cumstance" which may be considered provided that nothing- in this section establishes a right to Aave that ohntested class elected in numberseZ to 'heir s rtof an pro

popultin. (Emphasis suple.
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proportional representation.W shudntommitte has chosen to I e should note at the outset that thestricion on the concept of proportional representation eid the
H o u se. h n di hIn essence, there are only two was n which the concept of propor-tional representation coula be applied under- the statute:ns ast todetermine whether an electoral system is discriminatorinwhich catse
the presence or absence of a system of proportional r nt iwould serve as a measuring rod in an evidentiary finding o diriintion, irrespective of intent; or as a remnedy to transform a "discrimnina-
tory" electoral system into a presumptive nonsdiscriminaoBoth the House and the Senate Judiciary Coinmtory system.
parently ruled out the possibility that pciryomitteesenavetap-could serve as a test of discrimination or at least as the exclusive tet.The House sought to preclude this approach in its disclaimerlanguage:

The fact that members of a minority group have not beenelected in numbers equal to the group's proportion ofthe pop-ulation shall not, in and of itself coiup protion of thiopsection. ,cnttt ilto fti

It if abundantly clear, however, that the new disclaimer languageof the "compromise" amendment adopted by the Committee does not
differ in substance from the House disclaimer-the former simply de-
tlares that no group is entitled to representation by right, and the lat-t -r that the absence of proportional representation shall not serves a
Per se violation of section 2. What is most significant, however, is thatneither the House nor the Committee disclaimer precludes the possi-
iility, if not the likelihood, that proportional representation will bemposed as a remedy by the courts.

Indeed, the disclaimer in the "compromise" amendment contains no
Irovisjon that would impede, hinder, or prevent a Federal Districtudge from issuing injunctive relief in the form of proportional rep-resentation. Judges are at liberty under this Act to impose any remedy
hat they please. The Committee's disclaimer asserts that members of a
)rotected class do not have a right to proportional representation. Buthere does that get us, and in what way would it restrain the judiciary
particularly if the concept of vote dilution and election outcome arecart of the results standard? Minority group members do not have aight to be bused outside of their neighborhoods to distant schools, buthis has not prevented court-ordered busing as a remedial device in thesegregation effort. The conclusion seems inescapable that the dis-
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claimer language in the "compromise" amendment is simply an in-gredient of the 'totality of circumstances" teat of discrimination andoffers none of the protection that the proponents of this legislationhave promised.

It is clear, than, that proportional representation can and will flowbe used as a remedy under t is Act. The disclaimer language does notprohibit this approach, an approach that has already been employed.In such cases as Zimmer v. McKeithen, 485 F. 2d 1297 (5th Cir.),Cirkaey v. Board of Supervisors of Rinds County, 528 F. 2d 536 (5thCir.), and City of Port Arthur v. United States, 517 F. Supp. 987(D.D.C. 1981). In fact, analogous disclaimer language in Title VIIhas not prevented courts from usingafimtvaconsaredySection 703(j of Title VI eiraveaction as a remedy.Stien 7( oe VII llcarefully provides that "[Niothing con-tained in (Title VII) shall be interpreted to require any employer .to grant preferential treatment to any individual or to any groupbecause of the racee.. of such individual or group on account of"a racial imbalance in the employer's work force. 42 U.S.C. sec.2 000e2(j). Even soothe Su reme Court in Steelworkers '. Weber,442 U.S. 193, 244248 (1979 seized on this very disclaimer againstaffirmative action in Title VII to justify grafin a requirement foraffirmative action onto Title VII. As Justice Rehinquistobedinhis dissent in Steeworkers, such legerdemain on the part of theFederal courts is reminiscent of the doublespeak used by the government in George Orwell's novel 1984. A case like Steelworkere instills
little confidence that courts will take a disclaimer like that of H1.R.3112 seriously.

The Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution, therefore, under.standably expressed great concern over the concept of proportionalrepresentation. Under the House language, the Subcommittee found"Federal courts (would) be obliged to dismantle countless systems ostate and local government that are not designed to achieve propor-tional representation" [Subcommittee Report at 2.] According to theSubcommittee, it was "difficult to conceive (both) how proportionalrepresentation by race can avoid being established in the law as thestandard for identifying discrimination and, equally important, as thestandard for ascertaining the effectiveness of judicial civil rightsremedies." Id. at 8.
At Committee markup, proponents of the Dole-Kennedy-Mathiasamendment assured the Committee time and again that their com-promise measure would not establish a system of proportional repre-sentation or eliminate at-large elections. Senator Dole, the author ofthe compromise language, insisted that no court-ordered proportionalrepresentation would result from his bill:

may on the Committee have expressed legitimate con-oernls that a results standard could be interpreted -by thecourts to mandate Proportional representation. That is thematter that Senator East referred to and, I think, properlyso. However, it has been repeatedly pointed out that prior toMobile the courts used a legal standard did not lead to court.ordered proportional represetationThe supporters of this coin. promise believe that a votingpractice or procedure which is incriminatory in result shouldnot be adlowed to stand, regardless of whether there exists
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o seo 2 enator Dole etatieot does not preclude the court. In fact, Imightsay that oneof the suggestions offered was that we do that by statute. Itaply thi disclaier to remedies. Such ontaeslbrjced uncsa Su language was con-sidered but rejen s ct a sag unnecessary.
The eaon suclanug was unneessary is that proportional rep-the amendment to Section rdn 2. Snto oe a su underOther proponents of the compromise amendment to section 2 wereevery bit as ad thatp i of proportional representationand racial quotas were unounded In his o nin een
April 28 preliminary marku sesgn Seatr aenedy at theosoof .192 nd he omromise amendment, intended' that (t)hehorror stories we have heardaburailqoshvebnlidtrest in the hearing."ab u rail q o s h ve enlidtAt the May 4 markup, Senator Mathis interpreted the bill inthe same way:

I am happy to cosponsor the Dole compromise As a sup.porter of voting rights legislation since the original bill in1965, I have never believed that proportional representationwas required by the act. The Dole amendment 'makes thatabundantly clear. It seems to me that what our goal has beenis a color-free society, a color-blind society and not one that
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draws precise and definite and devisive racial lines. That isreally what we are reaching for in this amendment. I amg fie th dt of the i Stat a n i to

endorse this effort. I think that is an important a t tothe whole debate.
Senator DeConcini noted at the May 4 markup that he would neverhave supported the new bill if it mandated proportiona rep resenttion and threatened at large election systems like that in Phenta-Arizona:

While I have never believed that the original language ofp. 1992 would lead to the dire consequences which have beenpredicted by some of the bill's opponents, I believe that theagreement which we are presented with today represents animprovement in the legislation and marks an important pointin the progress of S. 1892 through Congress. The amendmentwould preclude speculation concerning proportional repre-sentation requirements ... [T he largest city in my state,Phoenix, bas an at-larha election system. I would never sup-port this bill ... ,if believed that it would result in anautomatic invalidation of the electoral system of the Phoenixcity governments.
I have studied this legislation very closely. I have workedhard to help put together the agreement today. I am con-vinced that none of these consequences would occur under ouragreed language. I can thus support the agreement withoutreservation.
I want to add that I am pleased that the administrationnow agrees that the results test is the proper test and that theSenator from Kansas has forged the amendment which sat-isfies the administration's position and concern about pro-portional representation and at-large election. This agree-ment is the result of hard work by reasonable people. Inaddition to Sentors Grassley and Dole, Senator Mathias andSenator Kennedy and others who have worked on S. 1992deserve the credit of finding a middle position here that willinsure the results test but will also ensure that the intent ofthe Voting Rights Act is carried out and will not mandateproportional representation.

Senator Simpson declared at markup that the Dole-Kennedy.Mathias compromise had laid his concern about proportional repre-sentation to rest:
It has been because of Senator Dole's ability and his per-sistence and his canniness, I might add, that we have comeup with such a fine result. My concern was always with re-gard to the issue of proportional representation and appro-priate bailout language.. Ita een ory andpauoto see that we were able to so well utilize the hlnguagothe White v. Regeater decision, which I think was the mostappropriate way to go. I am pleased that it was presentedto me by Senator Dole some days ago. I am pleased that Iimmediately told him of my hearty reception of it. It re-solved my quandary for me.
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Senator Biden cosponsored the compromise because he knew itwould not produce fundamental changes in ou blectoas hroes suewci
as the elimination of at-large elections: ur electoral process such

I cosponsored this compromise. I would like to state the
obvious. This does not change much What it does, it clarifieswhat everyone intended to be the situation from the outset.
That was to rectify a situation that had grown up as a con-sequence of a Supreme Court case, yet at the same time notthrust into the awa fndamnental new reqiee~taneither the Civil Rights Conference nor the main cospontsor of this amendment ever intended n r the a opn-tion of at-large elections. , which was the elimna-

As long ago as, I guess two months ago, I met in my officewith the members of the Leadership conference and told
them I thought there was going to be a need for a com-
promise. They were slightly aghast that a supporter of the
bit would suggest that at that time. But it was obvious fromthe outset that it would be required in order to allay thefears of many who have an instinct to support this legislationbut a genuine fear that it may very well cause fundamental

change in the electoral process that was not intended.
According to Senator Specter, another cosponsor of the compromise

statistical evidence would remain merely "part of a showing" thatdiscrimination has occurred; the new bill would not mandate racial

ab fy repect thsCommitte Sto act promptly and feavor-
qoa:fvrably inreportinpc 

.1 92 to the senate poo not wish to slow
that process but ope that a few brief observations may dispelsome oft miseocetio oie o o t
measuetand speed our favoransble action of this most impor-tant matter.First is the unfounded fear of "racial quotas" being in.
voked by some in opposition to the proposed amendment tosection 2 of the Voting Rights Act. Argoet couched interms of "logical consequences" and arit tic extremes are
entitled to little weight in the light of experience, clear legis-lative history of the amendment to section 2 and proven rec-
ord of judicial restraint.

The amendment to section 2of the Act does not introduceproof of results of discrimination in a radical way; such a
method of proof has always existed. Nor does the amendment
to section 2 inject numbers with any new magic. Statisticalevidence will remain what it has always been, a part of ashowing from which a court might conclude the racial dis-
crimination in the denial or abrigement of voting rights has
been established ... Neither I nor any of the other cospon-
sors of the perfecting language to section 2 have spoken
in favor of aluts1 ts ned the bill passed by theHouse, the Senate bill 65 of us have cosponsored and the com-promise language Senator Dole proposed each expressly dis-
avows the intention and result with which opponents seek to
color the debate.
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In the final analysis, however, despite the disclaimer in the amend.ment and the assurances of the cosponsors, imposition of a nationw.idesVstem of proportional representation may inevitably flow from S1992 as long as it contains a concept of class "vote dilution." It is, afterall, the courts which will have to devise remedies in cases where thestatute is violated. The statute itself does not define the remedies available; in fact, the only guideline for remedying discrimination in thestatute is a negative one, the disclaimer provision. The other guidelinein the statute, such as the "totality of the circumstances" test serve toaid in detecting violations, not remedying them. It will be the whimsof countless federal judges that will have to supplement this ghimsdeficiency. glaringAnd what remedy will these judges provide ? It is not unreasonableto suggest that the only remedy available under the new languagethe Act will be court injunctions ordering local officials to dismantletheir at-large electoral systems and erect single-membet districts intheir place.

Imagine a small American community anywhere in this countywhere racial and ethnic minorities participate freely and openly incampaigning and voting for candidates of their choice and where thereiR no evidence of any kind of any actual discrimination that hindersthem from campaigning and voting. Imagine also that the electoralsystem of this community, like that of thousands of other communitiesthroughout the Unie tts oa uad fohrcmuiiscitizens i this cUnited States, employs at-large elections. The minoritycitzen i ths ommunity exercise swing votes that can influence theoutcome of any election and candidates eagerly seek out their support.Relatively few minority candidates have been elected to public office,however.
If courts subscribe to the twin concept of class voting rights andvote dilutions they will find statutory discrimination in this community. In that case, however, what remedy other than a system ofProportional representation based on single member districts could afederal judge require? I can think of none. As an audistis tocome I suggest that my colleagues read the case of C of Rings toUnited States, 446 U.S. 156 (1980). The inevitable result of this u.nconstitutional and undemocratic legislation will. I fear, be the very onethat the sponsors of this legislation so vehemently deny.Modern history is replete with examples of revolutions workingthemselves out in ways that their leaders and supporters never in-tended. This well-intentioned but misguided assault on the Americansystem of government will no doubt add yet another chapter to thehistory of revolutions gone astray.

Congressional Reveraal of City of Mobile v. Bolden
This brings us finally to three major constitutional issues which thecompromise" amendment to section 2 raises: (1) whether this amend-ment is intended to reverse the M obile decision: (2) whether Congresshas the authority to reverse deison whether anndoes in fact overturn Mobi d (3) if so, whether this amendmWe begin with the question of whether the amendment propsstreverse Blolden The Bolden case, as we have noted, explicily anddirectly a rms that a denial or abridgement of the right to vote re-quires proof of discriminatory intent. The Committee has changed

f 237the wording of section 2 in an effort tdiscriminatory result. In seeking to justify this radical departure froexisting precedent, the Committee offers a number of peculiar fromins" that warrant careful inspection "fnd-
First, the Committee contends that Bolden was incorrectly decidedbecause the Court's rejection of the orlest coreyecdedCourt's own prior holdings and those of lower Federal courts.n-gressional action," asserts the Committee " eesra ourt "Con-

pre-Bolden legal standard in case uneesary to restore thedicta from Reynolda v. Sime, 377 USr oht under section 2" Citing379 U.S. 433 (1965), Burns v. Richard5o, 384 U.S. 73t( 966(6), Whcomb v. Chavis, 403 U.S. 124 (1971), Abate v. Mundt, 405 U.S. 182(1971), White v. Regeter, 412 U.. 755 (1973), and C5hU.S. 182Meier, 421 U.S. 1 (1975). together with a number of lower Federalcourt decisions, the Committee concludes that "prnr to Boldenr plaintiffs in dilution cases could prevail by showing either discriminatoryresults or intent." The Court's insistence in Bolden that discriminatoryintent must be shown to establish a violation of section 2, or the Fouryteenth or Fifteenth amendments, was accordingly an aberration in theline of decisions and, claims the Committee, a aberrarthefrom~~~~~~~ eale urm Cut d1'- marked departure
from earlier Supreme Court and lower court voting dilution cases"

However accurate the Committee's novel constitutional theories maybe, the important consideration to keep in mind is that the Supreme
Court does not accept them. The Court has indeed considered and re-jected the interpretations which the Committee wishes to engraft onthese cases. The Committee Report freely ackno legdes as much when
it admits to abandoning the intent test laid down in Bolden in favor of
a new test allegedly drawn from White v. Regeater, 412 U.S. 755
(1973). The problem with the Committee's approach, however, is that
it places a different interpretation on White than does the Supreme
Court, which decided the White case. In Bolden, the Court asserted
that "rnite v. Regeater isi consistent with 'the basic equal protec-tion principle that the invidious quality of a law claimed to be racially
discriminatory must ultimately be traced to a racially discriminatorypurpoae."Mobile v. Bolden, 446 U.S. at 69.

are thus confronted with two differing interpretations of the
same ase law, interpretations separated from one another by an ocean
of substantive meaning. Which interpretation should prevailI The
language used in the statutethat is the language of the White de-
cision-is language that was deveoped and interpreted by theSupreme Court and which therefore carries with it the Court's under-standing of the law and the subtle nuances that the Court itself has
appended to the language. In the final analysis, then, the Court's inter-
pretation must prevail in construing the new wording of Section 2 and
not the novel interpretation introduced in a Committee Report. If theCommittee has misconstrued the language of White end its progeny,
as it most surely has in this Senator's judgment, the Court ill ha to

adhere to the correct meaning of the t i that it develop .

Notwithstanding this overt attempt by the Committee to impose its
constitutional interpretations upon the Court, the Committee boldlyinsists that "the proosd amendment to section 2 does not seek to re-verse the Court's constitutional interpretation." This is so, claims the
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Committee, because "the proposal is a proper statutory exercise ofCongress' enforcement power .. , and is not a redefinition of the scopeof the constitutional provisions."

The Committee's rationale for this peculiar interpretation of Con-gress' powers if I understand the Report correctly, goes like tis: Sec-tion 2 as orginally drafted in 1965 was intended to include a resultstest. The Supreme Court misconstrued this legislative intent in theBolden case. To restore section 2 to its original purpose, it is now in.cumbent upon Con ss to rewrite section 2 so as to clarify Congress'real intentions. T action is proper because Con - siresychanging a statutory provision. Although Congress cannot, states theReport, "alter the judicial interpretation in Bolden of the Fourteenthand Fifteenth amendments by simple statute," it is free to alter thejudicial interpretation in Bolden of the statute involved, by changingthe statute.
This mode of reasonin is, of course, fatally flawed because, as whave earlier noted, the Court was interpreting not only section 2 inBolden, but also the Fourteenth and Fifteenth amendments. Both thstatute and the amendments, according to the Court, require an intenttest. Irrespective of the language contained in section 2, we are never-theless confronted with the Court's interpretations of the arendmene-which do not chang merely because the statute upon which they rest'ias been changed. The- Committee endeavors to sidestep this problemby claimin- that it can also change the substantive meaning of theFifteenth amendmentt by simple statute, through its broad enforce-ment power. "The Court." claims the Committee Report, "has long;held t at Congress need not limit itself to legislation coextensive witthe Fifteenth Amendment, if there is a basis for the Congressionaldetermination that the legislation furthers enforcement of the Amend-ment. The Voting Rights Act is the best example of Congress' poweto enact enabling legislation that goes beyond the direct prohibitionof the Constitutiwn schlf." emphasiss supplied).What we have here, then, is a call to abandon the Constitution, annssertion of unbridled power by Congress to rewrite a provision of theConstitution by mere statute. The Commission seems to have forgottenthat Congress power is limited; indeed it seems to have forgottenthat our Constitution itself rests on the principle of limited govern-ment and limited power. Aside from this, however, the Committe-,teems also to have forgotten that the Fourteenth Amendment playedan important role in the Bolden case; for the Court's rejection of the"results" test in Bolden was based on an interpretation of the Four.teenth Amendment as well as the Fifteenth. Perhaps the Committee'somission is not unintentional, however. There is at least some judicialprecedent to support the view that Congress may go beyond the ex-press prohibitions of the Fifteenth Amendment. Soute Carolina v.Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 301 (1966). That interpretation is highly con-troversial and was rendered under unique circumstan. There is noprecedent of this kind, however, that sanctions the right of Congressto step outside the boundaries of the Fourteenth AmendmentThe Committee's attempt to persuade us that the Constitution isamenable to the interpretations embraced by the Report recalls tomind Alice's encounter with Humpty Dumpty in Lewis Carroll'sThrough, the Lookinq Glass:

.

"W hen I use a word," said H y i en utw a
choose it to mean-neither ity Dumpty, "it means just what I

"The question is," said Alice, whetherrmany di erent thing er you can make words mean so
"The question is, . said Humpty Dumpty, "which is master, that's
Certainly Con a has a role to play in intetion. We o not legislate in a vacuum and rpreting the Constitu-Cntitution in view, whasadr t olms necessarily keep theCoreoverio i iw as a standard to follow wen weenactlegslation.rs h

Moreover, if Congress is persuaded that its un weengticular constitutional provision is the t understandin of a par-issue, even in the face of what appears to be a contrary interpretationby the Supreme Court in an earlier case; for thrar neresame, the personnel on the Court changes, and the facts are never thepersuaded to abandon a precedent because it was erroneous in the firstplace. Congress should therefore not abandon its interpretation of theconstitution merely because it anticipates a hostile reception fro theSupreme Court. At the very least, es hste rpgt m theits view of the Constitution, in the form of legislative enactment, andawait the Court's answer when the act is reviewed. And a determinedCongress may go even further if it does not wish to accept the Court'sinrrets atio b pvfroos ian aemntto the Constitution, orby wi drawing its ju diction over a certa in class of cases and trans
ferrin it to the State outs. Not every constitutional question must

be ultimately determined by the Supreme Court, and even the Court
itself has refused to exercise that power under the so-called "political
question" doctrine.So I do not fault the Committee for attempting to persuade theCourt that the Court was wrong, and in fact welcome this renewed
interest among my colleagues in reasserting our right to interpret theConstitution at the law-making stage. B tltu ec n i ih o rselves and with the American people, and frankly admit that the object

of this legislation is to overturn the Supreme Court's interpretation of
the Constitution in Bolden. To claim, as the Report does, that the
compromise" amendment seeks only to redefine the law, and is dif-

ferent in meaning and intent from the various court-stripping pro-
posals currently pending in Congress, is no more accurate or helpful
to a public understanding of what we are doing here than is the Re-
port's exposition of S. 1992.

For the reasons stated, I respectfully urge my colleagues to reject
R. 1992 as unconstitutional and unwise.
Respectfully submitted,
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-

0

Jons P. EasT,
United States Senator.
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